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West African Journal: A Travel Account is a narrative

of the author's trip in twelve West African countries. In

the first chapter the author describes her previous

travels and preparations for this trip and introduces

her husband. She begins the second chapter with a dis-

cussion of the benefits and hardships of independent

travel and describes the hotels, restaurants, forms of

transportation, and difficulties with language. The re-

mainder of Chapter II is a close account of the first

sixteen days of travel.

The narrative continues chronologically in Chapters

III through VIII. Each chapter pertains to a distinct

stage of the trip. In Chapter IX, the author reviews her

personal accomplishments during the journey, relates her

and her husband's reactions on their return to the

U.S., and concludes with some evocative descriptions

of West Africa.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

When I was a child, traveling and carsickness were

inseparable. I hated trips; my parents hated taking me

on trips. When I was fifteen, though, my parents in-

dulged a rather extravagant whim of mine which changed my

attitude about trips and consequently the next fifteen

years of my life: I went to Europe with several hundred

other high school students to study French for six weeks.

I came home and began studying German in addition to

French, wrote off for more international study programs,

and cried because life in Phoenix was not at all like life

in Europe. I determined to go back to Europe; I intended

to see the rest of the world.

Also during that memorable fifteenth year, my jour-

nalism teacher told me I could write well and would prob-

ably be editor of the school newspaper my senior year.

I didn't believe him at first, but by the time his predic-

tion came true, I had incorporated journalism into my

travel fantasies. In 1968, I entered college in Dallas

with plans to major in journalism and become a foreign

correspondent. Neither plan survived the boredom of my

first-year journalism class, but I did become a traveler.

1
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The first month I was at college I met someone else

who wanted to travel: Will. Will was an eccentric. He

went to class barefoot before hippies were fashionable;

he frequently ran several miles to my dorm in cold.weather,

wearing only gym shorts and long underwear; he did hand-

stands in front of the arts building sculptures, and with

an equally eccentric friend, skulked around on the library

roof and rappelled off the stately rotunda building. I

was embarrassed, but I admired him: here was a guy who

would not end up wearing a suit, carrying a briefcase,

and commuting on the freeways to work. I imagined him

tanned, in khaki, on archeological digs in Africa.

After three years of college, we married and began

seriously planning our travels. After graduation we

would take a yearlong trip. We would buy a Toyota Land-

cruiser, take it on a freighter to Africa, travel the

length of the continent, and then go to Europe. We con-

tinued to work summers and part-time; we ate a lot of

eggs and only went to cheap movies; we saved our money

zealously. We also did some research: seeing Africa and

Europe in one year would be impossible; we chose Europe

as being more familiar. A small car, then, would be more

practical than a Landcruiser; we bought a BMW and arranged

to pick it up at the factory in Germany. By October fol-

lowing our May graduation we were ready to leave. Everyone

was enthusiastic about our trip. Our older relatives and
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friends thought it was wonderful that we were taking a

trip while we were "still young," before we were "tied

down." But it was an obvious time to be taking such a

trip. Western Europe was a popular destination for back-

packing young Americans on vacation between terms or fol-

lowing graduation.

The duration, extent, and result of our travels were

not so typical, though: we traveled eleven months and

visited most of Eastern and Western Europe, plus three

countries in North Africa. When we returned, we intended

to work two years and travel again for a year. But living

in the U.S. had more distractions, including opportunities

for short trips, than we'd realized, and it took longer

to save the money for an extended trip than we expected.

Six years passed--and six jobs between us, three trips to

Mexico, two trips to the West Coast, one trip to the East

Coast, and numerous trips within Texas and the surrounding

states--before we were preparing for another Africa-Europe

expedition. But during those six years, during those

short vacations, we established travel as our first

priority, a pursuit more satisfying than careers, more

exciting than home and children, more necessary than the

security of possessions or routine.

When friends and family realized we really were going

on a second long trip, they reacted somewhat differently

from the first time we left to travel. There were only a
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few comments about how wonderful it was to travel while

we were "still young"--at twenty-eight and twenty-nine we

were not as "still young" as we used to be. We were re-

peating our "once in a lifetime opportunity"--our first

trip--and people were very impressed, as if we were working

a small capitalistic miracle. "How did you do it?" they

asked wistfully. "How did you save so much money? How

can you just leave everything for a year?" We were sur-

prised by their surprise: hadn't we been saying for years

that we were going on another trip? Their admiration

pleased and embarrassed us. Yes, we had saved a bundle

of money, but our economies hadn't been particularly strin-

gent, and both of us had had reasonably good-paying jobs

for most of the past six years. We had no house and little

furniture, but we were comfortable in our furnished apart-

ment. We had no children or pets, and we enjoyed being

free to come and go impulsively. Our cars were not luxury

models, but they ran economically and were paid for. Steak

was a stranger in our kitchen, but we preferred enchiladas,

spaghetti, and curry anyway. Leaving for a year of travel

did mean abandoning our jobs, but I was between careers,

and Will would have wanted a change in his work soon anyway.

Packing and storing our belongings was a troublesome but

not insurmountable task.

So saving the money and preparing for a long trip

weren't particularly amazing, we thought. Anybody who
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really wanted to travel could do what we were doing. "It's

a question of priorities," we explained. "But why is

travel your first priority?" our non-traveling friends

and relatives persisted. Will used to explain in behavior-

ist terms, "We are always reinforced when we travel; that's

why we keep on doing it." I would answer something equally

inane; I found it hard to explain my hunger for the unknown.

I thought of the world map with its distorted continents

in our dimly-lit hall and how I walked my fingers over

the unvisited countries and wanted to say, "I've been there

. . . and there . . . and there"; to make those unpro-

nounceable names familiar; to see people, cities, and

countryside in my mind instead of the pinks, purples, and

oranges of the political map under my fingers; to make

those places mine. I wanted, when the immediate sensations

of travel were over, memories perfumed and embroidered

with the exotic. I didn't want to look back on my life

when I was old and wish I had seen more of the world. I

would be an old woman with stories to tell, wearing strange

jewelry and surrounded by pictures and mementos: of all my

travels. I would not regret how I had lived my life.

If our desire to travel didn't mystify people, the

choice of Africa as our destination often did. Africa

definitely suffered from a bad press in the late 1970s.

If people knew anything up-to-date atTall about Africa,

it was of the riots-in-Soweto/guerrilla-fighting-in-Angola
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genre. Many people were genuinely concerned that we would

find Africans hostile to whites or that we would somehow

become involved in violent current events. "Stay out of

Rhodesia and Uganda," we were warned. Although nearly

everyone felt fairly sure that heat, disease, and poverty

were much too plentiful, a number of people took Africa

much more lightly, as if it were too far away or too un-

known to be quite real. For this group, Africa's supposed

backwardness and savagery were the cause for delight and

hilarity. Friends in medical school enthusiastically

described the symptoms of Lassa fever and other fatal or

debilitating tropical diseases during .a dinner party.

Idi ("Idiot" Amin as one wit called him) Amin and Emperor

Boukassa were discussed- -then dismissed--with a "guess

what they've done now" gleefulness. Cannibal jokes grew

tiresome.

Will and I tried to inject a little reality into

these conversations, but in the early stages of planning

our trip, our knowledge was almost as limited as every-

one else's.. We knew that the vast majority of African

states were not in turmoil, that the heat and diseases

could be prepared for or avoided, that Africa has cities

and industries and few savages. We hoped that we would

see tribesmen in traditional dress, but we hardly expected

to be met by them at the airport.
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We had intended to go to Africa on our first trip,

probably because Will had been studying anthropology and

had learned about several interesting groups of people,

and possibly because of the musty promise of adventure

emanating from Will's old copies of In Darkest Africa by

H. M. Stanley and Jungle Ways by William B. Seabrook. But

we had only dipped into the northern countries closest to

Western Europe--a disconcerting but fascinating taste of

Africa. I had always assumed we would return and directed

my reading towards Africa and away from Latin America and

Asia. I found some curious West African folktales to share

with my remedial reading students and bought Doris Lessing's

African Stories and Graham Greene's A Burnt-Out Case and

The Heart of the Matter for my vacation reading. My map-

gazing gradually became centered on Africa, and I thought

about those countries which I'd never heard of and which

were seldom in the news: Mali, Niger, Togo, Upper Volta:

what was going on in those countries? Perhaps more than

anything else about the continent, Africa's vastness in-

trigued and impressed us. Whenever some worrier would

bring up the foolhardiness of traveling on the same con-

tinent with such trouble spots as Rhodesia, South Africa,

or Angola, we would pull out Ebony's 1976 Africa issue

and show the bright yellow map of Africa comfortably

swallowing pink globs of Europe, India, the U.S., and
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Great Britain. Africa is so large, we would smile, we

can give the trouble spots wide berth and still have too

much to see.

For this second trip we estimated three times as

much money as for the first one. The distances were

greater, and this time we hoped to travel thirteen or

fourteen months. Africa was our first destination, but

we also wanted to visit friends in England and Europe and

see a few places, such as Ireland, we'd missed before.

By ignoring North Africa and ruthlessly eliminating other

regions because of potential travel problems (political

and practical), we whittled Africa down to two large

chunks: West Africa from Mauritania to Gabon and East

Africa, excluding Uganda, from Egypt to Tanzania. Our

travel goals in East Africa were easy to determine: the

game parks, snowy Mount Kilimanjaro and Mount Kenya, the

antiquities in Sudan and Egypt. But we weren't sure what

there was to see in West Africa.

Our first efforts at collecting tourist literature

were nearly futile. We found no travel agency in Dallas

with any information on independent travel in West Africa,

and we had to look before we found one willing to help

us. (A woman at the Thomas Cooke office said, "I cer-

tainly wouldn't recommend for anyone to go there.") The

agent we finally chose was a young South African woman

whose cheerfulness and enthusiasm made up for her ignorance.
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We couldn't help rolling our eyes at her naive racism,

though. When she had flown into Nairobi, Kenya, she had

been amazed that "the natives spoke English so well."

The West African countries themselves were not par-

ticularly helpful, either. When we wrote to a dozen or

so consulates and UN missions asking for travel literature,

only one (Ivory Coast's) responded with the anticipated

color brochures. The others--if they sent anything--sent

only visa applications. We found only one pertinent travel

book in Dallas book stores: West African Travels by Sylvia

Boone, published in 1974. Some friends gave us Bright Con-

tinent: A Shoestring Guide to Sub-Sahara Africa by Susan

Blumenthal, also four years old, and we bought a business-

man's guide, African Guide 1978, for political and economic

facts.

Though we were frustrated by the lack of first-hand

sources, we were relieved to meet Boone and Blumenthal.

They encouraged us with detailed information about hotels,

transportation, and visas and delighted us with descrip-

tions of sophisticated cities, quiet villages, colorful

markets, varied scenery, and friendly, exotically-dressed

people. Apparently few tourists had discovered these

attractions, and African travel was not always easy or

straightforward, but these drawbacks only enticed us. We

liked thinking of ourselves as adventurers tougher than

the ordinary tourist: hadn't we traveled independently all
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over Europe? hadn't we stayed in wretched hotels before

and eaten at hole-in-the-wall restaurants? hadn't we walked

ten hours into and out of the Barranca de Cobre in Mexico?

Besides, the slower pace supposedly typical of Africa would

suit me well, I thought. I hated to hurry and considered

patience one of my strongest attributes. I pictured myself

waiting for a bus to leave--Blumenthal was always mention-

ing lengthy waits for transportation--calmly reading a book

under a tree. I wouldn't be anxious or annoyed; I would

remain unruffled, taking things, such as the bus, as they

came.

Though Boone and Blumenthal gave me confidence to

dismiss most of the nonexistent dangers our well-meaning

friends thought of, such as snakes, unfriendly natives,

lions, etc., I was secretly worried about getting sick.

Both authors warned about the dangers of bilharziasis

(a disease caused by blood flukes which inhabit snails in

nearly all bodies of water in Africa), malaria (usually

not a problem if preventive medicine were taken), and

diarrhea (hard to avoid, but purifying the drinking water

helped). Being sick in Africa sounded serious, and con-

sidering how I became an elementary school student when

I was sick--wanting to call Mother and go home--I was

scared. But we did what we could to prevent major illness--

we got shots for yellow fever and cholera and pills for
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malaria--and stocked up on Lomotil (for diarrhea) and

water purification tablets. I hoped I wouldn't have to

take sickness as it came, too.

With Boone's and Blumenthal's help, we made an

itinerary and packed our bags. First we chose fifteen

countries to visit in West Africa. Then we had to decide

how to get there. We read in Ford's Freighter Travel Guide

that freighters stopped along the coast, and since we

had always wanted to do a freighter trip, we began trying

to make reservations with the Ghanaian Black Star Line

which would take us from New York directly to Ghana.1 But

freighters cannot keep exact schedules and cannot give

exact sailing dates, and since they carry only six to

twelve passengers, it is hard to get a confirmed reserva-

tion. We were put on a waiting list but finally grew im-

patient with waiting to hear from the New York office and

wondering when we would sail if we did get the reserva-

tions. (We weren't even in Africa, and already we were

impatient!) But flying to Ghana wasn't possible, either,

we learned from our travel agent. The international air-

port in Accra was closed for several weeks for repairs

to the tarmac. We decided to fly to neighboring Ivory

Coast instead. We hadn't given up the boat idea entirely,

'Ford's Freighter Travel Guide (Woodland Hills,
Calif.: Ford's Travel Guides, 1978), p. 47.
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however. We thought we might get a local boat to go

along the coast to Liberia--it sounded possible, according

to Blumenthal. We confidently typed up itineraries for

family and friends listing American embassies for mailing

addresses.

Besides plane tickets, we needed visas. Unless we

stayed in New York or Washington, D.C. for a couple of

weeks and took care of these ourselves, we would have to

go through a visa agent whose prices astounded us: $25

or $30 for each visa! We were relieved to learn that

our travel agent was able to get them through her agency

for much less. Most visas are granted for three months

from date of issue, and since we intended to stay in West

Africa over three months, we got only those we'd need at

first. We worried about not having the others: both Boone

and Blumenthal had all but underlined in red, "Get all

visas before leaving the U.S.," and listed all sorts of

problems for those who didn't follow their advice.

We took the two guidebooks' advice about what to

pack more seriously. They emphasized traveling light,

and we agreed. We were still embarrassed by how much

luggage we had taken on our first trip. Andy Knowles,

an English friend, had taken a picture of us looking

like refugees in Victoria Station: each of us had had an

enormous red backpack towering over our shoulders; Will

had been carrying a large Samsonite suitcase; I had been
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weighted down further with an overstuffed shoulder bag;

other friends clutched two duffel bags, umbrellas, and a

parcel of food for the journey. The thought of carrying

all that luggage on African public transport was ludicrous.

We ordered two packs small enough to fit under airplane

seats, Will got a matching shoulder bag for his camera

equipment, and I bought a medium-sized shoulder bag with

lots of compartments. This was all. The frugality of

our luggage amazed many people, especially women, as much

as the trip itself. "But how can you travel for a year

with just that bag? What will you wear?" What I wore,

I eventually wore out, but I was pleased with my all-

purpose wardrobe: two full cotton skirts, two long-sleeved

cotton shirts, a short-sleeved blouse, two tee-shirts, a

swimsuit, a nightgown, a short smock for a robe, four

sets of underwear and socks, two pairs of sandals, a pair

of lace-up shoes, a hat, and a sweater. Will took about

the same amount of clothes, but he took shorts instead of

skirts. Knowing the climate would be constantly warm

saved us lots of space. Summer clothes are not as bulky

as wool sweaters, scarves, gloves, and hats.

We also packed the usual things people take on vaca-

tion: paperback books, guidebooks, notebooks, cosmetics,

plus towels, toilet paper, and twenty rolls of film to last

us through Africa since film would be hard to find there.

Because space was so limited, every item had to be argued
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over and justified. At the last minute I abandoned a pair

of shorts, a belt, several pairs of pantyhose, and two

tubes of lipstick--and never missed any of them.

Besides helping us plan our route and pack appropriate

clothes, Boone and Blumenthal helped us prepare for Africa

mentally. Thus before we left we had at least some idea

that traveling in Africa would not always be convenient,

clean, or comfortable and that we would encounter cultures

with values different from our own. We began to be on

guard against negative attitudes about Africa and to be

careful not to make the equation, different equals bad.

We continued our preparations to leave while our

friends made much to-do over our departure. The bad jokes

and gloomy warnings were lost in an avalanche of best

wishes. We were given dinners and parties, but more impor-

tantly, lots of support and encouragement, sometimes from

unexpected sources. A high school acquaintance of Will's,

Joanne Jones, who had served in the Peace Corps in Ivory

Coast and was the only person we knew who had been in West

Africa, invited us over for supper, slides, and general

orientation. Joan Bray, a San Antonio journalist who

had traveled overland from South Africa to Tanzania, was

enthusiastic when I called her and said not to get dis-

couraged by the lack of information available in Dallas,

that once in West Africa we would undoubtedly meet volun-

teers and other travelers who could help us. Most touching
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of all good-bye gestures was my gift from Peggy Goetz: a

Shinto prayer inside a tiny brocade bag. She had carried

it while in the Peace Corps in Colombia. It was surely a

powerful charm, for she had been thrown out of a jeep on

a mountain road and had not been killed. The prayer

was even more meaningful because it had been given to

her by another traveling friend of ours, Sully Taylor,

who had bought it at a Shinto shrine in Japan. Now it was

going to Africa to keep me safe.

Leaving Dallas was just the first step to leaving

the country. We were going visiting on our way to New

York to get our flight to Africa. Our first set of

friends, Sully Taylor and her husband, Bill Harshbarger,

was in State College, Pennsylvania. We had to change

planes in Pittsburgh, and there we had our first setback:

our reservations hadn't come through. There was no room

for us until a later flight. Will stomped off to telephone

and complain; I practiced being patient and calm and wrote

some letters.

In State College we met a student whose parents had

just returned from a business trip to Ivory Coast. They

had found it extremely expensive there, more so than

Europe or New York. My stomach seemed to sink as if I

had swallowed a cold weight: what if we hadn't allowed

enough money? Remembering that we were hardy travelers

and not executives on expense accounts did not entirely
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reassure me. Our guidebooks were outdated: there could

be other unpleasant surprises in West Africa.

In Philadelphia, shepherded by another friend, C. A.

Briggs, we made a last shopping foray for cotton socks and

a travel iron. A travel iron is a surprising luxury for

people who travel in blue jeans, but we had not invested

in it or given it precious space in Will's crowded pack

in order to look well-pressed. Both of our guidebooks

had mentioned the tumbu fly which lays its eggs in wet

laundry. Then the larvae have access to the laundry owner's

skin, into which they burrow and eventually cause bumps.

To get rid of such a bump--which looks like a festering

pimple--the unlucky person must lance it and draw out the

larva, now a worm! Far easier, I thought, was ironing

the laundry and killing the eggs before they had a chance

to make new homes under my skin.

One of our last errands was to get a Senegalese visa

while we were in New York. Once we'd found where the

Senegalese UN Mission had moved, it was a quick and cost-

less procedure to get the visas. A thin young man with

decorative facial scarring who worked in the Mission rode

down the elevator with us. "Why are you going to Senegal?"

he asked. We told him we just wanted to see it. He

shrugged as if he couldn't comprehend our strange desire

but wished us "bon voyage" as we parted.
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October 21, 1978: we were ready to go. While staying

with friends on Long Island,we had written final letters,

made good-bye phone calls, done our laundry, eaten a last

home-cooked meal. Our friends Allan Ritchie and Susan

Smiley drove us to JFK; we were on our own.

The PanAm flight was full. I had been curious about

what kind of people would be on a flight to Monrovia

(Roberts Field), Liberia, and Abidjan, Ivory Coast.

There were some passengers I guessed were businessmen

and quite a few African families with lots of bags and

parcels. The white man in jeans and dashiki who sat next

to us was a technician with the American telephone company

installing a system in Liberia. He was a friendly fellow,

amused by our naivete about traveling in Africa, willing

to answer our questions. He assured us the tumbu fly did

exist--he'd had one himself--but the remedy of drawing it

out seemed less trouble to him than ironing the clothes.

He wrote down hotels and restaurants for us to try in

Monrovia, which sounded rather like a frontier town. But

he had the cynical attitude of which our guidebooks had

warned us. He shook his head when he spoke of Africans,

"They can't maintain this telephone system; they'll just

let it break down again. It's hopeless." We couldn't

say much in reply, but our polite, sympathetic smiles felt

small and tight with moral superiority. We couldn't argue

with him about his own work, yet we felt he had the wrong
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attitude. Judging Africans by American or Western stan-

dards just wasn't fair.

The plane landed in the middle of the night at

Roberts Field. The runway was hemmed in by sleek, wet

foliage--rubber trees, we decided. All continuing pas-

sengers had to get off the plane and wait in the airport

for several hours. Two little boys, one African, one

white, tore around the lounge playing some game which in-

volved lots of skidding on the floor. The tired adults,

wondering at such energy, ignored them.

Finally the darkness was gently lifted by a soft

gray mist, and the tall green trees came into focus.

(They were not rubber trees--we later learned what

rubber trees look like, but we never found out what

these trees were.) We boarded the plane again. Now we

could see below us the s-curving waterways and varied

greens of the African countryside. Soon we landed in

Abidjan and stepped onto the slightly spongy tarmac.

The heat was moist; the sun was warm but not visible

behind the gray sky.



CHAPTER II

IVORY COAST AND GHANA

A yearlong trip is not the same as a year's vacation.

Anyone who has not traveled independently for several

months probably does not appreciate how tiring, irritating,

and even boring the day-to-day decisions can become. To

decide where and when to eat breakfast, what to eat, and

how much to spend for it is an annoying way to start the

day--and the questions must be repeated twice more or ac-

cording to hunger during the day. (In Will's case, there

is always the preliminary issue of whether to eat at all:

he doesn't mind fasting, and he loves to save money.) Once

breakfast has been eaten or dispensed with, the traveler

must consider whether to stay where he is or go on (if

he moves he'll eventually have to find a new place to

sleep) and what he wants to do or see that day. Occasion-

ally other problems compound the daily ones: how many

traveler's checks to cash if staying another three days

in a country and the next two days are religious (and

therefore bank) holidays; whether to buy one of those

hand-made souvenirs in the capital city or hope for better

prices in the country (where they may not be sold); what

to do about the dirty laundry when there's no laundromat

19
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in the town and no sunny balcony or radiator in the hotel

room. Having unlimited funds would provide more choices

of solutions but would not really eliminate the problems

themselves. "It's all these decisions," sighed a young

American couple, explaining the unexpected difficulty of

their first trip abroad. "Nobody at home understands that

traveling is hard work."

We understood, but we had traveled long enough to

appreciate the rewards as well as the drawbacks to

traveling without tours or guides. Because of the daily

dilemmas about food, shelter, and activities, the traveler

becomes personally involved in the foreign country he is

visiting. He must learn a few words of the local language

to help him take care of his problems or to find his way;

he discovers bakeries, grocery stores, markets, ice cream

stands, and small, neighborhood restaurants in order to

feed himself; he explores campgrounds and rooms in private

homes as well as hotels while looking for a place to stay;

he frequents tourist offices, book stores, and youth

hostels to find out what to see and do in a particular

place. Thus he meets people and sometimes has conversa-

tions, sometimes exchanges addresses, sometimes is invited

home. These encounters are usually the most memorable

part of a trip--the unexpected Easter picnic with a Greek

family, the private tour through the souks of Fez with a

young Moroccan, the comraderie of the students at a Swiss
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ski lodge--but they are not rare events for the independent

traveler; rather they are the substance of his trip.

Although Will and I were experienced with the problems

and pleasures of independent travel in Europe and Mexico,

we soon realized that in Africa we were neophytes again.

Undoubtedly the previous experiences hastened our adjust-

ment to African travel, but for the first couple of weeks

we were so overwhelmed that we wondered why we had come.

We wished we could leave Africa and go to Europe immed-

iately, but we had intended to travel in Africa and had

spent a lot of money to get there; to quit so soon was out

of the question. But we mentally shortened our estimated

time in Africa from five months to three.

During the first stage of our trip, the first six-

teen days, we traveled much more rapidly than we had

planned, hoping that each new place would be better than

the one we'd left. I reacted to the unfamiliar environ-

ment sometimes with strong emotions--tears, anger, elation--

sometimes with a dogged passivity. I found comfort in

familiar tasks such as washing and ironing. I was at a

loss in many situations, but I still knew how to do the

clothes. Will and I both longed for help or at least at-

tention from the European community; we felt conspicuous

(few Americans travel in West Africa; we saw only one

during our first two weeks there) and therefore deserving

of notice, but we were ashamed of our need for European
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company. After all, we'd come to Africa to get to know

Africans, not Europeans. (All whites are called Euro-

peans in West Africa, including English and Americans.)

We were befriended by Europeans on several occasions,

but our needs for travel information and social life--

both more easily satisfied by those of a similar culture,

we thought--were great, and we were usually disappointed

by how unremarkable we were.

We needed European company, but how were we getting

along with Africans? Why were we rushing through West

Africa? Had our friends' warnings abour unfriendly natives

and political unrest been relevant after all? Had we be-

come sick as I had feared? What was so overwhelmingly dif-

ficult about traveling in Africa?

Objectively reviewing the first stage of our trip

shows that both Africans and Europeans were frequently

kind and helpful to us. One very unpleasant incident

did occur, involving both unfriendly Africans and political

unrest, but it happened after we'd already been rather

miserable for ten days or so. We were not sick--except

for my reaction to the malaria medicine--but we were fre-

quently hungry, thirsty, hot, and tired. What was so

overwhelming about traveling in Africa was the number and

type of difficulties with which we were unprepared to cope.

The high cost of living complicated the daily problems

of where to stay and eat. When planning the budget, Will
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had allotted $30 a day for the two of us, a reasonable

amount based on the prices listed in our guidebooks and

allowing for several years of inflation. But, as we had

heard from the girl at State College, Abidjan is very ex-

pensive (our first dinner cost a day's allowance), and we

soon learned that its prices were not exceptional in

West Africa.

Not only were we concerned with prices, but we also

wondered what standard of living to seek. In Europe we

had always avoided hotels and restaurants which catered to

tourists, partly to save money but partly because we

wanted more authenticity. Instead we chose middle-class,

working-class, or student establishments. In most of

West Africa, however, the same categories do not exist.

Tourism is not an industry as it is in Europe, and few

facilities exist for those traveling for pleasure; most

Africans work, yet their wages and status are much lower

than those of workers in Western countries. In a large

region with few universities, there are understandably few

students. There are expensive modern or colonial-period

hotels and restaurants for the African elite, the European

community, and international businessmen, diplomats, etc.

These establishments are usually owned and managed by

Europeans, especially in the countries which were once

French colonies. Although these hotels and restaurants

with their air conditioning, posted menus, white tablecloths,
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and other familiar amenities were appealing to us, we did

not feel comfortable in them wearing our casual clothes

and carrying our backpacks, and we couldn't indulge in

$30 dinners or $40 rooms very often anyway.

Considerably lower in status, though often not much

lower in price, are the Lebanese hotels and restaurants.

The Lebanese entrenched themselves in West Africa with

their shops and businesses while the French and English

were still colonial masters. The French usually look

down on them, and they in turn usually despise their

African customers. Nevertheless, Lebanese places are

often egalitarian. The clientele, especially in small

towns, might include equal numbers of Africans, Europeans,

and Lebanese. The menu, too, usually offers the favorite

local version of the African staple, rice and sauce, as

well as the ubiquitous bifteck et pommes frites, and

variously-spelled but similarly-prepared hommos, tabuli,

felafel, and shish kebob (paste made of chick peas and oil;

salad made of cracked wheat, onions, mint, tomatoes, and

cucumbers ; fried beans; skewered grilled meat). Lebanese

restaurants with their Formica tables or plastic table-

cloths and plastic glasses are usually clean, but the

comfort and cleanliness of the hotels vary: in one place

I held my nose and half-closed my eyes in order to tolerate

going to the toilet; in another we enjoyed the luxury of a
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hot shower in the room and clean sheets every day in ad-

dition to a spotless, odorless toilet.

African hotels are the least expensive places to stay

and eat, but even they are not necessarily inexpensive.

Our first hotel room in Abidjan, in an African hotel in

an African suburb, cost $15; it was tiny and dim but had

an air conditioner, hot shower, and neatly turned-back

clean sheets. This African hotel was European-style: it

had a reception desk with keys hanging behind it, a lounge

area, and rooms off a hallway, but some African hotels were

rooms or small buildings grouped around a courtyard and

enclosed by a wall, looking identical--except for the

bar or tables and chairs in the courtyard -- to the com-

pounds in many African neighborhoods. We were suspicious

of these hotels--when we recognized them--they somehow

didn't look public, and we didn't stay in one until we

had no alternative. Then we discovered that a cheap hotel

room could be found in West Africa (for less than $3),

but it offered only essentials: a mud-brick room, a bed

with amattress, two candles, and access to a well for

washing and a pit toilet which was inexplicably locked

all night.

We sometimes had trouble identifying African res-

taurants, too. The obvious ones were wooden tables and

benches pulled up under a tree or near a drink stand.

The kitchen was close by, a cooking fire on the ground.
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The ones hidden to us were inside houses or compounds;

sometimes a fringe of colored plastic strips hung in

the doorway. We were too self-conscious at the beginning

of the trip to join the few other customers at these

restaurants and lost many opportunities for relieving

our hunger with inexpensive, tasty home-cooking.

Self-consciousness was the main reason we were hungry

most of the time during our first weeks in Africa. In

isolated places and while we were on long bus or train

journeys, there were no European or Lebanese restaurants,

and street food, as we called it, was often all that was

available. But not only were we shy about entering African

restaurants, we were unsure of the bargaining techniques

necessary to buy street food (how much to argue, how much

to pay) and didn't want to cause a scene. Thus we passed

by all the plentiful, ready-to-eat food, the bananas,

oranges, pineapples, guavas, and mangoes in the markets

and the peanuts, cakes, doughnuts, candy, fried fish,

skewered meat, and other snacks sold by roving vendors

in any public place likely to attract customers.

Part of our reluctance to bargain and ask questions

was because we did not speak fluent French or any African

language. Although I had studied French for seven years,

I had not made time to take a refresher conversation class

or even do much reviewing before this trip. From the mo-

ment we arrived in Ivory Coast, I was sorry I had not done
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so. Most Ivoriens speak French well, in addition to at

least one African language, and regard foreigners who do

not speak French with a very Gallic mixture of pity, dis-

dain, and amusement. I stumbled along in my half-remembered

French, generally making myself understood, though perhaps

my gestures communicated more clearly than my words. One

day at our hotel in Abidjan, I told a clerk, "Donnez-moi

nos assiettes, s'il vous plait."

"Vos assiettes?" he looked at me with a confused ex-

pression.

"Oui, nos assiettes qui sont en dehors," I said,

pointing out into the courtyard.

"Vos assiettes en dehors?" he repeated, still looking

puzzled.

"Oui,sur la corde," I answered, pointing more spe-

cifically at the clothesline.

"Ah, oui," he smiled, understanding at last.

It wasn't until I was halfway up the stairs, marvel-

ing at the difficulties of communication, that I realized

the word for towels is serviettes; assiettes are plates.

Will does not speak French as well as I do, but he

is more aggressive and inquisitive. I don't like asking

strangers for information in my own country, speaking my

own language, and in Africa I especially disliked strug-

gling through questions in French and often not under-

standing the answers anyway. Fortunately, because we
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needed to know when the bus left, where a bank was, how

much a taxi cost, etc., Will ignored my reluctance and

at least began inquiries on his own. Often I had to

straighten out the tangle of his partly-formed questions

or to help interpret the answers. Having to rely on

information acquired through a spoken foreign language

is frustrating; we never felt sure of our facts, especially

when asking three people the same question sometimes pro-

vided us with two or three different answers. But we de-

pended upon verbal information because our guidebooks

were somewhat outdated and because the few tourist of-

fices we found in West Africa rarely gave us any practical

information such as city maps or bus schedules. The

tourist offices we visited in Abidjan could only offer

us brochures about bus tours which could be arranged if

enough people wanted to go. The tours looked interesting,

but we couldn't consider them because they cost $100 per

day.

Acquiring information was not much easier in Ghana,

a former English colony. Many Ghanaians do not learn

English and speak only their local languages, and many of

those who do speak English have an accent difficult to

understand for those unaccustomed to it. Also, Ghanaians

often had trouble comprehending our American English.

It was easier to read in English, of course, but generally
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there were few signs in West Africa where we needed them

the most: at train and bus stations.

However, train and bus stations with no posted

schedules were among our minor problems when we traveled

in West Africa. In Bright Continent, Susan Blumenthal

wrote about the length, heat, and discomfort of upcountry

journeys, but we had to experience them ourselves to fully

appreciate her descriptions. Our first eight-hour ride

in a taxi brousse or bush taxi (a van resembling a bread

truck with benches across its width, also called a vingt-

deux, presumably because no fewer than twenty-two passen-

gers were ever transported at one time) was over rough

dirt roads; part of the way our knees were jammed against

the metal partition separating the driver's seat from the

back, and we were crowded on either side by other pas-

sengers. We arrived covered with red dust, thirsty, and

hungry--yet strangely exhilarated as if we had just passed

a test and were now admitted to an exclusive group of

African travelers. We seldom experienced exhilaration

after that first overland trip, but we sometimes felt

satisfaction: arriving at our destination was an accom-

plishment. Usually, though, we were just relieved that

the discomforts were over until the next journey.

These long trips taught us a lot about the Africans'

and our sense of time. Before long we established

the rule that no matter how far we were going, the trip
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would take all day, at least. There were several explana-

tions for the length of the trips--geographical distance

was seldom one of them--bad roads, frequent stops for

police inspections, overloaded vehicles with small en-

gines, and long waits before departure to allow more

people to arrive. (Most vehicles did not leave until they

carried the maximum number of passengers, plus a few more.)

During our first weeks of traveling, Will and I became

bored or restless while waiting, squirmed through the

long rides, and like small children on car trips, con-

stantly wondered when we were going to get to our destina-

tion. (With the same feelings we sighed and shifted our

weight from foot to foot while we waited to cash traveler's

checks in city banks.) After skipping fromone U.S. city to

another by plane, we were still in a hurry in Africa.

Rather than give ourselves time to adjust anywhere, we

wanted to try one new place after another, hoping in each

one that we would feel more at ease. So we endured the

long waits and longer journeys but did not relax and enjoy

them. With chagrin I remembered that I had expected

Africa's slow pace to suit my lethargic nature. I

hadn't realized that a slow pace usually meant a longer

time to be uncomfortable.

But African passengers were never impatient and

never annoyed by the delays, the stops, or the slowness

of the vehicles. They might argue spiritedly about a
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surcharge for baggage or grumble a bit if the driver tried

to crowd too many people in an already full taxi brousse,

but they were usually cheerful or at worst stoical. It

was interesting to us that Africans, who had their work

and families to attend to, had more time than we unemployed

travelers beginning a year abroad!

The length and arduousness of each upcountry trip,

the lack of information for travelers, the problems with

language, our self-consciousness, and the high cost of

hotels and restaurants--these were our immediate frustra-

tions in Africa. We encountered nearly all of them our

first day in Abidjan. At the airport, I tried, in inade-

quate French, to dismiss a tenacious taxi driver who in-

sisted there was no bus into the city. When the nonexis-

tent bus let us off at its terminal--a huge muddy yard

with buses coming and going everyway--we nearly panicked.

No signs indicated bus routes, and we had no idea in

which part of the city we were. Fortunately we did have a

list of hotels. First we tried telephoning for a reserva-

tion, but with no instructions in the booth, I couldn't

understand how to use the telephone. We then picked one

of the least expensive hotels, Hotel Libert6, and asked

people which bus to take. After a long, hot, and crowded

bus ride, some helpful people told us to get off. We

were at a busy traffic circle in front of the Cinma
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Liberty in Adjam6, a suburb, and the hotel was nowhere in

sight. We spotted another hotel, though, across the

circle and decided to try it. The price was higher than

we had expected, but we were tired and couldn't face look-

ing any further. The sheets were cool and clean, and we

slept all afternoon. A shower, fresh clothes, and the

choppy, irresistible reggae music one of the clerks was

playing downstairs revived my spirits. Early in the

evening we set out for a French restaurant in the city's

center. But at dinner, the cost of everything (the $15

hotel room, the $5 taxi ride, the $10 fish I was eating),

plus the confusion and frustration of the day depressed

me again. "Why did we come? Why did we think we could

handle Africa?" I cried, while Will, in spite of his own

misgivings, poured wine and tried to cheer me up.

But in spite of recurring tears, depression, anger,

and frustration, we had the energy and determination of

beginners. We had come to Africa to see people, markets,

villages, the landscape, and see them we would. The

second day in Abidjan my feet were covered with blisters

from walking miles around the city and its parks. Africa

rewarded our efforts at sightseeing with National Geo-

graphic scenes. We were awed by our opportunity and

amazed by the color, variety, beauty, and squalor around

us. In the midst of complaints or commiserations, we
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would interrupt each other to exclaim, "But can you be-

lieve all we're seeing? Isn't it fantastic!"

Seeking out different sections of a city or taking

the trouble to go to a remote village enabled us to see

more, but Africa was generous to us even if we just stayed

on the main road. Our bus ride from the airport into Abid-

jan, for example, was our introduction to African neighbor-

hoods. The houses are one-story, flat-roofed, pastel-

painted concrete. They have few windows but open onto

dirt yards which are really additional rooms. In the yards

are small cooking fires and the large mortars (one and a

half to two feet high and across) and pestles (five.to

five and a half feet tall, five to six inches in diameter)

for pounding grain or manioc. (The smell of wood fires

and the steady thud-thud of women pounding the starchy

food for the evening meal became familiar and beloved

characteristics of sunsets in Africa.) Chickens, goats,

and sheep run among the yards and near the street. But

more interesting to me were the women balancing large

loads on their heads and sometimes also carrying babies

tied snugly to their backs. Their spines and necks were

straight, yet their bodies weren't stiff; their hips

swayed a bit as they walked, and their hands, unburdened,

swung naturally at their sides. Watching them, I felt

proud to be a woman, realizing that some of my sex could

achieve such strength and grace.
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Even before we had left the airport, I had begun

noticing African dress: a tall, very black man was wearing

what seemed to be pajama bottoms with a long, loose robe

over them, both garments made of white cotton eyelet.

Although I only saw him for a moment, I still remember

his stunning figure. After I had been in Abidjan two or

three days, 1 observed that the kind of loose pants and

robe he was wearing was very popular, though the white

eyelet was exceptional. (We called them pajama suits.)

The top piece varies in length, from the hips to the calf,

but nearly always has long sleeves, very wide at the

wrist, and rarely has a collar or buttons, only a slit at

the neck. Kaf tans are also common, worn full and flowing

to the ground, with the same comfortable sleeves and neck

as the top of the two-piece outfits. Sometimes another

robe is worn over a two-piece outfit or a kaftan; it looks

like a very wide piece of cloth folded over like a poncho

and is not sewn up the sides. It is held together by a

few stitches below the knees and billows and gathers over

the other clothes. (We later learned that this garment

is called a bubu.) These styles are graceful even for a

heavy man, and the looseness also makes them cooler in a

hot climate, but the fabrics are what make', the African

men as beautiful as peacocks. Pastel cottons in colors

Europeans reserve for babies and young girls--pink, peach,

yellow, lavender, pale blue, and light green; slinky,
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shiny prints in reds, greens, purples, oranges; intricate

geometric, plant, and animal designs in sophisticated

dark wax prints (batiks)--men in European business suits

are dull wrens indeed!

In Abidjan, at least, there is less variety among

women's styles. Most women wear a three-piece costume;

sometimes all three pieces, plus their elaborately wrapped

turbans, match; sometimes not. The top may be a simple

sleeveless knit shirt or a wax print blouse with puffed

sleeves, smocking around the scooped neck, or some kind

of detail work. The skirt is a long piece of cloth,

usually a wax print, wrapped tightly around the waist and

hips and reaching to the ankles. Women use a second piece

of cloth in several ways: as a shawl; to wrap their babies

to their backs, tucking the cloth in front above the

breasts; wrapped beneath the armpits, over the blouse and

skirt, and falling loosely to the knees; folded and wrapped

around the waist as an overskirt reaching to the knees.

The turbans and the long skirts, especially when of

matching material, give women extra height and a striking

appearance. The bright or earthy colors of the wax prints

complement their dark skin. For shoes, most women as well

as men prefer some kind of rubber thongs or flat sandals,

but some women clump aong in the wooden, high-heeled,

backless sandals popular among European women.
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Of course some African women and quite a few men in

Abidjan wear European or Western clothes. Public school

uniforms are Western, too. The older schoolgirls look

demure in their clean white blouses, dark blue skirts,

white anklets, and black shoes. Young girls wear brown-

and-white or blue-and-white checked shifts; little boys

wear crisp khaki shorts and shirts. The younger children

carry book satchels on their backs like the children in

France. Hairstyles are usually very short for boys and

and men--no Afros here. Most older women wrap their hair

completely in their turbans, though older schoolgirls wear

their heads uncovered and their hair in a variety of

styles, including corn rows and ponytails. Little girls

usually have short hair. Few African women use cosmetics

except for nail polish. One reason may be the climate.

After I'd been in Abidjan's humid heat a day, I gave up

my morning application of liquid make-up, powder, and

mascara. My face was constantly moist with perspiration,

and my beauty preparations quickly dripped or were wiped

away.

I had plenty of opportunities for watching people

and admiring their dress as we rode Abidjan's crowded

new orange-red buses all over the city. It sprawls over

five distinct quartiers which are separated by a network

of lagoons cutting in from the coast. Adjam, on the

northern side of the city, is the newest suburb, full of
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dust and activity, and not at all as lovely as its melodic

syllables. Here we stayed in the humble Hotel de Rocade

in the midst of traffic and construction. New concrete

stores and apartments face onto unpaved, pitted streets

which narrow and end in jumbles of temporary dwellings

with only paths between them. Adjame is usually the first

home for country people moving to the capital to find work.

Their goats stand tethered on vacant lots or refuse heaps;

their chickens crow in competition with the traffic noise.

Neighborhood toddlers, confined to Adjame, considered us

novelties and ran towards us crying delightedly, "Toubab!

Toubab!" (white person). Such attention was embarrassing,

but it was hard to be cross with a band of naked two- and

three-year-olds. (Horace Miner, in The Primitive City of

Timbuktoo, writes that toubab is " . . . derived from the

Arabic word for 'doctor.' The word was first used in con-

nection with the European explorers who used their medical

kits as an introduction to these natives--a common prac-

tice throughout the uncivilized world."
1 )

Two of Adjama's busiest scenes are the gare routiere,

an outdoor station where buses, taxis brousses, and freight

trucks gather to collect passengers and goods for trips

upcountry, and the market which is concentrated in a

'HoraceMiner, The Primitive City of Timbuktoo
(Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 1953), p. 17.
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concrete building but spills out onto the sidewalks for

blocks in every direction. During our first few days in

Abidjan, I never had the nerve or the desire to visit

either place, but we returned to Abidjan in January 1979,

for visas and a flight to Mali; we were by then intrepid

veterans of nearly three months of African travel. We

arrived in Abidjan, the second time, at the Adjame gare

routiere. It is a city in itself with its outdoor restau-

rants, market stalls, and car wash which causes perpetual

mud. The stench is formidable in places, especially near

the cemetery, the boundary on one side of the gare, which

serves the living as an open-air toilet. After tramping

across the Bare routiere and crossing a road or two, we

found what we had wanted to find the first time in Abidjan,

the Hotel Liberte. It rises tall and modern from one of

those dirt streets of Adjame's that begin wide and traveled

and end narrow, with hills and heaps and jumbles. The

Hotel Liberte is larger and cleaner than the Rocade and

has a good restaurant where we ate croissants and drank

hot tea until we were drenched with sweat. The desk clerk

at the Libert6 was friendly and helpful and always able

to tell us which bus to take to wherever we were going.

We found a good African restaurant, Dhoni-Dhoni, around

the corner where we ate three or four times, always alone.

The proprietor was a handsome young man from Upper Volta

with vertically-striped facial scars which accentuated
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his lean cheeks. To show his appreciation of our patron-

age, he gave us bananas for dessert and a special meat

dish on our last evening to go with our rice and sauce.

Adjame's market is famous for its cloth, and when

we visited it on that return trip, we could see why.

Aisle after aisle is jammed with stalls which are jammed

with bolts of beautiful cloth, their patterns and colors

forming one huge design to our confused eyes. Some women

display their pagnes (lengths of cloth) by rolling them

up tightly and sticking them in buckets as if they were

fresh flowers.

Will and I may not have visited Adjam6's gare routihre

or market during our first stay in Abidjan, but on our

second day in the city we did some extensive sightseeing.

Our first destination was the national park, a rain forest

which Sylvia Boone in West African Travels described as

"primeval," outside of Adjam.2 We asked the hotel clerks

how to get there, but they weren't sure where it was. They

finally decided it was animals we wanted to see, flagged

down a taxi, and told the driver to take us to the zoo.

I said firmly upon getting in, "Le Parc National du Banco,"

but we ended up at the zoo, a deserted- and depressing-

looking collection of cages. Only after an extended

2 Sylvia Ardyn Boone, West African Travels: A Guide
to People and Places (New York: Random House, 1972i), p.
1 2.
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argument (while the meter ticked on) did the driver con-

sent to take us on to the park. By then our fare was

rather large; at least one-third of it was due to the

needless trip to the zoo, Will argued. The taxi driver

became more disgusted with us, kept pointing to the fare

on the meter, and then asked a passerby, a jogger, for his

opinion. The jogger didn't find the case particularly

interesting but seemed to agree with the taxi driver that

we owed the entire fare. I understood little of what any-

one was saying, including Will's desperate French, but

finally with tears in my eyes, I burst out, "Ayez la pitied,

monsieur!" (I was always scrupulous about using the vous

form, partly because I was unsure of the tu forms and

partly because seven years of French teachers had stressed

that the informal tu is used only among lovers and very

close friends and between adults and children. I later

noticed that Africans did not take this rule as seriously

and used tu most of the time, and the French themselves

were quite informal.) Whether my use of the formal im-

perative flattered the driver was hard to tell, but he

seemed to calm down and accepted a somewhat more reason-

able payment.

After this unpleasant incident, it was a relief to

be alone in the park, following an encouraging asphalt

road. The rain forest trees are very tall and draped

with vines. Especially beautiful are the cotton trees.
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Their smooth, light gray trunks have fanlike buttresses

rising three or four feet from the ground which look like

deeply-pleated skirts around the trees. The trunks rise

straight up without branching for perhaps forty to fifty

feet before forming umbrella-shaped green tops. The under-

growth in the forest is a thick mass of greenery, and away

from the road, the warm, humid air is still and close.

The sounds of the few cars which passed us were absorbed

quickly. We could hear birds, but they were high in the

trees; butterflies danced by silently.

After several hours in the park, we walked back to

the entrance. We heard laughing, singing, and splashing

as we neared the gate; once outside we could see a busy

crowd of people by the Banco River. Adults were washing

clothes and spreading them to dry on the ground or on

bushes, making a huge colorful patchwork on the riverbanks;

children were splashing in the shallow water; some men

were washing cars, including a few orange-red taxis,

driven close to the river's edge. We walked through this

gay scene self-consciously, as if we were intruders at a

picnic. Back on the highway, we flagged down a bus, whose

driver, like the people by the river, was rather surprised

that two white people were out walking so far from town.

That same day we explored Cocody, the elite residen-

tial area. It is the antithesis of crowded, noisy, dusty

Adjam6. Here are wide green lawns behind quiet boulevards.
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Walls and trees protect modern, light-colored houses.

At the end of one of these spacious boulevards is the

Hotel d'Ivoire, showplace of West Africa and famous all

over Africa for its ice-skating rink. The modern tower

of hotel rooms, the round assembly hall, the long rows

of connecting buildings, and the wide expanses of vacant

concrete gleaming in the sun are not inviting. But behind

these buildings are shady lawns, swimming pools, cabanas,

and a view of Abidjan's skyscrapers across the lagoon.

In this oasis we watched African and European children

splash in the swimming pool or drive small motor boats in

an adjoining pool while adults lay immobile on their

towels beside the pools or sat around the bars under the

cabanas. For the second time that day, Will and I felt

like intruders, only this time we were among a wealthy

international crowd. We were hot and sweaty; our feet

and sandals were dirty from our long walk in the park--

and we were ignored by both guests and employees of the

H8tel d'Ivoire.

We ended that day in Abidjan's business district,

Plateau, whose skyline we'd seen from the Hotel d'Ivoire.

Plateau is the geographic and commercial center of the

city. A superficial first glance might lead a newcomer

to remark, "How European!" and indeed much of Plateau is

like newer sections of European cities. Sleek, glassy

buildings belonging to banks and international corporations
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dominate the wide, orderly streets. Filling in the blocks

are shops with large windows displaying the latest French

clothes, books, records, and housewares. Sidewalk cafes,

patisseries, and restaurants (French, Vietnamese, Italian,

and Moroccan) are tucked among the shops and big businesses,

and across from a new hotel is a park where nannies take

children for afternoon walks. But a closer look shows

that the sidewalks are too dusty, the sun too intense, the

flowering trees in the park too tropical for this to be

Europe.

The juxtaposition of European and African cultures

sharpened my perception of both. Sometimes the contrasts

were beautiful, sometimes grotesque. African customers

in colorful, flowing kaftans softened the stark modern

interior of a bank; the gentle lights, gleaming glass and

silverware, and snowy tablecloths at a European restau-

rant enhanced the beauty of an elegantly-robed African

couple. A Frenchman, taking his evening aperitif at a

caf6 and nonchalantly reading Le Monde, was forced to

regard another human being's fate when a crippled beggar

crawled beneath his table.

While in Plateau, we met, appropriately, a Frenchman.

I said a few words to him as we were crossing a street;

we had been pursued by the same fast-talking African

salesman from the stalls in the park. The conversation

led to beers on the terrace at the H6tel du Parc, a
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gathering place for Europeans at sunset. This Frenchman,

Michel Tintillier, had also just arrived in Abidjan. He

may have been feeling, as we were, suddenly cut off from

family and friends and therefore was also eager for com-

pany. He was patient with our French and added a few

words in English. He pointed out the chauves-souris

(bats, literally, bald mice) billowing out of the trees

as it grew dark.

Michel is fairly typical of the thousands of French

who come to work in the upper or middle echelons of African

governments and businesses in former French colonies. An

accountant, he was in Ivory Coast to "clean up" a bank's

books. He had worked for several years in Gabon and for a

short time in Morocco and liked Africa well enough but

thought Africans lazy and the continent "at least two hun-

dred years" behind Europe and the Western world. His

home, wife, and three children were in Paris; he had a

vacation home in the north of France. The pay is higher

in Africa than in France; also the bank paid for living

expenses.

Later in the evening Michel invited us to his studio

(upstairs apartment), and we cooked a meal together--a

very proper French meal with three courses and plenty of

wine and crusty bread.

The next evening we went to Treichville to eat at

Chez Tante Sally, a restaurant our guidebooks had
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recommended for African specialties. We had had just

three meals, all of them French, in three days: dinner

our first night at La Brasserie Abidjanaise, dinner at

Michel's, and tea and croissants for breakfast that

morning.

Treichville, southwest of Plateau, is a large resi-

dential and commercial community which, like Adjam6, is

nearly all African. (Both are labeled "quartiers typiques"

in the tourist brochure.) Not all of Treichville's streets

are paved, either, but they are wider and more evenly laid

out than Adjam6's. Treichville's pastel concrete buildings

with their metal roofs and louvered shutters look more

established, too.

We had the names of the two cross-streets the restau-

rant was on, and we thought finding it was just a matter

of finding those streets. But we hadn't reckoned on the

size of Treichville or the confusion of its street signs.

We asked directions several times with no results. Then

a woman turned us over to a young policeman, Robert Bhi,

who was cheerfully determined to help us, but first we

had to wait for him outside the police station. The wait

was a long one, and I was uncertain about its conclusion:

we seemed to have become attached to this young man, but

our attachment might not lead us to our destination since

Robert had given us no indication that he knew where the

restaurant was. I wondered why we were going to so much
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trouble to find a restaurant, but it was easier at that

point to go forward than to extricate ourselves. Still,

I felt ridiculous standing in the street across from the

police station: what if he didn't come out again? I

heard some giggles behindme; some small schoolgirls were

amused by my thick white socks and sturdy lace-up shoes,

worn with a calf-length skirt, which I'd put on to protect

my blisters.

Robert eventually returned, and we began a long search

through Treichville, stopping to ask the way several times

and acquiring a friend of his, an older man, bald and

stout and jovial, who seemed to think trotting along with

his friend and two tourists looking for a restaurant was

a fine way to spend the evening. When it grew dark, we

enlisted a taxi driver. The street address had long been

abandoned; we now asked for the name only. I was re-

signed to whatever fate Robert should decide for us, when

the taxi suddenly pulled up at Tante Sally's. The gate

was shut and the windows dark: Tante Sally's was closed.

But Robert was still energetic; he had a plan: we'd

go back to his house. We accepted his invitation uncer-

tainly, not knowing if we would inconvenience him or

his family but not knowing what else to do either. Now

that we were no longer looking for the restaurant, Robert

wanted to discuss another topic: coming to the U.S. He

was a mechanic as well as a policeman; didn't we think
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he could find work in the U.S.? Couldn't we help him get

a visa? We were embarrassed by his questions which

seemed to us presumptuous. We told him visas were very

hard to get, and we couldn't help him at all. Fortunately

we soon arrived at his home, and the conversation ended.

Robert lived in a large apartment complex facing onto

a dark, ill-kept yard. Inside, the apartment was clean

and bright with new vinyl furniture, a stereo, and paint-

ings and photographs on the walls. Robert the policeman

became Robert the family man and gracious host. He sat

us in front of a coffee table, sent a young sister out

for beer, introduced us to his wife and another sister,

and presented his three-week-old firstborn, a beautiful

doll of a baby named Sylvie who slept on, oblivious,

tucked into a blue plastic wash basin.

When the little sister returned with the beer, Robert,

the cheerful despot, began ordering his women to prepare

for a meal. The other sister brought a basin for us to

wash our hands in, and then she and Robert's wife served

dinner: fried manioc (which tastes like potatoes); futu

(manioc pounded to a doughy, smooth white mass, quite

tasteless; also called fufu); and a thin, spicy soup with

chunks of meat, eggplant, and hot peppers. The futu was

eaten by pinching off small balls of it and dipping them

in the sauce. Spoons were used only for drinking the soup.
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Since we were the only ones drinking the beer, Will

offered Robert some money to buy more. This seemed to

be appropriate--we always worry about inadvertently empty-

ing someone's larder--and the money was accepted without

embarrassment. After dinner was cleared away and we washed

our hands again, we asked if we could photograph the

family. The older sister and Robert's wife were somewhat

flustered and went upstairs to change clothes. Robert

put on a green printed kaftan over his khaki pants. His

face seemed broader without the height of his policeman's

billed cap since his hair was very short. The cap and

his moustache made him look older. The photography was

a success, and we concluded by giving them copies of our

passport pictures. We left then, and Robert and his sis-

ter walked us to the bus stop. We were pleased with the

way the evening had turned out. We had only been in

Africa three days and had already met an African family.

(Coincidentally, on the day I am writing this episode,

in April 1980, we received a letter from Robert thanking

us for the copies of the photographs we sent and asking

us to send a tape recorder, two watches, and a camera!

I am not as offended as I once would have been by such

brazen requests. Now I know that many Africans do not

consider asking for things shameful; their attitude is

nothing ventured, nothing gained.)
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It was not until we returned to Abidjan in January

that we had occasion to visit the fifth quarter, Macrory.

It is a middle-class suburb southeast of Plateau where

both Europeans and Africans live in new apartments and

shop in neighborhood supermarchds and drogeries. There

are even a few local caf6s and confiseries. We went to

Macrory to apply for visas at the Niger Embassy. It

was one of the most untidy embassies we'd ever seen, in

need of fresh paint and new furniture as well as a yard

clean-up. Lots of rather scruffy hangers-on were loitering

outside in the yard, in what seemed to be an empty carport,

and in the halls and waiting rooms. The whole embassy

smelled like sewage, too. But the pregnant woman who

handled the applications was efficient as well as pleasant.

We picked up the visas the next day and asked a filling

station attendant across the street from the embassy

which bus to take to Plateau. He began to tell us but then

stopped and asked a customer if he would take us since he

was going in that direction. The man agreed, and we got

in, feeling very surprised and happy that we wouldn't have

to ride the hot, crowded bus. The man, who had a driver,

was the owner of a laundry-pressing business. We exchanged

a few words, but he seemed disappointed that we were only

tourists and no one important. When he reached his destina-

tion, he got out rather abruptly and had his driver take

us to ours.
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We left Abidjan the first time the easy way: by train.

We even went first class. Although Will had already

bought tickets to Bouak6, we were worried about getting

seats and went early to the Treichville station where the

train began its route north through Abidjan. It was about

an hour before departure, but the first class car was no-

where in sight. Rather than risk missing it, we waited

on the siding in the midday sun, watching the vendors

wandering in and out of the train yard. The bread sales-

man had conveniently stacked baguettes in the openwork of

the concrete block fence; we bought a loaf to go with our

bottled water. (Bottled water is shipped to Africa from

France--like the beer bottles and most manufactured goods,

we learned from Michel; and, surprisingly, it isn't too

expensive.) The first class car finally arrived and was

attached, and we and the handful of other first class pas-

sengers climbed inside. The seats were comfortable and

the car clean.

The train proceeded to Bouak6 at a leisurely pace,

stopping fairly frequently at small towns. At each

town, women and children with trays of food on their

heads came to the train windows. As we went north the

snacks changed. Bits of meat on skewers and small green

peppers replaced bananas, peanuts, and tomatoes. The

scenery changed, too: the dense tropical forest gradually

thinned out. The tall trees with the whitish-gray trunks
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stood above the landscape, magnificent in the sunset. Just

after dark, the conductor brought us a plate heaped with

rice and bits of meat and fish. We reciprocated with a

portion of our bread. The food was delicious--we ate with

our fingers--but we spilled a lot of it in my lap.

We arrived in Bouake a little after eight that evening.

A crowd of taxi drivers met the train. The first one who

approached us refused to bargain or lower his outrageous

price; he was not impressed when we told him taxis were

cheaper in the capital. (Actually the comparison is hard

to make since Abidjan's taxis have meters; while Bouak6's

do not, though they are all painted the same orange-red.)

The second driver, rather sullen and stupid-looking and

whose French I had great difficulty understanding (oui

sounded like way-uh), did lower his price a bit, and though

we unknowingly overpaid him, he did drive us all over the

city to five hotels--three were complet and one we didn't

like. We settled for the high price, dirty bathroom, and

questionably laundered sheets at the Hotel l'Elephant.

The balcony was a nice feature, though, and at midnight

we strung up our wet laundry and admired the stars.

I found Bouake a frustrating city. I thought since

it is smaller than Abidjan, it would be more compact and

organized, but I looked in vain for the centre near the

H6tel du Centre, inappropriately located on a dusty side
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street. The few European-style shops, businesses, and

hotels are scattered about the few traffic circles and

meandering streets. For such a large city, Bouakd has a

rural sleepiness. Goats and chickens wander its quiet

dirt streets. There are no buses and little automobile

traffic.

Food and comfort were our only concerns while in

Bouak6--we knew of nothing to see there, and we wanted to

rest after our busy three days in Abidjan. A good meal

was first on my agenda after sleeping late our first day

in Bouake, and we found a meticulously-prepared menu at

the inconspicuous Hotel du Centre: avocados vinaigrette,

steak with green peppercorn sauce and pommes frites, and

pineapple and custard tarts. We were attended by three

or four concerned waiters at the hotel's sidewalk cafe.

The impeccable food and service were delightfully incongruent

in the still afternoon heat with the persistent flies

hovering near our plates.

Later that day we bought provisions at a supermarch6

for the first time. The blaring popular French music,

pushing French customers, and shelves of French imports

(some of them, such as packaged peanuts and canned fruit,

rather redundant in Africa) brought on an unexpected wave

of Francophobia. The French seemed terribly arrogant, I

thought, bringing all their culture intact to Africa as

if Africa had nothing to offer. Hours later I was in bed
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munching French bread, Swiss cheese, and Ivorien chocolate

bars and feeling more charitable.

Two days in Bouake were enough for us to regain our

momentum. We were ready to go to Abengourou to the south-

east and then into Ghana. The desk clerk at the Elphant

told us that to get a ride to Abengourou, we had to be at

the Bouake are routiere by 7:00 a.m. We took a taxi to

the gare, a large unpaved parking lot, and were directed

to a shed with several white taxis brousses or vingt-deuxs

in front of it. A man took our fare, put our names on a

sheet, told us to wait, and offered us a wooden bench in-

side the shed. Thinking our departure was imminent, we

waited, watching people come and go and gather around the

shed. At 10:00 we were shown to our seats in the front

of the vingt-deux. Twenty people climbed in back. We

had just learned what was to be the most predictable of

West African gare routiere procedures: the vehicle does

not leave until it is full. Because we had signed up

first, we got the best seats, those by the driver, a

cocky young man, perhaps nineteen or twenty, wearing

matching corduroy pants and jacket, a rakish hat, and

sunglasses. He drove very fast over the bumpy dirt roads

and never slowed down his French, either. He was somewhat

exasperated that we rarely understood him, but he showed

us when to get out and in at stops and carefully led us

to the shade when we had to change vehicles at a hot, dirty
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little town, and even bought us Cokes. Because we sat

in front, I couldn't see the other passengers well, but I

did notice a young Muslim man with an innocent, almost

childlike, face. He wore creamy robes and a cloth around

his neck of dishtowel material which he pulled over his

nose and mouth to protect them when it was especially dusty

in the vingt.-deux. At other times, he industriously rubbed

a short stick, the end of which was softened and frayed,

over his clean white teeth.

For the second part of our trip, after we changed

vingt-deuxs, we rode in the seat behind the driver; some-

one else had had priority for the front seats. Then we

understood how twenty people could be squeezed into the

back. Leg room was minimal; there were four rows, each

seating five, thanks to an infuriating fold-down seat

which, when down, obstructed the aisle and,when up,ob-

structed the seat it folded against.

We arrived in Abengourou just before sunset. The

town is spread out among some rolling green hills. We

were elated to have successfully completed our first

road journey. Our tiredness, hunger, thirst, and dusti-

ness were proof that we had passed the test: we were

bona fide African travelers now. Our sufferings were

enough to make us proud of them, but not severe enough

to discourage us. A hot shower, a comfortable room, and

a good meal would end the day perfectly. We took a taxi
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to the new hotel overlooking the town, but there were no

rooms. We wondered who was staying in Abengourou and why.

The desk clerk called the Hotel Campement and reserved a

room for us there.

The H6tel Campement had a bare, dusty room, a cold

shower, and a grim toilet down the walkway. Oh well, we

reasoned, we'll get clean and have a good dinner, anyway.

I asked the clerk-bartender if we could have dinner in the

bar. He said there was only chicken and potatoes, which

sounded all right to me. I told him we'd be back in an

hour. We returned and sat at the little bar, ordered

beer, and began a conversation with the Beninois bartender.

(We were learning that Africans often find the economic

or political grass greener in other countries, though the

main movement is from the poorer, desert countries in the

north, like Mali and Niger, to the coastal countries.) He

did not mention our dinner, so I hinted that there was

no hurry, but we were ready to eat anytime. (The first

statement was untrue, the second an understatement; we

had had nothing to eat but some bread all day!) Apparently

I did not make myself clear or perhaps I had misunderstood

him about the chicken and potatoes, but no dinner appeared,

in spite of some promising rattles from the kitchen. At

9:00 we gave up and light-headedly went to bed.

The next day we explored Abengourou, which is small

enough to seem organized. Along the highway from Bouak
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are the mosque and many of the businesses. The highway

ends in a loop around the market, an orderly arrangement

of tables and stalls. That evening we saw a schoolboy

studying at one of the tables under a street lamp. I

nearly cried to see someone taking his education so

seriously. Diagonally across from the market is the

municipal building where we saw a man stooping to cut

the lawn with a machete.

An afternoon rain stranded us in a Lebanese-owned

librairetaire where we were buying post cards. After an

hour, the proprietor took us back to the hotel in his

Chevrolet. We spent the rest of the afternoon in the

hotel bar, writing the post cards, drinking Cokes,

and listening to the other customers--Africans, Lebanese,

and French. A slight, middle-aged Frenchman in a striped

sailor's tee--shirt talked to us in rapid, half-mumbled

French. "Pourquoi les Americans boivent-ils toujours le

Coca-Cola?" he asked, looking at my glass with disdain.

"C'est mal pour l'estomac. C'est mal pour les dents."

He preferred something stronger. However, he invited

us Coke-drinkers to a party that night. We agreed to go.

Before the party we had plenty of time to go to the

Hotel l'Indenie on the hill for a late afternoon swim and

dinner. Grass, flowering shrubs, and trees surrounded

the blue, ceramic tiled pool. Swimming alone there, looking

out on the hills and town, was peaceful. We were also the
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only customers in the dining room. If the hotel were

complet, where were all the people? For the second evening

in a row we felt out-of-step. At least this night we were

eating.

I had confused the directions to the party. I

thought we were to meet at the hotel the Frenchman owned,

but when we arrived, he sent us off with another French-

man, Jean-Paul, in a small truck. Jean-Paul was about

twenty-five, very tanned and handsome. He left us at a

nightclub to await someone else with a larger car who

would take us on to the party. We felt rather like we

did with Robert in Treichville: resigned to whatever

these strangers should decide to do with us, yet unafraid.

I must admit I did feel a little surprised to find myself

in a brothel for the first time! For there was no doubt

that the nightclub was a brothel: there were red lights

on the porch, paintings of nude women inside, and two

attentive hostesses. One girl, in tight jeans, high

heels, and a loose blouse, was very friendly. She showed

me the other room, a larger lounge than the one we had

entered, and said they hoped to get a strobe light and

have a real disco in there. She also introduced us to

the young madam--her aunt--behind the bar who shook hands

with us, fixed us drinks, and patiently listened to

Will's French. The first girl was petite, but her
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companion was even tinier: under five feet tall and ninety

pounds. She was dressed simply in a tee-shirt and a long

wrapped skirt.

Soon the French hotel owner came in with an Ivorien

couple who were to take us to the party. The Ivorien

was driving a new Mercedes-Benz. Just riding in that

car made us feel wealthy and elegant. The bumpy road was

scarcely noticeable; the warm, humid air became cool and

dry in the air conditioning. Rhythmic West African music

was playing softly on the cassette tape player. Outside

we could see only the car's headlights on a small section

of road because fog surrounded us. The Ivorien, whose name

I never learned, was a suave character, a high government

official with the youth and sports ministry who traveled

abroad frequently, even to the U.S. He had a round,

smooth face that smiled easily but somehow revealed nothing.

His companion was a statuesque woman a little taller than

he, dressed in a long wax print costume. She said little

but seemed to be enjoying his company.

The Ivorien drove out of town a short distance but

was stopped at a roadblock. He spoke a few words to the

policeman,who must have told him something about the

party--did the whole town know? I wondered--and drove

back into town to another nightclub where the two French-

men soon reappeared. Will and I couldn't follow their

discussion, but apparently their plans had gone awry.
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Our group became the party and this dark club its loca-

tion. The older Frenchman ordered champagne and flirted

with the hostesses; the Ivorien couple started dancing

on the small dance floor. The music was loud but varied:

French torch songs; bouncy French rock-and-roll; American

soul music; reggae; and lively, West African music (we

were told most of it came from Nigeria, the Congo, and

Zaire), smoother than reggae and more repetitive, some

songs lasting five minutes or longer. Above the music and

in the dark, conversation was difficult, but I managed to

find out that Jean-Paul worked in the timber industry.

"Aimez-vous la vie en Afrique?" I asked him. He shrugged,

"Ce n'est pas l'Europe." The older Frenchman, by this

time quite drunk, was amused when I asked his name.

"Sauveur Cardinal," he replied with a sly grin, "je suis

tres rdligieux, n'est-ce pas?" He confided that he was

forty-eight and hoped to travel to America someday.

We were still enjoying the music and dancing when

suddenly everyone was getting up to leave. Will and I

asked if we could help pay the large check, but Sauveur

and the Ivorien dismissed us with expansive waves of

their hands and emphatic "nons." We rode in the Ivorien's

car again, expecting to be taken to our hotel, but we went

back to the brothel instead. The party wasn't over yet;

we'd left the other place, Sauveur told me, because the

champagne hadn't been good. The brothel's champagne was
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approved, and the dancing and drinking began anew. A

middle-aged Lebanese businessman told me that in Aben-

gourou there are parties every night of the week. Some-

what patriotically he added that he considered himself

an African, even if he were white.

About 2:00 a.m. the Ivorien couple drove us back to

the hotel. The evening had been interesting for us--we

never would have discovered Abengourou's night life on

our own--yet some warmth or sympathy had been missing be-

tween us and our hosts, perhaps because of our inability

to understand and speak French well. I looked forward

to speaking English in Ghana, and while I was there I

would study the French workbook I had insisted on bringing.

I would be better prepared for the next French-speaking

country.

We left the Abengourou gare routiere at 10:00 the

next morning. Our first stop would be the border town,

Agnibilekrou, where we were to change vehicles. From

there we would follow a fairly major route to Kumasi, a

large city in south-central Ghana. We expected to arrive

by sunset, but that expectation was optimistic by over

twelve hours, for we had not taken the taxi brousse to

Agnibilekrou. Instead we had confused Agnibilekrou with

Niabl6, the closest border point, less than an hour away

from Abengourou. From Niabl6 our Michelin map showed no

road going into Ghana.
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But the other passengers on the Niable taxi brousse

were going to Ghana, too, and when the driver let us off

at a gare near the frontier, they began piling confidently

into taxis. We stood aside, feeling helpless. Should we

take a taxi to the border? What would happen then? How

would we get to Kumasi? Before the last taxi left, we began

talking to a young man who said he was from Cameroon. He

was also going to Kumasi; we could just follow him. He

introduced us to his femme, an Ivorien, and we all got in

the taxi. They were an unusual couple, I thought. They

weren't dressed the way most Africans dressed. He was

in jeans and a loose Hawaiian shirt; she was in tight jeans,

espadrilles, and a dirty white tee-shirt. All they had

between them was a satchel.

At the Ivory Coast border post, the officials had

trouble understanding our passports. I had to spell out

our parents' names, among other facts.

The Ghanaian border station reminded me of an outpost

in a Western movie. Like the Ivorien border post, it was

a small shack by the side of the road; the town, if there

was one, was not in sight. Three officials were on duty:

a young soldier with a rifle, a heavy woman soldier in

olive drab pants and shirt, and a scowling man at a desk.

The soldier checked the baggage while the woman checked

the people for smuggled money; the man at the desk asked

questions and looked at the currency declaration forms.
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The Ivorien girl was ahead of me. The woman soldier felt

in the waist of her jeans for money and asked her to take

off her shoes. The girl looked at me and laughed at these

indignities; we both were startled when the official at

the desk snarled, "Pourquoi as-tu ri? Pourquoi as-tu ri?"

Then he asked me some unrelated questions in English: "Why

didn't you fly to Ghana from Abidjan? Have you been to

Sierra Leone? Do you know that girl?" Apparently she

and the Cameroonian were rather suspect. She had no iden-

tity card or passport, and I heard him tell the official

that she was his sister.

When Will came in, the official began quizzing him

about how much money we had. Will hesitated before

answering, trying to figure out what he wanted to know.

This seemed to anger the official, he grew more surly,

and I became frightened. If he decided to keep us there

and extort a huge bribe, what could we do? Finally, when

Will counted the U.S. cash in his moneybelt, the official

openly asked for a $10 "souvenir." We politely hedged,

saying that to us $10 was a large sum and we needed our

money for traveling. He settled for $1, and we were allowed

to go. We needed to change money into Ghanaian cedis, but

the official told us there was no exchange office at the

border, and since it was Sunday, the banks in the town

were closed. "See the men from Nigeria," he said. "They

are illegal money-changers, but today you have no choice."
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When we saw the little town we were surprised at how

different it looked from towns in Ivory Coast. Signs and

paintings on buildings were more prolific, and more people

wore Western clothes. The bread vendors had puffy loaves

of unsliced sandwich bread instead of slender baguettes.

It was hard to switch to "good morning" and "thank you"

after days of practicing our "bonjours" and "mercis." Of

course we continued speaking French to the Cameroonian and

his wife/girlfriend/sister since they knew no English. As

we walked on into town, they were met by a young man whose

jeans, denim jacket, sunglasses, and broad-brimmed hat made

him look rather American. The three of them took us to

The Travellers' Inn to wait for the bus to Kumasi.

Throughout the afternoon, we heard varying reports--

mostly from the Cameroonian--on when this bus was leaving.

The worst report was the accurate one--after a five-hour

wait we left at 6:00 p.m., just after dark. Will made

several walks around the town and took photographs, but

I could not bring myself to go--I thought I could keep my

self-consciousness to a minimum if I sat still--and I spent

the five hours at a table in the Inn's fly-filled front

courtyard. The wooden walls around the courtyard were

decorated with village scenes, a woman dancing in a grass

skirt and a very white and lacy bra, and other bright

murals. On the other side of the bar were rooms opening

onto another courtyard.
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We visited with two teenaged Ghanaian boys who wanted

to exchange addresses and have their pictures taken. They

kept assuring us how well we would get along in Ghana where

people spoke English, but I could hardly understand theirs.

The American-looking fellow told me he was a secret

agent for the Ivorien government. I didn't believe him,

but I liked the story. He and his friends were up to

something- -probably smuggling money--because he and not

the Cameroonian was going on to Kumasi with the Ivorien

girl.

When we finally got in the bus I was able to see the

Nigerian money-changers. They stood calm and aloof in

the busy gare routiere in their beautiful clean pastel

robes and tall embroidered fezes.

Will and I took the very last bench in the bus; the

secret agent and the girl were just ahead of us. The bus

was really an old truck with the bed covered over. There

were about fifteen rows of seats, and the center aisle

could be blocked by fold-down seats in each row. Heavy

canvas flaps rolled down over the open windows; the hyper-

active boy who helped the bus driver could not leave those

flaps alone and crawled over people to adjust them every

thirty minutes or so. The bus was not quite full when it

left just at 6:00 as if it were on a schedule. Will and

I could not understand waiting all day to begin a long

journey at nightfall.
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Soon it was raining. The bus lurched along the muddy

road, bouncing us up and down on the hard seats. Our

legs were crowded, and we often hit our knees on the seat

in front of us. Sometimes the jolts disconnected the

light at the front of the bus and the cassette tape player

which had just one tape of what sounded like a children's

chorus singing in harmony, accompanied by drums. Then we

rode for several seconds in darkness and silence. In spite

of the uncomfortable ride, we were excited: this was adven-

ture, swaying in a bus on a remote road at night.

An hour or two later we stopped for a police check.

The main purpose of police checks seemed to be to provide

extra income for the officials, who extorted bribes when-

ever possible while checking for identity cards, foreigners'

work permits, and smuggled currency. However, the offi-

cials usually inspected our passports courteously and left

us alone. That night, even though it was raining steadily,

everyone had to get out and walk through the mud several

yards to the small building. It was lit only by a few

lanterns. All of the passengers crowded together on the

porch and waited their turns to see an officer at a desk

in one of the two small rooms. Under the overhang of the

porch, a man was cooking fried eggs and selling them with

braided loaves of bread. Everyone was very quiet; the rain

was like thunder on the tin roof. In the wavering light,

I watched lizards crawling on the porch beams and felt
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like a character in a Graham Greene novel. I thought that

I would never forget the beauty of this scene, and I began

to love Africa.

For the next hour or so on the bus I held back the

canvas flap and watched the dripping trees we rushed past

and felt the moist cool air on my face. This was the es-

sence of travel, I thought, to be in motion, suspended in

an unknown place. I was incredibly happy.

By the time we came to the second police check, the

rain had stopped. This time we waited outside by a fire.

Then the bus continued through dark villages where only a

few candles or lanterns burned to let us see we were pass-

ing them. Sometimes people got off the bus at these lit-

tle places, and I wondered how they recognized their own

hometowns.

Eventually our adventure became an endurance test.

Not only were we tired of being bumped on the uncomfortable

seats, but the music deteriorated. It became louder, too

fast, and distorted. Then, at about midnight, the bus

halted sharply and the light and tape went off. Will and

I were surprised that there was no outcry, no questions,

no response at all from the other passengers. A few people

giggled when someone passed gas; a baby cried fitfully as

if it were sick; some quiet words were exchanged, but

soon everyone was breathing evenly, asleep. Outside I

could see only a few lights in the hills, and I could hear,
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very faintly, drumming and voices singing in harmony. I

went to sleep with my head in Will's lap and my feet

wedged below the window.

I awoke about 5:30, cross and hungry. People were

getting off the bus and walking around in the gray light.

Will was one of the first ones off; he crawled out the

window. We left the small, unidentified village by 6:00

and continued on the muddy red road. Now we could at

least see where we were going. The villages we passed

were made of mud, covered with white plaster, and roofed

with corrugated iron. The Ghanaian government seemed to

have far-reaching good intentions: signs marked family-

planning clinics and agricultural projects. Again we

noticed that everyone wore Western clothes which were

often ill-fitting and unbecoming. To my dismay the bus

stopped frequently to pick up passengers and their goods;

we were soon squeezed together with as many as eight or

nine in each row.

At last the muddy road became asphalt, and about

10:00 we pulled into Kumasi's gare routiere, or lorry park,

a full twenty-four hours since we had left Abengourou! To

our tired senses, the lorry park was almost frighteningly

full of activity. Lorries of all descriptions were load-

ing and unloading passengers and freight in the muddy yard,

and music blared from the little shacks around the edges

of the yard. Most of the lorries were brightly painted and
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had slogans on their backs or above their cabs, some in

English and some in Ashanti, the language of the region

around Kumasi. It was appropriate, I thought, that our

bus's slogan was, "There is time for everything."

We quickly escaped the lorry park's noise, muddy

stench, and confusion. While we looked for a taxi, a

young man asked if he could help. He flagged down a taxi

in return for trading addresses with us. First we went to

the City Hotel, the best in Kumasi, but its prices were

too high for our budget. Next we tried the Kingsway, but

its dirty bathrooms, grimy hallways, and torn screens

nearly made me cry. I was tired and hungry, and after our

long bus ride, I thought we deserved a clean room in which

to recover. Rather than keep looking, we returned to the

City Hotel's $50 room.

Our room was large and light,with a big balcony and

a view of Kumasi's rusting iron roofs and palm trees. The

sky was beautiful, a grayish blue with masses of swelling,

brooding clouds. Large, dark vultures languidly flapped

from trees to roofs. Inside our room we had a clean

private bathroom, a Thermos of ice water, fresh linen,

and an Oriental rug. But the City Hotel looked unneces-

sarily run-down for a hotel probably less than fifteen

years old. The gray walls, black speckled linoleum, and

the Oriental rug all needed a thorough cleaning. The

list of hotel rules on the door was yellow and torn. One
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of the rules was that guests were not allowed to entertain

members of the opposite sex in their rooms.

After cleaning up, we ate lunch in the hotel dining

room, a rather formal room with carpet, floor-length

drapes, and white tablecloths.. It had the same rather

neglected appearance as our room. It was both amusing and

disappointing to see that we had left French cooking behind

when we entered a former English colony: various chops with

peas and chips (French fries) dominated the menu. Our

lunch was not memorable except for its price, $40. We

were dismayed when we realized why it cost so much: when

we had applied for Ghanaian visas in the U.S., we had

been required to change $20 for each day of the visa at a

rate of $.75 for each cedi. By the time we went to Ghana,

the cedi had been devalued by fifty percent on the official

exchange, so that each cedi was worth $.37k. No wonder our

room and lunch were expensive! Later we learned that the

cedi was still an unstable currency, and Ghanaians were

eager to sell their own money at an unfavorable rate to

get hard currency. On the black market, one cedi was worth

only $.12!

We had no ambitions that day beyond getting clean,

eating, and resting; the bus trip had exhausted us. I

wondered about the other passengers, none of whom was

recuperating at the City Hotel. They were certainly

stronger or more adaptable than we were.
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The next day we ate breakfast, tea and toast, at

another hotel, the Catering Rest House, to see if it

were less expensive than the City. Although the Rest

House's shaded bungalows were pleasant, the cost was about

the same, and we didn't bother to change our room.

We began our sightseeing in Kumasi at the Ashanti

Military Museum, which is the fort the English built in

the 1800s while they were trying to subdue the Ashantis.

Eventually the Ashanti territory, with the area south of

it, became the Gold Coast Colony, whose regiments were

sent to fight all over the world but especially in other

African colonies during both world wars. It made me sad

to think of Africans fighting other Africans in the

colonialists' wars. Evelyn Waugh's comment in Tourist

in Africa that it was unfair of Europeans to speak depre-

catingly of warlike Africans would seem appropriate here.

a generation which has seen the Nazi regime in

the heart of Europe had best stand silent when civilized

and uncivilized notions are contrasted.")3  Pictures and

other mementos of these regiments, including the ornate

silver drums, are arranged in the rooms of the fort. Some

of the exhibits are a little shabby and unorganized, but

the high-ranking Ghanaian army officer who showed us around

3Evelyn Waugh, Tourist in Africa (Boston: Little,
Brown and Co., 1960), p. 180.
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told us he is doing research and has plans to improve the

museum.

We also tried to see the Ashanti Museum, a large cul-

tural complex with a library and artisan workshops, but

we arrived during the midday closing. On the museum

grounds a high-school-aged boy wanted to talk to us and

exchange addresses--this seemed to be popular in Ghana. He

later wrote us in the U.S.: "In the first place I thank

you very much for giving your address to me immediately

I asked for it. In fact this really shows that you love

not only those who possess the white skin." This small

good deed accomplished, we walked on to the enormous Kumasi

market, one of the largest in Africa. It covers an area

comparable to four city blocks. Though the market is not

enclosed in a building, one still enters it: a maze of

narrow footpaths, some of them deep in mire, with sheds

and stalls so close together they form a covering over-

head. Just to the side of one of these trails sat a woman

by a huge stewpot on a fire. She dished out steaming por-

tions onto banana leaves and sold them to a line of people

who blocked the path. Kumasi's moist heat was trapped in

the market, and we left it as soon as we could walk through

to the other side.

The Kumasi bus station was our next destination. We

wanted to buy tickets to Tamale, a town in northern Ghana.

Our guidebooks had praised Ghana's extensive bus system,
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but they failed to mention the difficulties involved in

using it. No ticket information was posted; we had to

wait in line nearly an hour to find out that no advance

tickets were available and to come back at 5:00 a.m. The

buses we saw leaving looked overcrowded, too. While we

were waiting in line we saw the secret agent and the Ivorien

girl. She seemed glad to see us; they'd had difficulty in

Ghana since they spoke no English. They were going to

Lome, Togo, where she had relatives. She looked less like

an American teenager in her calf-length print dress but

still not quite African, and I wondered if there were many

girls like her who had left home and a traditional future

of working and raising children, and if she were considered

a wayward girl.

That evening we went to Chop Sticks, a restaurant the

hotel clerk had recommended, but it was closed. As we

were walking down the dark, quiet street looking for a taxi,

a private car pulled up beside us. The driver, a European,

asked if he could help us. We told him our destination,

another restaurant, but he said, "Why don't you eat with

me? I'll take you to my home." Feeling somewhat uneasy

about accepting such a quickly-offered invitation, we

nevertheless got in the car.

Our host was a short, plump Lebanese named Abdo

Haydamous, manager of a lumber factory. His home was a

one-story white house with a wall around the yard. A
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servant opened the gate for the car. I was disappointed

by the interior of the house. Fifteen-foot ceilings

dwarfed the flimsy sofa and chairs; fluorescent lights

made the large living and dining room look unnaturally

cold and gray. Abdo had had an African wood-carver make

some of the furniture in a rich, golden-brown wood. The

bookcases were attractive, but I didn't care for the

stylized, nude women statues or the tables with elephants

for legs. The paintings--two African village scenes and

a Last Supper--were large enough for the enormous room but

were warped.

Abdo was a generous host, and we soon realized we had

no reason to be suspicious of his motives. He was a lonely

bachelor in his late twenties or early thirties; there

were few Europeans in Kumasi to talk to. He fed us an

enormous dinner--two meat and vegetable stews, chips, rice,

salad, curdled cheese spread, flat Lebanese bread, papayas,

bananas, and oranges--and then took us to the movies where

an East Indian film was showing. Abdo said these were very

popular in Africa. We sat in the nearly empty balcony,

but below us was a large, noisy, and constantly moving

African audience. The movie was a musical-fairytale or

epic with beautiful maidens, ghosts, gods, villains, and

magic. (My favorite scene was when the elephants with

supernatural strength butted down the wall surrounding the

beautiful heroine's prison.) The African audience
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was actively involved in the story, cheering, booing, and

clapping.

Abdo drove us back to the hotel. We were touched by

his friendliness and generosity, and we were learning

that in Africa strangers are often still treated with

old-fashioned hospitality. Although we enjoyed and

wanted this attention, we occasionally felt uncomfortable

because we were given it, at least initially, because we

were white.

The next morning the hotel failed to wake us as we'd

asked so we didn't get to the bus station until 5:30. Al-

ready there were long queues. Will waited in one for a

half-hour before realizing he was in the wrong place. But

in the line for tickets to Tamale stood more people than

would fit on the bus. We decided not to go to Tamale.

Maybe it would be easier to go to Accra, the capital,

instead, and maybe Abdo would have an idea about an easier

way to get there. On the ride back to the hotel, the taxi

driver tried to overcharge us. Then the hotel clerk was

indifferent when we told him it was the hotel's fault that

we hadn't gotten our tickets. Our irritation increased,

and we were thankful that for once we could ask someone

to help us. We called Abdo who said he thought a friend

of his was driving to Accra the next day. Later he picked

us up and moved us to his house. There we ate lunch and

spent the afternoon until he came home from work.
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Abdo took us for a drive to a nearby lake at sunset.

The view was beautiful, but I was rather horrified by how

fast he drove, even through villages where children, dogs,

chickens, and goats wandered near the road. He just honked

the horn and said it was up to the villagers to keep out

of the way of cars. "If I hit anything, I just keep

going," he said. "Anyway, they wouldn't be upset unless

it were a goat or a chicken. Then they'd try to make me

pay for it. They know they can always get another child."

Abdo obviously didn't have much use for Africans, ex-

cept presumably to work in his factory. That night at

dinner he said that they are slow and lazy, have no culture,

and hate whites. In spite of his remarks, it was hard not

to like Abdo. He had buttoned a sports coat over his

plump middle and had taken us to a Lebanese restaurant

and wouldn't allow us to pay for anything. He had a

rather charming gesture of turning down his lower lip

while shrugging his shoulders when he didn't know what to

say. But when he told us about Lebanon, his face became

eager and animated like a child's. In Lebanon, he said,

"Everyone is rich." When the fighting is over, he'll go

back. Meanwhile, he would like to marry but wouldn't

want to bring a wife to Kumasi.

The next morning we told Abdo good-bye. About 10:30

his Lebanese friend, Anthony, who was going to Accra,

came by for us. Before we left Kumasi, we stopped by
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Anthony's house to have a drink with his neighbor, who

was short and barrel-chested just like Anthony, with the

same thin legs and baggy shorts. The neighbor joked that

for him the first drink of the day was like morning cof-

fee for other people. (Novels about African colonies in

which everyone is always drinking seem to be based on

fact.) I didn't feel like having a drink or going in a

car to Accra-"-I had nausea and a headache. I hadn't

realized that the malaria medicine didn't mix well with

my pain medicine. I'm sure Anthony wondered what kind of

trip it was going to be when I excused myself to vomit

before we'd left the house.

I liked Anthony, a handsome, middle-aged bachelor

with curly gray hair and an enthusiastic manner. Unlike

Abdo, he liked Kumasi,where he knew lots of people, and

he was looking forward to ending his bachelorhood: he

had met a girl he wanted to marry and seemed confident

that she would marry him.

The drive to Accra was warm and uneventful. We

didn't even talk much. I was concentrating on the road

and trying not to get sick, but I did notice that the

countryside gradually became browner and drier. Accra is

on an open plain. Anthony let us off on the outskirts of

the city late in the afternoon. The first hotel we tried

was full, but the clerk recommended The Cellar Hotel nearby

which had a clean room and bath, a walled-in patio, and no
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sign of a cellar. It was owned by an Australian woman who

was married to a Ghanaian. The hotel was managed by

several young men and teenaged girls, all very clean-cut,

who seemed to spend all their spare time playing a board

game called lodo in the patio. An old Muslim was night

watchman and slept on a cot inside the gate.

That evening we visited a few minutes with another

guest, David Bagguley, an Australian. He warned us about

going to various neighborhoods: gangs of thieves had been

attacking people at night. He advised me not to carry my

handbag if we did go out. We quickly gave up our plan to

go across town and ate a block away from The Cellar at

Uncle Sam's Restaurant. Here we met yet another Australian,

a young man about twenty named Peter. He was working for

a British company, laying carpet in the Ghanaian Army of-

fice buildings. Before he'd taken this job, he'd never

heard of Ghana and had seen very few blacks. Except for

being lonely, he seemed to have adjusted well. He and

Sam, the Lebanese restaurant owner, told us about the

widespread corruption in Ghana, the thriving black market,

and the pitiful economic situation. It was now impossible

in Ghana to have anything done without "dashing" someone.

(A "dash" is a tip in advance or a bribe.) Even a police-

man, they said, must be dashed before he'll do his job.

Once a restaurant owner called a policeman and dashed him

so he would take away a drunk and disorderly customer.
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The policeman took the man outside but soon 
turned him

loose. The drunk had given him another dash!

Nearly everyone in Ghana did business on the black

market or was involved in some illegal scheme, according

to Peter and Sam. Though there was little to buy in the

government stores, on the black market a person with

enough money could buy all kinds of food, liquor, ciga-

rettes, and other luxury goods which had been smuggled

into the country. Sam depended on the black market for

his restaurant supplies. But the military government led

the country in corruption. While holding the last military

dictator in prison and trying to coerce him to give up his

Swiss bank account, the current government officials were

trying to amass fortunes of their own. Peter knew first-

hand about their misuse of office. He and his fellow

carpet-layer, Alan, were ordered to install the red carpet

the government had paid for in army officers' homes. At

one home, they were told to put the roll of carpet with

some others in the garage, for the house was already car-

peted!

Peter and Alan themselves had been corrupted in this

atmosphere. They cheated on their inventories, ordering

more carpet than they needed, and sold the extra carpet

for their own profit. Peter wanted to use his money to go

into the diamond-smuggling business. Diamonds are mined

in Ghana and can be bought for reasonable prices on the
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black market. (To buy diamonds legally one must pay a

heavy export duty.) Once smuggled out of the country,

they can be sold for large profits. The problem is, of

course, to make sure one buys genuine diamonds.

But it was no wonder poorer Ghanaians took dashes

or dealt on the black market--they had to find some way

to survive. A loaf of bread or a taxi ride in Accra

cost one to three cedis; a soft drink was one cedi, a beer

two. Most workers earned only 70 to 120 cedis a month,

and many young Ghanaians were out of work--thus the at-

tacks on people in the streets.

Our next day in Accra was a series of frustrations,

culminating in the most unpleasant and frightening inci-

dent of our trip. When we'd left the U.S. we intended

to take a freighter up the coast of West Africa from Accra

to Monrovia, Liberia. But when we went to the Ghanaian

Black Star Lines office, we found out that their ships do

not stop at any other African ports. We weren't ready to

give up our plan, though--surely other shipping companies

had offices in Accra--and went to the nearby Liberian Em-

bassy to see about visas. The embassy was closed for a

Liberian holiday, but an employee directed us to the Togo-

lese Embassy. (If we couldn't succeed in going to

Liberia, we would go the other direction to Togo.) The

Togolese Embassy was miles away; I was discovering that

Accra, like Bouake and Kumasi, had no central business
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district. This embassy was in an attractive bungalow sur-

rounded by a well-kept lawn, palm trees, and flowering

shrubs. Although we had only enough money for a four-day

visa, we decided to leave our applications, thinking it

would be easy to extend the visas once we were in Togo.

We had also forgotten our photographs, but these could be

added when we picked up the visas.

At the Togolese Embassy we met our first American

traveler, Wesley. He had come to see his fiancee, who was

working in the Peace Corps. Unfortunately she had waited

until he arrived in Ghana to tell him she had become in-

volved with someone else. He was trying to make the best

of the situation by traveling around West Africa. We

walked to the American Embassy Annex together to check

for mail, but it was closed for lunch. By this time we

were ready for lunch ourselves, and Wesley showed us the

wonderfully named Goody-Goodie Restaurant across the

street. We discovered that none of us had enough money

for lunch, and the waiter didn't want to serve us beer

without food, but he finally agreed when we paid him a

little extra for it. Later Wesley bought oranges from a

woman sitting at a small wooden table by the side of the

road. We found out the price from him and learned how

to eat them the African way. With a huge butcher knife,

the orange seller shaves the orange about a third of the

way from the top and cuts off a slice. Then the orange
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is sucked rather than eaten from the top. It is easy to

hold on to the unpeeled portion and to squeeze out the

juice. The streets and gutters of West Africa are strewn

with the sucked-out, discarded oranges, which, after a

rain, look rather like sea anemones.

Once we had been introduced to street food, it was a

natural step to another African habit: littering. At

first I felt guilty about throwing my orange or banana

peels in the street or gutter--I am adamant about not

littering in the U.S.--but soon I discovered how delight-

fully wicked and free I felt when I tossed away my garbage.

There are few litter barrels in Africa, anyway, and most

garbage becomes food for scavenging goats and chickens or

is biodegradable since few foods come in packages.

We parted with Wesley shortly after our lesson in

orange-eating. At Scannlines, another shipping company,

we asked about going to Monrovia. But Scannlines did not

carry passengers, nor did the other company which the

agent called for us. Both companies referred us to Black

Star Lines, apparently unaware that they don't go to

other African ports.

Before returning to the hotel we stopped at a govern-

ment store to look over the nearly empty shelves. There

were sheets and pillowcases, plastic dishes, a few kinds

of cookies, some tinned meat from Nigeria, and groundnuts
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(peanuts). We bought a large package of peanuts and

were disappointed: they were raw.

We decided to go to a nice Indian restaurant, the

Maharajah, that night for a good meal. Although David

had not warned us about that area of town, I did not carry

my handbag, and we took a taxi instead of walking and got

out across the street from the restaurant. The street was

crowded and dark. While we waited for the traffic, a

group of young men or teenagers bumped into us. I thought

it was an accident until I felt someone grab at my watch.

Will snatched my wrist away and closed his hand tightly

over my watch and pulled me towards the street. I struck

someone's shoulder with my fist as we moved away.

I first felt relieved--we were all right; they hadn't

gotten my watch. But what I hadn't realized was that they

had stolen Will's watch, his high-school graduation present

from his father. They had also tried to pick his pocket.

He was sad and upset; I felt sick at my stomach and sick

at heart. It seemed Africa really was too much for us.

Our travels up to this point had been full of difficulties

and hardships, and now we had been attacked and robbed.

We went inside the restaurant and tried to calm down,

but it was hard to enjoy our curry dinner, though it was

very good. We asked the restaurant owner to call a taxi

so we wouldn't have to go out in the street to look for

one. When we told him whathad happened, he graciously
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offered to take us to our hotel himself and sent the waiter

to our table with an unordered dessert. We had to admit

that many people had been kind to us in Africa.

The next day we reconsidered our plans for leaving

Ghana. If we couldn't go to Liberia by boat, we might go

via Ivory Coast, which now seemed like a haven to us. But

we'd have to get another Ivorien visa as well as a Liberian

one, and each visa would take at least twenty-four hours.

Perhaps it would be easiest to go to Lome, Togo. We

picked up our Togolese visas that afternoon.

The electricity went off that night in Accra and per-

haps all over Ghana. The electric workers were striking

for higher wages. We didn't quite believe that the restau-

rants would close, but they did: another night without

dinner for us. The city was quiet--few vehicles were out

since without electricity the gasoline pumps wouldn't

work--and very beautiful with candles and lanterns flick-

ering in the houses. I took a shower and began a new novel

by candlelight. The candle gave more light than the elec-

tric globes in some hotels where we had stayed.

We weren't sure how the electric workers' strike

would affect our leaving the country. Even though we

wanted to leave, we were somewhat timid about making the

arrangements, and although we had trudged all over the

city to shipping companies and embassies, we hadn't done

any sightseeing yet. We decided to stay at least one more
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day. Besides, The Cellar was a comfortable place. We

enjoyed eating English breakfasts--tea, fried eggs, bread,

and jam--in the courtyard and playing with the two tiger-

striped kittens.

The hotel was in a quiet neighborhood of two-story

apartment houses. Across the street was a girls' school.

Throughout the day, girls of all ages would dash towards

the street, hike up their school shifts, rest one out-

stretched foot against a tree, and urinate into the open

gutter.

The morning after Will's watch had been stolen, we

visited the deserted National Museum. It was small, but

the exhibits were well-arranged, well-labeled, and included

art from all over Africa as well as Ghanaian objects such

as tiny brass weights for measuring gold, carved umbrella

ornaments (the umbrella is a symbol of royalty), and Adinke

and Kente cloth. Adinke cloth is plain, rather coarsely-

woven cloth with designs printed in ink or dye. The de-

signs, both natural (such as leaves) and geometric, are

symbolic. One design meant, "The man from the north that

you thought is a Muslim is not"--perhaps a way of saying

that appearances are deceiving. For Kente cloth, hand-

woven strips about four inches wide are sewn together to

make a whole piece. Any number of colors and designs may

be used, and each design has a meaning. (The designs are

woven into the strips.) Some signify that the wearer is
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rich; some are to be worn only by kings or only with the

king's permission. In one, the weaver includes so many

designs that the cloth is called "Skills" because he uses

all his skills to make it.

After we left the museum we decided we'd better find

something to eat because the restaurants would probably be

closed again in the evening. The door to Sam's restaurant

was open to let in light, and we went inside. The power

strike had not improved Sam's humor. He was already bit-

terly unhappy in Ghana, and now it was even harder for him

to run his business. He gave us some delicious Lebanese

meat pies, but, putting his swarthy face close to ours,

made us understand that he served us only because we were

special friends of his. (We had exchanged dollars for

cedis with him.) He told us the price of candles had

risen from one-half cedi to five cedis in one day--another

example of Ghanaian profiteering.

When we returned to the hotel, we learned that the

water workers were on strike, too. The girls who cleaned

the rooms brought us two buckets of water to last until

the water was turned on again.

Will spent the afternoon talking to David Bagguley.

David was often in the patio, drinking tea and playing

lodo with the hotel employees. His age was hard to guess,

but his mass of light brown curls had a few strands of

gray. He usually dressed comfortably in a tee-shirt, gym
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shorts, and thongs. For an international entrepreneur, he

kept a low profile, but his business card read, "For all

import and export business there is nothing we can't

handle," and listed addresses in Accra, Miami, New York,

and Brisbane. He was at that time arranging a contract

for a shipment of Australian beef to Ghana. The price of

the beef had doubled because of the number of dashes neces-

sary to the government officials to conclude the transac-

tion. David's import-export business included smuggled

Ghanaian diamonds and had once set him at odds with the

Brazilian government over some other sort of mine. He

had spent several months in a Brazilian prison and had

been declared a persona non grata in that country.

Peter came over later and wanted us to go to dinner

with him. He thought that the Ambassador Hotel, one of

the largest in the city, would be open in spite of the

strikes. We found a taxi and ventured out into the dark

city. The only lights were from the few passing cars and

the candles and lanterns. Some of the water mains had

been broken and people filled pans and buckets. As we

drove near the market, crowds of people looking for

transportation yelled, "Tema! Tema!" at our taxi. (Tema

is the port city southeast of Accra.) These desperate

people frightened me. I imagined that this must be the

atmosphere of war or disaster.
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The Ambassador was dark and deserted--no dinner there.

We went back to the house where Peter was renting a room

and sat around the kitchen table with a lantern. Peter

sliced a loaf of fresh bread and opened a tin of peculiar-

tasting beef. We still felt the wartime atmosphere, but

now that we were safely in a house, we began to enjoy the

adventure. Later we went back to The Cellar and sat in

the courtyard in the candlelight, drinking a bottle of

Grand Marnier which Will and I had bought at a foreign

currency shop in order to get U.S. cash to use on the black

market, and eating some lollies (candies) Peter had bought

from a street vendor. The stars were very distinct, the

city very quiet. Peter told us about his travels that year

in Europe. He'd run with the bulls in Pamplona and was

there during the Basque riots; he'd been hit by a car in

Lisbon and had hobbled over the ruins in Italy and Greece

with a cast on his leg. He also told us about his family,

particularly his mum. (It always seems amusing and touch-

ing to hear English and Australian adults call their

mothers "Mum.") Her insight and calmness always amazed

Peter. Once when he was seventeen and learning to drive,

he and his mother were discussing his new girl friend. Just

as he was in the middle of a turn, she asked, "You are

using birth control, aren't you, luv?" Peter nearly

lost control of the car. When Peter called his parents to

tell them he was going to Ghana, his father, usually calm
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and reasonable, was upset, but his mother's first comment

was, "That'll be nice for you, luv."

At 11:00 the electricity came on; a faint cheer went

up over the city.

The next morning during breakfast the taps started

running. We heard that the strikers had not gone back to

work, but the military had taken over the management of the

utilities.

In the middle of the day we went with Peter to eat

lunch and see the beach. We chose the Black Pot Restaurant

at the Riviera Beach Hotel because it served African

specialties. The hotel is a modern ruin. Sand and trash

blow around the front steps; the posters around the front

desk are faded. The large swimming pool with its diving

tower is empty, the deck furniture tattered and broken.

At the restaurant we faced another African catch-22: we

wanted beer with our lunch, but beer could not be served

in the dining room; it was served only in the adjoining

bar. We ordered lunch, went to the bar and ordered our

beers, and then carried them to our dining table. This

procedure was quite acceptable.

Peter overcame his fear of spicy food in order to

try groundnut soup. It was nearly identical to Will's

groundnut stew. Both had a creamy, peanut buttery flavor

with a touch of hot pepper. I ordered Joloff rice: spicy,

slightly oily rice mixed with bits of carrot, cabbage,
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green beans, and meat. During lunch we repeatedly waved

away the flies; Peter told us this was known as the

"Australian wave," since Australia has problems with

flies, too.

The beach looked fairly clean, though we saw a

couple of small boys defecating near it. The wind was very

strong and the Atlantic looked quite rough. It was another

bright, hot day. The rainy season seemed to have ended

the day we came to Accra, November first. Every day since

then had been clear, with blue skies and temperatures in

the nineties. (West Africa has only two seasons, both of

them warm, the rainy season and the dry season. Fortunately

we were ready to begin traveling just as the rainy season

ended. It is nearly impossible to travel on unpaved, up-

country roads during the rains. Regardless of the season,

every day is about the same length this near the equator.

Because the weather was like North American summers, I kept

expecting the days to last longer, but the sun always came

up and went down about 6:00.)

In the evening we met Peter and Alan for dinner at

Sam's--an unprecedented third meal in one day for us. All

of us were in high spirits, for not only were there open

restaurants, water, and electricity, but we were leaving

Accra the next day. Peter and Alan had a job in Ho, a town

northeast of Accra on the Togo border, and we could ride in

their truck. At Ho we could get transport to Lome.
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But the trip to Ho was canceled because the truck had

unexpectedly been sent somewhere else. Will went to the

bus station, stood in line an hour, and bought tickets to

Lome for the next day. But when he returned we rather

abruptly decided that we didn't want to spend another day

in Accra. We were ready to brave the lorry park where

vehicles were leaving for Lom6 all day long. The lorry

park was hot, crowded, and full of confusion--drivers and

their helpers were eagerly grabbing at us prospective pas-

sengers and yelling, "Where are you going?" while the roving

vendors tried to interest us in their oranges, eggs, bread,

and sunglasses. Somehow we made our arrangements to ride

in the front of a small Datsun pickup, and Will sold some-

one the bus tickets. The back of the pickup was covered

like a camper and was crammed full of people and cargo,

but we were comfortable in front.

The ride to the border town of Aflao took a lot longer

than we expected. The overloaded Datsun couldn't go very

fast. Watching the other vehicles on the highway was good

entertainment. Many of their slogan were religious--

"God's Time," "God Dey," "Psalm 23," "John 16:1-3"--but

some were secular or just names: "Time is money," "Respect,"

"Poor Man," "James Brown," "Uncle Ben."

We arrived after dark, and it was very dark indeed

since Aflao hadn't much electricity, and what it had was

cut on and off at intervals. Aflao was very small, but we
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decided to stay anyway, rather than use up a day of our

Togolese visa by crossing the border so late at night. At

first sight Aflao was rather appealing: coconut palms

swayed in the moonlight, and the little food stands lining

the road were lit by candles and lanterns. The problem was

where to stay. When we got out of the Datsun, a young man

who spoke a confusing mixture of French and English came up

to help us. Knowing it would be impossible to dismiss him

anyway and not knowing where to stay, we followed him to

three different hotels, all of the Travellers' Inn type

and fortunately, I thought, all full. Finally the young

man negotiated with the night watchman at one hotel to

rent us his room. We were led through a maze of walls and

alleyways--walking was tiring in the deep sand with my

heavy shoes--to a compound with a courtyard of sand. We

had rented a tiny, dim, stifling, two-room apartment.

There was a well in the courtyard and clean, benches-over-

buckets toilets. After I recovered from carrying my pack

all overtown and began to cool off, I could appreciate

with Will the exotic beauty of the place: the sand, the

palms, the brilliant moon and stars. We sat outside until

our rooms had aired a bit. Three kittens romped in the

sand, and a sleepy hen cackled in the shadow by our door

whenever we disturbed her.

We were glad to be leaving Ghana. The stories and

examples of corruption, though some of them were amusing,
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became depressing after a while. If the each-man-for-

himself attitude prevailed, even in the government, the

situation was unlikely to improve. Already the tension

in Accra was evident and had made us uneasy. We saw the

worried faces of people in the streets, occasionally

heard a mocking "Bruni! Bruni!" (white person), and

wondered about the numerous shiny, air-conditioned

Mercedes-Benzes, Peugeots, and BMWs. Ghana's economy,

undermined by the rampant black market, and its corrupt

government, which promoted the black market, both seemed

near collapse. Months later when we were in East Africa

we were not surprised to hear that there had been yet

another military coup d'6tat in Ghana and that the borders

had been closed while the new government replaced the

old, worthless cedi with a new cedi.

In June 1980, Will and I received a letter from one

of the young men, Gyasi Nimako, in our picture at the

Ghana border. We'd asked him about the new government

and the economic situation. He replied, "It is about six

months now since they [the People's National Party] came

to power and we are looking better for a better future of

Ghana under the new administration. Things are not all up

to normal and many people are worried but we have strong

hope that a new Ghana will be seen in no time."



CHAPTER III

TOGO AND UPPER VOLTA

By the time we left Ghana, we understood what diffi-

culties and hardships were involved in traveling in Africa.

During the next three weeks, in Togo and Upper Volta, we

continued making adjustments and learning skills which

made traveling easier. Probably our most important adjust-

ment was that we overcame a lot of our self-consciousness.

We became accustomed to being the only whites in a group,

to asking questions constantly, to being watched. Feeling

less shy, we practiced bargaining. Not only did bargaining

enable us to eat more frequently and inexpensively by buy-

ing food from vendors and in markets, but we gained a new

pastime, shopping for souvenirs. We also became used to

the heat and dirt. We lost weight and didn't need to eat

as much or as often. We stopped trying to do so much in

one day, we slowed down, and if we succeeded in accomplish-

ing one or two objectives in one day, we were satisfied.

Getting a visa or making a sightseeing trip was cheered as

a major victory against adverse odds. Although our initia-

tion to African travel was never completely finished be-

cause in each country there were a few new procedures to

93
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learn, we left Upper Volta considerably more relaxed and

seasoned than when we had entered Togo.

The outskirts of Lom6 stretch almost to the Ghana-

Togo frontier. The city sprawls away from the Atlantic

and its neat border of fringed coconut palms, beach,

avenue, and sidewalk. From our balcony at the Hotel Maxime

we would watch fishing canoes plunge into the violent

waves. Some were brightly painted, some had motors, and

some used oars and paddles. Later in the morning, after

the high-school students had trotted onto the sand to do

their calisthenics, we saw crowds of women and children

meet the returning boats. Sometimes they pulled in

fishing nets, too. Facing the beach are several hotels

and restaurants and a few white, two-story, verandaed

government buildings; further to the east are a new resort

and a faded modern hotel.

Away from the beach I was hopelessly lost in Lome.

Every place we needed to go--the post office, the bank,

various embassies, the bakery, the grocery store, restau-

rants--was separated by miles of dusty boulevards and

smaller streets. Not only did the tourist office have no

maps to give us, there was no map in the office to help

us orient ourselves. To make matters worse, Lom taxi

drivers all seemed to have just moved to the city. We

would tell one- of them our destination and he would start

off, but in a few minutes he would begin asking us the way.
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After a few of these long rides, with lost taxi drivers,

we asked before getting in if the drivers knew the way,

but this question seemed to offend them: they did not like

to admit that they didn't know.

We ate well in Lome. After staying in Accra during

the strikes, we considered regular meals a luxury. Togo

is another former French colony (actually it was first

German, then French) and has the French colonial legacy of

good cooking and restaurants. We ate at only three of

Lome's many restaurants. The Htel du Golfe is somewhere

in the middle of town, an older place with numerous,

very proper, African waiters. L'Auberge Provengale is

opposite the beach and has a romantic, rustic setting: a

European brick farmhouse with blue-checked curtains at

the windows and a large fireplace at one end. But the

building has no roof, and as we ate our grilled fresh

fish, we could see the palm trees waving slowly against

the dark sky. A homesick Northern European must have

built the Mini-Brasserie. Outside is warm, dusty Africa,

but inside is the cozy cheeriness of a ski lodge bar:

gleaming copper lamps hang over red-checked tablecloths

and small, straight-backed wooden chairs; the bar is made

of dark, heavy beams framed by a patchwork of glossy post-

cards. While we were eating, two young African girls

came in and ordered soft drinks. A middle-aged man

joined them, as if he had been expecting tomeet them there.
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He entertained them with forceful joviality, ordering

drinks, a large dinner, and wine, but they hardly looked

at him and only picked at their food and looked as if

they were unhappy about what lay beneath the sauce or

weren't comfortable using a knife and fork. When we left

the restaurant, the would-be Don Juan was standing on the

steps outside, cooling his heels.

At the Hotel Maxime's bar-restaurant we sometimes

had breakfast or Cokes and were amazed by the strange

variety of the taped music. One night we heard what must

have been American Muzak; another day it was Connie Francis

singing country-western hits.

For other meals we shopped at the large, new super-

march6 with its aggressively cheerful mouse logo grinning

in the windows and dangling above the aisles. We could

save money by buying cheese and bread for a picnic lunch,

but I was astonished by how much the French (and some

African) shoppers spent. Their baskets were loaded with

bottled water, wine, potatoes, apples, butter, cheese, and

meat--all from France. I enjoyed looking around the

supermarket, but the crippled beggars on the sidewalk made

me uneasy: how could the abundance inside the store be

reconciled with the needs outside it. At the Super

Boulangerie, we faced street salesmen as well as beggars,

all of whom approached us beseechingly when we went in,

watched us eat our eclairs and cakes in the tiny
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air-conditioned room, and pounced on us again when we came

out. At this stage in the trip, beggars could ruin my

appetite. It wasn't that I was sickened by their polio-

shriveled legs--though occasionally I wouldbe startled by

a cripple crouched on a skateboard scooting among a crowd--

but it was the whole there-but-for-the-grace-of-God-go-I

issue. I had so much material wealth compared to them

(compared to most Africans, for that matter); what should

I do to help them? What could I do? If I gave away all

I had, I argued, only a few Africans would be better off

and only for a while. Yet to give nothing seemed so

heartless. After weeks of feeling guilty, Will and I

decided that small donations were all the beggars expected,

and we began carrying "beggar change" in our pockets.

Most African currencies were broken into tiny units worth

only a few cents or less. A few of these coins, given

quickly and without embarrassment, were enough to satisfy

most beggars and at least partially appease our con-

sciences.

Not too far from the Super Boulangerie is the Lom6

market, a three-story concrete building. The streets in

the area are lined with wooden stalls draped with long

tie-dyed kaftans, skirts, and tee-shirts. We bought two

tie-dyed pagnes at one of these stalls. (A pagne is a

length of cloth slightly narrower and considerably

longer than a double bed sheet; Sylvia Boone had
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recommended carrying one, and in Aflao we had needed some

for bed sheets.) The salesman told us they were from

Guinea. The designs are repeating Rorschach blots in

varying shades of color. A bright red pagne might have

patterns ranging in color from black to gray; a beige one

might have subtle rippling designs in soft browns.

Inside the market it is dark and hot. The first floor

has long, wide counters piled with fruit, vegetables,

spices, and meat. On the second floor are booths nearly

hidden by the tall stacks of cloth. There is less bustle

up here; the heavy, wealthy market women sit indifferently

among their bolts of wax print and cotton, confident of

making a profit. The stalls in the third floor are full

of housewares.

During our first three days in Lom6 we made one ex-

cursion outside the city to Lac Togo. The taxi sped us

past palm groves and villages with palm frond thatched

roofs and palm frond fences. The lake is large and very

shallow. While we ate at an outdoor restaurant, we watched

pirogues full of passengers being poled across the lake.

Some French people struggled to keep their surf sails

upright.

We were ready to leave Lom6 on a Friday morning,

but before we left town we needed to extend our visas

which would expire the next day. We wanted to go to

Benin, the slender country east of Togo, but since there
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is no Beninois Embassy in Togo (the two countries are per-

petually feuding), we hoped to be able to get our visas

at the border. At the Togo Sretd Nationale, we filled

out the forms to extend our Togolese visas but were told

to come back the following Monday--nothing would be done

about them on Friday. We asked about carrying expired

visas. "Pas de problems" was the reply. We didn't want

to spend more time in Lome and left for a weekend trip.

We assumed the visas would have to be up-to-date in order

to leave the country.

The next Monday we returned to the Siret6. The young,

uniformed clerks found the forms we had completed and the

two copies of each passport picture. Our visas would be

ready Wednesday, they told us. The expiration date, however,

would be Tuesday's! The clerks agreed that it would be

futile to extend the visas, especially since we wanted to

leave the country right away. But they didn't offer to

return the visas any sooner or to extend them for a longer

period. They said to go ahead and to to Benin--if we

couldn't get Beninois visas at the border, then we could

return and extend the Togolese visas. They kept the forms

and the photographs.

We were confused and wanted an explanation in

English; we didn't want to find ourselves in trouble at

the frontier. We went to the American Embassy and were

surprised to find a notice on the bulletin board advising
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travelers not to go to Benin. Since a mercenary attack on

the Cotonou airport in January 1977, the notice read, Benin

had been somewhat unsettled. Next we talked to the helpful

consular officer, Jeffrey Panitt, who said we'd never get

into Benin anyway, without visas and carrying backpacks.

The Beninois government, it seems, is a bit paranoid about

drugs and has concluded that foreigners with backpacks are

the culprits. Mr. Panitt told us we should have no prob-

lems leaving Togo with our expired visas, but he gave us

his card just in case.

The American Embassy is certainly unassuming, a white

office building on one of Lome's quiet, dusty streets.

Across the street is the American Cultural Center and

Library, an air-conditioned oasis of silence and comfort

where we read recent copies of the Herald Tribune.

Since we couldn't go to B6nin, we had only one direc-

tion left--we weren't considering returning to Ghana--north

to Upper Volta. Fortunately we'd gotten visas to Upper

Volta when we'd first come to Lome. We did regret having

to retrace part of our weekend trip to Palim and Sokode;

now we'd have to return to Sokode and continue north.

The trip to Palim6 had been worthwhile,though. It's

a pretty town in the green mountains northwest of Lome.

Most of the buildings are plastered and painted pastel

colors with contrasting shutters; a church spire topped

by a wrought-iron rooster is a European touch. The first
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afternoon we were there, clouds rolled over the mountains

and released a tremendous rainstorm. From our hotel window

we watched children playing in the water and adults washing

off the floors and walks. That night we ate at another

Mini-Brasserie and met a Peace Corps worker, Patrick, who

told us about the local sights, a waterfall and a castle.

The next day we went to see the sturdy castle. About

an hour's drive from Palim6 in the mountains, Chateau Viale

was built in 1944 by an eccentric or sentimental Frenchman.

Now it is closed, but the grounds are well-kept, and the

view across the lush green mountains is worth the drive.

The European castle in Africa was not the only anomaly; a

Boy Scout (with cap and rule book) had helped us get a

taxi and had come with us.

We visited Palime's market in the noonday heat. As

in Lome, part of the market is in a new concrete building.

But beside the building are long tables with rickety awn-

ings. Women in flat-crowned straw hats with brims a yard

in diameter crouch or sit behind low tables or mats, their

goods stacked neatly in pyramids. Everywhere is color--

the narrow red cans of tomato paste and mackerel; the blue

and white soap packets; the pale green wrappers on the

Palmolive bars; the tiny gold-wrapped Maggi cubes; the

busy, bright wax prints tied around heads and waists; the

gleaming white enamel pans which women carry as shopping
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baskets on their heads; the dark arms, shoulders, and

faces of the saleswomen and shoppers.

That night while eating at our hotel we met a

German traveler, Wolfram Bringer. He was on his way

back to Germany after working several years in Mozambique

on a government project. He was enthusiastic and articu-

late and spoke excellent English; we learned of some

places to visit in Cameroon from him. While we ate and

talked, the hotel employees carried out the other tables

and chairs into the adjoining thatch-roofed bar; apparently

there was going to be another dance. (The one the night

before had lasted until1:00 a.m.) Rather than stay awake

in our room again, we decided to go with Wolfram to the

dance. It was hot and crowded, but we couldn't keep from

moving to the fast West African music and the jerky reggae

beat of Bob Marley's "No Woman, No Cry" and "Get Up,

Stand Up." The three of us danced together, holding our

Coke bottles and yelling at each other above the music.

The Africans did not think we were odd; many of them were

dancing with other men since only a few women were there.

I was surprised athowrestrained the Africans were when

dancing: they bobbed up and down rather stiffly and did

not swing their arms or shoulders about. The dance lasted

until 1:00 again, but we had to go outside for air long

before then.
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By the time we had traveled to Kande, in the north

of Togo, we had had six different rides (including the

trip to Palime) and were beginning to feel like veterans

of the public transportation system. We had learned that

it was essential to know the price for a ride before going

to the gare routiere. A Peace Corps worker we'd met while

waiting in line in a Lome bank told us the usual price for

a ride to Palime; in the gare routiZre we were told a price

ten times as high, but the real price was finally accepted.

If we hadn't known what the actual price was, we would

have paid an inflated one.

All but one of our rides were in Peugeot 504 station

wagons, the most popular form of public transport in Togo.

They were called Peugeot taxis or cinq cent guatres and

usually carried eight passengers in addition to the

driver. As in Ivory Coast and Ghana, those first to ar-

rive had first choice of seats. The third or back seat

was the least desirable because there wasn't enough leg

room, and it was narrower. The front and middle seats

were comfortable, but on the last leg of our trip to

Kand6, the driver couldn't resist taking some extra pas-

sengers and crowded three in the front seat with him

and four, including a very heavy woman, in the middle

seat. In the back seat were three passengers, including

two older men who did not speak French or the more common

local language everyone else seemed to know. They spoke
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softly to each other in what seemed to be a series of "ahs"

and "ums," some drawn out, some raised quizzically. At

one stop the driver got out and found someone to translate

for them.

Each trip had its memorable event or passenger. Once

a driver deliberately hit a squirrel and stopped the car

to retrieve it. But the squirrel hadn't been killed and

managed to ger away into the underbrush by the road. The

driver and several passengers sprang out and for several

minutes tried to flush it out. Whether this was for sport

or a free bit of meat or both I didn't know, but I was

glad the squirrel died by itself. On another ride I was

sad because the driver hit a small dog, one of the short-

haired types with the tail curled over the back that we'd

seen frequently in Africa. The driver had slowed down a

bit and steered to the side but had made no effort to stop

or honk.

One time we rode with a village chief or religious

leader. An older man wearing an immaculate white kaftan

and a red fez sat in the front seat with a younger man and

a little boy, probably his son and grandson. The driver

stopped frequently in towns for the older man to greet the

people who ran up to the car.

The other type of vehicle we took was a Peugot 404

truck, about the size of a Datsun pickup. Like the pickup

we'd ridden to Aflao, the 404s have covered beds with
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benches along the sides and backs. In English-speaking

countries these are sometimes called mammy wagons because

women with children are often passengers. In French-

speaking countries they are called taxis services, or if

they are Peugeots, guatre cent quatres. The taxis services

are not very comfortable--the seat back is inevitably the

wrong height or unpadded--but their atmosphere is more

intimate than the station wagons in which everyone is

facing the same way and looking out the windows. Seeing

out is difficult in the little trucks; instead one observes

the passengers. People don't talk much--many go to sleep

immediately--but there are glances and smiles. On our only

404 ride in Togo, I enjoyed watching a plain, heavy woman

lavish attention on her pretty little daughter. The baby

wore tiny gold hoop earrings and tiny silver bracelets

on each hand.

Kand6 was our last stop in Togo. The trip from Lom6

took most of the day and seemed longer because we had

traveled the road between Sokodd and Atakpam6 (on the way

to Palimd) twice before. (Not all towns in Togo have

names ending in 6, but most of the names are beautiful:

Lama-kara, Dapango, and Sansann6-Mango, for example.)

Kand6 was a small town, and we felt somewhat forlorn

when the taxi driver let us off at an isolated campement.

(Campements are simple hotels in remote places, often run

by the government.) When we walked in we were amazed to
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see seven young white men sitting around a low table

drinking beer. They were equally surprised to see us.

I began speaking French, but they were American Peace

Corps volunteers who had gathered at the campement for

their weekly mail delivery. We told them about our travels,

and they told us about their project: teaching farmers to

plow with cattle. One fellow gave us a lot of information

about how to leave Kand6 (the public transportation system

stopped here) and about traveling in Mali. One volunteer

was getting ready to go home after two years in Africa.

Hearing him talk about going back to the U.S. made me

realize how removed we were from American life. It seemed

months instead of weeks since we had left New York.

Before sunset the Americans roared off on their

motorcycles into the dusty haze settling over the hills.

This was the harmattan, the dry season wind, they told us.

We were the only guests at the campement. Our room was

one in a row attached to the central lobby. We had a bed

with mosquito netting, a small table, and a lantern. I

watched the moon rise through the dust and clouds of

mosquitos and talked to a charming little boy about five

years old. When it was dark the stillness was interrupted

by the radio and television. The lobby had an electric

generator.

For dinner, Will and I ate enormous platefuls of

flavorful rice, a guinea fowl that had led an active life,
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and huge slabs of papaya. By the time we were finished,

quite a large group had assembled to watch television.

Most of the shows were news programs which included some

footage of the latest marching and dance routines honoring

Togo's President Eyadema, whose regime resembles that of

Zaire's Mobutu. Later there was a simple game show called

"Sept Lettres, Un Mot" on which two contestants tried to

make a word out of a group of letters chosen at random.

Before 6:00 a.m. we were standing beside the road

hoping to flag down a ride to Upper Volta. But for an hour

no cars, buses, or trucks went by, only motorbikes (Moby-

lettes) and hundreds of schoolchildren in khaki uniforms.

(We had seen large groups of students in other villages;

we were impressed by the school system but also by Togo's

population, one of the densest in West Africa.) Two raga-

muffin boys who for some reason were not going to school

joined us by the road. They wanted to help us, or more

accurately, they wanted something to do and a petit cadeau.

It was hard to avoid such assistance in Africa; sometimes

we appreciated it, and sometimes we were annoyed that we

had no privacy. Two of the Peace Corps workers passed

us on a motorcycle and assured us we were in the right

place. We let one truck with an open trailer go by because

we didn't want to ride in the back in the dust. Then a

huge diesel truck with a closed double trailer rumbled up.
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It stopped, and we paid the driver the appropriate fare

to ride in the cab.

Our spirits rose instantly--not only did we have a

ride, but it was comfortable, and we had a view. We

were disappointed that we didn't see any animals--monkeys,

antelope, and elephants live in the northern part of Togo--

but we enjoyed our view of the 'dry countryside and the

villages. The houses were round, of mud brick with

thatched roofs. A pottery or enamel bowl was stuck on

top where the thatching came to a point. The driver

stopped once to pick up a woman waiting near a group of

houses. Then there were five of us (the driver had a

teenaged assistant) in the cab. The woman shared some

raw hearts of palm with us. They were stringy like

celery and tasted rather bitter, somewhat like coffee.

The road became rougher, and the diesel had to slow down,

but still the red dust billowed up around us. At

Dapango, the Togolese border officials checked us and did

not question our expired visas. The woman did not go

on with us.

We drove quite a distance into Upper Volta before

arriving at the border post. Will and I were stamped

in quickly, but the officials were a little bored, I

thought, and detained us for conversation. One handsome

young officer with a number of decorative scars on his
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face asked if we had any Instamatic film for his camera.

Film was unavailable in Upper Volta, he said.

Will and I thought we would be leaving in a few

minutes, but our wait was lengthened to nearly five hours

We eventually learned the reason: the truck driver was

carrying some drugs (for his personal use, he said)

which the officials did not have to allow into the

country. Negotiating the officials' bribe was what

consumed so much time. They were going to let him bring

them in; it was just a question of how much he was going

to pay for them. We spent the five hours in disbelief,

watching mammy wagons and taxis brousses come and go,

talking with the young assistant, and dividing our time

between the shade in front of the officials' post and the

shade by the truck. I gave some money to a little girl

about four or five years old who was leading her stooped,

blind grandfather by a stick. When he heard me put the

coins in her bowl, he knelt on the ground, bowed in my

direction, and intoned a prayer. Just before dark the

busy border station suddenly became quiet: everyone stood

at attention while the guards lowered the black, white,

and red Voltaic flag.

Riding at night in the big truck was pleasant. We

passed grass fires which lit the stark landscape with an

eerie orange glow. We stopped at a lake for the driver
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to fill his water jugs; the water looked cold and clean

under the full moon.

At Koupela was the crossroads where we left the truck.

The driver was taking his cargo east to Niamey, Niger; we

were going west to Ouagadougou, capital of Upper Volta.

First he showed us a hotel in Koupela. When Will didn't

seem pleased with it, he thought the price must be too high

for us and led us to another, even more wretched-looking

one. The second one was full, and we reluctantly returned

to the first and thanked the driver for his help.

The Koupela hotel was probably the cheapest place we

stayed in West Africa. (It has been partially described

in Chapter II.) Our mud brick room seemed like a jail

cell since the door and window were louvered metal and

clanged whenever opened or closed, but the cool courtyard,

where some Christmas lights blinked festively, was quite

pleasant, and we sighed with relief as we drank several

icy Cokes. We were hungry, but the only food left, the

manager told us, was chicken: he put a single bowl of

small bony pieces in front of us. The spicy sauce was

good, but in the weak light we could see that some of the

pieces had already been eaten on! We put the dish aside.

Before we left the table, one of the employees came up and,

pointing surreptitiously at the chicken, asked us something

about it. We thought he was asking if he could have it,

but before we could answer, the manager appeared and took
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it away. We hoped the chicken wasn't going to be served

to a third set of customers.

Before I could go to sleep I read for an hour or

longer by candlelight, occasionally checking to make sure

the six or eight large black spiders stayed in their places

on the ceiling. I hoped none of them lost his footing.

The ride into Ouagadougou, conveniently abbreviated

to "Ouaga" by both Upper Voltans and foreigners, was long

and hot in a crowded taxi service. After four police

checks, we stopped a fifth time for a flat tire. (I was

reminded of the breakdowns I'd experienced while riding

Transportation Enterprises buses to Denton; TEI's old

buses wouldn't seem so uncomfortable now, I thought.) One

pretty young mother wearing a scarf loosely around her

head and shoulders attracted my attention on this ride.

She had a flustered, almost helpless look, as if she were

not used to traveling alone. Her two small children were

among the few spoiled children I saw in Africa. Though

she tried to protect their faces from the dust and make

them comfortable, they refused to be placated. Unfortu-

nately, they did not inherit their mother's pleasing fea-

tures, and their whining and tear-streaked faces made

them more unattractive.

Parts of Ouaga seem to be overgrown villages of mud

brick compounds, dirt yards, and dirt streets. There are
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a few boulevards (including the Champs-Elysees--Upper

Volta is another former French colony), trees, and tall

buildings in its business district. Smoke from garbage

fires contributes to the dusty haze in the air, and the

streets are filled with hordes of droning mopeds.

We stayed.in an affordable but dismal room at the

Hotel Ambassadeurs. What made the windowless, dark, grimy

room tolerable was the escape to the porch. The hotel was

on the second floor, and the porch was breezy, light, and

pleasant. Here we ate a simple but well-prepared meal of

beefsteak, potatoes, salad, and beer and recovered from

the long trip to Ouaga. During our three days at the Am-

bassadeurs we ate several meals on the porch and met some

German volunteers with an agency similar to the Peace

Corps, as well as several young African men. The porch

was a gathering place for the hotel employees, too.

Our first night at the Ambassadeurs we discovered

that the thin walls of our room were no protection from

the blaring music in the bar downstairs. Also, our room

was in a well-traveled corridor across from the bathroom

and next to the restaurant's refrigerator. Our room did

have one redeeming feature, though. We could hang our

wet laundry on the poles that supported the mosquito

net, and in an hour or less the ceiling fan would have

dried it.
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The mural on the landing at the Ambassadeurs amused

me. A man in a suit carrying a briefcase (un ambassadeur?)

is talking to a bosomy woman in a halter and jeans. Their

words are above them in cartoon fashion. She asks his

opinion of the hotel; he replies that he lengthened his

stay from twenty-four hours to five days.

In Ouaga's business district we visited the large

modern post office, the awkwardly pompous Maison du Peuple

(an assembly hall) planted firmly in a sterile yard of

asphalt, and the American Culture Center, across the street

from the Soviet Culture Center. Nearby is the French Cul-

tural Center. These three small libraries are possibly

the only ones in Upper Volta.

In another part of town we saw the Christian-Muslim

cemetery where white crosses mingle with the slender curved

moons of Islam. We wandered near the Mossi chief's resi-

dence but only saw the tree-shaded grounds before a couple

of retainers told us to stay away. (The Mossi are the

largest ethnic group in the area and once had a large

kingdom; the chief is still an important leader.) Not

far from the chief's residence is the Catholic church, a

reddish, thick-walled, rather Romanesque building with a

corrugated iron roof. Inside, its sturdy pillars and

walls are painted strong shades of pink, lavender, yellow,

blue, and green.
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At Ouaga's outdoor market we watched tailors, who

are mostly young men, sewing on old Singer machines in the

shade of their stalls. We decided to have some cloth

covers made for our backpacks to protect them from dust

and grime on buses, taxis services, etc. First we found a

young tailor willing to listen patiently to us. I didn't

have the vocabulary in French to explain very well what we

needed, but with my partial explanations, our gestures,

and Will's drawings, he understood exactly what we wanted

and made them up in a day--sturdy, drawstring, denim bags.

In the midst of Ouaga'a heat, dust, smoke, and noisy

moped traffic is a haven of coolness, cleanness, beauty,

and calm: l'Eau Vive. L'Eau Vive is an excellent French

restaurant owned and managed by an unusual order of nuns,

the Travailleuses Missionnaires. Their purpose is to honor

the Virgin Mary by making more people aware of her good-

ness. But sermons are not served up between soup and des-

sert. On the menu there is a brief description of the

order, with some quotations about Mary; at 10:00 p.m. the

customers are asked if they would like to sing "Ave Maria"

with the nuns. The order includes Belgian women who wear

simple, solid-color, street-length dresses tied with cords

or sashes; Vietnamese women in loose, silky, long pants

and knee-length tunics; and Voltaic women wearing long

wax print skirts and matching blouses.
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The first time we went to I'Eau Vive was for lunch.

The single large room was air-conditioned, and the tables

were set with colorful cloths and napkins and small vases

of flowers. We went there the following evening and ate

in a pretty outdoor garden with carefully raked white

gravel paths. Classical music played over a loudspeaker.

The menu offered a variety of French food and wines and

some Vietnamese dishes such as nems, which are similar to

Chinese eggrolls.

Going to l'Eau Vive that evening we had had to step

around several outstretched bodies on the sidewalk. I

was shocked that I could see their poverty and disabili-

ties, yet I could still go inside the restaurant and enjoy

my dinner. I hadn't realized that habituation to human

misery is inevitable when one is regularly exposed to it.

John Keay in Into India remarks that " . . . it is horror

at one's own callousness rather than sympathy for the

weak and homeless which hits one hardest."1

But I had not yet grown as callous as I had feared.

The next day we passed a teenaged beggar whose birth

defect was so disfiguring that I nearly gasped when I

saw him. His mouth was a gaping hole in his right cheek;

his other features contorted around it. A few teeth poked

out at various angles in the red hole. I was ashamed that

'John Keay, Into India, 2nd ed. (1973; rpt. London:
John Murray, 1975), p. 93.
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I had to look away from him while Will gave him a few

coins. I wished I could have said to him, "Let us take

you to the United States for corrective surgery." I

couldn't have told him that, of course, but I could have

said something, a greeting or a question, to show that I

accepted him as a human being even though I had looked

away in shock for a moment.

After three days in Ouagadougou we took the train to

Upper Volta's second largest city which has an even longer

name, Bobo-Dioulasso. (Naturally it goes by "Bobo.") This

train is part of the RAN (Rgie du Chemin de Fer Abidjan-

Niger) system we'd ridden in Ivory Coast which connects the

two countries' capitals. It is one of West Africa's two

international train routes. The other, unrelated line

runs between Mali and Senegal.

The first class car was nearly empty and very cool;

I wrapped up in my pagne. Outside was the Sahel, the semi-

desert region south of the Sahara. The country is flat

and dry. Except for the rich green of the large, round-

topped mango trees, everything is the same light beige

color tinged with golden light: the small round or square

mud brick huts with thatched roofs perched on them like

straw hats, the ground, the few stalks of grain left in

the fields. The little groups of huts seem totally iso-

lated; no roads connect them to other groups of huts,

larger villages, or the cities; the train doesn't stop.
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But even where there were no huts, we could see paths

winding through the fields or among the trees and an oc-

casional solitary bicycle rider or walker.

The train stopped at larger villages, and the vendors

would rush to the train windows. In one village I saw a

large group of women all dressed in the same wax print

cloth: black with dusky red and gold tropical flowers. I

assumed the women were all following the same fashion

and were not dressed alike for any other reason. Later

I saw a group of women who intentionally dressed alike.

At a modern bank in Bobo-Dioulasso all the women employees

wore the same predominantly blue and green wax print made

up into matching blouses and wrapped skirts--the most

attractive bank employee uniform I'd ever seen. Unfortu-

nately, the male employees, instead of wearing kaftans in

complementing colors, wore dark pants and short-sleeved

white shirts.

I liked Bobo better than any city we had visited.

Its streets are quiet and tree-lined; the Sudanic archi-

tecture of many of the buildings is simple and graceful;

it has a number of moderately priced hotels and restau-

rants; it is cooler than Ouaga and less humid than the

coastal cities. We stayed two days, then went to Banfora,

a small town southwest of Bobo for two days, and then

stayed three more days, including Thanksgiving Day, in

Bobo.
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We didn't do much in Bobo except walk around, swim

at the hotels, talk to people, and eat. On one walk we

visited the old Sudanic-style mosque. (Sudanic or Sudan-

ese here refers to the old word, Sudan, for the region

which stretches across the width of north-central Africa

and not to the present country of Sudan.) The mosque is

made of mud bricks plastered smooth with more brown mud,

the edges of the walls worn smooth by rain and wind. The

tower was twenty-five to thirty feet high and studded with

sticks two or three feet long. These are used to climb

the tower to repair it. The houses in this neighborhood

are built close together of smooth brown mud. With the

protruding sticks a foot or so below their one-story, flat

roofs, their short doorways, and tiny square windows, they

look very similar to pueblos in the southwest U.S. Modern

Sudanic architecture is usually plastered mud or concrete

painted white or pastels. The arches, curves, and towers

are fanciful and remind one of buildings in fairy tale

books,while the older style is cleaner and more modern,

even futuristic.

Bobo's market is partially hemmed in by walls and

gateways of pale pink in the new Sudanic style. Once

while walking through the confusion in the market, I noticed

that some vendors had neat piles of brightly colored,

unlabeled pills and shiny capsules on their trays. I
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wondered how many they sold at a time and how they de-

scribed or prescribed them for their customers.

Outside the market walls are more merchants. On

large flat carts old clothes are for sale; another sales-

man has strung up a line between two trees and has tied

sticks together to make hangers for his display of shirts;

he also has a small wooden cart with toothpaste, soap,

and other grooming products neatly arranged on top. One

particular street corner is for the watermelon dealer, and

next to him are always the rolls of straw mats. This mer-

chandise stays outdoors day and night, and though the

salesmen probably sleep there, too, theft doesn't seem to

be a problem.

We saw more Westerners in Bobo than we did in Ouaga,

perhaps because Bobo is smaller. A Canadian crew was

spraying for black flies which cause river blindness; a

German and an Englishman were installing modern equipment

in the slaughterhouse; there were a few other travelers,

two French and one German. Some vendors are in business

strictly for these foreigners. There are two stalls across

the street from the watermelons where we bought a couple

of batik wall hangings; our bargaining resulted in two

hangings for the original asking price of one. A few

roving vendors frequent the cafes and hotels with a statue

or two tucked under their arms and a pocketful of amber

beads or bronze figures. Our favorite souvenir salesman
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was a fat, bald, round-faced man; he wore a brown kaftan,

and with his unfailing smile, he looked like a monk. We

went to the shop from which he got his merchandise, but

even though we found the dusty masks, wood carvings, slave

chains, and bronzes interesting, we bought only another

batik. We hadn't room to carry large, bulky objects, and

we couldn't be sure of their authenticity. Even if they

were authentic, we didn't know what reasonable prices

were.

We stayed in three hotels in Bobo. The first night

we splurged on a room at the RAN hotel near the railroad

station. It was modern, well-kept, and tastefully decorated

in shades of orange, brown, and beige. Even the floor of

our large room and bath was clean, I noticed with pleasure.

(The floors at the Maxime and Ambassadeurs had been gritty.)

The swimming pool was another luxury. Since we couldn't

really afford to remain there, the next day we moved to

the Royan,which was more centrally located. The Royan

served a good breakfast in a cozy upstairs breakfast room,

but I didn't like the cockroaches in the bathroom or the

concave bed. Also, the swimming pool was empty for re-

pairs. After we came back from Banfora we went to the

Lebanese-run Auberge, which had a pleasant sidewalk cafe

in front (the souvenir salesmen liked the easy access to

the foreigners) and a swimming pool.
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L'Auberge had a good restaurant--we ate our Thanks-

giving dinner by the pool--but we usually ate at a less

expensive outdoor restaurant called l'Oeil. (Since

"l'Oeil" is hard for us to say in French, we usually just

called it "the Eye.") The Eye offered only omelets, green

salads, tomato salads, and grilled chunks of meat en bro-

chette, but the plain food was delicious, the service slow

and relaxed, and dining under the trees very pleasant. We

also ate a couple of times at the Bobo l'Eau Vive. In

Bobo we became acquainted with an unforgettable African

soft drink. It was not the first local drink we tried, but

it had the most distinctive name: Youki Soda. Unfortu-

nately both Youki Orange and Youki Tonic tasted as bad as

the name sounds in English.

While sitting at the Auberge cafe one day, we saw a

strange man begging in the street. He looked as. if he'd

just wandered in from a primitive camp in the bush. He

wore only a loincloth, his body was crusted with dirt,

and his hair was long and matted. He carried a can for

begging but didn't seem to solicit with any awareness. He

went aimlessly up and down the street; he seemed either

crazy or mentally retarded. We remembered then that we'd

seen a naked man in a street in Abengourou with shoulder-

length dreadlocks (hair so unkempt that it becomes corded).

Were these men outcasts? I had already concluded that

Africans are more tolerant of the disabled than are
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Westerners. It seemed to me that instead of pity and

preferential treatment, Africans offered acceptance. The

blind, the crippled, the deformed, and the diseased have

their job, begging, just as other Africans have theirs.

Begging is not degrading as it is in Western societies

(though few young, able-bodied Africans beg), and the

relationship between beggar and giver is a respected one,

at least among Muslims who are admonished to give to

those in need by the Koran. But the mentally deranged

and deficient, while not denied alms, seemed to be ex-

cluded from African society.

Before we left Bobo we wanted to make an excursion to

see Koro, an unusual village built on a cliff only about

ten miles away. There were no Peugeot taxis or buses going

there, so we tried asking taxis in town if they'd take us.

The ones who agreed to go wanted outrageous fares; we de-

cided there must be a better way. We found out from a

guest at l'Auberge that near the market are Mobylettes

for rent. :We arranged with the manager at one rental shop

to pick one up early the following morning. Will would

drive; I would ride behind him. When we arrived, the

manager was not there, and the man in charge refused to

rent us one Mobylette. We had to have two, he said. A

Mobylette is not meant for two people, only one, he in-

sisted, even though Mobylettes with two and even three

Africans were zipping in front of his shop. We tried
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another rental agency, but the attendant wanted a ridicu-

lously high price. We left angrily, shaking our heads.

Why didn't they want to rent to us? Why would the man

at the first shop turn down a chance to make money renting

one motorbike just because we'd refused to be talked into

two? Why would the taxi drivers give up making a reason-

able profit when they realized they couldn't make an

enormous one? We decided they didn't want to be bothered

with us and gave up the idea of going to Koro.

Our side trip to Banfora was more easily accomplished:

we rode the train. While waiting on the platform we

bought some bananas and watched the crowds. A group of

brightly dressed women was gossiping like large noisy

birds on the patch of grass next to the station. A slender

young official went out to rebuke them (apparently sitting

on the grass wasn't allowed), but he was intimidated by

them, and they remained. I also noticed the hair styles

of some teenaged girls walking on the platform. Their

hair was sectioned into small ponytails; then each pony-

tail was wrapped with thread, either black or colored, so

that the hair stood out stiffly like a spike. The ef-

fect was neat yet rather humorous, a caricature of fright.

Between the two sets of train tracks six or seven

tall, thin men and women held court amongs their bundles

and bags. They were Fulanis, whose coppery brown skin,

straight noses, thin lips, and wavy hair set them apart
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from the other West Africans. They seemed to enjoy having

an audience and laughed and talked easily while showing

their clothes, jewelry, and other possessions to the spec-

tators who grinned or hung their mouths open in disbelief.

We were glad someone else was attracting attention instead

of ourselves, but when the Fulanis saw us, two of the men,

very straightforward and good-natured, came over to sell

us their jewelry. They told us they were from Nigeria

and spoke a few words in English. They wore baggy pants

with robes over them and turbans wrapped loosely around

their heads and necks. One of them, who must have known

that I thought he was handsome, pulled back his turban,

and with a proud yet rather voluptuous smile, showed us

that his hair wasn't like other Africans'; it was long

and smooth.

Our train finally arrived, and we began the after-

noon's journey to Banfora. We traveled through a fertile

agricultural area, and at each stop women came to the

windows with their trays loaded with mangos.

Banfora had been recommended to us by some French

travelers we'd met in Bobo. They said we should look up

a French math teacher, Patrick Duval, with whom they had

stayed. We hesitated to impose on a stranger, but in

Banfora there was no hotel or campement. We found Patrick

as he was leaving the school and told him who had given

us his name. At first he didn't remember the travelers,
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and even when he did, there was a pause before he asked

if we wanted to stay with him. It was not a comfortable

beginning, but Patrick was a gracious if not outgoing host.

The next day Patrick lent us his Mobylette and drew

a map showing us how to visit Banfora's two attractions,

a lake where hippopotami live and a waterfall. We misin-

terpreted the map and turned too soon and for a couple of

hours enjoyed the countryside on the wrong dirt road. We

passed cattle with their egrets, fields of millet, groves

of skinny, gray-trunked oil palms, and numerous baobabs.

We had seen some baobabs from a distance when we were on

the train. They are wonderful trees. Their massive trunks

are as big as four or five large trees put together, and

their roots cluster around the bottom like a collection

of huge bent knees and elbows. The thick, gnarled branches

reach forty to fifty feet and do not taper much; they are

plainly seen because the baobabs rarely have leaves. The

trees we saw had a few dry fruits (monkey bread) hanging

loosely like oval paper bags.

Will discovered that the Mobylette's tires lost air,

and we had to stop several times to pump them up. Then

on a particularly rutted section of road--more a trail,

really--we tipped over. The rear fender was bent and ob-

structed the wheel; we removed it and continued. We

finally found the road to the lake. Along it were some

tiny hamlets whose small children rushed out to greet us
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with enthusiastic waving and "bonjours." When we reached

the lake, we glanced around but saw no hippos and left

immediately for the waterfall. We had already been gone

longer than we expected, and we worried that Patrick would

be concerned.

The road or path to the waterfall was on the embank-

ments of a huge checkerboard of rice fields. There was

no protection from the midday sun, and we had brought no

water; our mouths felt as dry as the powdery dust on the

path. (Will maintains that this is the thirstiest he's

ever been.) But the approach to the waterfall was through

the deep shade of a double row of mango trees, and just

looking at the brown water in the quiet pool below the

fall was somewhat refreshing. (No natural body of water

in Africa is safe to drink or even wade in.) The waterfall

was neither tall nor gushing, but it was impressive in

Upper Volta's dry, flat countryside. The dull planes of

the brown rocks and the softer green shapes of the trees

could have been a Cezanne landscape.

We were embarrassed when we returned to Patrick's.

We were at least an hour late and had broken his moped.

He had been worried about us and had even gone to look for

us, but he was unconcerned about the Mobylette. We offered

to pay for the repair, but Patrick preferred to fix it

himself according to his own systeme M" systeme merdeux).
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We had intended to leave that afternoon, but even

though the train was late as usual, my watch was even

later, and we missed it. I was chagrined that we would

have to impose on Patrick another night, but he didn't

seem to mind. Most of my uneasiness with Patrick was be-

cause I felt my French was too inadequate to explain to

him how sorry we were about the Mobylette or how foolish

we felt missing the train.

From Patrick we learned about education in Upper Volta

and why young Frenchmen like himself are there. Only about

ten percent of Upper Voltan children go to school, and the

schools are very crowded with as many as forty to forty-

five pupils in secondary school classes and even more in

primary school classes. As in many African countries,

there is a shortage of teachers, nurses, and doctors.

France helps its former colonies fill these positions and

at the same time offers an alternative to the required

year of military service in France: young men can work in

Africa for eighteen months instead. Women may also work

at these jobs, though they are not included in the military

cons crip tion.

Patrick's life in Banfora was quiet but pleasant.

His students dropped in to talk or borrow books; he

listened to French folk songs on his cassette player or

played his guitar and sang them himself in his fine voice;

he worked in his garden. The garden included tropical
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and European vegetables, fruits, and flowers: yams, sweet

potatoes, tomatoes, green beans, carrots, strawberries,

hibiscus, coleus, pinks, marigolds, and wandering Jew.

There were also banana, guava, mango, and pomegranate trees.

Three days after leaving Banfora we left Bobo and

were on our way to Mopti, Mali, on the Niger River. At

the Bare routiere for vehicles to Mopti we signed up for

a Peugeot station wagon which was to leave about 1:00 p.m.

After we'd eaten lunch and bought a bottle of water for

the trip, we returned, but our Peugeot taxi wasn't leaving

after all. Apparently not enough passengers had signed

up, and the gare manager had decided the station wagon

could wait until a train arrived at 6:00 p.m.; perhaps it

would bring more Mopti passengers. Of course we were

disappointed, and the manager urged us to leave "tout de

suite" in a taxi brousse (vingt-deux). We wouldn't have

to spend the night at the border if we left now, he told

us; we'd be in Mopti about midnight. The vingt-deux al-

ready had more than twenty-two aboard, but the desire to

leave immediately overcame our misgivings about the comfort

of the seating arrangement. I nearly changed my mind,

however, when the manager had everyone get out of the van

so he could squeeze everyone onto the u-shaped bench more

efficiently. About twenty-five to twenty-eight people

rode in back, including three or four who sat on the two

spare tires on the floor in the center. Three or four
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rode in front with the driver. We were to spend a long

time with these people, and a month later I was able to

describe most of them in my journal.

The passenger we talked to the most was a rather cocky

young man in his twenties seated in front of us on one of

the tires. His face was plain and his hair was longer than

most Africans' but not combed into an Afro; he wore a dirty

shirt and.pants. He spoke a little English and acted as

our guide during the trip. During some of the stops he

smoked marijuana cigarettes, and he was also carrying

some kind of pills into Mali.

Three older Muslim men sat across from us; to myself

I called them the three wise men. The one to the left

was diminutive, dressed in a black pin-striped kaftan and

a small, neat black fez. He rarely spoke and placidly

fingered his prayer beads throughout the journey. His

face was composed in almost prim, old-womanish lines. A

few days after the trip I saw him in the bank in Mopti, and

he smiled delightedly and took my hand as we exchanged

greetings. The wise man in the middle was tall and very

dignified. He seldom spoke or smiled. He wore a cream-

colored kaftan and a light blue turban. To the right,

in a gray kaftan and white crocheted skullcap, was the

leader and spokesman of the group. A tall man, he smiled

and talked frequently with the other passengers in fluent,

clear French. He teased the younger men who were not
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Muslims about their long hair and lack of wives. "Look

at me!" he would say, pulling off his skullcap. "I have

short hair and three wives. I am a good Muslim and a happy

man!" The young men he was talking to would slink down

in their seats with embarrassed smiles.

Also across from us were two homely, quiet brothers,

one of whom wore a navy blue trench coat the entire day;

an effeminate young man who had a high-pitched voice and

wore, probably by chance rather than design, gathered,

baggy, mid-calf trousers with a woman's light-colored

raincoat and white plastic shoes that strapped across the

instep; and a quiet, handsome young Muslim with full lips

and expressive eyes,wearing a beige kaftan and a red-

striped towel pinned over his head. Next to me was a man

in his late twenties or thirties who spoke no French. His

shaved brown head matched his kaftan. Next to Will, often

asleep with her head on his shoulder, was a short woman

probably not much older than we were who had a small gold

ring between her nostrils. The ring distressed us because

she had a cold and a runny nose. We were too close to our

neighbors and each other to be comfortable. No one had

enough room to rest both shoulder blades squarely against

the backrest.

At the front end of the vingt-deux was the only other

woman riding in the back. She never said a word and

clutched a large bar of soap the entire journey; there
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were also a teenager whose features were hidden by a

balaclava and a silent, neat young man wearing a knitted

cap and carrying a tape recorder. His only tape, which

he fortunately played only outside the van, was of what

Will and I called electronic Arab music. Sharing the

spare tires with our drug-carrying guide was a young man

with even longer hair who was within reach of the old

Muslim and a muscular fellow with a rather unintelligent

face in an open jacket and gray pants.

I didn't have a chance to see the passengers in front

very often, but I did observe a large, pretty woman with

a little girl. The driver was tall and thin, his open

shirt revealing a skinny chest; he was not more than

twenty. We soon learned that he was somewhat dishonest

or at least irresponsible, though his behavior probably

didn't surprise the other passengers. The driver's assis-

tant was an agile teenager who always waited until the

vingt-deux was moving to run and jump in the back.

Soon after we left Bobo, we had our first inkling

that the ride was going to be a long one: we stopped for

prayers. The Muslims got out, took off their shoes, and

began their prostrations, some of them on the ground and

some of them on prayer mats. The others stood to the side

or walked a short distance from the vehicle to urinate.

We made one more prayer stop before dark.
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We were on dirt roads, too, and dust filled the open

van. There weren't glass windows, only canvas flaps which

had to be open for air. Slowly the black hair and faces

around us became reddish brown, while Will and I became

lighter-haired and darker-skinned. When we got out, we

slapped our clothes, and the dust rose in puffs.

When we stopped for dinner at 8:30 I talked to our

guide: why hadn't we come to the border yet? He told me

we were not taking the main, paved road to Mopti but were

going instead towards an "easier," more obscure border

point. Later we concluded "easier" meant that the border

guards would accept bribes more easily, an important con-

sideration since many of the passengers were carrying

contraband.

The dinner stop was at a small town with no elec-

tricity. The other passengers gathered around some

lantern-lit tables outdoors as if they had reservations.

Will and I wandered through the quiet streets, admiring

the stars. The stillness and dark were disturbed at

one end of town by a large square of moving light--an

outdoor theater, a "walk-in"! The projector was powered

by a noisy generator.

The journey continued over a deteriorating road. The

taxi brousse swayed, and we could hear branches cracking

against the sides. While I rested my arm against the

open window, my sleeve was snagged by one. For some reason
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I began trying to remember the words to the "Star-Spangled

Banner." I could sing all I wanted because there was no

light in the back, and my voice couldn't be heard above

the noise. It bothered me that I couldn't sing all the

words to the national anthem, so I tried to recall other

songs: first hymns learned during high-school church 
choir

days, then patriotic songs from elementary 
school and

Christmas carols, and finally folk songs from the sixties.

By 11:00 when we stopped again, I was tired and en-

during the ride silently. We seemed to have come to rest

in the middle of the desert. The driver disappeared into

the darkness; apparently he had a rendezvous. The pas-

sengers stretched their legs in the cool night, looking

up at the stars. Except for the whining of the electronic

Arab music, we could have been travelers on a caravan.

About midnight we halted in a dark village. Over

half the passengers got out, unrolled prayer mats or

just rolled up in their clothes, and went to sleep in the

sand near the vehicle. The others stretched out on the

benches inside; someone lowered the flaps. Within ten

minutes we heard even, heavy breathing both inside and

outside the van; we were still arguing in whispers about

what to do. I wanted to stay inside where it was warmer

(our pagnes and sweaters were inaccessible in our 
packs

which were tied to the top of the vingt-deux); Will wanted

more room. We finally decided to separate. I spent the
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night uncomfortably enough: there wasn't room to stretch

out completely, and the bench was less than a foot wide.

The small woman with the ring in her nose was next to me,

head to foot. I heard her spitting and snorting all night

long, and I didn't like to think where her expectorations

were landing; I knew she wasn't raising the window flaps.

But if I were uncomfortable, Will was miserable.

One of the passengers lent him a pagne, but in the dark

it seemed so white and clean that he decided he couldn't

lie down in the sand with it. First he tried to sleep

sitting up against a shed and then among some baobab roots

in front of a house from which he could hear the family's

peaceful breathing. For a while he walked around in the

silent village, awed by the stars. He and a few rooting

pigs were the only wakeful creatures. He even attempted

to sleep standing up against a tree before returning to

the vingt-deux and sharing my place on the bench.

As soon as it began to grow light, the passengers

began to bustle about. We realized we were the only ones

unprepared for an overnight stop; not only did many people

have mats to spread on the ground, but most had teapots

or plastic containers that looked like car batteries full

of water for washing. (The teapots were plastic or cheap

metal; they were not to put on a fire or make tea in.)

We had only our bottle of drinking water. While we

rubbed our eyes with grubby hands, the Africans washed
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their faces, hands, and feet and vigorously brushed their

teeth. We asked the young man who had answered our ques-

tions where we could find water to wash with. He led us to

a private home where a big pot of well water was heating

on a fire in the courtyard. One of the women in the family

gave us a bowl to wash in. We felt much better after we

had rinsed off at least one layer of dust. I pinned up my

hair again and retied my bandanna.

The house had a wooden counter in the front room and

a few dusty bottles of beer and soft drinks on shelves--a

small bar. We bought a large, warm Youki Orange; it

tasted terrible, but we knew we needed to conserve our

bottle of water.

Outside, village women were tending large pots of

thin, unappetizing, milky soup and flat pans with tiny

depressions filled with millet cakes. For a small sum,

we bought more millet cakes than we could carry easily and

walked around eating them and looking at the village.

(Millet cakes are greasy and taste like sour milk.) The

houses were made of mud and had inner courtyards like the

one we'd visited; some courtyards were large enough to

contain sheep, goats, and donkeys. A few people hitched

up donkey carts and were ready to go to work in the

fields somewhere; a large, blond dog with a long tail

trotted happily beside his master; a small boy plucked

two chickens, whose thin, wrung necks swung limply as he
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impatiently turned the bodies from side to side; some naked

and very dirty little boys clustered around the taxi

brousse watching the travelers.

By 7:30 we were moving again. At the Upper Voltan

border post, the driver came to the back of the van, made

a brief speech looking very sincere, and collected about

$.50 from each passenger--this was the bribe for the of-

ficials, but Will and I did not contribute. We passed

through the border quickly; our passports weren't even

stamped. Before we reached the Malian frontier, the

driver stopped, and many of the passengers got out to re-

arrange their luggage. They were trying to smuggle radios,

tape players, and perhaps other things on which Mali has

placed heavy import duties. It took about an hour to

cross Mali's border. This time when the driver came back

to collect for the bribe, he met with some resistance.

The leader of the three wise men was particularly vocal.

"I bought my ticket; I paid my fare; I don't have to pay

anything else," he said with good humor. "It's not the

law. Besides," he went on, "they're not paying [pointing

at us] and he's not paying [pointing at the driver]. And

I'm not paying!" he finished triumphantly. The driver,

sensing revolt, pleaded, his hands on his hips, his

voice a whining adolescent's. If we didn't pay a bribe,

the guards would inspect the luggage. Finally, everyone

except for us and the old Muslim paid again.
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The border officials didn't want to stamp our pass-

ports,which made us nervous. In Africa it's important

to have the stamp showing one entered the country legally.

They told us to go to the police station in the next town.

Thus the driver made a stop just for us; I enjoyed making

everyone wait on us for a change. But the police here

only recorded some information from our passports; we

would be officially stamped when we got to Mopti. (In

Mali, tourists are required to register with the police

in each town in which they stay.) During this stop the

young man carrying the drugs disappeared. No one seemed

to know whether he intended to get out there or not, but

no one stopped the driver, and we went on without him.

Mali seemed even drier and dustier than Upper Volta.

We noticed more horses pulling carts, too, instead of

donkeys, but the villages looked about the same. We

halted for lunch in a small town, and everyone but us

bought some reddish smoked meat, probably mutton. We

preferred bananas. The afternoon dragged on, testing

our patience. There were lengthy and frequent police

checks; sometimes the passengers had to donate more money.

By now we were certain that the driver was taking a por-

tion of the money he collected for the officials for

himself. Will figured that the other passengers paid

the price of their fare, $14, again in bribes by the time

we reached Mopti.
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One police check I remember well. There was a pump

near the road, and the gushing, flashing water looked

beautiful in the sun. I don't know why we felt shy and

didn't wash our hands and feet the way the other passen-

gers did. A Fulani woman was filling plastic jugs at the

pump. She wore huge, boat-shaped gold earrings which

dangled near her shoulders, gold bracelets, and wide

silver anklets; Mali looked promising, I thought.

About 5:00 we entered Mopti, and I saw the view I

was to love more than any other in Africa. The road we

drove on was on a dike lined with tall trees; below were

fresh green marsh grasses where snowy egrets were feeding.

To our left, another tree-lined dike crossed the marsh

and led to the old city. The square buildings were all

of sand-colored mud bricks, smoothly finished, with wooden

supports jutting out at intervals. The old mosque soared

above the other buildings, its clean, vertical lines

dominating the scene. I could see crowds of people walking

along the dike under the trees. To me they seemed like

pilgrims going to a holy city.

My first impression of Mopti may have been enhanced

by my intense relief that our trip was over--it had taken

us twenty-six hours to travel about three hundred miles!

But the beauty of that view has endured in my mind, and

I carry it with me like a sacred medal.



CHAPTER IV

MALI AND SENEGAL

The next month of our travels in Mali and Senegal

justified the hardships, frustrations, and expense of the

previous weeks. In Ivory Coast, Ghana, Togo, and Upper

Volta, Will and I had begun to appreciate the variety

and beauty of Africa, but we were often too preoccupied

with our travel problems and hadn't the confidence to

explore those countries thoroughly. Yet we were beginning

to feel comfortable traveling in Africa by the time

we reached Mali, and there we were encouraged by the

unprecedented number of other travelers. We met several

people with whom to share information and socialize; we

even formed long-term friendships. The number of travelers

(a few group tours among them) did not mean that Mali is

any more amenable to tourists than any other West African

nation; they were there because Mali has several famous

medieval cities (Djenn6, Timbuktu, Gao), many ethnic

groups and cultures (Dogon, Bozo, Bambara, Songhai, Fulani,

Tuareg, Arab), and some bustling ports along one of West

Africa's greatest rivers, the Niger (Segou, Mopti, Gao),

and because the trans-Sahara routes still come through

Mali. Mali offers a lot: historic, interesting cities,

139
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friendly, exotically dressed people, a dry climate,

dramatic scenery. Thus "Mali" was to become my immediate

response to the question, "Which country in Africa did

you like best?"

Senegal has perhaps more conventionally lovely

scenery. We relaxed on the beaches of the Casamance and

enjoyed the European comforts of Dakar, the least African

of West African capitals. An unexpected Christmas bonus

during this month of travel was the lower cost of food

and accommodation in both Mali and Senegal. During this

stage of the trip, we felt generously rewarded for our

travel efforts, and instead of wondering if we could en-

dure another month in West Africa, we began to look forward

to our new destinations.

I remained enchanted with my first view of Mopti--

the tree-lined dike leading into the austere serenity of

the old city--and that sight often refreshed me when I

was tired of the noise, dust, and confusion in Mopti's

other quarters. The city is scattered along the river-

banks (the smaller Bani River meets the Niger here) and

on the higher ground among the marshes. The old city

is quite a distance from the riverside activity; it is

primarily a residential area. Though Mopti is a major

port on Mali's length of the Niger, the boat traffic

consists mostly of long, narrow pirogues (pinasses) with

bright designs painted on their black, pointed prows.
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Some pinasses have low straw shelters curved over them,

and some havemotors; a Texaco station is on the waterfront.

Two river boats carrying freight and passengers travel

between Koulikoro, near Bamako, the capital, and Gao during

the six to nine months of the year when the Niger has

enough water to be navigable. Another large boat, which

looks like a dilapidated three-story apartment building,

is anchored in the midst of the pirogues. Families seem

to be living there permanently. Throughout the day boat-

men load or unload their vessels; women argue over piles

of old clothes and calabashes on the bank; men and

children bathe in the shallow gray water, the men and

older boys crouching slightly and holding their left

hands over their genitals until they reach waist-deep

water; adults and children defecate on the concrete tiles

along the river's edge. In the streets close to the

river are the sellers of dried fish; it was hard for us

to associate those dark, stinking heaps with food.

Between the Niger and the old city is Mopti's com-

mercial center. Here the streets are narrow and the

plastered buildings close together. Most of the stores

are one-room, with dirt floors and no windows, only

heavy wooden doors which are bolted securely when the

stores are closed. Merchants display small items--

cloth, stationery, or canned goods, according to what

type of shop it is--above or behind wooden counters.
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Through some doorways one can see dull white tablets about

the size and thickness of tombstones. These are salt

slabs, brought part of the way from the desert by camel.

Mopti's market, a circular, partly covered structure,

is nearby. Thursday is market day, but the market some-

times continues through Friday morning. In the open

center area the blanket salesmen carry Mali's best-known

handicraft folded on their heads. Malians, as well as

tourists, buy the blankets, but the salesmen pursue the

foreigners much more eagerly. The wool blankets vary in

quality: some are coarse or have uneven, unmatched stripes;

others are smoother and have perfect patterns. Most of

them are off-white with predominantly black stripes and

red accents.

In the next circle, under the roof, are the tailors

at their sewing machines and the leather craftsmen making

grigris (charms or amulets). We had seen the square

leather packets tied to men's and women's upper arms,

on children's necklaces, and strung around babies' waists,

but we didn't know what was inside them until a couple of

grigri-makers showed us the folded piece of notebook

paper, covered with Arabic writing from the Koran, that

keeps the wearer safe from illness, accidents, bad luck,

etc. Will bought a black leather necklace with seven

small neat squares on it.
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The curio salesmen and the stands with plastic shoes,

rubber thongs, combs, and toiletries face the street in the

outermost ring of the market. Here I bargained with a

shy young woman for some beaded leather bangles 
and with

two determined salesmen for several strings of delicate

clay beads. Vendors carrying folded. lengths of cloth,

blankets, and goatskin bags roved the streets near the

market. The bag salesmen were especially persistent,

taking each "non" as a bargaining ploy and lowering their

prices a bit; after several blocks Will could have bought

a bag for about $3.50. I discouraged this purchase, how-

ever, because the bags were too grossly indicative 
of

their origin. They are whole goat hides, minus the heads

and legs, with bright red leather patches over the anal

holes.

North of the commercial area, but still between the

river and the old city, are the campement, one of Mopti's

gares routieres, and the police station. The arrangement

is convenient for the traveler, who is probably staying at

the campement, will possibly take a trip and leave from the

gare, and must visit the police to sign in, get a photog-

raphy permit, and extend his visa if he stays very long.

From the campement it is a short walk to the bank, the

post office, the Air Mali office, and the two riverside

restaurants, the Restaurant Africain and the Nuits de

Chine. Behind the campement is the enormous, hot, and
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dusty fruit and vegetable market where oranges are the

principal commodity. Even closer, across the unpaved

traffic circle where robed Muslims turn dangerously fast

on their mopeds, are the coffee shack where I began to

enjoy coffee in a form which would make true coffee

aficionados gag--Nescafe with heaping tablespoons of both

sugar and sweetened condensed milk; the small wooden

sheds where we bought Lido lemonades and apple drinks,

bottled in Bamako; and the handy wooden tables where any

combination of the following might be sold: cigarettes,

matches, mosquito coils from the People's Republic of

China, tiny cans of condensed milk from Holland, the

familiar red cans of mackerel which I never saw anyone

buy, hard candies and throat lozenges, toothpaste, small

tins of Nescafe, Bic pens, and air-mail envelopes. These

tables, which reminded me of 7-l1s, were my favorite

places to shop.

The morning after we had arrived in Mopti, Will

came into the room saying hoarsely (the dusty trip had

affected his throat), "A girl out there said 'hi' to me,"

and disappeared again. When I went outside, I found him

talking to a young English woman named Carolyn Bunch and

an American with a decidedly English accent, Al Reich.

They quickly became our companions and friends. They

were traveling through Africa the same way we were, though

on a somewhat stricter budget and with camping equipment.
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We shared our experiences, fears, and plans with one

another. Al and Carolyn had been in Africa several years,

working at Kruger National Park in South Africa. Carolyn

had been a tour guide, and Al had studied wild dogs for

his dissertation at Yale University. Thus they both knew

a lot about wild animals, birds, and photography. Since

leaving South Africa, they had traveled in Rwanda, Kenya,

Malawi, Cameroon, Ivory Coast, and Togo, skipping from

place to place by plane. They assured us that East

Africa was much less expensive than West Africa and

whetted our interest in the game parks there.

Carolyn, twenty-three, was blonde, tan, and slender

and somehow managed to look both comfortable and gorgeous

in whatever she took out of her pack. She was vivacious,

full of laughter and energy. She became timid during

difficult situations (an argument with a taxi driver,

for example) though she was ordinarily not shy about

practicing her elementary French. Al, on the other hand,

knew more French and was somewhat aggressive when dealing

with Africans. I was glad he could take charge for a

while; I didn't enjoy my role as leader. Al was twenty-

seven and had tousled light brown hair, intelligent gray

eyes, and a charming smile. He and Carolyn were an at-

tractive couple. He called her "Bunch" affectionately.

He had learned his accent from her.
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Our first outing with Al and Carolyn was that after-

noon. Al arranged for us to visit a Bozo fishing village

with a young Bozo named Mamadou, a serious, bright young

man nearly eighteen years old; he was one of the older and

more straightforward of the young men who tried to plan

these trips with tourists. We met him at the Bozo Restau-

rant on the waterfront and carefully climbed into the

skinny pirogue with him and his assistant, a sturdy and

silent fellow in tee-shirt, shorts, and baseball cap who

propelled the boat with a long pole. Al nicknamed the

assistant "Shadow" because he was always with Mamadou

but never spoke.

The village, Kakolodaga, is on a narrow island a

short distance from Mopti. We saw several kinds of

birds, including kingfishers and plovers, as we approached.

As we came nearer we could see men fishing from pirogues

and mending nets; children playing; women pounding grain,

accenting the steady thump-thump with an occasional clap;

and fish drying over small fires. As we landed and walked

into the village,we felt we were entering another world--

and we felt we were trespassing in that world. The vil-

lage is compact; each group of rounded mud houses connects

with another by smooth dirt paths. Mamadou led us at

first but after a while allowed us to wander where we

liked while he lingered to talk with villagers. An

entourage of naked little boys, all under four years old,
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followed us asking, "ca va?" in their high babyish voices

and reaching out to shake hands. They quickly learned

"bonjour" and "ga va bien" and repeated these, too, Some

of them grasped my hands and played with my rings or

listened to my watch. But a few toddlers were afraid of

us, and the others tried to pull them over to us, making

them cry even louder. The brave ones thought this was

good fun, but I was sorry to frighten them and a little

disconcerted: my appearance had never scared children

before.

Some of the younger Bozos asked us for bonbons or

cadeaux; we tried to show that we had nothing for them,

but I did give one of my hairpins to a beautiful girl who

wanted them. A few people didn't want their pictures

taken, and although Al and Carolyn were persistent

photographers, they didn't insist if people objected.

Some, however, wanted to be in the photographs. Two

adolescent girls posed stiffly against a house, all

their giggling vitality gone. Because few villagers

spoke French beyond the usual greetings, we couldn't

ask them questions or explain to them why we wanted to

see their village and photograph their way of life.

Mamadou translated our request to see the mosque, an

impressive Sudanic building about two stories high, to

the elderly marabout (religious leader) of Kakolodaga.

We were permitted to climb to the roof, a nesting place
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for kites, for a small donation. The stairs were made

of thick mud blocks. While we were enjoying the view,

the old man began his prayers inside in a high, thin

voice.

The village is neatly kept and seemed fairly

prosperous. In addition to fish--the Bozos are tradi-

tionally fishermen--the villagers raise pigeons for food

in small mud houses. Most of the women wore long, loose

wax print blouses over their skirts and wrapped their

heads with generous swathes of cloth. One pattern was

dark blue with large, light gray elephants. Large, thick

hoop earrings wound with red and gold thread pulled at

some women's ear lobes, while others had pierced holes

around the edges of their ears from top to bottom and

wore five to eight tiny gold or silver hoops in each ear.

We returned to Mopti, pleased with our field trip,

yet feeling slightly guilty: What did the villagers think

of us? Did they resent us for invading their small com-

munity with our cameras and our curious eyes? Even if

we could have talked with them, could they have understood

that we admired them and wanted to learn about them?

That night we ate at the Restaurant Africain by

the river. The dining room is really the owner's living

room, filled with mismatched armchairs, dining chairs,

and low tables. There is a variety of pictures on the

walls, including some prints of ancient Egyptian monuments.
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The kitchen is outside the front door: a large cauldron

on a charcoal fire. Another fire is for frying-pans.

The kitchen helper, a teenaged boy, was bizarrely dressed

in cut off jeans, tee-shirt, balaclava, and dark glasses.

The owner, a large man, was anxious to please us and was

happy to see us the next evening, though we came back for

the atmosphere and not the food. (Our rice had tasted

spoiled.) The second night several foreigners were there:

an American Peace Corps volunteer working on Mali's

Operation Peche with two West Germans and a South American.

The day after our trip to the Bozo village, Will and

I visited the old city, joining the people on the dike--I

still liked to think of them as pilgrims--where watermelons

and bunches of fresh green grass were being sold. It is

better to look at the mosque from a distance, I decided;

up close it is hard to appreciate the towers. But I was

not disappointed in the old city; it seemed to be out of

the pages of my childhood books of Bible stories (ignoring

the electric wires, of course): the flat-roofed, smooth-

walled mud houses with secretive, dark inner courtyards;

the narrow streets and alleys which lead one further into

the city; the sheep, goats, and donkeys wandering in the

dirt streets or tethered outside a door or inside a court-

yard. Children playing in the streets ran calling to us,

"Toubab!" and shook hands with us. We greeted many adults

as well. (One young man was an official who wanted to see
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our photography permits and warned us not to take any

pictures of specific houses--street scenes were all right.)

We were learning that greetings in the French-speaking

countries are very important. It is rude to begin business

in a shop, for example, without first going through the

"Bonjour, 9a va?"/"ca va bien" ritual. Shaking hands is

expected when meeting someone for the first time or when

greeting an acquaintance. The handshakes are repeated

when it is time to say "au revoir." Will and I liked these

gracious and friendly customs, though we occasionally

slipped into American brusqueness. In Dakar, Senegal, I

burst into a hotel while the taxi waited outside. "Avez-

vous une chambre?" I demanded breathlessly.

"Bonjour," replied the smiling young clerk. "ca va?"

"Ah, pardon!" I remembered my manners with chagrin.

"ca va bien, merci. Et vous?"

"ca va bien. Voulez-vous une chambre?"

Will, Al, Carolyn, and I took a second trip with

Mamadou and Shadow. This time we visited a Fulani (Peul

in French) village on an island somewhat farther away than

the Bozo village. These Fulanis did not have the distinc-

tive features and coppery skin of the Fulanis Will and I

had seen in Bobo-Dioulasso. We learned from Mamadou that

the Fulanis were divided into two main groups: the nomadic

herders and the agriculturists. These were agricultural

Fulanis. The village is spread out along the length of
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the narrow island; the houses are not clustered as closely

together as in the Bozo village. The Fulani houses are

round and larger, and some are made entirely of thatching

or woven branches instead of mud. Some groups of people

were quite friendly, but a few were openly hostile, espe-

cially about the cameras.

When we first entered the village,Mamadou presented

us to a boy about fourteen who looked Arabic or Indian.

Later we sat on mats in front of his house and met his

mother, a brown-skinned woman dressed in black with long

black hair under her scarf, and his little sister, a plump,

black-eyed child. Conversation was difficult for only the

boy spoke any French, but with Mamadou to translate, we

learned that this family were Tuaregs who were displaced

during the drought in the Sahel in the early 1970s. With

no father in the family (I didn't understand what had hap-

pened to him), their income was limited, and with that

encouragement, we left a small present. Later I saw the

boy near the market, and we solemnly shook hands.

Mamadou had already demonstrated his language pro-

ficiency in French, Bozo, Tuareg, and Fulani. He said

he knew a little Bambara and English, too. As the eldest

child of his father's first wife, he had an important and

responsible position in the family; his father was away

at that time, leaving Mamadou in charge.
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After dinner that evening the four of us went to the

old city to watch a dance group practice for a regional

competition. The rehearsal was outside at a basketball

court; quite a crowd was there. We intended to sit on

the ground, but an official embarrassed us by making some

other people get up and giving us their seats on the front

row. We watched three dances, each of which lasted about

thirty minues and were identical except for the partici-

pants. A flautist and two drummers, their instruments

somehow electronically amplified, played a repetitive but

interesting rhythm. The dancers, mostly older teenagers,

gradually got organized and formed two lines facing each

other with both boys and girls in each line. The two

lines danced slowly towards each other, crossed, and turned

back to face each other again. The step was careful and

hesitating; for each step the foot was held off the ground

a moment. Body movements were restrained, and the dancers

held their heads stiffly, slightly cocked to one side.

Their expressions were curiously the same, a rather eu-

phoric, fixed little smile, as if the dancers were day-

dreaming of something pleasant. The girls were much more

successful than the boys at conveying the restrained yet

hopeful attitude of the dance; the boys tended to move

too freely and smile too broadly.

We were intrigued by the various articles which

members of the audience gave to the dancers. While the
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dancers moved in place in their two rows, people from the

sidelines would step in, and walking in time to the music,

would go up one row and down the other, giving a dancer a

hat, a piece of material, a pair of sunglasses, or a flash-

light, and picking up and dropping the hands of the other

dancers. Soon all the dancers were adorned, but apparently

it was a sign of approval to give items to the dancers

because some received more than others. One especially

dashing young man with a wide-brimmed hat and a moustache

gave his favorite female dancer cigarettes and money, and

he pantomimed a news photographer taking her picture. One

of the best dancers was a slim young girl no more than

twelve or thirteen. She wore a sublime expression, both

proud and demure, and had great control of her movements.

Another part of the dance was a kind of challenge. Two

girls, one from each row, would dance forward and meet

each other. The demure girl was singled out with an

older girl more than once.

Most of the girls wore close-fitting wax print skirts,

blouses, and head cloths; a few had solid-color bazin out-

fits. (Bazin is a cotton damask which is made in a variety

of colors.) One girl was particularly resplendent in

intense orange bazin. The boys were in an assortment of

shirts, slacks, and bubus. A few, including the musicians,

wore sombreros of red or black felt which gave them a

daring, Wild West look.
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After watching three dances, we thought we knew the

dance but were getting no closer to understanding it and

decided to leave. We had been ignored by the audience

except for the man who had seated us: he'd asked Carolyn

to dance twice.

Another expedition we made with Al and Carolyn was to

the far side of the old city. We started out looking for

an alimentation, but even when we realized we were in the

wrong neighborhood, we kept going because we were enjoying

ourselves. We saw two more mosques, nearly as large as

the one on the edge of the old city. The road we followed

gradually widened and straightened out and became even

quieter and more rural. More animals wandered about, and

only one or two cars attempted to drive over the ruts.

Eventually we came to the last of the houses; the land

was narrow here; not far from either side of the road were

the marshes and water. Carolyn and I paused to rest under

a tree that looked like a palo verde; we provided enter-

tainment for eight little boys. A larger group had assem-

bled initially, but we didn't do anything very interesting,

so some of them went on. We saw a little caravan: a man

riding a donkey, several donkeys with goods tied to their

backs, and six or seven women walking single file carrying

bundles on their heads. Meanwhile Will and Al continued

to the end of the dike where the ground level rose again.

They saw an old cemetery there, and on the other side
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of the dike, standing in the water, a man fishing with a

large net.

Will and I stayed in Mopti nine days altogether.

During our stay we changed money at the bank several

times. Although this was a lengthy procedure (and one

requiring forethought, for the bank was only open four

or five hours a day with a break for lunch), it was not

an entirely boring one. I amused myself watching the

men standing in line in their cool, sherbet-colored bazin

bubus. I thought that they looked more dignified yet a

lot more comfortable than customers in American banks.

I also studied the black and white photograph of Mali's

president. His picture hung in every public place; in one

pose he wore a military uniform and in another a light-

colored bubu. His expression was the same in both por-

traits. The longer I looked at it, the more uncertain'

I became: was it possible that he looked both cruel and

vulnerable?

Soon after we arrived in Mopti we went with Al and

Carolyn to the Nuits de Chine restaurant across a side

street from the Restaurant Africain. We became regulars;

the food was very good. The Nuits de Chine is a large,

dark room with a bar at one end, low tables and lawn

chairs, and an inferior collection of records played much

too loudly. Chinese restaurant lanterns provide the

appropriate atmosphere. In spite of the lanterns, though,
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the name is somewhat inaccurate, for the owner is a Viet-

namese woman (married to a Frenchman, someone said), and

the menu features delicious, crispy nems served with

lettuce, green onions, and a fiery clear sauce. Our

favorite meal there was bifteck chinois, a thin piece of

meat cooked with tomatoes and green onions and served

with a sauce and lettuce. A few times we had rice, but

usually the waiter explained that he'd get the rice from

next door; since we already knew about the Restaurant

Africain's rice, we'd decline. The owner of the Nuits de

Chine often greeted us, a pretty woman with beautifully

coiffed black hair. She told us about her three daughters,

one of whom was studying medicine in California. It was

interesting, we thought, how a fairly isolated little

place like Mopti had these tiny strands connecting it to

faraway continents.

Except for the Bar Mali, a scruffy dive worthy of

a Hemingway or Graham Greene novel where we stopped for

Fantas one day, the campement was the only place to stay

in Mopti. Unsatisfied with the lion's share of the tourist

business, the campement management made a rule that their

guests must eat either lunch or dinner there every day.

Probably no one would have minded this requirement except

that the campement's prices were a bit high, and the food,

too frequently mutton kidneys, mediocre. We tried to eat

lunch there every day but eventually gave up, assuming no
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one would say anything. No one did. While we were still

trying, Will, Al, Carolyn, or I would ask in the dining

room about the lunch and dinner menus. The handsome young

man behind the bar would always smile and tell us what

good meals were in store for us. We did have a good fish

and rice dish once. For breakfast we bought sticks of

French bread at the bakery and drank coffee or soft drinks

at one of the sheds near the traffic circle.

The campement has a large, high-ceilinged dining room

with chairs and low tables for drinks along one wall and

dining tables with cloths and flowers in the remaining

space. The bar at one end rarely had any soft drinks

besides Youkis but carried an exotic assortment of canned

beers, including a local Pennsylvania brew, as well as

the cheap and terrible Malian beer, Somalibo. Somalibo

came in tall amber or green bottles, with and without

labels. Some drinkers claimed that one color of bottle

was worse than another, and Will contends that the label-

less bottles were undrinkable, but I couldn't tell much

difference. Malian Cokes were another matter. The

first couple of weeks we were in Mali there wasn't a Coke

to be found anywhere, only Lido fruit drinks, Youki Tonics,

or Fanta Oranges. One day in Mopti I saw a man wheeling

some crates of Cokes down the street; soon they appeared

in bars and restaurants. But they tasted unusual, sweeter

and less carbonated than the usual Coca-Cola formula.
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Attached to the campement's dining room is a row of

rooms facing an empty patio. Behind the patio and some

shrubbery are three round gray bungalows with a small patio

in the center of them. Each bungalow has three rooms with

ceiling fans, beds with mosquito netting, and little else.

The fan and mosquito net, together with my imagination

and fear, gave me my first case of "rat hysteria." I had

read in Bright Continent about Mopti's large brown rats.

Then, before going to bed one night, I thought about the

torn screens on the windows. (I ignored the closed shut-

ters.) When it was dark, I heard a faint rasping that I

thought sounded like a rat gnawing something. Rat hysteria

began. I slept badly for several nights, occasionally

rousing Will and insisting that he turn on the light and

find the rat, before he discovered that the ceiling fan

blew the mosquito net against the rough wooden bedpost

and caused the sound I imagined to be ratlike. I was

cured, at least in Mopti.

All the men who worked at the campement except the

young manager wore pale blue over-shirts with white em-

broidery. The manager preferred American styles: tight

tee-shirts, bell-bottoms, high-heeled shoes, and what

might pass for a short Afro. The other four or five men,

who were in their thirties or forties, were on duty from

about 7:00 a.m. until 8:00 or 9:00 p.m. and always hung

about our bungalow. Instead of two bathrooms, our bungalow
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had one bath and one storage room full of linen and clean-

ing supplies. The door to this storage room was closed,

and its light was on most of the day; I suspected this

was the employees' hideout. During the hottest time of

the day, one of them usually moved the table and chairs

from the center area to the hall of our bungalow and

stretched out for a nap. I sympathized with these men

for having to work such long days, but they didn't seem

to do much for us without being asked first. They would

sometimes make our bed or sweep out our room, and they

were good-natured and obliging when asked to do something

(nearly every day we asked for a new supply of toilet

paper), but they seldom took initiative to do the work.

I imagine that the locks are still broken on our bungalow's

bathroom door, the toilet still doesn't flush (to clean

out the bowl we had to pour a bucket of water down it;

the bucket was moved erratically from bathroom to bath-

room), and the screen is still missing from the window.

This last problem was really the most annoying because

Mopti's mosquitoes were the fiercest we met in Africa.

They had free access to the bathroom through the open

window and would attack while one was relatively defense-

less: sitting on the toilet, brushing teeth, or washing

hair in the cold shower. The Mopti mosquitoes didn't

go off work in the daytime, either, like most mosquitoes.
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The campement's property was next to the police de-

partment's land. One of the police station's buildings,

a mud brick windowless square, was very near our bedroom

window. I liked watching the dozens of mud-colored lizards

which scampered up and down the building or lined up to

do push-ups in the sun. Then we discovered the room's

function: it was where the police beat their prisoners.

We never witnessed the beatings, but we could hear the

slapping sounds and moans. One man had more than fifty

lashes. We saw the man who gave the beatings, a young fel-

low in street clothes and a knit cap. It was sickening

to hear those sounds and to know we could do nothing about

them: there was no agency to report to, no lawyer to

write, no law to appeal to. (Directly interfering did not

occur to us; I hope this was because we were in a foreign

country and not because we are passive and cowardly.)

To us the police were polite, though not friendly.

They handled our request to renew our visas very effi-

ciently. We followed an assistant back and forth between

two offices in the dirty and disorderly station and soon

had the visas in our passports. One day we went to the

station for another reason and found the contents of file

cabinets and drawers as well as old typewriters and broken

furniture strewn over the steps and dirt yard. A raid?

we wondered. But no, they were just doing a rather ruth-

less cleaning.
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The longer we stayed in Mopti, the more travelers

arrived at the campement. We looked longingly at the

private cars and four-wheel drive vehicles, hoping some-

one would offer us a ride to the places we wanted to go.

But the people with their own vehicles usually had their

own parties already arranged. Still, it was interesting

to meet the various travelers and also the expatriates

we saw at the campement or at the restaurants. The follow-

ing were the more notable.

Francine, a Quebecoise, was traveling with her four-

year-old, Elaine. Francine wore kaf tans and head cloths--

once she had her shoulder-length brown hair corn-rowed--

and was always quite determined not to do anything

touristy, such as take the Malian tourist office's tours,

or to pay tourist prices. It was she who first rebelled

against the campement's meal rule, discovered the Restau-

rant Africain, and told us about the dances at the basket-

ball court.

Two American fellows and one Canadian were traveling

in a manner that made our trip seem luxurious. We met

them the night they were pitching their tent by the river

after several days in third class quarters on the Niger

river boat. We invited them to use our shower first.

Among their many stories was a tale of having to row an

Egyptian boat; as a paying passenger, the American
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resented being handed an oar. We remembered his experience

months later as Will was paddling across the Nile.

Two English girls were equally hardy travelers.

Carolyn and I were awed by their trip. They carried

packs, stayed with African families, and had walked the

rough twenty-six miles between Bandiagara and Sangha, a

trip we thought would be hard enough in a vehicle. One

of them had had malaria, and they were both mentally and

physically exhausted after only four months of travel.

One girl was tall and red-faced with a short bristling

haircut; the other was short, with a soft and rounded

figure and soft, curly hair.

Noel and Barbara were a middle-aged couple who did not

look like they were veteran world travelers, but although

this was their first trip to Africa, they had been to

India two or three times, the Orient, South America, and

Mexico. Noel was a philosophy professor at the University

of California at Santa Barbara and admitted that he had

to drag himself away from his orange juice and leisurely

breakfasts in order to travel. He was soft-spoken and

articulate, a slight, scholarly figure in Bermuda shorts.

Barbara was English, though she'd lived in the U.S. for

twenty years. She had long brown hair with long bangs,

a quiet voice, and an almost timid manner. I admired them

because they had not given up traveling as they got older.
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Bernard, a Swiss, was a colorless wisp of a man who

seemed to have faded during his seven years in Mali. His

research project--a study of how goods are transported

to Mopti's market--seemed to us of little value. Bernard

was usually windblown from riding his motorcycle and always

was a little vague about where he was going and what he

was doing.

When we asked John McKinney where he was from and he

said, "Mopti," I thought he was joking and that he meant

he'd stayed there so long it seemed as if he'd always been

there. But he really had been born in Mopti; his parents

were missionaries. Now he is a missionary with children

of his own who go to school in Ivory Coast. John was

easygoing, friendly, and informative. He told us this

folk tale about the Bozos and the Dogons. A Bozo and a

Dogon had a relationship like brothers. The Bozo was

older, more settled, and richer, and whenever the Dogon

went to visit him, the Bozo would kill meat and have a

feast. But one year the Bozo had hard times, and when

the Dogon came to visit, he had nothing to offer him.

The Dogon thought it was strange that his brother didn't

give him anything to eat and at last got up to leave.

The Bozo was embarrassed and told him to wait. Then

he went behind the house, cut off the calf of his leg,

cooked it, and gave it to the Dogon to eat. After the

Dogon had eaten and the two brothers were walking outside,
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the Dogon noticed the Bozo's bleeding leg. The Dogon

was horrified when he realized what the Bozo had done.

Since then the Bozos and the Dogons are forbidden to quar-

rel or spill each other's blood. To help prevent quarrels,

they are also not allowed to intermarry. John added a

modern anecdote to the tale. He and a Bozo went to a

service station where a Dogon worked. The Bozo began in-

sulting the Dogon, saying only a stupid Dogon would work

in a service station, etc. The Dogon grew angry, and a

fight seemed certain when the Bozo said, "You're so

stupid you don't even realize I'm a Bozo, and you can't

be angry at me!" Then they both had a good laugh.

Two Germans had arrived in Mali after a drive across

the Sahara. One of them was taking the car on to Upper

Volta where he could sell it for enough to pay for his

trip and make a profit. His friend's holiday was over, and

he was flying back to Germany, very sunburned and happy.

A Dutch couple was also .visiting Mali for a pre-

Christmas holiday. Evelyn and Nikko worked in Banjul,

The Gambia, she as a chemist and he for the UN. Evelyn

was tall, very blond, with slightly protruding teeth

which gave her a sincere expression whether she was

serious or smiling. Nikko was the handsomer with a rather

rakish moustache and smile. Both Evelyn and Nikko were

friendly and, like many Dutch, spoke excellent English.

Nikko explained that the Netherlands was such a small
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country that everyone understood the need to communicate

with more of the world through a foreign language. Some

university textbooks are printed only in English, but

Dutch literature is still flourishing. Evelyn gave a

good example of Africans' facility for language: a Gambian

went to study in the Netherlands, and although everyone

spoke English and all his courses were in English, he

still managed to learn fluent Dutch in one year just by

overhearing conversations. Evelyn also explained to me

the difference between Holland and the Netherlands,which

are used interchangeably in English. Holland is a par-

ticular coastal area, but the Netherlands refers to the

entire country.

Bill, the Peace Corps volunteer with Opration Peche,

lived outside of Mopti, but we saw him frequently at the

town's three restaurants. He had a friendly, freckled

face, a bushy beard, and a jovial manner. He'd been in

Mali a year or two and knew a lot about local politics.

He told us about the blatant corruption of the officials

in charge of the aid programs; only a fraction of the

money gets to the farmers or fishermen or wherever it's

supposed to go. (The large amounts of foreign aid the

U.S. appropriates are misleading, too, he said, because

a large part of any foreign aid "package" is spent on

U.S. technicians' salaries and U.S.-produced equipment.)

According to Bill, Africans don't know what else to expect
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from their governments but corruption. Someone once asked

him why Americans had been so upset over Nixon's misuse

of power. Bill added that the police and military have

tremendous power in Mali--we thought of the square mud

room near the campement--an unarmed policeman swinging an

ammunition belt kept a crowd of hundreds under control

during some sort of demonstration. (I remembered the

casual guards carrying a trunk of money into the bank.)

One police chief put all the schoolteachers with pretty

wives in jail and made the wives his concubines. Political

prisoners often fare worse than the local jail; the salt

mines in Mali's northern desert are the African Siberia:

a slow death. Bill wound up his monologue with two par-

ticularly grisly bits of information. The Dogons still

practice human sacrifice occasionally; if crops were bad,

a virgin might be killed, for example. Also, a headhunting

ring had been discovered a few years ago in Mali. The

group was murdering people, shrinking the heads, and

selling them to tourists in Ivory Coast. Such African

"horror stories" seemed to be a conversational staple

among expatriates, and Will and I were certainly willing

and even eager listeners; the problem was not to let such

colorful examples of African brutality, corruption, or

ineptitude color one's attitude. The atrocities and bung-

lings of another country probably seem sensational and

more interesting (and are perhaps less painful to hear
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about) than those of one's own country, but undoubtedly

every era as well as every continent, country, and cul-

ture, has its own horror stories. As Evelyn Waugh said,

"Cruelty and injustice are endemic everywhere."1

Volker Bander was a short, conservatively dressed

(gray wool trousers, long-sleeved shirts, sandals with

socks) German in his thirties. In spite of his rather

staid appearance, he was an intrepid traveler who had al-

ready been to India, Central America, and Mexico and was

planning a spring trip to Borneo not long after his return

from Mali. He'd wait until he was in his eighties to

visit the U.S., he said, because travel there would re-

quire so little effort. While he could, he would go to

the "difficult" places. Volker spoke English exception-

ally well, with a good understanding of idioms and informal

expressions (to be "one hundred percent sure" was one of

his more common ones) but hated to use what he called

"my damn French."

One of our favorite people in Mopti was a Malian

blanket seller. He was very short but seemed a little

taller because of the blankets he carried on his head. He

had only a few yellow teeth in his mouth which he revealed

in a huge grin whenever he saw us. And he saw us every-

where--in the old city, by the river, near the campement--

everywhere except in the market on market day when Al and

'Waugh, p. 201.
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Carolyn were buying their blankets. But his good humor

never diminished because we did not buy his wares.

Will, Al, Carolyn, and I had two goals while in

Mopti: to visit the Dogon cliff dwellings at Sangha and

to see Djenn6. We were very proud of ourselves when we

arranged our own trip to Sangha and thereby avoided the

Malian tourist office's high fare. The tourist organiza-

tion had the rather unfortunate acronym SMERT (Socite

Malienne d'Exploitation des Ressources Touristiques). We

all giggled over the exploitation although the word can

mean "improvement" or "cultivation" in French.

To get to Sangha sans SMERT required careful planning.

The Dogons in Sangha and four other villages use a five-

day week; each day is one town' s market day. The day

before Sangha's market, vehicles go to the closest town,

Bandiagara, and spend the night in order to arrive early

for the market. At the end of the day, they return to

Bandiagara or sometimes to Mopti. We found out Sangha's

next market day and took a taxi service to Bandiagara the

day before. On the way we stopped at the two police

checks in Sevard; they were familiar since we'd entered

Mopti by this route. One stop was by a fetid, light

green pool. Here people were getting water and donkeys

were drinking. The same little choir of beggar boys

came up to the truck and sang in Arabic.
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We reached Bandiagara, a quiet town with apparently

few commercial activities, about midday and walked to

the campement across a small, pretty river. Some other

toubab were there, too: an eccentric Frenchman in tennis

shoes and baggy Arab-style pants and a young, dark-haired

couple, Marie-Frangoise and Philippe. She was working as

a nurse in Togo; Philippe was in medical school in France

and was spending his holiday in Africa. The campement

was very basic--six rooms opening off the dining room

with curtains in the doorways. Each room had two beds and

a candle (there was no electricity in Bandiagara), but

no sheets, no mosquito netting, no chair, no table.

Al and Carolyn intended to camp and wanted to leave

their packs in our room while they looked for a place.

The manager wouldn't allow this small convenience and

threatened to call the police if they didn't take their

packs and leave immediately. Will and I went with them to

find a camping place. While Will and Al were discussing

the possibility of camping at the Catholic mission with

a Belgian nun, Carolyn and I talked to two delightful

boys about ten and eleven. Both were named Ibraihim,

and one was an especially pretty child with a wide smile

of perfect white teeth and large, long-lashed, slightly

protruding eyes. They told us about a petit hotel they

knew and about some dances that night in Bandiagara. The

petit hotel solved Al's and Carolyn's camping problems; it
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was a cheap place to stay and was more comfortable than a

tent. The boys took us on a tour of Bandiagara; we finished

up at a small general store where we bought icy orange

Fantas for ourselves and our guides. The store's re-

frigerator was run by a generator. Above the counter

were lengths of cloth; I admired a black piece with mys-

terious, small purple hands on it. But our purchase was

more practical than another pagne. We needed a water con-

tainer, and the blue plastic canteen with its long plastic

strap would do very well.

After a fairly decent meal at the campement (tomato

salad, green beans, tough steak, and watermelon), we went

to the dances the boys had mentioned with Al, Carolyn,

Francoise, and Philippe. The theater was a walled-in

yard; a huge crowd was pushing to get in. We squeezed

inside and found all the seats taken, but there was stand-

ing room and places to sit on the wall. Although the town

had been completely dark, two powerful lanterns lit the

stage. The backdrops were village scenes; one was upside

down. The first performance we saw was a dance performed

to drums by a number of young men and women. It was

impossible to hear the music because everyone in the

audience was shouting. Once the dance stopped, and

someone on stage tried to quiet the crowd, but as soon

as the dancing started, so did the shouting. The other

acts were short dramas, not a word of which could be heard.
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Since there was little action, just dialogue, the dramas

were incomprehensible. We soon left.

At the campement I went to sleep with the resident

yellow-striped cat purring by my side. Several hours

later I awoke when I felt something jump off the bed; it

pushed against my foot. The cat, I thought, but I saw

the cat was still asleep near my calf. I again succumbed

to rat hysteria. I woke Will to make him look with the

flashlight (I was afraid to leave my bed), but we could

find no rat or anything else. I still wonder what jumped

off the bed. It only recently occurred to me that it

might have been another friendly cat.

We ate breakfast before daylight with Frangoise and

Philippe and then met Al and Carolyn in town. Three other

French travelers who had arrived the night before in a

Citron Deux Chevaux joined us in the taxi brousse. They

were a doctor and his wife who lived in Bobo-Dioulasso and

the doctor's brother who was visiting from France. Among

the other passengers was a pretty Fulani woman with a

remarkable coiffure. Her hair was pulled back and rolled

into a crest running lengthwise from her crown to her

nape. Silver coins were tied to this roll of hair with

red yarn. The hair around her face hung in a dozen or

more tiny, short braids.

As we neared Sangha the road became rougher. Oc-

casionally we crossed shallow streams, but except for a
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few green patches of onion beds, the countryside looked

dry and reddish brown. The jagged outcrops of rock re-

minded Will and me of the American West; we were startled

to see a group of camels and their riders near the road.

Sangha is perched on an empty plateau above the

Falaise de Bandiagara. We descended into the canyon in

order to see the cliff dwellings. Our group of four

English-speakers and five French-speakers was fortunate

to have a young educated Dogon who spoke both languages

(and also Russian) as our guide. Though he was teaching

in his hometown for the time being, he was eager to return

to Bamako.

The walk was an arduous one in ninety-degree heat,

and I was glad we' d only have time for the "medium tour"

and not the long one. As the straggler, I was pestered

the most by little boys who could walk circles around

me while demanding, "Donne-moi un Bic" or "Donne-moi cent

francs." They finally gave up when we reached the edge

of the plateau. We went down some steps cut into large

boulders and met a stream of people coming up, carrying

goods on their heads for the market. We saw a boy carry-

ing a bicycle on his head. Most people were friendly

and greeted us, and some old men shook hands with us

very politely and with great dignity.

The old cliff houses are hard to see, so flat are

they against the reddish cliff face. They look very
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similar to the Indian cliff houses in the Southwestern

U.S. These houses were built by the Telem people who

lived in the area before the Dogons. The Dogons came to

the cliffs to escape the evangelical Muslim invaders, who

offered only conversion or death, and have maintained

their animist traditions. They use the old dwellings

for burial now; somehow they climb up to them on ropes

with the bodies.

The new, occupied villages are further down the cliff

but are still in the hot, dry rocks. The houses and

granaries are narrow mud buildings, either round or square,

with either steep thatched roofs or flat mud ones. Some

houses have designs, such as stylized crocodiles, drawn

into the mud plaster or painted on with animal dung.

They are crowded close together, and the path winds

through them.

The rugged canyon scenery was very beautiful, and

the cliff dwellings seemed unified with it. I felt

privileged to witness this traditional culture, yet

again I felt guilty at the same time. Tourism had

changed the Dogons for the worse already; it would do

still greater damage. When Joanne Jones was here in

1975, the adults hid from the tourists and only a few

children asked for bonbons. Now most of the children

and even some adults beg, and handicrafts are for sale

in the small groups of houses. I asked the guide what
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the Dogons thought of the tourists, and he said they liked

them, but I wonder. Education, programs to aid industry

and agriculture, and health care are changing many tra-

ditional societies. Certainly some changes and improve-

ments are needed, and are even demanded by these societies,

yet parades of tourists clicking cameras and doling out

sweets to the children seem to me to degrade the people

while offering them only slight economic gains. We hoped

our presence hadn't exploited or corrupted the Dogons;

we wouldn't have wanted to miss this trip.

All of us were hot and tired when we finally reached

level ground again after nearly four hours of walking.

Al and I indulged in a long discussion of cold drinks.

He recommended egg creams, an East Coast drink I'd never

heard of, while I praised the thirst-quenching ability of

unsweetened iced tea. The English-speakers were horrified

when the doctor's wife washed her feet and drank from an

inviting but possibly bilharzia-infected pool. (The

French seem to be more casual about what they eat and

drink and where they swim in Africa than the English

and the North Americans.) All around the pool were

small, cultivated plots with new green shoots of onions.

Each section was contained by mud walls four or five

inches high.

On the way back to Sangha we passed through a

cave and were met by a group of boys selling decorated
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gourds. These were too interesting and too cheap ($.25)

to pass up. After selling their goods, some of the boys

walked with us and began their "Donne-moi un Bic" litany.

We drank beer and rested at Sangha's campement before

it was time to go back to Bandiagara. We passed through

the unshaded market on the way back to the van. We'd

never seen such a market--there were no aisles or paths

at all; one had to step over the piles each vendor was

squatting beside. One man was selling a particularly

gruesome heap of cow noses and legs with the hide and

hoofs intact. Black mounds of dried fish were especially

large and numerous at this market.

The taxi brousse was more crowded on the return to

Bandiagara. A large, blond, bearded German had to ride

standing up part of the way, his head bent against the

ceiling. Some hefty women got in along the way and sat

on the floor, holding their huge, hollowed out gourds in

their laps. Carolyn was momentarily disconcerted when

she felt a large, warm breast against her bare calf:

one of the women's dresses was open at the side.

In Bandiagara we told the French good-bye; they were

all driving back to Mopti together. Soon we realized

that Frangoise and Philippe had left their passports in my

bag during the walk, but they came back before long. In

Mopti found a note from them inviting us to visit them

in France. (The following November, Will and I knocked
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on the door of their apartment in Laval, France, and hoped

they would recognize us. They did, and we spent an evening

laughing over our African experiences, showing each other

our slides, and enjoying Frangoise's cooking. They had

married since we'd seen them in Bandiagara andwere planning

to return to Africa when Philippe finished medical school.

He will do his alternative military service there.)

For our second night in Bandiagara, Will and I moved

to the petit h~tel. (It had no name as far as we knew.)

Bernard, the Swiss researcher, and his interpreter were

also there; thus all three rooms atop the family house

were full. The rooms and outhouses opened onto the roof.

Here we took baths from buckets of river water treated

with iodine and watched the sun go down, the cats playing

from rooftop to rooftop, and the rats going to the river

to drink. (For some reason, the sight of actual rats did

not bother me very much.) We poured our bath water into

the street, spit into the street when brushing our teeth,

and enjoyed feeling medieval. (We also commented on the

unusual experience of urinating from a two-story outhouse.)

Just before sunset a crowd of schoolchildren, singing

and carrying a banner, marched from house to house, ap-

parently collecting money for some cause. After dark we

went into town for dinner. The main street was lined with

stands lit by candles; it was very quiet and beautiful.

We ate delicious salads, bananas, and guavas on the street.
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We could see the stars from our open window at the

petit h6tel. I was so tired that the straw mattress on

the bamboo frame bed felt very comfortable. Two dis-

turbances woke us: first Bernard realized he had locked

himself inside his room, and then Al did the same. They

banged on the metal doors for help, and Will eventually

was able to get them out.

Our ride back to Mopti was in a big truck. Carolyn

and I rode in front until the exhaust fumes, which for

some reason came into the cab, started to bother her, and

she joined the others in the back. The open truck was

partially filled with sacks of onions and cassavas. When

forty-two people were "squatting, standing, and hanging

on the edge," Will said, they didn't allow the driver to

stop and pick up any more passengers. Several live

chickens made the ride hanging upside down off the side

of the truck.

We stayed in Mopti that night because there didn't

seem to be any transport going to Djenn6. The four of

us shared a room to save money, putting the mattresses

from the two beds on the floor. We were furious when we

found out by reading the small print on a sign that we'd

been spending money on breakfasts needlessly: the price

of a room at the campement included breakfast, but no one

had bothered to tell us, and no one had asked why we

weren't eating in the mornings.
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The next day Al and Will arranged the transport to

Djenne, not an easy job. If it's not market day (and

it wasn't), no one wants to go to Djenne except tourists,

and if one stays in Djenne, leaving is a problem because

no vehicles stay there overnight. We decided to worry

about leaving later. To get there we chartered our own

Peugeot taxi. For four of us it was not too expensive.

While we were waiting to leave, the incident I labeled

"Al's Coincidence" occurred. One of the strands that

connected Mopti to the rest of the world was also connected

to Al. An old Ghanaian man came up to talk to us at the

gare routiere. When he discovered that three of us were

Americans, he said he'd met several Americans and showed

us a few scraps of paper with names and addresses written

on them. "Are the addresses written correctly?" he asked.

"Is this how I should write them on the envelope?" We

looked at the folded bits of paper, wondering how and

where he had met these people. "I know this name," Al

said quietly when he came to one scrap. "I know this

girl," he went on emphatically. "I used to date her room-

mate at college!" The four of us exchanged looks and ex-

clamations of amazement, but the Ghanaian wasn't so

impressed; perhaps he thought the U.S. was smaller than

it is.

Our pleasure in our own Peugeot taxi didn't last

long. The driver stopped for thirty minutes at one police
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stop, and we lost the one passenger we'd picked up who

would have helped pay the way. When the driver was able

to go on, the dust swirled in the open windows and

couldn't seem to get out. We soon were covered with

it and had difficulty breathing.

Djenn6 is built on an island in a marshy area of

the Niger, and even in the dry season it's necessary to

use the ferry. When we reached the crossing, our driver

told us he wasn't going into Djenne; his "brother" on the

other side would take us into town. Four men propelled

the ferry across the channel with poles. One of the other

passengers was in turban and robes. He carried a double-

barreled shotgun and a knife and rode a moped. After we

waded ashore (we worried about bilharzia but had no choice)

we had to wait in the sun while the taxi driver finished

washing his pickup. When he was finally through, we got

in the back with some children and a basket of wet, still

jumping little fish. Because the truck was covered, we

couldn't see our entry into town.

Djenn6 seemed very quiet except for some little boys

who were eager to be our guides. The entire town is built

of smooth mud walls, the marketplace is an open dirt area,

and there are narrow dirt paths between the buildings,

most of which are two or three stories. The campement has

a main, flat-roofed building and three round mud brick

houses with three rooms in each. The manager, whose French
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was both mumbled and loud and impossible to understand,

eventually got our rooms ready, though he didn't bother to

change the sheets. The baths had no running water, but

there were large oil drums filled with water carried from

the well in town. The campement had four mascots or pets:

a pair of crowned cranes and a pair of sheep. The female

sheep had a demure expression and a mincing walk; as

Carolyn said, she was "such a lady."

Will and I went up on the roof of the main building

to watch the sunset. Djenne is beautiful. All the build-

ings are harmoniously the same in the mud brick Sudanese

style. In the center is the large, turreted mosque, a

twentieth-century replica of the original medieval one.

The town is quiet: no electricity, no cars, and few

Mobylettes.

After dark the travelers at the campement gathered

to await dinner. We were a varied group: the Dutch

couple, Evelyn and Nikko; the German, Volker; a French-

man, Michel; and the four of us. Some Dutch doctors and

anthropologists working in Djenne had their own separate

group. Finally the manager served dinner in a confused

and haphazard fashion. He couldn't remember or didn't

care who had ordered what, so everyone ate some of every-

thing: chips, rice, fish, and salad. Each person had

a spoon or a fork but not both. We ate on the porch on

a long, grease-spotted wooden table. Already people were
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discussing leaving Djenn6. Market day was five days

away, a long time to wait for transportation. Supposedly

pirogues went to Mopti, but that was a long trip in an

uncovered boat. Michel had a car, and Volker arranged

to ride with him.

The next morning Al and Carolyn found a vehicle in

town they would ride in; they wanted to go on to Bamako

and continue their trip. We arrnaged to meet in Dakar

around Christmastime. Will and I wanted to stay longer

in Djenne because we really hadn't explored it yet.

When we did go exploring we were impressed. The

town is very compact; the, houses are flush with the

labyrinthine paths which are the streets and with one

another; the inner areas have no trees, and the shadows

of the tall, straight buildings are sharp.. Many buildings

have carved wooden shutters or doors, some painted pale

green or bright red, and drains poke out the walls.

Most of the people seemed to be by the river or with

the grazing livestock in the morning; we saw only a

little girl selling some fruit outside a door and a man

in flowing robes taking a small boy to his Koranic school.

The quiet and the simplicity of the buildings give Djenn6

an ageless beauty.

We had another confused sort of meal at midday. The

campement manager was very unpleasant. He snarled and

snapped his fingers in the faces of some of the customers.
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If the government wants to encourage tourism, I thought,

someone will have to instill the attitude in the employees

that the customer should be pleased.

During the afternoon several truckloads of soldiers

moved into the campement with their guns, cots, knapsacks,

etc. Only a few rooms were vacant, so there must have been

nine or more men to a room. I was trying to have a nap;

three times curious soldiers opened the unlockable door

of our room. The fourth time I lost my temper and yelled,

"Il faut frapper, n'est-ce pas?" which seemed to embarrass

them or at least satisfy their curiosity. The soldiers

were there apparently only for a rest stop because they

were gone before evening.

Just before sunset Will and I walked across the dike

to a flat, dry flood plain outside the city. Here we

saw some fenced orchards and a cemetery. The graves were

heaps of dirt marked with broken pottery drainspouts.

Nikko and Evelyn told us later that they'd seen a group

of men carrying three small bodies wrapped in straw mats

to the cemetery.

We ate on the street in the evening, guided about

the marketplace by a deaf and dumb boy who was very serious

and polite. We bought bread, bananas, rice, and sauce.

Though we didn't like our rice and sauce, it didn't go to

waste; we gave it to a small boy who scraped it into his

bucket to take with him.
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Later we decided to go to the movies next door to the

campement. The generator and the sound track were making

so much noise that we would get no rest anyway. The

theater was a walled-in yard, another walk-in. Everyone

sat on the ground or stood near the walls. We made the

mistake of sitting near the walls and were nearly urinated

on by numerous young boys. We didn't stay long, though.

The movie was strange but dull: a World War II film about

the fall of Berlin made by Russians and badly dubbed in

French. When the Germans in the movie spoke, there were

Russian subtitles. I wondered what the Malians made of

it. Judging from the activity among the audience, they

were bored, too.

We left Djenne on foot. The two-mile walk to the

ferry through the flat grazing land would have been easy

except that our backpacks were not really designed for

serious backpacking and pulled at our shoulders uncomfor-

tably. After crossing on the ferry, we sat under a tree

with Evelyn and Nikko, who had started off ahead of us,

to wait for a vehicle bringing people as far as the Djenn

ferry. In about thirty minutes, a large truck brought a

family group to the ferry; an old woman, obviously very

ill, was being taken to Djenne to die. The truck took

us as far as the main Mopti-Bamako highway. There we

waited under another tree, reading and eating peanuts, for

about an hour before a taxi service with room for us stopped.
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Soon we had a room at the familiar Mopti campement and

were eating lunch at the Bozo Restaurant. The Bozo is a

good place to go in the daytime because its outdoor tables

are so near the waterfront activity. But because of its

location, the Bozo is not recommended for evening dining:

too many mosquitoes. A statuesque Senegalese woman ran

the Bozo and often checked up on her incompetent staff by

coming around to see what we had really ordered. The

cooking was dependable, though, especially the grilled fish.

The afternoon we returned from Djenn6, I left the Bozo

in a hurry after vomiting in their toilet. By the time I

walked back to the campement, I had chills and diarrhea.

Later my temperature went over one hundred three degrees.

But the Bozo was not to blame, for Evelyn and Nikko, who

had not eaten there, became ill simultaneously, as well

as Volker. We therefore named our malady "Djenn Disease,"

although Will never had it and neither did Al and Carolyn,

we later learned, who were also in Djenne at the same time.

I was sick for a few days and decided my malaria medicine

did not mix well with Lomotil and contributed to my nausea.

One night about 2:00 a.m. I was in the bungalow's bathroom

vomiting. Will came in to see if I were all right. Sud-

denly the door opened, and one of the hotel employees asked

us if we knew anything about some luggage that had been

left at the desk. We told him we didn't know anything

about it, and he left, without apologizing for the
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intrusion and without showing the slightest curiosity about

what the two of us were doing in the bathroom at that hour.

By the time we came back from Djenn6, we were ready

to leave Mopti. We wanted to go to Timbuktu and Gao and

had investigated the various means available. The river

boat was our first choice; this was supposed to be a scenic

trip, and, in first or second class accommodations, a

pleasant one. But one of the two boats was held up in

Bamako for repairs, and the other one seemed to have dif-

ficulty keeping its schedule: we heard rumors of its arrival

for days before it actually appeared on a Saturday night.

(Susan Blumenthal wrote that " . . . the boats are always

late and the schedule verges on fiction if not fantasy.") 2

Noel, Barbara, Volker, Will, and I all had reserved our

places on the boat at the navigation office; that is, our

names were on a sheet of paper somewhere in the office.

But the boat was already quite full, at least in first and

second classes, when it arrived. Will and Volker went on

board to see if there were room to sleep in the dining

room, but even that space was already claimed. We gave

up, but Noel persevered and somehow found a cabin for him

and Barbara.

2 Susan Blumenthal, Bright Continent: A Shoestring
Guide to Sub-Sahara Africa (Garden City, N.Y.: Anchor
Books,~E974), p. 151.
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Although we were disappointed about the boat, we had

a substitute plan. (We didn't consider waiting for the

other boat to be repaired or for this one to make the

round trip. Besides, the water level was going down,

and this might be the last trip of the season.) Air Mali

had a flight to Timbuktu the following Monday, and we'd

made reservations on it, too, and hoped the plane would

arrive from Bamako with some empty seats because we hadn't

much confidence that the scrap of paper with our names on

it in the desk drawer would really save places for us. A

few weeks before, Volker had been taken to the airport

with seven other people to find that the plane only had

space for three new passengers, all of whom had made their

reservations in Abidjan. The expatriates and more ex-

perienced Mali travelers called the airlines Air Folly or

Air Maybe, and Bill, the Peace Corps volunteer, swore he'd

ridden next to a goat on an Air Mali flight.

While waiting on the flight, we asked about overland

transportation. That was even less definite, we learned.

Between Mopti and Timbuktu are only istes, and only four-

wheel drive vehicles, i.e., private ones, can make the

trip. Since we didn't know anyone going, we quickly put

aside that possibility. The roads between Mopti and Gao

and Gao and Timbuktu are better, and large trucks occasion-

ally go back and forth. The trip from Mopti to Gao takes

about three to ten days, depending on road conditions and
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truck repairs. Riding with one of the large trucks means

sitting on top of the freight, exposed to the sun in the

daytime and to the cold at night. I was not enthusiastic

about this arrangement. Also, the truck drivers were never

sure when they were leaving. The two English girls, who

had gotten rides to Gao with a Coca-Cola truck, had told

everyone good-bye for several days before finally leaving.

We voted against going by road.

Monday's plane never left Bamako. For some reason,

there was no fuel for it in Mopti so it just stayed where

it was. The Air Mali office told us there might be a

special plane on Tuesday, but it never materialized, either,

and we decided not to spend another two days in Mopti on

the chance that we could get on the scheduled Thursday

flight, if it came. As Volker said, Timbuktu was "a

vanishing dream." Will and I hoped we could try again,

perhaps if we went to Niamey, Niger, but Volker's holiday

was nearly over. Before Christmas he would be back at

work as a lawyer in an insurance office.

Will and I spent most of that Tuesday squeezed with

two other people in the middle seat of a Peugeot station

wagon on the way to Segou. Segou is larger than Mopti

and has wide, shady streets and a few hotels in addition

to the campement. We stayed at the campement since the

hotels were full. It is in a quiet, residential neighbor-

hood of large, neo-Sudanese houses. A few houses are
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white, but most are painted cheerful pastels--yellow,

blue, pink, and green--"ice cream houses" Carolyn called

them when describing them to me in Dakar. I liked their

sturdy walls, balconies, and fanciful pointed arches

and windows.' One white house near the campement had

bright orange curtains billowing in the windows which

looked very gay.

Road construction made the ride to Bamako especially

dusty, and the city itself had plenty of dust at its

busy intersections. I didn't like Bamako. The places

we wanted to go, it seemed, were far apart, and I soon

became irritated with the groups of beggars and aggressive

street vendors who impeded our progress on the crowded

sidewalks. The salesmen were especially annoying, shoving

fruit and packages of cigarettes and mosquito nets at us

while we shook our heads and dodged them at the same

time. Will said I used my "teacher look," a severe glance

that means, "You wouldn't dare," to discourage the salesmen

from following us.

For one day we stayed at the impressive white. Grand

H8tel. Our room was large and had a balcony with a view

of two white neo -Sudanese houses and their walled gardens.

The Grand had seen better days, but its incongruous dcor

was rather appealing. Over the bar in the large, bright

breakfast room was an oil painting that belonged in a cozy,

dark setting: some fat, red-cheeked cooks were tippling
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while on the job in a Northern European hotel. Perfect

for the Mini-Brasserie in Lomdl

The H6tel Majestic sounded grander than the Grand,

but it was cheaper, and we moved there for our next, and

final, two days in Bamako.

We were very busy for those two days in Bamako getting

our train tickets to Dakar and deciding again to go there.

We had intended to go to Dakar all along, we were expecting

mail, and we planned to meet Al and Carolyn, but we learned

at the American Embassy that there was a cholera epidemic

there. Even though a helpful secretary at the embassy

talked to a nurse and told us we'd probably be safe if we

drank only bottled water (purification tablets cannot kill

cholera germs) and ate only canned foods, we still hesi-

tated. (Naturally we'd had vaccinations for cholera, but

they are only fifty percent effective.) Would we be

foolish to deliberately go to a city where an epidemic

was in progress? To get another opinion, we made a long

trip to the other side of the city to ask at the UN World

Health Organization. Compared to the U.S. Embassy person-

nel, the official we spoke with at WHO was nonchalant.

As long as we had our shots and drank bottled water, she

said, we would be in no danger. We were still vacillating

on our way back to the hotel, and after checking at

several airline offices, made reservations on Air Mali

to fly to Freetown, Sierra Leone.
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The same day we began getting our train tickets for

Dakar. First we stood in line at the ticket window for

nearly an hour only to find out that one must make a

reservation with the chef de are before actually buying

first class tickets. We were able to see the chef and make

the reservations fairly quickly. By the next day we had

decided definitely to go to Dakar, even though we thought

it was somewhat risky. We completed buying the tickets:

we stood in line for another hour at the ticket window

and found out this time that, in addition to the reserva-

tions, we must also see the "train police" for an exit

stamp before we could buy the tickets. This involved

another hour of waiting, and we returned to the ticket

window just before closing time.

In the middle of doing all these errands, we met

Volker, who was preparing to fly back to Germany. One

afternoon we three had coffee together at a cafe called

Le Chantilly, where a gangly Christmas tree with blinking

lights reminded us of the season. Then we walked through

the pink neo -Sudanese market and ended up having drinks

at a European gathering place, Le Berry. Here the vendors

are even more determined than those who walk on the side-

walks. One man unrolled a huge python skin at several

tables; another leaned over the railing of the outdoor

cafe area to try to sell Will a stone carving. After a

long bargaining session, Will bought it for about $6.00.
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It is about five inches high, a rough-hewn. but interesting

seated male figure. In a book on African art, we learned

that figures of this type, called nomolies, are buried in

fields to insure good crops.

Volker got a flight back to Europe the day before we

left for Dakar. (We saw him the following May in Munich.

He was as good a traveler in his own city as he was in

Africa, searching out new and interesting places to visit:

old beer halls and wine stubes, a book store in a fifteenth-

century building with cantilevered staircases and Calder-

esque mobiles, an unusual candle shop, a trendy student

cafe. We saw him last just before we flew to the U.S.

in November 1979; we spent the last days of our trip with

friends we'd made in Africa.)

We boarded the train for Dakar early in the morning

and amid a lot of confusion. Passengers and their families

were claiming seats and arranging baggage. Our seat num-

bers weren't next to each other, and we tried to negotiate

an exchange. One young mother, who could have been a

fashion model with her regal carriage, gold jewelry, and

elegant lavender bazin costume, willingly changed places

with Will so he could sit by me, but she didn't have a

first class ticket and had no right to the seat herself.

Eventually she and a friend, similarly attired in magenta

bazin, swept out of the first class car as if they were

on their way to better quarters. The corner seat by the
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door across from my seat was the center of some contro-

versy. It was marked number one and had a "mutiles" sign

above it, though I doubt a mutilh would have had much

chance to claim it. One man argued that it must be seat

number forty-five (his ticket number) because it was

across from number forty-four. Meanwhile a long-legged

boy in a shift was attempting to get into the leather

side pouch Will wore attached to his.belt. Someone outside

the train saw what the boy was doing and yelled. Instantly,

before Will knew what was happening, the other passengers

around him cuffed the young pickpocket and angrily shoved

him off the train.

Later on Will and I were able to.switch seats with

another passenger and sit together. The first class car

had comfortable seats and enough leg room, but it was

full of freight. Suitcases and baskets filled the storage

area, and boxes of guavas, which began to smell ripe by

morning,. took up aisle space. Our bags fitted into over-

head racks but were not too secure. Once during the night

the train rocked one pack over the edge. It fell on or near

a baby, and there was quite a commotion until we claimed

the troublesome bag and put it back. The train was also

very dirty; dust and cinders came in through the open

windows and the door between the cars. We kept trying

to close the door, but it was difficult because of the

luggage stacked near it where people were sitting. But
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the second class cars were even more crowded, with water-

melons and squash rolling everywhere, according to two

French travelers Will met at a station stop.

The scenery in Western Mali was similar to the Dogon

country: unusual rock formations and cliffs. By the time

we left Kayes, the major city of the region, it was dark.

We didn't see Senegal until the morning.

At Kayes we had a rather unpleasant incident. Two

men came into our car and began talking to us. One began

teasing me about my husband and suggesting I become his

wife instead. The joke soon became tiresome, he became

more annoying, and I finally asked him to leave. (Will

could understand little of the conversation and was left

out of it.) Meanwhile the other man somehow picked a

fight with an older Muslim man across the aisle, and they

had exchanged blows by the time the police came. The

troublemaker yelled something about the whites and the

French as the police dragged him off the train; the Muslim

was righteously indignant but seemed satisfied that

justice had been done. The man who'd talked to me disap-

peared at the beginning of the disturbance, and I wondered

if the two were a pair of thieves. While one distracted

people, the other would take something and run.

The lights in our car didn't work, making it easy to

sleep that night. The train police came by quietly a
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couple of times, checking tickets and making second class

passengers move back to second class.

In the middle of the morning I experienced a moment

of consternation. Will got off the train at a small sta-

tion to walk around; when the train left, he wasn't back

in the car. At first I assumed he'd gotten in another car

and would walk to ours, but the minutes passed, and he

didn't return. Then I was sure he'd been left at the sta-

tion, but I tried to be sensible. First I looked at the

map and wrote down the name of the station. Next I

started planning what I'd do in Dakar; I'd have to see

the train officials because I didn't think Will had his

ticket or any money with him. How would he get to Dakar?

Then I copied names of hotels from the guidebook so I'd

be.ready for the taxi drivers at the station in Dakar.

But at the next stop, Will came back. He'd been in a

second class car but couldn't walk between cars.

We arrived in Dakar's grand, ornate train station

about 2:00 p.m. The ride had taken about thirty hours

and hadn't been the ordeal we were expecting at all.

After paying an exorbitant taxi fare, we found areasonably-

priced room at the Hotel Continental--we were impressed by.

its cleanliness. We took our first hot showers since

Upper Volta and were ready to see Dakar in the late

Sunday afternoon quiet.
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The French built Dakar to be the showpiece and capi-

tal of French West Africa; Africans were confined to

mddinas, while the French re-created boulevards, sidewalk

cafes, and Mediterranean villas for themselves. Now the

African elite share the white and cream-colored houses

and apartments with the French, and we observed more inter-

racial marriages here than anywhere else we traveled in

Africa. Poorer Africans and their problems are still

fairly well out of sight, though one sees an occasional

beggar, insistent street vendor, or shabby itinerant in

the downtown area or wealthy residential sections. (In

the neighbor of the country club and several ambassadors'

homes, a young man came up to us with tears rolling down

his face; he needed money to return to his village, he

said. As his explanation lengthened--his mother was

crippled; his father had been in a car accident; he had

no friends in Dakar--we became fairly certain that he was

inventing the story to win our sympathy and a contribution.

He had our sympathy momentarily, but none of our money.)

Dakar's wide, clean, shady streets and sidewalks

(without open sewers) refreshed us, as did the cool breeze

from the ocean. We followed a winding road around the

shoreline, admiring the villas, the green trees and shrub-

bery, and flowering plants. In the center of town are

the stately government buildings with classical pillars

and steps, apartments with awnings, balconies, and flowers
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atop office buildings, and a large park. The smaller

streets have neat hotels, apartments, and shops with

shutters and balconies. Many of the businesses are owned

by Lebanese. The larger, busier shopping streets have

sidewalk cafes between the streets and the restaurants,

sidewalk book vendors, and ice cream machines. The

stores, as in Abidjan, are full of European goods, which

at this time of year include garish Christmas decorations

(with a French Santa) and pine trees (tres chers) at the

supermarchd.

Dakar has been criticized for being too European.

The modern white buildings, the traffic circles, the side-

walk cafes, etc. are for some uncomfortable reminders of

colonialism--and neo-colonialism. But Africa's colonial

legacy is as much a part of its culture as Islam. Few

cultures are pure. Contact with other cultures, whether

through trade, war, religion, literature, or whatever,

brings changes--some are additions, some deletions, some

modifications. Thus we felt no uneasiness about enjoying

Dakar as some travelers do who equate liking the city's

Europeanness with disliking Africa. Dakar's Europeanness

is part of Africa, too.

We had many errands to do in Dakar, as well as

sightseeing, and not enough time. We were rushed because

we wanted to see the city, the Casamance region in Southern

Senegal, and the Gambia, and we had to be in Sierra Leone
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December 28 before our visas expired. In an untypical

burst of energy, we hurried for four days. We picked up

our mail at the imposing new U.S. Embassy; we applied for

visas to the Gambian High Commissioner; we visited the

artisan's village, a tourist attraction, and were unim-

pressed by the mass reproductions of African "tourist

art"; we saw the beautifully arranged art museum and

coveted the unusual masks.

Our most exciting errand was to call home for the

first time on our trip. The telephone office was in the

corner of the dim, gray post office; the desk was sitting

in dirt where the concrete had broken and been removed.

Two young men, casual in dress and posture, were the

operators, and the two telephones were old-fashioned

black models. To one side were two old cabines, and in

front of the desk were several broken chairs. The young

men didn't show any surprise when we handed them our U.S.

telephone numbers. In ten and fifteen minutes we were

talking to our sleepy mothers.

A lengthier project was trying to get visas to

Niger. Our newest itinerary involved returning to Ivory

Coast by way of Sierra Leone and Liberia, flying to Niger,

and then going back to Mali to see Gao and Timbuktu.

(The capital of Niger, Niamey, is closer to those towns

than Bamako.) At the French Embassy we were given the

address of the Nigerois Embassy. Then we rode a bus to
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a distant suburb and took a taxi when we were in the

general neighborhood. But the driver didn't know the

address and had to keep asking. We ended up at the Em-

bassy of Nigeria; someone had confused Niger with Nigeria,

a frequent problem. The taxi driver did finally find the

right embassy, but the man who issued visas was not in,

and we had to come back the following morning. Then we

were able to take a bus directly there since we already

knew where it was. We arrived on time, but we still had

to wait a while for the official to return from the dentist.

When I stated that we needed visas, he asked if we had a

round trip ticket to and from Niger. I explained that we

didn't have a ticket yet; we planned to fly to Niamey from

Abidjan. That concluded our interview. The official was

polite but firm: if we were flying from Abidjan, we would

have to visit the Niger Embassy there. The trips were

not entirely wasted, however. The attractive embassy was

in a new suburban area where middle-class Africans live.

We saw a day school for small children and several well-

landscaped, modern homes as well as apartment buildings.

(Telephoning, by the way, might have saved us the first

trip but not necessarily the second, but because I had

so much difficulty understanding French over the telephone,

I was always opposed to using it.)

We also visited the Sierra Leonean Embassy to make

sure our visas would be valid on December 28; we had made
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reservations to fly from Banjul to Freetown on that day.

On the way back from the Sierra Leonean Embassy, we saw

Dakar's Grand Mosque, a graceful white building with pale

green trim, arches, and lacy decorative work. It reminded

us of the Alhambra.

During our four days in Dakar we crossed paths with

Al and Carolyn as we had planned. They returned from the

Casamance one day and flew to Morocco the next; we met

them for dinner and breakfast between journeys and shared

information and experiences. (I wrote them from Africa;

Al sent his reply to Greece. While we were in Europe,

they went to Boston and were married. Al worked at Harvard

while completing his dissertation, and Carolyn found a job

in a travel agency. Theirs were the first familiar, wel-

coming faces we saw when we returned to the U.S. after

over thirteen months of travel. Having traveled so long

themselves, they understood how strange returning was

for us.)

The pleasant, sunny weather became cool and windy our

last day in Dakar, the day we'd set aside to visit Gorde

Island. But in spite of the weather, this was our most

interesting excursion in Dakar. Gore was originally a

place where slaves were collected and held before being

sent to the Americas. Later,various colonial adminis-

trators governed from there, and a school was built at

which several African leaders studied. Now it is a quiet
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place, accessible only by a ferry ride of forty-five

minutes, and very charming: the perfect tourist attrac-

tion. The town has narrow sandy streets, Mediterranean

architecture, and lots of flowering bougainvillaea and

other trailing plants spilling over walls and gateways.

There are only one or two restaurants, a small hotel

(though a large one is under construction), a deserted

prison (for which the Texas women's prison is named), and

the slave house. A man of strong feelings manages the

slave house museum now. He has plastered appropriate

quotations by famous people (including Alex Haley and

Henry Kissinger) all over the walls. Small, dark rooms,

some of them underground, were used to keep hundreds of

slaves. The quotations aren't really necessary; the place

is already sobering and thought-provoking. Another small

museum explains the island's role in early colonial days.

At one end the island rises to a small hill before

falling abruptly to the sea. This area was heavily forti-

fied during both world wars; the bunkers, underground

passageways, and gun emplacements are still there. From

here is a view of Dakar, all white and green, rising above

the blue ocean.

Since we would be in the country at Christmas, we

took advantage of Dakar's restaurants. The cholera epi-

demic, which had nearly kept us away, wasn't affecting

business. Except for the newspaper stories and notices
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about vaccinations, we would have forgotten about it. We

continued to buy bottled water and ate no fresh fruits or

vegetables for fear that they'd been washed in contaminated

water even though we saw French people eating salads in

restaurants. There was plenty of other good food: yassa

chicken, a Senegalese specialty, cooked with lemons and

onions, croissants and pains aux raisins with hot chocolate

for breakfast, fresh seafood, pizza.

We met another American couple in Dakar at the Gambian

High Commissioner's. Rose and Bob Sauder were geographers

at the University of New Orleans. They were just beginning

their trip in Africa after several months in Europe (Dakar

seemed dirty to them) and were starting off with a good

plan: they were trying to get as many visas as possible

in Dakar. They would save themselves some trouble, we

thought. Rose and Bob ate a Christmas dinner with us on

December 21 at an elegant French seafood restaurant.

The next day Will and I left for the Casamance.

The Dakar gare routiere is impressive: a huge paved

parking lot with vehicles standing in neat lines under

signs showing various destinations. We waited several

hours for our taxi brousse to leave for Ziguinchor. The

usual salesmen with their .outstretched arms full of

carefully arranged sunglasses, socks, baby clothes, and

underwear circulated among the vehicles, but one old man

had something different to offer. He swung a smoking
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censer as he walked and got on the bus and sprayed perfume

in everyone's face. I wasn't sure whether people paid him

to thank him for the scent or to hurry him off.

Before we left Dakar, the driver stopped for cholera

inoculations. Everyone but us crowded around the doctor,

who was using a vaccination gun to quickly inoculate one

person after another. No one checked to see if everyone

had been vaccinated. At the Gambian border, there were

inoculations for yellow fever. While Dakar had its

cholera epidemic, The Gambia had its own yellow fever

epidemic.

The countryside we passed through was flat and green;

we crossed several rivers by ferry, including the Gambia.

The country of The Gambia is a wiggly margin around the

river. Except for the short Atlantic coastline, The Gambia

is completely surrounded by Senegal and is crossed in a

matter of hours, but here signs are in English; there are

more tin roofs and Western clothes: The Gambia was an

English colony.

We arrived in Ziguinchor at 10:00 p.m. The next

morning we went to the gare early, buying some bread on the

way, to arrange transport to Elinkene, a small village

Al and Carolyn had admired. We had time to buy pineapple

juice (one of Ivory Coast's most widely distributed ex-

ports) and sit on the wooden steps of the Sonadis
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(state-owned store) to watch the storks in the baobab

tree at the gare.

We made an unusual stop this morning. A woman in the

back of the van had an epileptic seizure. The driver

stopped, and the men sitting in the back of the van

carried her off and left her in the care of a man passing

down the road. I wondered how she'd complete her trip

and whether the driver would refund her fare later.

Elinkene looked deserted in the noonday sun. A few

houses and a store were by the road; a few boats were by

the little bay. Other houses were scattered among palms

near the water. We trudged through the sand to the

campement whose three buildings looked like the others:

mud brick circles with low-hanging thatched roofs. A

large house had an open porch; this was the dining room.

The other houses were divided into four rooms with com-

munal showers and toilets. Sometimes, apparently, there

was running water. The rooms had tie-dyed curtains at the

doors and windows and bamboo frame beds with straw mat-

tresses and mosquito netting.

We ate lunch with a French couple who were staying

there, Jean-Francois and Monique. The manager served us

in the hall outside our rooms because the dining room was

reserved for a big group of people from the Club Med at

Cap Skirring. The meal was excellent in any case: one

dish of duck and rice with sauce and another of fish and
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rice with sauce. Jean-Francois and Monique spoke a little

English, which helped our conversation. They were just

beginning a trip similar to ours.

Late in the afternoon Will, Monique, and I set out

on a walk. We followed the road (there's only one) out

of town quite a distance and then turned off on a trail

through a field of trees with gnarled trunks and leaves

rather like live oaks and fruit like new potatoes. We

heard many doves and other birds and saw some that looked

like toucans.

After a while we came to a more thickly vegetated

area. Occasionally we heard voices calling or singing,

and at a distance we saw women and children walking single

file carrying things on their heads. We also came across

men tending their palm wine trees. A man climbs a palm

by placing a belt of palm fiber around the tree and his

waist; this supports him as he leans back, bracing his

bare feet against the trunk. He taps a tree near the

branches and ties a bottle underneath to collect the sap.

The sap ferments quickly in the sun and must be collected

daily. The wine is usually drunk the same day it is

collected.

We continued on various trails until we were in a

glade shaded by huge cotton trees. The peaceful village

there seemed almost too idyllic to be real. Women were
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pounding with mortars and pestles, children were playing,

little pigs were running about like puppies.

As we walked back we met more people going to the

village; most of them greeted us in a friendly way. The

sun was going down when we reached the field of trees, and

we saw them silhouetted against a soft orange sky.

That night we ate with the other tourists sitting on

straw mats in the open dining room. They were a Belgian

couple and their son and an American working for a Swiss

medical project in Senegal and his girl friend who was

visiting from the U.S. The American fellow had numerous

horror stories about African hospitals. His job was to

investigate hospitals and clinics to see where a team of

Swiss doctors might perform surgery for polio victims. He

told of an expensive operating table being left to rust

outside; an operating room with open windows and a door

opening directly onto a corridor full of people; patients

having to bribe first the gate guards and then the nurses

to get into a free government clinic--and then having to

pay the nurse again for treatment. He believed few

Africans become doctors (or enter any profession) to help

their fellow man. Belonging to a profession has status

in Africa, whether one is good or mediocre at that pro-

fession. Also, the extended family system makes hospitals

hard to manage. A hospital nurse might be expected to

provide free medicine for the whole family, perhaps as
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many as fifty people. To satisfy their demands, he will

steal medicine. His first loyalty is to his family, not

his employer.

Jean-Francois and Monique wanted us to share the ex-

pense of hiring a pirogue to go to Djembereng, a town on

the coast, the next day, which was Christmas Eve. We

agreed, and Jean-Francois and Will spent most of the

morning negotiating with the pirogue owners. Late in the

afternoon, when the water level had risen, we set off in a

large motorized wooden boat. Elinkene is on a bay in the

network of natural waterways surrounding the Casamance

River; Djembereng is between the Atlantic Ocean and this

freshwater network. During the hour. ride through these

quiet channels, we saw lots of birds and a bumpy gray log

that was a sleeping crocodile.

The boat stopped several yards from shore before the

water became too shallow. We saw no village, only a

clear space and some children playing. We waded to shore,

and the children directed us through palm groves and rice

fields to Djembereng, a little over a mile away. We were

surprised to find a large town of several thousand people

spread out along the coast. The houses were mud and

thatch, arranged in small groups. Chickens, pigs, goats,

sheep, and dogs lounged about the porches or in the dirt

yards and streets. In a clearing we saw a large drum

made from a smoothly polished hollow log with a hole in
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the side. It was a "talking drum," we found out later.

The children took us to Albert, the proprietor of one of

the campements in town. Jean-Francois and Monique had been

given the name of another proprietor, and they left to

look him up.

Albert had a combination house and restaurant (Chez

Albert) in town and accommodations for tourists on the

outskirts near the beach. We were introduced to the

tourists who shared quarters with us; they were all French:

a businessman, Lucian; his wife, Janine, a psychologist;

their friend, Paule, a professor of medicine at the Uni-

versity of Dakar; and her daughter, Laurence, a lyce

student in Dakar.

An employee of Albert's led us to the circular campe-

ment, a ten-minute walk. The building was in the style.

traditional to the area. A round opening in the slanted,

thatched roof allows the water to flow into a basin inside.

The six rooms open off a circular walkway around this basin.

We ate dinner at Albert's as soon as we returned from

our room. We felt like guests in his home, for we sat

around a dining table in his living room. On the walls

were religious and magazine pictures and photographs.

Albert and his family were Catholics, as were many of

the people in Djembereng. The presence of Christians

explained the pigs; Muslims, like Jews, consider the pig

an unclean animal. (A similar taboo for Muslims prohibits
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touching dogs, but we saw pet dogs in villages with mosques

and assumed that adherence to that rule varied among Mus-

lim communities.)

Albert's wife cooked fish with rice and sauce, a

specialty in this part of Senegal where both salt- and

fresh-water fish are so plentiful. Dessert was also of

local products: peanut brittle and slices of fresh coconut.

During dinner a lot of Albert's friends came in and out,

exchanging Christmas greetings and drinking palm wine from

a large gourd. We tried some palm wine and found it

fresh-tasting, like fruit juice. One must blow away the

foam before drinking.

Albert invited all of us to midnight mass at his

church and to a party afterwards. Since it was several

hours until midnight, Will and I returned to the campement.

On our way back to Albert's house, we had a strange ex-

perience. As we were walking along the dark path, using

a flashlight, something crossed in front of us. It was

long and flat, about four inches wide, and made a rustling

sound as it slithered along. After seeing the crocodile

that afternoon, my first thought was "reptile," and I was

so scared I was nearly sick at my stomach. Will was

startled but curious. After waiting breathlessly a few

minutes, we decided that whatever it was had left, and we

went on. Later we identified the mysterious creature: it

must have been a palm frond pulled along by a pig.
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Midnight mass brought a large crowd together of local

people, especially young people; independent travelers

like ourselves, the French party at the campement, Jean-

Frangois, and Monique; Club Med tourists; and sisters from

a nearby mission. The service was long and almost unin-

telligible (my church French isn't extensive) but interest-

ing nevertheless. The priest was French, a young, bearded

man with a rather strident voice. He conducted the service

in both French and the local language, Diola. The choir

members were mostly young people, especially boys. They

harmonized in high, whiny voices in Diola and accompanied

themselves on drums and cymbals.

The church bells rang when communion was finally con-

cluded; it was about 2:00 a.m., and the air was cool and

the sky clear. Albert's party began as soon as we walked

back to his house. Next-door was a separate building, a

large, clean, decorated party room. Tables were arranged

in a u-shape around a serving table. Besides the guests

from the campement, there was another French couple, Nancy,

very tan and blond with a Farrah Fawcett smile, and Mimi

(Michel), a thin, life-of-the-party type; a Muslim dandy

wearing a bow tie; and several other young Senegalese men.

With much ceremony Albert seated us around the table

and began opening bottles. First he served whiskey and

later beer and wine. The first course was meatballs in

gravy with bread. Then, with much fanfare, the cook
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carried in a roast suckling pig. The Muslim, who refused

to eat any, carved it with Will's assistance.. The cook had

rubbed spices into the skin which flavored the meat. Our

only objection was that some of the meat wasn't quite done,

but this didn't bother anyone else, not even the medical

professor. As the eating and drinking continued, singing

began. The Senegalese sang some party songs in Diola which

incorporated various guests' names; everyone sang some

French drinking songs, including "Alouette." Finally

several men and a woman got up to dance, shuffling side-

ways with their arms on one another's shoulders. The cele-

bration ended at 5:00 with much handshaking all around.

On Christmas Day, Will and I slept late before ex-

changing a few small presents (mostly edibles); chocolate,

nuts, jam, cookies. Then we walked around town, visited

Jean-Francois and Monique at their campement, and went to

the beach. The beach is lovely, smooth white sand edged

by fringed, green palms. We found several pretty shells,

including two speckled cowries. We stayed until sunset,

when the water turned to silver and the sky to shades of

pink and lavender.

We ate dinner on mats in the party room with Albert,

the French guests, and a few newcomers. Everyone was very

subdued or shy. Albert, who had small, neat features and

kind eyes, was a considerate rather than a jovial host.

He was probably no older than thirty; his four-year-old,
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Nelly, sat on his lap and tried to stay awake while 
he

talked. He told us the history of Djembereng,which he'd

learned from the town griot (oral historian). The original

inhabitants had come there from Guinea. While he was

talking, we could hear a cassette of West African popular

music being played outside but also, from farther away,

drumming. Albert explained that someone in a nearby

village had died, and the talking drum was sending the

news. I was reminded of the first chapters of Roots, which

described life in a village not far from here but over a

hundred years ago.

We rode back to Ziguinchor the day after Christmas

in a new, comfortable, boxlike bus. We stopped for two

ferries and to allow the passengers to buy papayas, and we

passed near the Casamance game reserve. We saw no animals

but quite a few birds: pelicans, egrets, and storks. The

strangest creature of all, though, was a small boy (we

thought) in a costume of green palm fronds from head to

toe; his eyes peered out from beneath the thin strips.

Our plan had been to get transport to Banjul, capital

of The Gambia, as soon as possible. We reserved places on

the next bus leaving Ziguinchor, but not enough passengers

showed up, and the trip was postponed until the following

day. We had nothing to do in Ziguinchor except eat and

wash clothes and write letters in our room at Hotel

I'Escale.
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Our trip to Banjul (formerly Bathurst) began a little

after 10:00 the following morning, two hours after the

scheduled departure time. While waiting, I talked to a

man from Guinea-Bissau (which had been a Portuguese colony)

who told me he spoke a little Spanish as well as Portu-

guese and French and had worked in Barcelona and Las

Palmas. Apparently work was hard to find in his country.

I liked the paintings of flowers, people, and mosques

on the blue buses at the gare, but the cream-colored ones,

like ours, were newer and more comfortable. We waited

another hour for the ferry to leave Ziguinchor; we ate

tangerines, peanuts, and bananas to entertain ourselves.

I bought a supply of arachides from each of three serious

little girls who measured the nuts with a tiny can into my

plastic bag. I could never understand why peanut sellers

always sat in a row together--unless it was for company--

when they could probably sell more in separate locations.

However, I hated to disappoint any of them and tried to buy

a few francs' worth from each of them. After eating the

freshly roasted West African peanuts, salted Planters'

will never satisfy me again. West African bananas were

also usually sweet and good; Will was in the habit of eating

six or eight a day.

The roads to Banjul were in bad shape, and our

progress was very slow. But we saw lots of birds and even

a monkey crossing the road, and the houses were of a
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different style than we had seen: they are made of mud

but are square or rectangular and fairly large. The roofs

are sometimes corrugated iron but more often thatch, fre-

quently with such low overhangs that a person must stoop

to enter. Some houses have porches and some have decora-

tive shapes such as triangles cut out of the mud. In

this part of the Casamance there are a lot of rice fields,

and we saw groups of women working in them.

We were surprised that there were so few stops on

this trip; then we realized why: there are no police checks

in Senegal, and we were never stamped into or out of the

country. We stopped for vaccinations again, and there we

met a Canadian couple who were riding on our bus, Nancy

and Brian, who were working on a cultural exchange project

in the Casamance. They lived in a village, worked in the

rice fields, helped with a construction project, and

learned the language. Nancy told me that in this area the

use of cooking oil has status: the more oil, the more

status. Thus the cook for their group of eight, who con-

sidered them rather wealthy, used over a quart of palm oil

for every meal, drenching even the rice with it.

Just before we reached the Gambian border we changed

to another bus. The driver's assistant tried to make every-

one pay another fare, but the passengers argued loudly that

they'd paid the full fare in Ziguinchor. They won. Out-

side Banjul we had to change again, this time to an old
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dilapidated city bus made in Sweden. We got off in the

city at MacCarthy Park--I was surprised to see swings

and playground equipment--and set out with Brian and

Nancy to look for ahotel. We had been told we'd find no

hotel rooms in Banjul during the holiday season, and it was

difficult. (Finding a room in Banjul is just as hard in

the rainy season. Then most hotels close.) Nancy and

Brian settled for a $12 room at the City Lodge, a brothel,

but even though they said we could share the tiny room

and two single beds with them (it was the last room), we

continued looking.

We asked at one of the beach hotels, the Atlantic,

where tea menus were posted for the predominantly English

clientele, but there were no rooms, and it was too expen-

sive anyway. As we walked towards town, we passed a taxi

driver who was modestly squatting in the West African

manner to urinate, facing a wall. He asked, "Taxi?" when

he saw us, laughed because we'd caught him at such an

inconvenient time, finished urinating, and came over to

discuss the destination and price. He took us to the

Apollo Hotel. We accepted its $25 dollar price, Day-Glo

pink paint, imitation leather wall covering, and fake

wood paneling because we were afraid we wouldn't find

anything else in town.

Later we met the Canadians for a chicken yassa supper.

Over the loud music in the restaurant, we talked with a
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friendly Gambian schoolteacher. A white-haired, portly

Englishman (I assumed he was English) was eating egg and

chips at the bar. On our way back to our hotels, we

passed a large crowd singing, drumming, and dancing in

the street. A young man told Will that it was a post-

Christmas celebration. A sign read, "Drumming allowed in

streets 8:00-11:00 p.m. during Christmas." The crowd fo-

cused its attention on two models of river boats made of

lightweight wood and string and lit with candles. One

was about three feet and the other four-and-a-half feet

long; young men carried them on platforms on their shoul-

ders. For me these lighted boats had the same kind of

magical beauty as Christmas trees. They were the loveliest

sight we saw in Banjul.

The hotel situation and Banjul's complete lack of

charm made it easy to leave the next morning for Freetown.

Our one night in Banjul had reminded us that it was pleas-

ant to speak English to everyone again, and our month in

Mali and Senegal had revived our original enthusiasm for

this trip.



CHAPTER V

SIERRA LEONE AND LIBERIA

The pace of our trip changed during the next month.

We spent fairly long periods of time in two capital cities,

Freetown (nine days) and Monrovia (thirteen days) and very

little time upcountry: only three days in Sierra Leone

and two in Liberia. It was not our intention to spend so

much time in the cities, but we were forced to wait on

visas in one and on money in the other. Although we were

sometimes restless because bureaucratic delays lengthened

our stays, there were advantages to spending more time

in only a few places. We rested and read, planned the

next stage of our trip, shopped and wrote letters, went

sightseeing and arranged visas. We enjoyed feeling almost

like residents and being recognized by shopkeepers and

vendors. Being able to speak English made travel in these

countries a little easier, and we could talk to people

with less hesitation. And even if we had left the cities

sooner, we probably wouldn't have stayed long in either

Sierra Leone or Liberia: roads are few and accommodations

hard to find in both countries once away from the capitals.

Perhaps because we were now experienced travelers,

perhaps because we traveled less in these countries,

216
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perhaps because we could use English, this was one of the

easier legs of our journey. I described it in a letter

as the "mostly coasting" phase. While we coasted, we

looked forward to returning to Mali: Timbuktu had become

the goal of our trip in West Africa.

Our Ghana Airways flight to Freetown left tiny, one-

plane-at-a-time, efficient Yundum Airport punctually.

It was our first flight since coming to Africa; we took

it to avoid Guinea-Conakry, for which we had no visas nor

hopes for getting any. Guinea-Conakry has discouraged

tourists for several years, and though the rapprochement

with France could have improved the government's attitude

toward foreigners, we weren't sure. When the plane landed

briefly in Conakry, we felt like we were entering for-

bidden territory. From the air the city seemed to be in

a tropical Eden: a long,smooth beach on one side and luxur-

iant palms everywhere. Flying into Freetown's airport

was also beautiful: the coastline was hazy, the land a

deep green. At the airport, some quasi-officials tried

to help us through customs hoping to get a tip, but in-

stead filled out our landing cards incorrectly and

generally confused us.

A wide bay separates Freetown from the airport; our

first view of the city was from the ferry. Freetown has

the most beautiful location of any capital we saw in

Africa. The tall green mountains drop abruptly into the
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blue Atlantic; the city, which looks clean and light from

a distance, is compressed between them. The fifteenth-

century Portuguese traders called the highest peak above

the city "lion mountain' which became the name of the

country.

An airport bus took us from the ferry to one of the

largest and most expensive hotels in the city, the Para-

mount. While the helpful receptionist called other hotels

for us, and Will went out to check on them, I asked a

young brother and sister who had been on our flight if

they knew of any inexpensive places to stay. They were in

their twenties, very dark and attractive, and spoke as if

they'd been educated in England. The brother lived in

England and the sister in Banjul; they were in Freetown

to visit their family. They thought perhaps their father

would know of a place. They were curious about out trip:

how did we travel around? they asked. When their father

came to pick them up--a large, gray-haired, distinguished

man in a suit and tie--they told him our situation, and

he offered to introduce us to someone at the local college

so we could stay in a dormitory. "It's a long walk into

town, but we thought nothing of it when I was there," he

said. But just then Will came back saying he'd found a

reasonably priced hotel. We thanked the three Sierra

Leoneans for trying to help us and carried our packs into

Freetown's moist afternoon heat.
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At first I hated the New Lido Hotel; I called it

"unbearably tacky." But after we'd moved into a somewhat

larger room in which both of us could move around at the

same time, I started to like it. Actually the hotel wasn't

even tacky; it was very clean, but its dcor might best

be described as kitsch. Most of the walls gleam with

turquoise enamel paint and white trim; two or three members

of the staff of silent Africans were usually painting a

hallway or stairway every day. We decided that they painted

rather than dusted. The halls and lounges are jammed with

furniture, especially small round end tables whose purpose

seemed to be support an equal number of inexpensive metal

or ceramic vases full of plastic flowers. On each stair

is one of these tables with flowers. Four or five cats

are usually lurking in this jungle of furniture; they will

trip one if the table legs don't.

I suppose the reason I became fond of the New Lido

was that there was so much to look at and discover.

African villagescenes in bright oils, Rembrandt and other

Dutch still life prints, painted turtle shells, and beer

advertisements hang thickly in the lounges. In our room

was a row of notices thumbtacked to the door: don't leave

valuables in the room, don't forget your things in the

shower, guests are responsible for damage to furniture--

all signed authoritatively "by order." There was also

the mystery of the tub of water in one of the bathrooms.
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This bathtub was always full of clean water; we assumed

it was changed periodically because the insects which

accumulated would disappear. A sign above it read: "Do

not touch this water. Reaserved." We pondered what it was

reserved for: in case the water stopped running? for a

special room temperature bath? an experiment with aqueous

poisons? We were afraid to ask the owner of the New Lido

for fear the answer was either obvious or embarrassing.

The owner was a middle-aged Syrian or Lebanese who

reminded me of a clean, fat baby. His bald head was shiny,

his tee-shirt and Bermuda shorts spotless, even his voice

had a babyish lisp to it.

Breakfast was included with the room at the New Lido:

a greasy omelet, fried sausage, tomato slice, tinned meat,

pork and beans, a triangular package of processed cheese,

jam, tasteless sandwich bread, very yellow margarine, and,

the best part, strong, sweet, milky tea in proper tea

cups. It seemed ridiculous to sweat over an English break-

fast, but we were always glad we did since we were usually

busy all day and never stopped for lunch.

In the breakfast room we had a chance to meet the

other guests. Mr. Chin was staying in Freetown for several

months on business, buying shark fins to sell in Hong Kong.

(We noticed how the former colonies seemed to stick to-

gether; there were Chinese in Sierra Leone and Vietnamese
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in former French colonies.) Mr. Chin was quiet and unas-

suming but had a surprising knowledge about the Sierra

Leonean underworld. "Everything, even murder, has its

price here," he said. "Pay the police $30 and they'll

let you go."

Mr. Chin invited us to go to a Chinese restaurant

one evening with an English friend of his, Brian. Brian,

whose wife and children lived in Freetown, was supervising

construction and training the staff of a new casino in

Banjul. He said that the government of The Gambia is not

corrupt: "The president walks around with empty pockets"

to show that he does not take bribes. In spite of its

developing tourist industry, The Gambia remains a fairly

quiet place. Not long ago, electricity in Banjul was off

for three months.

The Chinese restaurant was on the other side of

Freetown. As the taxi sped through the foothills dotted

with lights, I was reminded of California. The subtly

decorated restaurant was a relief from the New Lido's

clashing colors, and the food was excellent. Will and I

returned to the hotel after dinner, but Mr. Chin and Brian

went on to some undisclosed appointments.

Towards the end of our stay in Freetown, we met a

couple of Peace Corps volunteers--one was showing her

mother around--at the hotel. We also met an English

fellow, Charlie Davies, and his Irish girl friend,
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Mary O'Gorman, at the breakfast table. They were in town

for a UN reception of some sort and invited us to the

small town upcountry where they worked at Bunumbu Teachers

College.

We had some visitors once while at the New Lido. Four

little girls followed Will in one day. The oldest was

ten and carried a little brother. She had a wide smile

and dimples and was eager to talk, though rather in awe of

the hotel. Before long, their mother, a shy young woman

expecting another baby, came to collect them. We learned

that the family lived next door to the Harmony Bar in the

next block where we went for soft drinks; we spoke to them

a few more times before we left Freetown.

Freetown's situation is beautiful; the city is not.

Still, compared to the sameness of Banjul's two-story

beige buildings, Freetown is interesting and even charming.

Most of the older buildings are frame with rusted corru-

gated iron roofs. Some of them are weathered browns or

grays, but most are painted two or three bright colors.

All are rather ramshackled but quaint, with balconies,

shutters, bay windows, porches, overhanging second

stories, and small pillars. A row of these buildings,

leaning into one another, with a porch overhanging the

sidewalk on a street that goes up to the mountains or

down to the sea, unexpectedly reminds one of San Fran-

cisco during the gold rush days. But the new buildings
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are blocky and unimaginative, with the exception of the

classical, ochre and white law courts. The streets,

especially those near the market, are dirty. (Kissy

Street, with its sidestreets, is a market itself.)

Freetown's central landmark is a huge cotton tree,

unfortunately surrounded by a traffic circle. In slaving

days, Africans were auctioned beneath it. When England

abolished slavery and took slaves from the ships of less

enlightened countries, the slaves were taken to the cotton

tree to have their chains broken. Another monument from

those days is near the hospital: Connaught Hospital was

where the slaves, freed by the "valor of the British,"

were given refuge.

These freed slaves took English words and arranged

them according to their African languages. Krio, the

result, is the lilting and lively language heard on the

streets of Freetown. One hears music everywhere, too,

especially at night, and judging from the notices plastered

on telephone poles and fences, a lot is going on in Free-

town: plays, faith healers, a "Rasta Night" (Rastafarians

are a Jamaican religious group), lecturers. Official

signs are also widespread but are rather formal: "It is

forbidden to urinate here" and "Hooting and recording

outside the law courts are forbidden." (The latter was

meaningless to us; we always smiled, thinking of owls

with tape recorders.)
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One activity we enjoyed in Freetown was collecting

vehicle names. City buses are unnamed, but the privately

run poda-podas and taxis used between cities have names

or slogans. Poda-podas are small buses or vans similar

to taxis brousses with the entrance usually in the side

rather than in back; they cover the same routes as city

buses but will stop anywhere and often become so crowded

that people stand in the doorways. Like the buses, they

cost only about $.10. Some poda-podas have simple names:

"Hero," Conscious Man," "Easy Man," "Felicia King," "The

Young Timber-Jack," "Second Moses," "Another Moses," "White

Horse," and my favorite, "The Muslim Boat." I wished Will

and I could have ridden in the taxi named "Integrated

Transport"! Some slogans are rather commonplace: "There's

No Place Like Home," "Nothing for Nothing," and "Merci

Beaucoup," while others, to us anyway, are cryptic: "What

You Think Am," "No Problem," "Baby No Cry," and "I Found

a Man." The best ones are universals: "It's Not Easy to

Be a Man" and "Who Knows the World." Most religious

mottoes are seen on numerous vehicles: "Pray to God,"

"Praise the Lord," "I Hope to God," and "If God Gree,"

but a few are distinctive. I would have hesitated to ride

in a van marked "God Save the Travellers" in back and

"Think Before You Do" in front. The pithiest and perhaps

the most startling was "God Sentences--No Appeal."
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Except for the Sierra Leone Women's Movement Restau-

rant, restaurant names in Freetown are not nearly as

interesting as those of vehicles. Most restaurants are

Lebanese with fairly similar menus--felafel sandwiches,

chicken with potatoes, and Joloff rice--but two are clearly

American imitators: the Big Boy and the Rooster. The Big

Boy has a large, painted cardboard figure of the familiar

fat boy in checkered overalls; ice cream, grilled cheese

sandwiches, and hamburgers are served, as well as felafel,

fufu, and cassava leaf sauce and rice. (Cassava or manioc

leaf sauce, palava sauce, and potato leaf sauce are all

specialties of Sierra Leone and Liberia; they look like

cooked spinach or greens and taste a lot like mustard

greens.) The Rooster was the first American-style fast-

food restaurant we saw in Africa. Of course there is

plenty of fast food in Africa: what could be more con-

venient than eating rice and sauce while standing on the

sidewalk or brochettes served at the train window? The

Rooster serves fried chicken and fried fish at tables

or from a take-out window. Waitresses, the first we'd

seen in Africa, wear uniforms; glossy cardboard adver-

tisements twirl from the ceiling. The plump, tender

chickens we ate here and at the other restaurants in Free-

town are imported from England, we learned. Chickens are

hard to raise in Africa commercially because they are

susceptible to disease.
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Freetown doesn't seem to have any order to it; there's

no area that looks like the center and no wide, tree-lined

boulevards marking the European shops and businesses as in

many of the cities where the French colonized. In Our Man

in Havana, Wormold is "appalled by the dirt and the heat"

on arriving in Kingston, Jamaica. "What accounted for the

squalor of British possessions? The Spanish, the French,

and the Portuguese built cities where they settled, but

the English just allowed cities to grow."' One does notice

the squalor in Freetown and its sprawling, jumbled streets,

and I never saw the laterite roads glowing rosily in the

sunset which are the city's redeeming feature according

to Greene and Blumenthal. I didn't know what a laterite

road was. Yet we found the city surprisingly convenient.

Banks, several embassies, the post office, a library,

the museum, and a number of restaurants were all within

walking distance of the New Lido.

Our first errand in Freetown was td. visit the Nigerian

High Commissioner and fill out in triplicate the six-

page visa applications. It was December 29; the secretary

told us we could pick up our passports with the visas

January 2, a long wait but understandable because of the

New Year's holiday. (Our plan was to go to Nigeria from

Niger, after seeing Timbuktu and Gao, and then on to

'Graham Greene, Our Man in Havana (1958; rpt. New
York: Penguin Books, 1979), p. 158.
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Cameroon. Cameroon would be our last stop in West Africa;

from there we would fly to Kenya.)

The same day we visited the U.S. Embassy (we were

always eager to check for mail and nearly always disap-

pointed; because of our changing itinerary no one knew

where to write us) and the cool American Center Library

where we spent several afternoons reading back issues of

the Herald Tribune. Both the embassy and the library are

in the Mobil Building,which has a dirty white and red

flag of its own.

Our first touristic expedition was a literary one:

the City Hotel, the Bedford of Greene's The Heart of the

Matter. Cockroach hunting is probably even better than

in Harris' and Wilson's day. The City is a comfortable

derelict with peeling white paint, a fenced asphalt yard,

and dark wooden floors. Peace Corps volunteers settle

themselves for whole afternoons of drinking on the up-

stairs balcony, sending little boys out for cigarettes

and buying fruit, peanuts, candy, and kebobs from the

young vendors who come up. We found several male volun-

teers at a whole tableful of Star beer bottles. They

were friendly and interested in our travels. "No one comes

to Freetown," they said. We heard about a recent misad-

venture two of them had had. While swimming nude in an

upcountry stream, they were attacked by a swarm of bees.

They swam to shore and ran screaming for help, frightened
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off one vehicle, and went into shock. They regained

consciousness and found a leper hospital's identification

bracelets on their wrists--another shock. But they were

well cared for there. Another fellow told us about Miss

Vicky's, the cheapest hotel in town across from the City.

"Miss Vicky's beds have crawly things like ants and bed-

bugs," he said with a smile. (He'd brought his own cot

to sleep on.) "And her showers are icy."

Across the street from the City is the Sierra Leone

Diocesan Bookstore which has a rather peculiar and unor-

ganized assortment of books: lots of how-to books, a few

Penguin English classics, and numerous titles by Agatha

Christie and Thomas Mann.

We spent one morning at the Sierra Leone Museum near

the cotton tree. It is in a small building which used to

be a railroad station. In colonial days, the English

lived above the town at Hill Station; the railroad con-

nected them with Freetown. The museum exhibits range from

Stone Age implements to documents from the colonial period.

All are described well. Admission to the musum is free,

enabling mothers with babies tied to their backs, family

groups, schoolchildren, and old people to attend. We

were fascinated by the secret societies' devil costumes

which cover the entire body and have elaborate masks. One

was made of palm fronds like the one we saw in the Casa-

mance. The devils are described as actual beings, not as
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men in costumes representing supernatural beings. Graham

Greene, who observed many devils while on his trek in up-

country Liberia, pointed out that the word "devil" is not

quite accurate. "'Devil,' of course, is a word used by

the English-speaking native to describe something unknown

in our theology: it has nothing to do with evil. . . . In a

Christian land we have grown so accustomed to the idea of

a spiritual war, of God and Satan, that this supernatural

world, which is neither good nor evil but simply Power is

almost beyond sympathetic comprehension." 2  The men's and

women's secret societies are still very active in upcountry

Sierra Leone and Liberia. Their main function is to ini-

tiate young people in the knowledge and history of the

tribe and village, but they are also active politically.

Freetown's beaches are so lovely that one feels

privileged to enjoy them without crowds of people. Cruise

ships already stop here, but the voyagers stay in the

plusher hotels rather than in town. How long until the

Club Med types discover Sierra Leone? Meanwhile, Lumley

Beach, the closest to the city, is a gentle, two-mile

curve of smooth white sand which on New Year's Eve was

visited by only a few handfuls of people: a few young

African men playing soccer or jogging; a few European

tourists; a few Lebanese families. The dark, misty

2 Graham Greene, Journey Without Maps (1936; rpt.
New York: Penguin Books, 1978), p. 176.
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mountains are in the background. That evening we ate at

the Cape Club which has outdoor tables among palm trees

overlooking the water and a dance floor under a large

shade tree. In the corner is asmall zoo--a monkey, a

chimpanzee, three duikers, and some guinea fowl--but

overhead free monkeys frisk in the treetops. After din-

ner we watched people come in for the dance; a ten-piece

band played fast West African music. Most of the men

wore casual shirts and slacks, but the African women were

in traditional kaftans and head cloths or slinky, glittery

evening dresses. The Lebanese women wore ruffly chiffon

or lace in pastels. (I was in a somewhat sandy cotton

skirt and thongs and was therefore embarrassed to get on

the dance floor.)

New Year's Day we visited another beach further from

town, Number Two River Beach. A helpful bus driver took

us as far as possible on his route; then he told us where

to catch a taxi. Three Africans going the same direction

helped bargain the price down when a taxi finally came

along. It was an old Renault fast-back which seemed to be

held together by a few loose wires. "A bone-shaker,"

said one of the other passengers as we sped over the bad

road. As we passed through a village, a crowd of drunken

men and women tried to stop the car and exact a toll.

Everyone was wearing some sort of paper hat and beat on

an instrument or metal dishes. In the middle of the crowd
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was a devil in a brightly colored costume with tiny mirrors

sewn to the cloth and a painted mask. The taxi driver

refused to pay and slowly drove on.

Number Two River Beach is one of the most beautiful

beaches we've ever seen. The white sand glares in the

sunlight; the water is clear and light blue. On one end,

black boulders turn the sand to gray; on the other, the

river, a swift, clear current, cuts through a section of

sand. Framing the beach are palm trees, shrubbery, and

little thatched huts for picnickers. Close behind rise

the dark green mountains, partially hidden by wispy clouds.

Quite a few African families were out. There were

also two devils. One had a group of dancers and musicians

with him. Whenever he'd stop his procession, people would

gather to dance. Another wore a huge, fearsome wooden

mask and carried a rifle. His tactic was to stand at

attention and salute while his assistant asked for money.

When this second devil approached us, the assistant called

Will "master," something Will had also heard from beggars

and salesmen in Freetown. Will asked him why he'd said

"master," and he seemed a bit embarrassed but answered,

"It's what we used to call you." Will told him he wasn't

anybody's master, which relaxed them a bit; he shook hands

with the assistant and the devil and gave a donation.

The devil interrupted but did not terminate a rather

annoying conversation I was having with a high-school-aged
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boy. He had seemed friendly and pleasant enough while

telling Will about his studies and family, but when Will

went back in the water, he began a new discussion with

me. First he wanted to know about my family and then why

I didn't have any children. My reasons made no sense to

him, and I thought he was impertinent. Then he told me

he had no money with which to return to Freetown; I told

him he could hitchhike. But the real reason he wanted

money eventually came up: he wanted to go to a "jump"

(dance). I was angry. I disliked conversations which

ended in requests, but I tried to explain my point of

view. I told him that in my culture a person is not

respected for begging and that I did not intend to give

away my money to someone I didn't know just because he

asked unless it were someone obviously very needy. He

replied, "Begging is better than stealing," which is what

he said he'd have to do if he didn't succeed at begging.

I reminded him of another choice: not to go to the jump,

but he didn't seem to understand that possibility. He

left when Will returned. I was depressed by this conver-

sation, for it seemed to show such a wide gulf between

my culture and the boy's culture. It was hard for me to

dismiss his values as different: I thought they were

wrong.

We went back to Freetown that afternoon with a

French family who stopped for us. (We had given up on
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the bus.) The teenaged daughter rode in the front with

the parents and a dachshund; in back was the twelve-year-

old son with a baby python curled in his lap and a puppy

in the back window who eyed the snake with a mixture of

curiosity and jealousy. New Year's celebrations were

still going on in town. Periodically groups of children

would run wildly down the streets ahead of crowds fol-

lowing devils and drummers.

The third beach we visited was behind the military

barracks near Lumley Beach: Juba Beach, which we had en-

tirely to ourselves late one afternoon.

On January 2, a law went into effect prohibiting

vendors from trading on the streets except in specific

market areas. Every other morning, the towel sellers un-

packed their trunks of gaudy beach towels and hung them

on the iron fence surrounding Victoria Park across from

the New Lido. But this morning a crowd--mostly women

in long, pretty dresses--gathered at the end of the

street to protest the new law. A police truck parked

near the hotel, and the police seemed to be dispersing

the people or perhaps explaining the law to them. By

the afternoon the vendors were setting up their wares as

usual, and we heard no more about the new law.

At the Nigerian High Commissioner's we were told to

return January 3 for our visas; January 3 we were told to

come back January 4. January 4 we were informed that we
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could not have visas to Nigeria. We were stunned and angry;

we asked to speak to the high commissioner. He was very

formal and polite but unrelenting. We should have gotten

our visas in the U.S., he told us. When we explained that

they would have expired by the time we went to Nigeria,

he shrugged as if to say, "What do you want me to do about

that?" When we complained that we'd stayed in Freetown

over a week waiting for the visas, he said he was sorry.

We found it hard to accept that we'd been refused a

visa; we asked at the American Embassy why the Nigerian

High Commissioner would have done such a thing. The con-

sular officer told us it was apparently a new policy of

the Nigerians to discourage tourists.

A trip to the Liberian Embassy, where we got visas

and met the ambassador's son, who told us to look him up

in Monrovia, helped to pacify our disgruntled spirits.

Then we went to the Immigration Office to extend our

Sierra Leonean visas and apply for Kenyan visas. (The

fact that the Sierra Leonean Immigration Office could

grant us visas to Kenya is another example of Commonwealth

cooperation. It was very convenient for us because there

are few Kenyan embassies in West Africa.) A friendly

secretary took us around to the appropriate lines and

officials, and we were finished in less than an hour.

One official realized that we weren't going directly

to Kenya--he didn't have to give us the visas--but changed
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the dates on our forms so it would look as though we

were. When we left, Will told the secretary that theirs

was one of the most efficient offices we'd seen anywhere,

and she broke into a big smile.

While we had been waiting on the Nigerian visas, we

went to see Fourah Bay College. We took a taxi up the

mountain from which it overlooks the city. The mountain-

sides are thickly covered with trees and flowering bushes;

at a fast-running stream we saw girls and small children

washing clothes. The college is the oldest university

in West Africa, but the central buildings are of modern,

complementary architecture, now a little neglected: a

torn blind hangs over one window and the walls are stained

and in need of paint. I was surprised at how unorganized

the bookstore was, too, though the selection, especially

of African authors, was good.

We walked down from the college, enjoying the breezes

which miss Freetown and the views of the city and the bays.

The traffic noise could be heard faintly.

Two afternoons we spent shopping for cloth in the

Lebanese shops. Most stores carried Hungarian, Chinese,

or sometimes Ghanaian wax print; only one shop had Dutch

wax print, and the owner explained that it was the most

prestigious. Women paid three times as much for it.

The Lebanese in these shops are interesting. The sons

with trim-fitting trousers and stylish haircuts and the
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daughters with chic clothes and manicured nails seem very

sophisticated, but some of the older people speak English

with difficulty and seem very old-fashioned. Some of the

older women wear black and cover their heads with scarves.

We purchased a length of wax print in one store, a pink

and brown Escher-like geometric print. The short, plump,

perspiring woman behind the counter had a loud argument

in Krio with an African woman: "Don't humbug me, Mrs. -- "

she shouted as the woman left. Meanwhile her pretty,

demure daughter had told us too low a price for the

material. She raised it and refused to bargain over it

any further.

Outside the Lebanese shops are stands where Africans

sell lappas (pagnes) of wax print and other cloth. Garra

cloth is made in Sierra Leone. Undyed fabric is folded

and stitched before being dyed either brown or dark blue.

The result is a dark background with light stripes in

various patterns. Country cloth, which is also made in

Sierra Leone, is woven in strips about four inches wide

and sewn together. The strips can be solid colors,

stripes, or dyed as garra cloth. It is coarser, though,

than garra cloth. Tie-dyed fabrics are also popular here.

The dyeing is done an pastel cotton and polyester cloth

or on a fabric similar to bazin, usually white, called

brillon. I bought two lappas of multi-colored tie-dye
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on white brillon, as well as two lappas of a popular blue-

and-white Chinese wax print of birds.

In spite of all the beautiful cloth for sale in Free-

town, few women wear long, traditional kaftans or wrapped

skirts, and practically none of the men wear robes or the

loose pajama suits. "Kaunda suits" are popular, though,

in various fabrics but especially khaki-colored cotton.

They look like a short-sleeved, more dignified version of

the American leisure suit, but are not made of polyester,

and are named after Kenneth Kaunda, president of Zambia,

who helped make the fashion popular. The majority of men

and women wear Western clothes which are often of cheap,

unattractive material. Women especially tend to wear

their clothes too tight,which is especially unflattering

for the many women who are big-hipped and matronly.

On January 6 we told Mr. Chin and the owner of the

New Lido good-bye and left on a bus for Bo with Mary and

Charlie. Sierra Leone is a beautiful country: the hill-

sides are lush and green with an abundance of palms,

cotton and banana trees, and flowering hibiscus. Houses

are rectangular and quite large, with porches and corru-

gated iron roofs. The plaster walls are sometimes painted

pink, blue, or other colors.

While we traveled we became better acquainted with

Mary and Charlie. Mary was small and thin,, very fair and

freckled. She taught at a secondary school in Bunumbu and
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didn't seem to like Africa or Africans very much. She

was knowledgeable about the country's problems, and from

her we learned that one-half the children under five die

from malnutrition. Most people do not get enough protein,

and although women, who do most of the farm work, raise

vegetables, they prefer to try to sell them rather than

use them for their own families. Many vegetables are

wasted due to spoilage. Mary said that girls are not

encouraged to go to school, and therefore she had few

female students.

Charlie was heavyset with a bushy beard and kind blue

eyes. He taught community development as part of a UNESCO

program at Bunumbu Teachers College. Through the teachers,

UNESCO hopes to implement well digging, sanitation, crop

rotation, etc. Charlie found the people unmotivated except

by money and didn't believe the changes would be lasting

if UNESCO left.

I rode next to a young blind man on the bus. He was

carrying a typewriter and going home for school holiday.

I told him about Richard, Will's brother who is also

blind, and gave him Richard's address in case he wanted

a pen pal. He got out at Bo and shared a taxi with us.

One day in Freetown we had stopped by the Peace Corps

office. There we had met Valerie,who invited us to visit

her in Bo at the Catholic school where she taught home

economics. Valerie was used to people showing up on her
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doorstep, although that particular night she couldn't take

us in since she was already expecting other guests. But

we rested and talked with her for a few hours. She was a

tiny, vivacious black American from Cincinnati, very en-

thusiastic about life in Bo, cooking good "chop" (food),

and her eccentric Peace Corps friends. She told us that

there is a shortage of wells in the area; the Mende are

"lazy people," who could but do not grow enough rice to

get them through the rainy season; there are terrific

electrical storms at the beginning and end of the rainy

season; vehicles and their passengers get stuck in the mud

during the rainy season; sometimes the lorries stop running

completely and sometimes they do relays between the worst

muddy spots. Valerie's students were girls, twelve to

fifteen. She thought they were "immature, uneducated, and

unmotivated" because girls are not encouraged to go to

school. At an early age their families sell them to be

married.

We stayed at the Sugar Bowl Hotel near Valerie's

house and walked into Bo late in the afternoon. We saw

the two rather neglected mosques and the large and sturdy

Immaculate Heart Cathedral. The town's two restaurants,

bar, and cinema are conveniently arranged within two blocks

of the same street. Most of the shops in town are run by

Lebanese who live upstairs. The buildings have balconies

and are painted pastels. I wondered if young Lebanese in
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places like Bo were depressed by their futures. Although

they might be fairly well educated, their possibilities

seemed so narrow: for the girls: marry, have children,

grow fat; for the boys: run a shop or restaurant, marry,

grow fat.

About midnight we were awakened by women singing

and the shake-shake of maracas. We looked out and saw a

long procession of women dancing along. About four hours

later they returned. We learned later that they were

going to a secret society meeting.

The next day we went to Bunumbu. First we took a

Peugeot taxi to Kenema on a good paved road. In Sierra

Leone, five ride in the middle seat, but we were lucky

since we were in the front seat with the driver and only

one other passenger. At Kenema we switched to a service

taxi for a very rough, dusty ride of an hour or more,

broken by frequent stops to let people off and on. Next

we changed to an already overcrowded poda-poda. Will sat

on the uncomfortable, backless, middle bench. More and

more people somehow squeezed in; soon we touched other

people on all sides and couldn't change positions. For-

tunately it wasn't far to Bunumbu.

We stayed at Charlie's and Mary's comfortable bungalow

for two days. Near the area where the college faculty

lived was old Bunumbu village. Some of the houses there

had coffee beans drying in the sun enclosed in low,
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circular mud walls in the front yards. Beyond the village

was dense vegetation and areas of slash-and-burn cultiva-

tion. It was very hot, humid, still, and quiet.

Mary cooked a large dinner for us the first night,

and the second we were invited to a dinner party at a

colleague's house. Jack Lutz was a middle-aged educator

from Philadelphia. The next day he and his houseboy,

Daniel, drove us to Kenema where we could get transport

to Liberia. Along the way they pointed out where a new

school was being built, a mining village where men were

going to work with their sieves (they pan for diamonds

in wet, low areas), and reforestation projects. Jack

traced his career from assistant superintendent in a

suburban Philadelphia school district to superintendent

of the American High School in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia to

his first assignment with UNESCO in Nigeria. Though he

liked Africa and Africans, he didn't mince words when

discussing African problems. He sees the extended family

system as "the scourge of Africa," keeping African coun-

tries from progressing. With the family as first priority,

workers must miss countless days of work taking care of

sick children or relatives and attending funerals. Forty

days of bereavement ceremonies are not unusual. (Michael

Harrington in A Vast Majority: A Journey to the World's

Poor, describes the extended family system somewhat more
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positively as "a kind of social-security system, since

every employed person supports some of the unemployed

relatives.")'

At the lorry park in Kenema we were met by about ten

drivers and assistants, all shouting at us and trying to

grab our bags. Somehow we chose a station wagon and

settled ourselves in the middle seat with a woman and her

very solemn three-year-old daughter. The third seat was

turned back for luggage, so we were a small group. The

yellow station wagon had-two slogans: "They Used to Say"

and "Old Friends 2." The driver had one tape of reggae

and West African music which we enjoyed the first few

times we heard it. The road to Liberia was freshly graded

dirt with a few muddy spots; the ride was rough and dusty.

About 10:30 we stopped at a mud brick house for chop.

We assumed the family were friends or relatives of the

driver. We sat around a table, and the women served a big

round tray of rice with cassava leaf sauce for all to share

and metal mugs of water. Since we'd eaten breakfast at

Jack's, we didn't join in. Later in the morning the

driver stopped, and he and the woman in our seat bought

some chickens. The chickens were wedged into the back

with their feet tied together where they occasionally

cackled in alarm or pain. The driver soon stopped again

3Michael Harrington, A Vast Majority: A Journey to
the World's Poor (New York:~Simon and Schuster,977),
p. 169.
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to buy two pretty duikers which had been shot and were

beginning to smell.. Their delicate bodies were thrown

on top of the luggage; we were glad we had our denim

pack covers.

The border posts are on either side of the dull,

reddish-brown Mano River. It took about an hour to pass

through each post; there were lots of other vehicles. The

Liberian border was hotter but more interesting. In the

yard were several docile cows eating orange peels; a

small, lethargic bunch of orange vendors sat in the shade

of a wooden shelter. The entire area smelled of dust and

livestock. The Liberian officials said, "Welcome to

Liberia," and offered to exchange leones, the Sierra

Leonean currency, into dollars at an unfavorable rate of

exchange for the Sierra Leoneans. Liberia's currency is

the U.S. dollar; there are Liberian coins with the motto,

"Love of liberty brought us here"--something of an insult

to the seventy percent of Liberians whose ancestors

were always here, I thought--but U.S. coins are accepted

also.

The customs' officials slowed everyone down. All

the baggage had to be unloaded and inspected. I heard

one official say, "You can't bring that rice into Liberia.

Liberia has sufficient food." A coin was slipped into

his hand, and the rice reloaded. Another official

wanted to see a receipt for our camera. We couldn't think
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of any reason why he needed to know where we'd bought the

eight-year-old camera except that he wanted a dash. We

protested, and he let us go through after conferring

with another official.

Liberia looks possibly more overgrown than Sierra

Leone. We saw palm trees with ferns growing up the

trunks and other trees half-hidden by vines, We also

saw an orderly rubber plantation. The tall, narrow,

spotted trunks have little black cups attached to them

for the latex to drip into. The undergrowth is kept

cleared away.

As we drove into Monrovia, we immediately noticed

the American-style highway signs: speed limits, "no left

turn," etc., and the four carefully marked lanes.

Vehicles have small, rectangular green license plates with

"Liberia" printed below the numbers; other African coun-

tries have long, narrow, European-style plates. We also

saw American pick-up trucks. In spite of the numerous

traffic lights and stop signs, the traffic in Monrovia

does not move efficiently, since the drivers do not know

or follow the rule that someone turning left yields to the

oncoming traffic. Drivers turn whenever they think they

can, and the result is traffic jams at every busy inter-

section.

Monrovia, like Freetown, has views of the sea and

plenty of palm trees, but it isn't as quaint. Monrovia
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has more squarish, two-story modern concrete buildings,

many of which look prematurely dilapidated, and few painted

frame houses. For some reason, the pharmacies are the

only neat, attractive stores in town. Many buildings

look temporary: shacks of painted corrugated iron or

tar paper over boards. I disagreed with Greene's compari-

son in 1936: "To the casual visitor, at any rate, Monrovia

is a more pleasant town than Freetown." I preferred Free-

town's "spectacle of decay" to Monrovia's "beginning."'

More affluent and well-kept than downtown Monrovia

is Sinkor, a suburb of homes, embassies, and large churches.

(There's also a shopping center.) On the way to Sinkor

are several well-landscaped, impressive government build-

ings. Outside the buildings, the red-and-white striped

flag with the blue square in the upper left corner and

the single star is disconcertingly familiar for American

travelers. (Peace Corps workers in Freetown had joked

that Liberia is the fifty-second state. Naturally we'd

asked, "What's the fifty-first?" "Puerto Rico, of

course," was the reply.) Most Americans were unaware of

Liberia's existence until a recent "Sixty Minutes" re-

port and the coup d'etat in April, but Liberia (at least

the Americo-Liberian community) is proud of its American

heritage. The freed American slaves whose "love of liberty"

Graham Greene, Journey Without Maps, p. 230.
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brought them to Africa fought disease and unfriendly native

Africans, but eventually they established their American

institutions and themselves as the ruling class.

Monrovia's climate is even more huimd and oppressive

than Freetown's, but we had a few days of cooling rain

and a powerful electrical storm one night. (Monrovia

averages two hundred two inches of rain a year. It is

the first in the list of cities with the most precipita-

tion in World Facts and Figures.) We were surprised that

we were not bothered by mosquitoes.

The American technician working in Monrovia we'd met

on our flight to Abidjan had recommended the Studer Hotel.

It is a four-story white building with an equally tall

bougainvillaea covering some of its windows. The hotel

has no sign or obvious entrance, just some steps leading

to a hall and an abandoned kitchen. On the fourth floor

we found Studer himself: an intimidating, fat old Swiss

wearing only baggy cotton drawers. "He's too ugly to

be your husband!" were his first words to me. He and Will

had already met and were on shouting terms. I was some-

what repulsed by his pale, mottled, flabby body, his right

hand which had no fingers, only a thumb and four bumps on

the end of his hand where fingers should have been, and

his drunken, aggressive manner.

5Victor Showers, World Facts and Figures (New York:
John Wiley and Sons, 1979 7p.7248 .
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Our room was at the end of a dark hallway and across

from the neglected kitchen where I saw mice playing.

Though the hotel has many strange, blocked off, locked

up hallways and landings, it has some beautiful woodwork

and heavy, dark furniture. Before so many peculiar and

unsightly repairs were made, it might have been attrac-

tive. Our room, like others, had a cemented-in square

where the air conditioned used to be (it was moved to an

outside wall), double doors, and a complicated system of

locks. The room was large, with five chairs, a table,

two chests of drawers, a triple wardrobe, a double bed,

and a small refrigerator that didn't work. We soon

realized that we shared the room with two or three tiny

brown mice who made nightly raids on thewastebasket: they

were harmless but startling. Later we moved to a room

one floor up which had a bigger and cleaner bathroom,

a balcony for drying clothes, and a working refrigerator.

That first night in Monrovia we stopped at Studer's

room to return our key. A young African man was sitting

at a table eating soup and drinking beer. Studer insisted

we join him and continued yelling at the African to get

more beer or to eat his soup and made rather obscene com-

ments on the effect the soup, which was hot with red

pepper, would have on our digestive systems. Another man

came in, introduced himself as Joe Cervantez, and began

talking to us. In a few minutes we learned that his
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father was from Spain, his mother from Mexico, he grew

up in San Antonio and Michigan, and eleven of the twelve

children in his family had college degrees. His father,

he said, was determined to improve upon his famous name.

(Miguel de Cervantes was, he said, a relative but also a

drunkard.) Joe had three college degrees, a French-

Canadian wife, a daughter graduating from college at

seventeen, and a home in Florida. He also admitted to

being an expert in communications who was lured out of

retirement at age thirty-seven by a $100,000-a-year

salary to come to Liberia to straighten out the telecom-

munications system.

After we'd drunk a couple of beers with Studer,

and Studer and Joe had exchanged several insults (Joe

called Studer a Nazi,which Studer didn't deny), we went

to Joe's room for another beer, and he barraged us with

more information. Don't leave things unlocked around

the hotel (he implied that the Peace Corps volunteers

who stayed there were not to be trusted); Studer will

lend out televisions, hot plates, and radios; the first

floor rooms of the hotel are rented by the hour and

everyone--government officials, embassy personnel, etc.--

visits the whores there; stay away from Gurley Street at

night, the street where the bars and prostitutes are.

By the time we'd escaped from Studer and Joe that evening,

we had the impression that Monrovia was a bizarre place.
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One night after we'd been in Monrovia a few days, we

stopped to talk with Studer and Joe again. Joe was ex-

pansive as usual and had much to tell us, some of which

he'd told us before. But although he was something of a

braggart, Joe did try to be helpful and friendly. He

gave us some post cards and some old encyclopedia-type

pictures of Liberian industries and agriculture and loaned

us a book of the late President Tubman's speeches which

show a progressive attitude, according to Joe, or, in my

opinion, a patronizing attitude towards the original

Liberian inhabitants. Joe also allowed us to call a friend

in the U.S. without charge on his phone, and he wanted to

take us to Buchanan on a field strip, but his crews

weren't going. while we were in Monrovia.

Studer, though drinking as usual, was fairly coherent

that evening. He and I talked about traveling. Usually

most of what Studer said was crude or nonsensical, but

he was surprisingly sincere on this topic. "The more you

see of people everywhere," he said, "the more you realize

that everyone is first a human being. Women everywhere

have babies; men everywhere have pricks. We're all human

beings." He was also generous in his evaluation of

Africans, I thought. "It took the Swiss over a thousand

years to reach their present stage; African nations are

still young."
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One afternoon we met Joseph, a two-year-old chim-

panzee, in Studer's room. He had belonged to an American

fellow staying there who couldn't take him home. Now the

buxom, impassive African woman who managed the hotel for

Studer took care of him, dressing him in Pampers and

overalls. Joseph was delightful, a smart and affectionate

animal who was hard to think of as an animal. Another

day Studer had two guests: a middle-aged Greek nearly as

rotund as Studer himself and a young, attractive, and

friendly African woman. The Greek had been married to

Studer's sister. He said the marriage ended because his

wife objected to his friendship with her brother. The

African woman was married to one of Studer's cousins.

Our main purpose in Monrovia was to pick up some

money at the Chase Manhattan Bank. It was advantageous

to have money sent to Liberia because the currency is

dollars and therefore no exchange is necessary before

converting the cash to travelers' checks. Will had sent

a registered letter to his mother from Freetown, asking

her to have the money wired to him, but when we checked

at the bank, no money was there. We checked for a couple

more days before he called her. She'd never received

the letter. Then we knew the transaction would take a

few days, and we didn't worry, but after four or five

days, we were growing impatient. Studer kept telling

us horror stories of people who waited weeks for their
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money. "The bank ate your money," he would say gleefully.

(To eat money or merchandise, etc. is to steal or embezzle.

Rene Caillie, on his trip to Timbuktu in 1824-28, wrote

that the phrase in Mandingo was " . . . employed to express

any fraud or breach of confidence.")6 Finally Will and I

did what Studer advised: we sent a "radio" (cable) to

Will's uncle, who was handling the money, asking when the

money had been wired. When the answer came back, saying

that the money had been sent several days before, we began

to believe Studer's stories. We no longer listened to the

polite young clerk at the bank who told us our money

hadn't come; we demanded to speak with a higher authority.

The higher authority, Mr. Maxwell, tried to reassure us

and cashed a travelers' check for us free of charge.

Will called his uncle and asked him to check again.

After nearly a week of waiting on the money, Will

developed superstitious behavior about it. Sometimes

he thought if we packed up to leave, the money would arrive.

Or maybe if we went to Buchanan for the weekend. We

finally went to Buchanan on a Saturday, and the following

Monday we had our money. The Dallas bank had wired the

money to Chase Manhattan in New York, but Chase had mailed

it to Monrovia, causing the delay. It was ironic that

6 Rene Caillie, Travels Through Central Africa to Tim-

buktoo; and Across the Great Desert, to Morocco, Perf6rmed
in the Years 1824-1828 (1830; rpt. London: Frank Cass and
Co., 1968)7I, 229.
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after all the stories about African banks eating money,

the mistake was made in New York. We had arrived in

Monrovia January 9 expecting our money to already be

there; it was January 22 when we received it.

During our unplanned, extended stay in Monrovia,

we passed our time with some of our usual city pursuits:

errands and eating. Most of the errands involved visas;

we even had to have more passport pictures made. At

the Liberian Immigration Office we had our visas extended

the day after we arrived, the customary procedure in Li-

beria, which required four additional pictures each, two

trips, and two hours. Later we had to return to extend

our exit visas. We also needed new visas to re-enter

Ivory Coast; they took only twenty-four hours. We tried

again to get Nigerian visas, but this time the secretary

asked us the crucial question before we'd left our

applications: were we Monrovian residents? Since we

weren't, we could not get the visas. Will observed that

there was a certain Kafkaesque atmosphere to these mis-

sions for visas. We waited in offices, never sure of the

outcome, of the motives behind the questions, and whether

to respond truthfully. Being granted a visa quickly or

having only one form to fill out or using only one or

two photographs was reason for rejoicing. Failure to get

a visa, finding an embassy closed that was an hour away,

or neglecting to bring enough money or passport pictures
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was reason for cursing and ranting while feeling completely

powerless.

Since we probably weren't going to get into Nigeria,

we had to find another way out of Niger, preferably with-

out retracing our route through Upper Volta and Togo. Al-

though being forced around Nigeria complicated planning,

we were rather relieved because we had heard nothing good

about traveling there. Other travelers said that Nigerians

were aggressive and unfriendly, and even though we hadn't

intended to go to Lagos, from which the worst reports

came, we still had been apprehensive. We considered

traveling across Niger to Chad, following some faint

roads around Lake Chad, and entering Northern Cameroon

at N'Djamena (formerly Fort-Lamy).. But even though we

knew the civil war in Chad had abated, we could get no

information about these roads, and we abandoned this ambi-

tious and adventurous plan. Benin seemed to be the best

exit from Niger if we ignored what we'd read in the U.S.

Embassy in Lome. At the French Embassy we were told that

the Ivory Coast Embassy issued Beninois visas; back we went

and received them in a day. (The French Embassy acts

maternally on behalf of many former colonies, granting

visas in cities where Upper Volta, Togo, Chad, etc. have

no official representation, and providing information

about other former colonies' requirements for visas and

the location of their embassies.) We also were delighted
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when we were granted visas to Cameroon while we waited.

The official there wanted to know if we were planning to

go to South Africa; we truthfully answered no.

We couldn't get visas to Niger and Mali until we

went to Abidjan, but we did a lot of thinking and planning

for that part of the trip. One question was whether to

fly back to Mali or to go by road; we'd realized that it

made more sense to go to Mali first rather than go to

Niamey, then Mali, and back to Niger, which would involve

a second Nigerois visa. We devised a complicated chart to

help us make the decision of whether to fly or to go

overland or to do a combination of the two methods. We

awarded points to each of four plans for time saved, money

saved, sights to be seen, and amount of pain and suffering

involved. We finally chose a fairly moderate plan: we'd

fly to Timbuktu from Abidjan and to Gao from Timbuktu.

Then we'd go to Niamey and through Niger to Benin by

road. When we reached Cotonou, on the Atlantic again,

we'd fly to Douala, Cameroon.

Most of Monrovia's restaurants, like Freetown's,

were run by Lebanese. Our favorite was the Golden Birds,

which displayed chickens on a rotisserie in the window.

Various amounts of roast chicken served with "FF" (French

fries) were the mainstay in the menu, but there were a

few "Lebanes" dishes and the most delectable palm butter

sauce with rice in the city, plus a few American specialties
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such as milk "shacks" and "becon" sandwiches.. (Palm but-

ter sauce is rich and red with palm oil; it is often made

with strong-tasting dried fish which we didn't like.)

While we ate at the Golden Birds, we heard music from

"Grease" and American soul music from the sixties. At

Diana's Restaurant on Broad Street, the main street of

downtown Monrovia, we had good hamburgers ("Dianaburgers")

and iced tea. Heinz and Maria's Coffee Lounge was one of

Monrovia's most crowded places for breakfast or snacks.

The owners were Austrian, I believe, and specialized in

rich cakes, fancy doughnuts, and crusty European bread.

I wanted to eat there every day.

But restaurant prices in Monrovia were fairly ex-

pensive, and we generally ate breakfast and lunch in our

rooms. Plenty of food was available outside of restau-

rants anyway. Across the street from Diana's, in front

of the cinema, a small boy sold homemade biscuits

(shortening bread) which we bought to save for breakfast.

Cornbread, too, was sold in Monrovia, usually from glass

cases on the counters of wooden drink stands. Like the

wooden tables in Mali, these stands were small general

stores. In addition to a variety of soft drinks, Guinness

stout, and Liberian Club beer, they sold peanuts, candy,

hard-boiled eggs, a few canned goods, cosmetics, and sta-

tionery supplies. "Guinness for Power" and "Guinness is

Good for You" placards decorated the doors. At the stands
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in the neighborhood of the hotel, we bought Pepsis, lemon-

lime Fantas, Canada Dry Hi-Spots, and orange Mirandas.

With them we ate hot, greasy, fresh doughnuts for break-

fast and newspaper conefuls of peanuts for lunch. The

woman who made the holeless doughnuts over a low charcoal

fire soon recognized Will and gave him an extra every

morning for being such a steady customer.

We found a new and unexpected activity in Monrovia

which filled several afternoons: we had clothes made.

On Randall Street are four tailor shops. In each, ten

to fifteen young Guineans labor amid a ceaseless clatter

and drone of sewing machines and stifling heat. (None

of the tailors was over thirty; whether they changed

professions or died young I never ascertained.) The

large wooden doors at the front of each shop are the

only sources of air and light, and the walls are covered

with women's kaftans and men's short-sleeved over-shirts.

Most garments are made of tie-dyed fabric, a few are wax

print, some are solid-color cottons or polyester knits.

All are elaborately machine embroidered around the necks

and sleeves. At first we bought things for other people,

but once I'd tried on a kaftan, I wanted one for myself.

Having clothes made to order seemed easy at first; the

tailors are eager to sell their work and promise to finish

the clothes quickly. But the first tailor we talked to

left our work to a younger subordinate who did not
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understand or follow our instructions. We didn't buy

everything we'd ordered there. At another shop we dealt

with a conscientious, shy, good-looking young man named

Yaya Jalloh. Will bought a white bazin bubu, heavily

embroidered with golden beige thread; then Mr. Jalloh made

matching pajama pants (fifty inches around the drawstring

waist) and a shirt with white embroidery for Will and a

matching kaftan for me. At another store I bought a plum

kaftan of a soft jersey material, embroidered in gold,

and Will bought an interesting tie-dyed shirt in blues and

browns with beige embroidery. (The next fall I was

pleased to see how fashionable my selection had become:

not only were kaftans featured in some London department

stores, but clothes in shades of purple filled shop windows

on both sides of the Atlantic and the Channel.)

Some Liberians wear finery of this sort every day; it

was surprising to see a woman working in an office dressed

as gorgeously as if she were at an elegant party. Stylish

Western dresses in clingy fabrics are also popular with

young women, as are black and red hair nets. Few men wear

robes or bubus, but the loose over-shirts, similar to

dashikis, are common.

On Water Street and in its vicinity are the Lebanese-

owned cloth shops--dark, narrow stores with a wonderful

confusion of designs--vendors selling and buying used

clothes, and stands selling tie-dyed tee-shirts and
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matching wraparound skirts in bright purple, green, yellow,

or blue. In this neighborhood, Will sold his corduroy

jeans, which were too loose since he'd lost a lot of weight

traveling, and the unused travel iron. (Ironing was just

too much trouble, and we'd stopped worrying about the

tumbu flies.) He said it was fun to be a seller for a

change; he bargained, too, and sold the pants for $2.25

and the iron for $23, nearly as much as we'd paid for it

in Philadelphia. We lightened our load even more by

tearing up our guidebooks and giving away the sections we

didn't need anymore. Some of our new purchases we kept

with us, but others we mailed from Monrovia. That package,

and the ones we sent from Freetown and Bamako, eventually

arrived in Dallas.

We had looked forward to seeing the Liberian ambas-

sador's son, Darlington Boye, whom we'd met in Freetown.

We hoped he'd be an African peer; it seemed hard for us to

meet educated Africans in our age group. We were beginning

to see that educated Africans are usually part of a small,

elite class that seldom travels by taxi brousse or stays

in inexpensive hotels. Africans with university educations

often have high positions in the government or are minis-

ters by the time they are in their late twenties or early

thirties; they are not our peers, after all. We assumed

Darlington was in this upper class, perhaps because he

was articulate and well-dressed, perhaps because his father
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was ambassador to Sierra Leone, and we felt honored that

he was being friendly to us bedraggled travelers. We

left a message for him at his office, and he came over

to Studer's one morning to invite us over for coffee.

At Darlington's home we saw that our impression had

not been quite accurate. His new apartment was clean and

comfortable, but in a muddy compound surrounded by more

temporary-looking buildings. In the tiny living room was

a good stereo system and a decorated artificial Christmas

tree. Darlington introduced us to his children, six-year-

old Jeanetta and four-year-old Darlington Junior, affec-

tionately called Puka and Poppy, and showed us his wedding

album. Both children were in the pictures; he and his

wife, Emma, wore beautiful white kaftans. After these

preliminaries, Darlington began to tell us about himself

and his hopes for the future. He discussed how hard it

is to get ahead in Liberia. Education is expensive,

and many government jobs are available only to those in

the close-knit Americo-Liberian community. (Darlington

was a Kru.) He worked as a meter reader for the Liberian

Water and Sewage Company and was captain of an amateur

soccer team. His dream was to go to the U.S. to study

accounting or police science on a soccer scholarship, and

he thought we could help him with his plans. Darlington

hinted that we might help him get a visa; if he could

stay with people like us in the U.S., then he'd have a
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chance to show coaches his ability. At first we were

rather offended by Darlington's straightforward discus-

sion; we thought we had been offered friendship, but now

it seemed we were wanted for other reasons. We rather

coolly explained that we could not help with the visa

and that it would be much better to try to attract the

soccer coaches' attention first and let them arrange

visas and study permits. After our initial reaction,

though, we began to sympathize with Darlington. He was,

as he said, "serious-minded," and going to the U.S. was

a chance to improve himself. Foreign degrees are pres-

tigious in Liberia. We also liked Emma when we met her

later at lunch. She was very pleasant and more outgoing

than Darlington, asking us quite a few questions. She

worked at the car license bureau in Monrovia, but she,

too, was ambitious: she wanted to study to be a nurse.

She and Darlington were an attractive couple. He was

tall and lean with a medium brown complexion, high cheek-

bones, and wide-set, slightly protruding eyes; she was

shorter, rounder, and darker with a beautiful smile.

Both children had small features and dimpled smiles.

Emma's younger sister, who lived with them, in addi-

tion to a young niece, prepared the lunch which we ate

in the living room. There was boiled rice and potatoes

and a rich, spicy stew of pork and fish. The children

were banned from the room during the meal, but after a
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while, Poppy came back in to eat off his mother's plate

and dance unself-consciously to the music on the cassette

tape recorder.

The next evening we went to a soccer game in which

Darlington was playing. The stands were full, and every-

one stood up throughout the game, but the crowds weren't

loud or rowdy. We didn't see Darlington or Emma again;

we kept expecting to leave Monrovia and didn't want to

make plans, and we also didn't want to encourage them to

depend on us to help them get to the U.S.

We found we had other companions in Monrovia, how-

ever. We stayed in Monrovia so long that Rose and Bob

Sauder caught up with us. They introduced us to the

American Embassy Recreation Hall, where we ate popcorn one

evening and watched an old movie. This American Embassy

was quite hospitable to travelers; we also swam in the pool

twice. (In Freetown, the American Embassy gave a big

New Year's party for all American residents and visitors;

we missed it but heard about it from the Peace Corps

volunteers.) One Friday night the four of us went to

the American Marines' Club for drinks and conversation

with the expatriate community. I met William Hartley,

who'd gone to Southern Methodist University while Will

and I were there, before he worked for Texas Instruments

and joined the State Department's communications staff.

We marveled at the ability of SMU students to find each
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other, even in Africa. A middle-aged development expert,

John Timothy Smith, invited us over to his modern, hand-

somely decorated apartment for tea and asked us about our

travels. We all appreciated this gesture; not only was it

pleasant to be invited to someone's home, but we occasion-

ally needed the opportunity to tell someone from home about

the trip.

(Rose and Bob left Monrovia before we did, and we

didn't see them again until the following spring in Nairobi,

Kenya. Now they are back in New Orleans, teaching again,

a difficult transition after so many months of travel,

Bob wrote.)

Sundays were dull and quiet in Monrovia, just as in

Freetown. We spent one Sunday afternoon swimming at the

Ducor Inter-Continental Hotel which perches on the hill

behind Studer's. From the Ducor's pool one can watch the

ships in the harbor as well as enjoy some cool breezes.

Since we paid $3 each for this privilege, we stayed all

afternoon and became quite sunburned.

When we ran out of things to do in Monrovia, we

took an overnight trip to Buchanan, a large town on the

coast. We left most of our belongings with Studer, who

yelled as we walked out that he would sell them. On the

way to Buchanan, we passed the Firestone Rubber Plantation

with its neat, red brick company town. The taxi driver

drove about eighty miles and hour, and we were soon in
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Buchanan's broad and rather empty streets. The Suzanne

Hotel which Joe had recommended looked closed, but the

helpful Chinese couple who ran the restaurant next door

showed us a room, warning us that it was dirty. They had

only recently bought the hotel and hadn't had time to

clean it. We decided to return to the restaurant for

dinner but to try the other hotel in town.

The Luiza Hotel is on the outskirts of town, a large

white building with a sign promising a swimming pool.

The young men working inside seemed surprised to see us.

It was hot, and we didn't know what to do in Buchanan,

so we drank Cokes, talked to the bartender, and listened

to his cassette tapes. (The swimming pool was half-full

of dirty water so we couldn't swim.) Later the owner, a

handsome woman with dark hair piled smoothly on top of

her head, came in and gave us a "better" room when we

asked for one in the back away from the highway noise.

Neither the toilet nor the sink nor the shower attachment

worked. We spent the remainder of the afternoon talking

to the owner, Victoria Reeves, or rather listening as she

did the talking. We asked if she thought the other

Liberians resented the Americo-Liberians,.as we had heard.

She didn't think so, but she thought Liberians were very

jealous of other Liberians who were successful. She

blamed the failure of her hotel on this attitude, main-

taining that it would prosper if she were Lebanese or
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Ghanaian. Victoria's own background was interesting.

Her father's family was Americo-Liberian, and she was

well-educated and had traveled abroad extensively.

From her grandmother, for whom she had named the hotel,

she learned about the lives of the pioneers, as the

early American settlers are called. To increase the

Americo-Liberian population, her grandfather had several

native mistresses who lived behind his own house. Their

children by him were raised as his legitimate children

were, and his wife never complained or was jealous.

Victoria's mother was Bassa-Vai, and so Victoria grew up

learning tribal customs also. Her own children were

rather extraordinary: one daughter was a dancer, one an

actress, one an artist, one a missionary, and one a lawyer.

Another daughter and her son apparently were less success-

ful. Victoria stressed the importance of the home and a

religious upbringing.

The hotel reminded us of a deserted place in Mexico

where we had spent one New Year's Eve: it was also some-

what isolated, run-down, large, and empty. On Saturday

night at 9:00 there was no one in the Luiza's bar or

restaurant. We felt rather guilty going out to the Chinese

restaurant, but we were glad we did. The food was good,

the service gracious, the atmosphere festive with Chinese

light fixtures and red tablecloths. There were also a

few other customers.
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In the morning we started off on a walk about 8:30,

intending to come back to the hotel in time for breakfast.

Our destination was Trade Town ("Tray Town" everyone called

it) which Joe had said was worth a visit. He'd told us

where the road to it turned off, and one of the hotel

employees told us it was about a mile away on that same

dirt road. Every time a car passed us we got dustier,

but fortunately the sun stayed behind some clouds, and it

wasn't too hot. We met a number of people walking, some

apparently going to church, judging from the Bibles and

Sunday clothes. We saw several types of houses, all square

or rectangular in shape. Some were of painted, corrugated

iron on stilts; some were mud and wattle; some were mud

and wattle plastered over and sometimes painted or deco-

rated with small white dots. Most houses had exceptionally

clean-swept courtyward and thatched shelters where families

were eating breakfast or doing chores. Most people were

friendly and smiled or greeted us. A few adolescent girls

wore chalky paint on their faces and upper bodies which

indicated that they were going through their secret so-

ciety initiation.

After an hour's walk we came to a larger group of

houses. We thought we must be at Trade Town, but some

men pointed us down another road. We walked another

thirty minutes before flagging down a van;: the driver

agreed to take us, but he didn't know where Trade Town was.
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Some other men passing on the road said it was very far

away, so the driver let us off at New Cess, where a palm

oil plantation is, and we soon got a ride with a small

pick-up. In twenty minutes we were back at the hotel

where our linen was already drying on the front lawn,

proving that we had been the only guests at the hotel.

Trade Town must have been on another road, but we

weren't disappointed by our walk in the country.

We returned to Monrovia's Sunday stillness that after-

noon. We felt at home. Monrovia wasn't a lovely city,

but we did enjoy its eccentricities: Studer playing cas-

settes of Swiss yodeling music and yelling for his guests

to drink their beer; the taxi drivers' sullen, "Le's go,"

when they agreed to one's destination and price; the bumper

stickers (the only ones we saw in Africa) which would

have been at home in Middle America: "If you don't work,

you don't eat"; the mysterious sign near the hotel: "Sam

G. Holt/You Never Try/You Never Know." Signs were so good

in Monrovia that I began collecting their slogans as I

did vehicle names: "Home Sweet Barber Shop and Tailor

Shop," "Higher Heights Tailor Shop," "Weekend in Havana

Bar," and the delightfully ambiguous "Soul Sisters for

Jesus Hair Dressing Saloon." "Roast Meat in Here for

Sale" was simple and direct, but I never learned what was

for sale in the shop labeled, "This is the Man."
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Liberian English is similar to Sierra Leonean Krio;

it, too, is lively and distinctive. In both countries "to

humbug" means to bother or deceive and "to palaver" is

to discuss or even to argue. In Liberia, crying "Stop

thief!" might not get anyone's attention; "rogue" is the

word to use. Liberian English is liberally sprinkled

with "toos" and "small-smalls" as in, "I will be too sorry

if I don't go" and "That small-small boy told me."

Liberia even has a special handshake. At the end

of a regular handshake the two people snap each other's

fingers. Will and I tried but have not yet mastered it.

Taxis in Liberia are all the same bright yellow with

slogans or names painted on the rear fenders. Datsuns

and Toyotas are more common here than Peugeots. An

American woman we met in an embassy told us why the taxis

were all the same color, A government official had ac-

quired a huge stock of yellow paint. About the same

time, a law was passed for all taxis to be yellow. When

taxis began appearing various shades of yellow, the law

was amended. They had. to be a certain yellow; the proper

paint was available only from certain suppliers, and a

car of the appropriate yellow was displayed on Broad

Street. Taxi slogans included the usual religious ones,

"I Trust in God," and "God's Time is the Best," the

philosophical "Why," the confident "Lucky Boy in Action"

and "Angie's Confidence," and "African Boy,." "Bigger Boy,"
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"Children's Choice," "Sister Edith," and "Three Brothers

Company." Combining religious feeling with business

sense was the "Keep My Soul Trans. Service."

Studer's last words to us when we finally left Mon-

rovia were, "You anyway come back!" We went to the Sanni-

quellie parking station garee routiere) where the drivers'

assistants swarmed around us, pulling on our packs.

Will must have decided which taxi offered the shortest

wait and the most comfortable seat for the least money; I

could never think with all the confusion around us. We

shared the middle seat of a Datsun station wagon; our

driver said a prayer, asking Jesus to keep us safe, as

he pulled onto the highway leaving town.

Sanniquellie is in Liberia's northeast corner.

From there it is a short journey due east to Man, Ivory

Coast, a town we wanted to visit before going back to

Abidjan. Near Gbarnga (pronounced "Banga"), about

halfway to Sanniquellie, the road was under construction.

The rubber trees and other greenery were dull under a

thick layer of red dust. On one section of road the

driver hit a bump of dirt too fast. Fortunately he didn't

lose control of the car, but the car's pan was pushed

into the radiator and made two holes in it, and the fan

belt broke. This damage wasn't discovered until later.

After we'd passed Gbarnga, the car- began to overheat

and the driver realized that the fan belt was broken.
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Although several cars stopped to help, none had a fan

belt, and the driver accepted a ride back to Gbarnga to

buy one. We stayed, partly out of loyalty and partly be-

cause none of the other vehicles looked very comfortable.

I walked into the rubber plantation to take pictures, saw

a snake, and quickly returned to the road. At last the

driver returned and fixed the car, and we went on, but we

had to stop several times to put water in the radiator.

The driver plugged the holes fairly well with chunks of

blue-striped, hard soap. It was nearly 6:00 when we reached

the next town, Ganta, and neither we nor the driver nor

the car wanted to go farther.

The hotel in Ganta was a dining room and a few rooms

on top of a Lebanese stores That evening there was no

electricity or running water. From the hotel balcony

we had a good. view of Ganta's market as it closed for

the day. Large, dried fruit bats were among the items for

sale under the Campari. umbrellas, and women squatted in

the dust before neat heaps of withered cassavas. Here

more women wore long, wax print skirts. One woman looked

cool and graceful, like a medieval European, in an aqua

kaftan and white head cloth tied on with more aqua cotton

which made a sort of wimple. A man in a white pith helmet

slowly pedaled a bicycle through the market; his was the

only pith helmet we saw in Africa.
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We decided to seek out some Peace Corps company since

Ganta did not promise much entertainment. We were

directed to a house where three volunteers lived: Jeff,

a new, eager young worker; Ellie, a Hawaiian in her

thirties, also enthusiastic about her new position; and

Phyllis, a somewhat cynical nurse in her twenties who

had been in Liberia over a year. They welcomed us--few

travelers come through Ganta--but were expecting guests

for dinner. They told us where to find a nearby restau-

rant and invited us to return after dinner. At the

Travellers' Restaurant we ate hamburgers with ketchup

and were well looked after by the youthful staff.

"Merry X-Mas" was painted on the wall in red and green.

The streets were completely dark by the time we

finished eating, and we passed the volunteers' house

without realizing it. We thought we had taken a wrong

turn and asked the way, but as Evelyn Waugh once remarked

in Africa, "The curse of Babel frustrated further en-

quiries," for these people spoke no English or French.7

We went back the way we'd come and this time saw the

house. The Peace Corps people and their guests, a Filipino

doctor, his wife and daughters, were sitting in a warm,

candle-lit room.

7Waugh, p. 36.
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From Phyllis and Ellie we learned more about Liberian

girls' initiation to secret societies. There is a lot of

peer pressure to go through the rites, which involve cir-

cumcision, and some fear that they will have trouble getting

husbands unless they are initiated. During the initiation,

the girls are kept in the bush, fed well, and taught the

society secrets. No outsiders are allowed in, though

Phyllis was once brought to administer penicillin after

the circumcisions. She said that the operations are often

badly done and the resulting scar tissue causes problems

in childbirth. Reasons for female circumcision and the

severity of the operation vary among the different ethnic

and religious groups practicing it, but it is generally

seen as the only way to subdue wanton female sexuality

and to ensure faithful, obedient wives. After the initia-

tion is over, the girls return to their village and pre-

tend not to recognize anyone, even their parents. They

are treated as women, and everyone gives them presents.

Phyllis and Ellie also told us that men's secret

societies were active even among the "A.L.s" (Americo-

Liberians) who mix Freemasonry with secret society lore

at the stately Masonic temple in Monrovia. At that

time some Americo-Liberians were standing trial for eight

murders. Dismemberment of the bodies indicated "society

business." Not long before, a child disappeared from a

village. Everyone said it had been sacrificed for
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society business and did not try to find out what had

happened. Such murders and sacrifices are usually done

to secure power or position for society members.

That night at the hotel we were disturbed by loud

voices below the window. Then there were sounds of

someone being slapped or beaten and a woman's voice,

crying and whimpering, followed by a long silence. When

the voices, the beating, and the crying began again, fol-

lowed by another silence, I guessed that the men were

raping the woman. I was disgusted, and, as in Mopti when

we'd heard the prisoners being beaten, I felt helpless.

At home I would have called the police if I'd heard such

sounds outside my window, but in Ganta, without a tele-

phone or light or knowing where the police station was,

I could not.

The next morning we waited for forty minutes on

Ganta's dusty main street for transportation to Sanni-

quellie. Small boys carrying crates of eggs on their

heads yelled "Boy-eh" (boiled eggs), but there was little

other activity. A service taxi (called a money bus in

Liberia) finally was ready to leave. The young assis-

tant frantically called out "Sanniquellie--Sanniquellie--

Sanniquellie--le's go!" as we drove out of town. At

Sanniquellie, a more pleasant town than Ganta, with paved

streets and mountain views, we changed to another money

bus to ride to the border town of Komplh.
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We nearly didn't get past the border. The stocky,

pompous official noticed what we had not: that our exit

visas had been filled in "exit for U.S.A.," and we

were plainly on our way to Ivory Coast. We protested,

too vigorously, that the mistake was not ours; the offi-

cial (a teenaged boy as I remembered) in the Immigration

Office had never asked us where we were going. I had

assumed the U.S.A. referred to our nationality. Like

Wormold in Our Man in Havana, we "began to realize what

the criminal class knows so well, the impossibility of

explaining anything to a man with power."8  The border

official had no sympathy for us: we were educated, we

could read, we should have made sure the exit visas were

correct. We would have to return to Monrovia to have them

changed. I had been tired and nauseated (the Lomotil

again) all morning; the thought of taking a day or longer

to go back to Monrovia--which we'd been so happy to

leave- -and then spending another day or day and a half

to return to the border was infuriating. I thought the

small mistake in our visas, which I was sure the official

could correct himself or overlook if he chose to, was

just an excuse for him to get a bribe from us. I made a

big mistake: I let the official know I was angry, and I

questioned his integrity. "What advantage is it to you if

8 Graham Greene, Our Man in Havana, p. 66.
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you make us go back?" I asked. Then he really puffed up:

"It is the law; I am doing my job." I asked him for the

passports then, since we would have go to back, but he

refused to give them up, another sign that he was waiting

for a dash. I decided to sit down and try to calm myself;

Will continued talking but was unfortunately becoming

argumentative. When the official said that according to

regulations, we could go if we paid a $120 fine, Will

asked if that law were written down, and the official

brought out a rule book and pointed to a section giving

border officials discretionary powers for handling visa

infractions. That ended the discussion, and Will walked

into Kompl6 to look for transport back to Sanniquellie.

Instead of cooling my temper, I was thinking of revenge.

I wanted to call the American Embassy; I wanted the Liber-

ian government to know that this petty official was

harassing respectable tourists. But I knew I had no

chance for vengeance. The American Embassy could do

nothing (our visas were incorrect), and the Liberian

government wouldn't care if unimportant travelers were

inconvenienced. I suddenly felt glad I lived in a

country where people were not at the mercy of officials

like this one; abuses did occur, but there was recourse

to the law. I also realized with a flush of embarrassment

that this was how poor, black, and Mexican people felt

when unfairly treatedby the police at home: angry and
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helpless; this was how the long-haired, antiwar protesters

and the civil rights workers had felt in the sixties.

Will returned not with news of transportation but

with an American schoolteacher, ,Mitch, who agreed to

intervene for us. At first he was unsuccessful, but when

Will left again, the officials called Mitch over for

another palaver. Then he told me that the officials (the

original one we'd talked to with two or three others) were

not interested in a dash for some reason, but he thought

they would let us pass the border if we apologized. We

had offended them, he said with a hint of exasperation,

as if he wondered how we could be so stupid. I thanked

him and somehow managed to say appropriately conciliatory

words to the officials, who were playing cards in the

shade. Will came back and added his apology to mine; we

retrieved our passports and got a taxi to the parking

station in Kompl6.

We took another vehicle to Ivory Coast's border sta-

tion where the officials politely and quickly checked our

visas. We changed to a taxi brousse going to Danan6, the

first town inside the border. There we were checked by

customs officials, hustled into a taxi, and taken to the

gare routiere. We had to wait for a taxi brousse to Man,

and it was dark when we finally left. Soon we stopped

for a police check, and for the second time, we met with

a disagreeable official. The young officer's dark,
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handsome face was sullen and impassive when he told me

that we hadn't had our passports stamped by the police

in Danane and would have to go back. This time I was

determined not to show my anger. In a quietly pleading

tone I told him the vehicle we were riding in had not

stopped for a police check in Danane, only for customs.

But he remained firm, and I was afraid to say much more.

I took back the passports and told the driver of our

taxi brousse that he would have to go without us. He and

another passenger suggested that we give the official a

cadeau, but we had only enough cash to pay for our dinner

and hotel, if we ever reached Man. Nonetheless, they

began negotiations for us, offering small amounts of

money, but they eventually came back with the same mes-

sage Mitch had had: if we apologized, we could go. I

gritted my teeth and swallowed, thinking that we were the

ones who were owed an apology, but my words to the offi-

cial were softly spoken and contrite. I tried to sound

as if I were appealing to his good nature. "Nous regrettons

si nous avons cause les problems pour vous, monsieur.

Vous voyez que nous sommes strangers ici. Vous voyez que

nous ne connaissons pas bien les lois, les coutumes, et

la langue ici." After several more sentences on this

theme, I stopped. The official's eyes remained on the

table, and he didn't speak for several minutes. Then he

said we could go and have the passports stamped in Man.
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My relief was so great that I actually joked on the way

back to the van with the passenger who'd helped us.

"Je suis tres, tres gentille," I said with a wink. This

same friendly fellow showed us a hotel when we arrived

in Man.

Hot showers, a good omelet at a small restaurant

down the street, and fresh sheets helped calm us after

our frustrating day. Not only had we encountered the

most unpleasant officials of our trip, but we'd been

in six different vehicles and had been traveling or

trying to travel for twelve hours. The next day Will

took our passports to the police, a little worried that

they might also wonder where our Danan6 stamp was. But

they were curious: why did he want them to stamp our

passports? for a souvenir?

The name "Man" comes from a misunderstanding between

a colonial and a villager. When a Frenchman first arrived

in the area, he asked a girl the name of her village.

She replied in her language that she didn't know. The

Frenchman understood "Man" and the village became known

by that name. We spent three days in the small city,

enjoying its mountain scenery, the small restaurant

where we'd eaten the first night, and the market where

we bought two batiks and several wall hangings called

toiles de Korhogo. These "cloths of Korhogo" are made

by the Senoufo people in Northern Ivory Coast. Strips of
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homespun cloth are sewn together and animals or dancers are

painted with black or brown dye made of animal dung or

resin.

Being in a French-speaking (Francophone) country

again was interesting, too. Suddenly we noticed mopeds

again; where had they been in Sierra Leone and Liberia?

Ivory Coast also seemed to be one of the more progressive

countries, Anglophone or Francophone, that we'd visited.

In Man were several construction projects for roads, side-

walks, and sewers. There were more French in Ivory Coast

than there were English in Sierra Leone. Ivoriens seemed

to use French among themselves, while Ghanaians and up-

country Sierra Leoneans and Liberians used their local

languages and often did not know English. Gradually we

formed generalizations about the two types of former

colonies (excluding Liberia). The French had built

more attractive cities, had established better restau-

rants, had taught their language to more people, and tended

to become residents of their former colonies; the English

were less permanent. We heard one rather crude summary

of the colonial differences throughout West Africa: "The

English went to Africa, ripped it off, and left, while

the French went to Africa, ripped it off, and stayed."

Avarice aside, the French had made no apologies for

bringing French culture to Africa, while the English

had apparently hesitated even to teach English extensively.
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As Cottee in An American Visitor said about the French,

"They think they can't do anything better than give people

French civilization, French literature, French art." 9

We found that we preferred the Francophone countries, but

we knew that we hadn't spent enough time in the Anglophone

countries, except for Sierra Leone, to make a fair com-

parison.

We made one trip outside Man to Gouessesso to see a

pont de lianes (creeper bridge). First we took a taxi

service to Biankouma; while we waited for another taxi to

Gouessesso, a friendly passenger bought us Cokes. We

arrived in Gouessesso about noon and walked about an hour

in the midday stillness to the bridge which crossed a

rushing, rock-filled stream. Before building such a

bridge, the workers have a ceremony. Afterwards, while

they sleep, spirits help them by carrying the first lines

across the river or stream. The bridge has a center

support, thick cords strapped together with vines, with

a net of smaller vines on each side. Support vines

run overhead and extend into trees far from the water's

edge. Will and I took several pictures of each other

crossing the swaying bridge.

From the bridge, it was a short walk back to the high-

way, but we had a hot, fifty-minute wait for a ride. Few

9Joyce Cary, An American Visitor (1933; rpt. New York:
Harper and Brothers, 1952), p. 97.
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vehicles passed; though none had room for us, some drivers

waved sympathetically. After we'd begun walking, a

driver of a large truck stopped for us and wouldn't ac-

cept any payment for taking us to Biankouma. At a store

near the gare routiere we drank two cans of cold pineapple

juice, one of the best drinks I've ever had. The cold,

sweet, smooth liquid revived our sore, dusty throats.

The ride back to Man was a bothersome one with lots

of stops. Rather than detour around road construction on

the edge of town, the driver simply let everyone off. We

had a forty-minute walk to the hotel. Will had begun to

feel sick on the van, and by the time we reached the hotel,

he had diarrhea, chills, and fever.

But after a day's rest, Will recovered, and we re-

turned to Abidjan to arrange our flight to Timbuktu and

our visas. Air Mali's office in Abidjan was cleaner and

more stylishly decorated than the main office in Bamako,

but the inefficiency was the same. We could buy tickets

for flights to Timbuktu and Gao, of course, but we could

only make reservations as far as Bamako. In Bamako we

could reserve seats to Timbuktu, but not for Timbuktu to

Gao.

Even though we might have to wait in Bamako for

several days, we went ahead with our plan. February 2

we flew to Bamako after a sweltering morning in Abidjan

waiting for a bus to the airport. When we stepped off
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the plane, the dry, hot air felt refreshing after Abid-

jan's closeness. We were returning to the country I

still loved best in Africa, and we both believed that

the best part of our adventure was just ahead of us.



CHAPTER VI

RETURN TO MALI

When Will and I were planning our trip before we left

home, we didn't give any special priority to Timbuktu. It

was among the places we wanted to visit in Mali, but we

were more interested in Bandiagara and Sanga because we'd

seen Joanne Jones' slides. We thought going to Timbuktu

would be the African equivalent of kissing the Blarney

stone in Ireland: rather touristy. Several people had

asked us to send them post cards if we went there; it was

the one place we were going everyone had heard of. But

while in Mopti we became determined to see Gao as well as

Timbuktu, probably because we heard so many people talking

about them both. Some travelers favored one city, some

the other; many thought the boat trip on the Niger worth-

while, and some recommended the overland route. When we

failed to get to Timbuktu by boat or plane, our estimation

of the city increased: it couldn't be a touristy place if

it were so hard to reach. It became a challenge and a

major goal of our trip. As we continued to travel, we

thought of ways to return to Mali and to try again to

see Timbuktu and Gao; when we succeeded, we enjoyed the

satisfying feeling of accomplishment.

282
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Anything that is eagerly anticipated is likely to

be disappointing: reality often cannot compare with

imagination. Timbuktu was already robed in exotic dress

for us before we'd come to Africa, and while in Mali our

expectations of a remote, desert city increased. Having

spent considerable time, effort, and money to return to

Mali, we worried that both Timbuktu and Gao would not

be worth our investments. But we were not disappointed

in either. The trip back to Mali was a success. Leaving

Gao marked a turning point in our trip. We were then

ready to leave West Africa.

Although I was happy to be in Mali again, I had not

been looking forward to staying in Bamako a second time.

Therefore I was surprised to find myself enjoying our

three-day wait for the flight to Timbuktu. The dry heat

seemed cooler than the oppressive humidity of the coastal

countries, and I noticed that many of Bamako's streets

were pleasantly shaded; before, I'd only seen the dust.

Compared to Abidjan, Bamako's center was quite compact

and fairly accessible on foot. The beggars and salesmen

didn't seem so annoying this time. I pressed the flat,

aluminum Malian coins into the lepers' knobby, brown,

pawlike hands with concern rather than irritation; I

found the determined vendors at Le Barry and other caf6s

amusing instead of maddening. It was appealingly incon-

gruous to eat croissants and drink tea for breakfast while
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an earnest salesman offered a half of a freshly slaughtered

goat for close inspection.

We did little in Bamako except prepare for the trip

to Timbuktu and Gao. Will bought a cap in the market; we

picked up a few pieces of mail at the U.S. Embassy that

had missed us on our first visit; we cashed travelers'

checks at the bank where we seemed to be illustrating

the comment of the friendly consular officer at the em-

bassy: in West Africa, a traveler needs lots of money,

time, and good humor. While we waited in line to replenish

the first item, we spent plenty of the second and tried

to retain the third. Next to us in line was a tall, un-

tidy French traveler who told us he was avoiding the

draft; if he stayed out of France for ten years he could

return with impunity. Meanwhile he was planning to open

a restaurant in a small town near Bamako. He recommended

buying a boat for $30 and going to Timbuktu, Gao, and

Niamey by river. The trip would take two to three months,

he said, "C'est tres tranquille." We also saw a Japanese

traveler, the second or third we'd seen in Africa. We

admired their determination and hardiness. They usually

carried backpacks and, like this fellow, didn't speak

the language.

The Air Mali office informed us that our flight to

Timbuktu left February 5 at 6:00 a.m., and we would have

to be at the airport by 4:00. A loquacious Peace Corps
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volunteer we met at a drink stand outside the supermarch

confirmed this news. He was going on that flight himself,

and we arranged to ride with him to the airport. We also

decided to move from the Grand Hotel to a hotel on the

road to the airport.

This hotel is named Sogoniko, and it is at the gare

routiere Sogoniko, but we thought it was called Le Motel

and had no idea of the name of the gare which was on the

outskirts of town. We thought we could just flag down

a Peugeot 404on the road leading out of town. But the

Peugeot 404s were all full; we were puzzled untilapasserby

said we must go to a gare in town. After asking a few

times, we found a gare nearby, but none of the drivers

seemed to be going where we wanted to go. We confused

things considerably by asking for Le Motel, which is in

the city, pointing the opposite direction, and explaining

that we wanted the Bare on the way to the airport. Finally

a large woman in a pale blue gown and head cloth led us

like lost children to the proper gare a few blocks away.

It took us forty-five minutes to find transportation for

a ten-minute ride.

The Hotel Sogoniko was new but not well-kept. Our

room had big windows, high ceilings, and two air condi-

tioners. We read and napped all afternoon and returned

to town for a late afternoon walk in a pleasant, shady

neighborhood of private, neo-Sudanese homes and government
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offices. We ate dinner in the enclosed garden at Le

Mikado, a Vietnamese restaurant.

Our big worry that night was that we would oversleep

and miss our flight. We asked the clerk at the desk to

wake us, but we had no doubt that he would soon be asleep.

African hotel clerks had a nearly perfect record of failure

to wake us; we regretted not bringing a travel alarm

clock. We decided to take turns reading and sleeping.

A little after 3:00 a.m., we slipped past the snoring

clerks who sprawled on the furniture in the lobby and

went out into the chilly, starry night. The Peace Corps

fellow didn't come, but fortunately taxi drivers begin

work early. We arrived at the clean, modern airport

before 4:00, and the Peace Corps volunteer, Mike Squires,

came a little later. His ride had been late. While we

waited, Mike told us about his work in Gao; later he said

we could stay with him there.

Air Mali had not over-booked this flight, and a

little after 6:00, the passengers boarded the medium-sized

propeller plane. Several neatly dressed Japanese geolo-

gists were going to search for uranium near Gao. Seen

from the air, the mud brick villages blended into the

brown landscape. Around Mopti, the trees were darker

dots in the brown, and the Niger was a smooth, shining

ribbon. We stopped for thirty minutes at Mopti's small

airport. Most of the African passengers ate a quick meal
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of rice and sauce while we were there. The next stop was

at Goundam, a runway and a single square building in the

middle of nowhere. Two other buildings were off to the

side; Mike said the small town was some distance away.

Timbuktu's airport had a larger, more elaborate

white-painted building. A German traveler named Horst,

Will, and I were the only tourists to get off; a SMERT

Land Rover was waiting to charge us nearly seven dollars

for the ride into town. The other passengers went in

another vehicle without paying, but there wasn't room for

us or the driver wasn't allowed to take us.

My first thought about Timbuktu was that it is very

remote. The paved road from the airport ended at the

center roundabout; the circle and the streets radiating

from it were all sandy. Though no other vehicles were

in sight, the SMERT driver made the complete circle.

Quite a strong wind was filling the gray sky with dust

and sand.

The driver took us to the campement, the only SMERT-

sanctioned place to stay in town. (SMERT tried to keep

all tourist revenue in its own hands; supposedly another

small hotel was forbidden to accept tourists.) The

campement has two buildings. One is a dining room with

a reception desk at one end. Flowered cloths brighten

the tables. Behind is a large patio edged with flower

beds full of marigolds. At night the dining tables were
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moved out here. The other building is a two-story rec-

tangle of small rooms around a courtyard of sand. White-

washed arches and heavy, wooden, metal-studded doors

show Arabic influence.

Horst was a good companion and spoke English well.

He was in Timbuktu on business: he worked for a German

consulting firm and was studying a scheme to dig out an

old channel from Timbuktu to Kabara, the nearest town on

the Niger, a few miles away. The project also included

irrigation ditches. Timbuktu's regional governor was to

show Horst the plans; then Horst would report back to a

German ministry which was considering appropriating the

funds. Horst, now in his thirties, had traveled in

Africa, the Mideast, and India when he graduated from the

university. He said he had always appreciated people in-

viting him to their homes, giving him rides, etc. and

had resolved to repay their kindness by helping other

travelers when he had the means. Since he was now travel-

ing with a generous expense account, he treated us to

caf6 au lait before we went out to explore the city to-

gether and to lunch afterwards.

The sand was still blowing and obscuring the sun when

we went for our walk about noon. I had expected Timbuktu

to resemble Djenne, but Timbuktu is a more open city. The

buildings also have more variety than Djenn6's and are a

golden, sandy, or light-brown color rather than medium
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brown. Many buildings are mud brick plastered over with

smooth mud, but an equal number are made of very neat and

smooth rectangular bricks mortared together. Most are

two-story. Many houses have old wooden door- andwindow-

frames or shutters, some painted blue or green. Some

doors have metal decorations like those at the campement.

I noticed that, like in Djennd, people wrote on the walls

and doors with chalk. One message on a door read, "at

the neighbors'." As we ambled through the streets, we

saw small trees protected from sheep and donkeys by wire

enclosures, children playing jump rope, and the outdoor

ovens in which Timbuktu's distinctive bread is baked. The

ovens have a base about four feet high with a rounded,

hollow top. They are made of mud brick. After the fire

on the base burns down, the round, flat loaves--plumper

and somewhat smaller than tortillas--are placed on the

hot stones among the ashes. We weren't surprised to

find that the loaves were gritty with sand. We also

noticed a couple of white kittens nestled in a clay drain-

spout: a perfect display picture for Kodak film.

On the outskirts of town are low round huts, some

enclosed in mud brick compound walls, made of straw or

straw mats tied over frames. Arab families live here;

their moveable homes are called kazes. The desert begins

on the edge of the city; only a few scrubby trees are

scattered among the wavelike sand dunes. This was the
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most vivid proof we had seen of the desertification of

the Sahel. Until the drought of the early seventies

and the influx of refugees who had to cut firewood, more

trees had surrounded Timbuktu.

Children followed us everywhere; naked little ones,

with their hands outstretched for shaking, crying, "ca

va?" were loveable, but the older ones were nuisances who

chanted "Donne-moi un Bic," "Donne-moi un cadeau," or

"Donne-moi cent francs" as they tagged along. It was

especially annoying when they shouted "Madame!" or

"Monsieur!" after we had passed. We tried to discourage

them by ignoring the shouts and never giving any cadeaux.

On our way back to the campement, we saw a school; the

young teacher greeted us from the open window. On the

blackboard the day's lesson was neatly written: a moral

("Tell the truth"), how to form some French plurals, and

some information on human bones. We also went by the

partly enclosed market where everything--fresh chunks of

meat, shiny red tomatoes, round, green watermelons--was

covered with flies.

Will went with Horst that afternoon to see the

governor. The governor and the head of the water manage-

ment department took them out in a Land Rover to see the

old, dry canal which the governor wanted to widen,

straighten, and plant trees beside.
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We ate dinner on the patio and then went up on the

roof of the other building to enjoy the stars. The sky

was very clear since the wind had stopped. Although

Timbuktu has electricity, there are few lights to rival

the moon and stars. In the distance we would hear

drumming, laughing, and talking.

Horst left early the next day. Will and I went on

an early morning walk while it was still pleasantly

cool. The sky was a clear, light blue with a few filmy

clouds. In the vicinity of the Sankord Mosque, whose

large minaret is studded with sticks, we found a quiet,

solemn boy named Abdul who had been among the children

the day before. We asked him to show us the houses

where the European explorers had stayed. He took us to

those of Barth, a German explorer of the mid-1800s, and

Berry, an American who was there about 1916, but he

didn't know about two others our guidebook listed. We

thanked him, gave him a small tip, and went on our way.

Near the center of town we saw the state-run Somiex

store, a metal prefabricated building looking especially

ugly in the midst of the softer outlines of the mud brick

buildings. The Somiex's tidy shelves offered a variety

of soaps, dishes, and canned food. For the tourists,

there was a large basket of Nivea skin-care products.

Few customers were shopping, and they seemed to be buying

only boxes of sugar cubes from the People's Republic of
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China. Also near the center is the impressive Grand

Mosque, largest and oldest in the city, built in the

early 1300s. With its high, bare walls it resembles a

fortress.

Timbuktu's quiet sandy streets and attractive build-

ings were the background for some of the most beautiful

people we'd seen in Africa. Three main cultural groups

live in Timbuktu. The Songhoi or Songhai people are

black Africans whose women are renowned for their small,

pretty features. The Tuaregs are known as "People of the

Veil" and are divided into three groups, or "quasi-castes,"

as Horace Miner called them: the nobles, who used to make

their living plundering caravans and rarely entered the

city; the serfs or nomadic herders whose life style has

been threatened by the drought; and the Bela, who used to

be slaves to the other Tuaregs but lived outside the city. 1

The nobles and serfs have medium-brown skin and Caucasian

features, but the Bela are black Africans who tend to be

very dark and short and have broad faces. Although the

Bela men do not wear the veil (actually the ends of a

turban wrapped low over the forehead and over the nose

and mouth), they speak the same language; "culturally

they are Tuareg none the less."2 The Arabs have the

fairest complexions, though the women, perhaps from staying

'Miner, p. 19. 2-Miner, p. 19.
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inside more, were easier to distinguish from the Tuaregs

than were the men. Many women of all three groups wear

somber, mysterious black dresses and drape black shawls

over their heads. Some black African women wear wax print

cloth and wrap their heads, while the Arab women, who

are often quite plump, prefer pastel kaftans and sheer,

glittering scarves. The men of Timbuktu nearly all wear

graceful bazin bubus and turbans and adorn themselves

with strands of leather grigris, leather-encased daggers,

and thin silver or wood-and-silver pipes on leather

thongs. Pale blue robes with black turbans is the usual

color combination, but white robes or white turbans are

also common. The turbans are usually partially unwinding

around the shoulders or trailing down the back, which gives

the men a careless, deshabille appearance. I discovered

the fascination of the veil: like women, all men are

handsome if only their dark eyes show. I hummed the theme

from "Lawrence of Arabia"; I was reminded of Sean Connery

in "The Wind and the Lion" and Omar Sharif; I was enamored

of these men who strode confidently across the sand, their

robes billowing around them. We also were thrilled to

see these dashing men riding camels on the outskirts of

the city.

Children of all three groups, like many children in

West Africa, usually have their heads shaved. Sometimes

the hair is left short at the front of the head or a lock
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is left at the side or back to grow long. Many little

black African girls have their heads shaved except for a

strip across the front which is tightly woven from side

to side into one plait. Children of both sexes often

go naked until about six years old. Older children wear

simple shifts which are usually above the knees in length.

The same day we saw the explorers' houses, we arranged

to ride camels. At least three Tuaregs had approached us

about riding camels since our arrival in Timbuktu. We

liked a thin-faced young man named Sandy ag Almaustafha

best. He spoke French well and was serious; his black

turban pulled over his chin and mouth made him look older

than eighteen. Late in the afternoon he arrived at the

campement with two camels, several retainers, and one

competitor, an older man who wanted us us to hire a third

camel from him. His theory was that there should be one

for each of us and one for Sandy, but Sandy intended to

walk, and the man went away. The camels lay down with

their legs under them so we could mount; the moment when

they rose was precarious. The saddles were wooden with

high pommels and cantles and without stirrups. Sandy

told us to cross our legs and rest our feet on the backs

of the camels' necks. The camels responded to his com-

mands and light taps with a stick; they occasionally

groaned miserably. Although the saddles were uncomfortable,

the camels' swaying, pacing gait was not. A crippled
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man who walked with a stick led my camel, and a little boy

led Will's; Sandy walked with a friend, who carried a

radio playing what Will and I called electronic Arab music.

I asked Sandy about the camels, and he told me the various

ages at which they can be broken, carry heavier burdens,

etc. With good care, they can live to be forty. Our

ride over sand dunes and among scrubby trees to the larger

and more distant of two Tuareg encampments was over in

about thirty minutes, much sooner than we would have liked.

We had imagined the Tuareg camp to be some sort of

gypsy band and had dreaded the attention we would receive,

but the settlement was quiet. About thirty kazes were

scattered over a wide area in the shade of small, thorny

trees. Each family had a fenced or partially fenced pen

for its animals around its kaz or kazes.. Sandy, whose own

family lived here, explained that the families use the

meat and milk from their herds of sheep, goats, and

cattle. Once a year, during the rainy season, they travel

north to graze the animals. The trip takes fifteen days

each way. The families carry their portable houses and

other belongings on their camels; each family has two or

three. Except for this yearly trip, Sandy had only

traveled as far as Goundam, the small town between Mopti

and Timbuktu.

I told Sandy that I'd grown up in the Arizona desert,

and I tried to describe the cactus, which fascinated him,
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and the mountains. I also said that camels had been brought

to the Southwestern U.S. but had eventually disappeared.

Sandy was surprised that were were no more camels in the

U.S.: how did the border officials patrol the frontiers

without them? on horseback? I explained that the U.S.

had more highways than Mali and the officials could use

cars, though horses were used in remote areas.

As we rode back, the shadows were longer, emphasizing

the ridges in the sand. Sandy's friend stayed at the

encampment, Sandy rode behind Will, and the little boy,

Ahmed, rode behind me and tried to persuade me to give

him my plastic bidon (canteen). The crippled man, who

I realized was a leper, led my camel. The ride ended

with the expected tips for the leper and Ahmed. (We

had already paid Sandy.) He asked for a souvenir, and

we told him to see us at the campement later. We had

no idea what we would give him. Because he was so polite

and formal, we were not offended that he asked for some-

thing; he seemed to sincerely want a remembrance and not

a tip. His little brother, whom we met at the camp, did

not have such good manners. He'd asked Will for a cadeau,

and Will, momentarily confusing him with Ahmed for whom he

intended a small present, had given him a few coins.

Will and I went up on the campement roof to watch the

orange and pink sunset and to reflect on our ride. Wes-

terners tend to romanticize independent, nomadic people,
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and we were no exceptions. We admired Sandy's solemn

dignity, the quiet encampment, the trips with the live-

stock, and we were saddened because the Tuaregs' way of

life was threatened. Already the drought had forced

thousands into the cities further south; the Tuaregs here

in Timbuktu were not able to wander with their herds as

they once had because much of the grazing land was gone.

Many were making their living from the tourists, giving

camel rides at SMERT-ordained prices and selling daggers

and grigris, which was somewhat degrading. (Will and I

had had an unpleasant experience after buying a grigri from

a little boy. The boy bargained spiritedly with us, but

he wanted to sell the flat, brass, boxlike amulet very

badly, and we fairly quickly made an agreement with him.

Before we reached our room at the campement, however,

his father hurried up to us, saying we hadn't paid enough

and that we were cheating the boy. This we could not be-

lieve and told him if we hadn't paid enough, to give us

our money back and we would return the grigri. The father

then became angry, accused us of bargaining in bad faith,

and left in a huff. But he kept our money, and we kept

the grigri, which seemed to us to prove that we hadn't

paid too little after all.) As in the Dogon country,

I realized the inevitability of change--already Necker-

mann's, a German travel agency, was flying group tours

in--but I still hated to see it.
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That evening we ate dinner on the campement's patio

again. Although the food was somewhat expensive, it was

well-prepared and graciously served. While we were eating,

an old woman crept up to sell her straw jewelry. Horace

Miner in his sociological study of Timbuktu. commented

that "Timbuktu has developed a unique jewelry for those

who cannot afford golden ornaments. Wheat straw, dyed to

a rich, golden yellow, is worked onto a beeswax base to

create ornaments which at a distance pass for gold." 3 I

was among those who could not afford gold, and I was glad

the straw jewelry craft was still practiced; straw brace-

lets were within my means.

On our third and last day in Timbuktu, two other

tourists arrived at the campement: a young English woman

named Penny and an American free-lance journalist and

photographer, Stan Schurer. Penny and Stan had taken a

freight boat from Mopti to Kabara. The boat had grounded

on sand bars several times because the water level was

low, and the trip had been a nine-day ordeal. Penny

and Stan had shared quarters on the boat only to save

money and were now rather open about their dislike for

one another. They were still sharing a room, though,

and Stan invited us to eat lunch with them. He went

to the market to buy food, charcoal, and a cooking pot.

3 Miner, p. 29.
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He and Penny did agree on one thing: they refused to pay

for the campement's food.

Although both Stan and Penny were quite friendly to

us, I wished they hadn't come. Unlike Horst, they were

either negative or blase about everything in Timbuktu

and somehow cast gloom over my enthusiasm. Stan intended

to write an article about the area, yet he showed little

curiosity about exploring the city and hadn't done much

research before coming to Africa. He took notes out of

our African Guide. (I would be thrilled if I were in

Timbuktu to write an article, I thought jealously.) Penny

was in a hurry to reach Gao, take a truck across the

Sahara, and return to England; while she was visiting a

friend in Ghana she had heard about a wedding she didn't

want to miss at home. She had traveled the trans-Sahara

route several times and was an experienced hitchhiker.

Our travel experiences paled beside hers, yet she did

not seem to particularly enjoy being in Africa.

Late in the afternoon, Will and I went for a walk

outside the city. That morning we had seen a herd of

camels being driven across the sands--from a distance

their moving legs had looked like swaying grasses--and

we hoped to see them again. The dunes were warm and

golden in the late sun. A troop of small Arab boys

soon caught up with us and began following us. Knowing

that it was futile to try to escape them, I sat down and
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wrote my birthday in the sand. Then I asked them theirs,

and we had a short discussion. Will asked if he could

photograph them which produced a chorus of demands for

cadeaux. "Pas de cadeaux," he told them. At first they

shook their heads: no presents, no photographs. But when

Will began adjusting the camera, they couldn't resist

demonstrating their favorite kung fu and karate poses.

Theirs is one of Will's best photographs: ten little

boys in shifts gleefully charging the camera. (Bruce

Lee movies introduced Chinese martial arts to West Africans.

I once watched a long-legged little boy in front of a

movie poster; he carefully tried to arrange his limbs in

the aggressive stance of the movie star. Lee would easily

win a popularity poll based on the number of tee-shirts

his picture adorns; Muhammed Ali, the American boxer,

would be a close second and Bob Marley, the reggae singer,

a distant third.) After the boys grew tired of us and

left, we came across a small group of hobbled camels

eating hay. Each had a foreleg bent and tied up at the

knee.

We returned to the campement in time to watch another

lovely sunset from the upstairs balcony. Sandy came by

with a group of friends and told us good-bye before re-

turning to his home. Earlier in the day he'd come for

his souvenir. We didn't have many items we could spare
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and had given him a Kennedy half-dollar which he'd gravely

accepted.

The next morning we left Timbuktu. Unlike Rn

Caillie, who must have expected a city of more European

scale and grandeur, we had not been disappointed. We

loved the austere desert, the harmonious mud brick build-

ings, the colors of the sky, and most of all the proud,

gracefully dressed people. Caillie, however, did appre-

ciate the city's isolation as we did when we saw the

vast brown spaces from the plane: "I could not help con-

templating with astonishment the extraordinary city before

me," he wrote on his arrival in April, 1828, "created

solely by the wants of commerce, and destitute of every

resource except what its accidental position as a place

of exchange affords."4

From February 8 when we arrived in Gao by plane,

until February 15 when we left, we spent a portion of

each day trying to leave. Our two main sources of in-

formation were the gare routiere for Niamey and the Hotel

d'Atlantide. The patron at the gare was a small gentleman

in a ski hat and sunglasses who politely answered all

our questions but could give us no definite news. A

relatively comfortable, fifty-person bus was supposed

to be going to Niamey, but then the passengers who'd

4Cailli6, II, 71.
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reserved places all defected to a huge open truck which

was leaving sooner and intended to take longer. We didn't

want to make that long a trip (over a day) in an open

truck, so we kept checking on the bus. We also applied

to the pleasant receptionist at the only hotel in town:

did he know of any tourists going to Niamey with room

in their car for us? He made an effort to find a ride

for us, but each day he disappointed me. For a day or so

we thought we'd take the regular weekly bus which had

gone to Niamey the day we arrived in Gao and was to return

and leave the next wedk, but we thought of it too late,

and it was already over-booked. We did eventually get

transportation to Niamey, and the trip was quite enjoyable,

not the grueling experience I dreaded while we waited and

bought a gallon-and-a-half bidon and wondered whether to

buy blankets for the trip.

Another daily activity was going to Chez Yarga where

Penny, who'd flown to Gao with us, was staying. Chez

Yarga, whose gateway was marked by the skulls of a croco-

dile and two hippopotami, was not exactly a hotel, but it

was a place to stay. There were a few rooms arranged

around a shaded courtyard, but most people slept on the

roof. Yarga served food in the courtyard, and this was

where everyone stayed, reading, talking, sleeping, or

just waiting. Gao is on one end of the shortest (and

least interesting) trans-Sahara route,, the Adrar route,
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which goes through Algeria; therefore many young travelers,

especially French, congregate there. For travelers going

into Mali from the Hoggar trans-Sahara route, which ends

in Agadez, Niger, Gao is also a stopping place. Penny

and some twenty other travelers were headed for Adrar.

They had almost unbelievable difficulties with transport,

and each day they became more depressed. One truck

driver promised them twice that he'd take them; then he

failed to appear. Another driver took all their passports

to the police to be stamped and didn't return for over a

day. Some of the prospective passengers found him and

retrieved the passports but couldn't persuade him to

make the trip. Nearly every day they had a new tale of

setbacks, but on February 12 they suddenly left. Then

Will and I felt deserted.

One of the travelers waiting with Penny and the others

was anAmerican archeologist from Oklahoma City, Joe Opala.

We enjoyed Joe's company: he had a good sense of humor

and was knowledgeable about many subjects. He told us

he was first-generation Mongolian-American. His father's

family had lived for generations in Mongol communities

in Poland. While growing up in Oklahoma City, he'd kept

mum about eating steak tartare at home, for fear his

classmates would think him strange. A craving for this

family specialty while in Freetown resulted in an upset

digestive system.
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Joe had been with the Peace Corps three years in

Sierra Leone, two years upcountry with rice farms and

one year in Freetown working for the museum. Then he

received a grant to study the slave fort near Freetown.

He'd also been to Juffure, The Gambia, Alex Haley's an-

cestral village described in Roots, and learned that a

slave fort was near the village. Juffure was certainly

involved in the slave trade; Kunta Kente must have been

captured either by mistake or as punishment. Also, it

was very unlikely that European slavers would seize Afri-

cans as Haley described. The slavers usually made arrange-

ments with African kings who had the slaves captured or

allowed the Africans working for the Europeans to take

them.

Joe told us a story which dramatically illustrated

the presence of traditional beliefs in the midst of some

modern, educated African societies. A few years ago,

the Sierra Leonean minister of communications was exe-

cuted for cannibalism. He had been found in his Mercedes

in a parking lot, eating a human liver with a knife and

fork. A religious leader had told him he would become

more politically powerful if he ate the liver from a preg-

nant woman, and the minister had had the woman and her

ten-year-old child murdered.

When we met Joe he was on his way to Europe and

the U.S. and trying to decide what to do next. He was
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considering studying African linguistics; he was already

fluent in Krio.

Our stay in Gao was quite inexpensive thanks to Mike

Squires, the Peace Corps worker we had met in Bamako.

He lived in a comfortable new mud brick (banco) house

which had a wall surrounding a large compound or front

yard. The house had a kitchen, entry room, bathroom,

and three other large rooms, only one of which was

furnished: a bed-, living, and dining room unfortunately

decorated with gaudy tapestries made in Hong Kong. "Hong

Kong's interpretations of Africa," Mike called them. One

had Arabs on horses and camels killing a lion. The rooms

of the house were plastered smoothly, and the floors were

concrete. The ceilings around the exposed beams were

white; the walls in one room were dusty pink, in another

light green, and in the third palest blue. The smaller

rooms were entirely white. The plumbing was rather in-

complete: there was only a faucet and a shower in the

bathroom, no sink or. toilet. However, the lack of fix-

tures didn't matter much; the water pressure was usually

too low to use the indoor faucets anyway. The outdoor

tap was more dependable, and we hauled buckets of water

into the house. There was also an outdoor toilet, or

rather a hole in the ground with a wall around it, in

the compound. In Gao's climate a roof was unnecessary,

and using the toilet at night was an opportunity to see
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how the stars were advancing across the sky. (One problem

everyone in Gao had, regardless of the plumbing, was the

dearth of toilet paper. Mike had bought a new supply in

Bamako; none of the stores in. Gao had any. We used the

supply we always carried with us, begged some from Mike,

and went to Niamey just in time. Joe said he was reading

a biography of Winston Churchill just fast enough to

stay ahead of his personal needs.)

We loved staying at Mike's house: going up on the roof

for the view, reading old copies of Newsweek, eating pea-

nuts and dates by the bowlful, doing the wash and seeing

it dry on the line in fifteen minutes, even watching

Mike's two homely ducks and his unresponsive cats which

he called Little Girl or Jilly and Young Man. But Mike

was a strange host, and we were not at ease with him.

We probably should have moved out, but we kept hoping to

get transportation to Niamey; Chez Yarga seemed too un-

comfortable; and we couldn't afford the Atlantide. Mike

seemed unaware of the most basic social skills. He

talked almost all the time--long, rambling, repetitive

monologues--and would abruptly begin new subjects by

prefacing the next monologue with "but" as if he were

contradicting something which had been said before.

He never responded appropriately to greetings (he an-

swered "Good morning" with"It's them" once), referred

to Will as "he" in front of him (I was "she"), never
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answered or asked a question directly, and frequently

spoke of himself in the third person as "Michel." I

never heard him say "thank you." Mike was an equally

effusive talker in French--I wondered what the local

people thought of him--and used the same slightly nasal

voice, the same intonation, and the same rather effeminate

gestures as when he spoke English.

One night we invited Mike out to dinner; he came

reluctantly, apparently preferring to stay at home and

eat another vegetable stew, his sole culinary accomplish-

ment. Penny and Joe joined us at the Twist Bar, and we

met a middle-aged Canadian pilot working for the Japanese

geologists, who in a melodious voice enlightened us about

Canadian achievements. We also talked with William,

a Peace Corps physics teacher at the lycee. He enjoyed

his work, even though his students had trouble with some

basic concepts, such as the earth revolving and moving

around the sun, which conflicted with traditional Islamic

explanations. The year before, during an eclipse of the

sun, people thought the sun was going away and beat

drums to bring it back.

Although it was necessary to keep trying to leave--

otherwise we might have been there for weeks--I was

quite content in Gao. The small city doesn't seem as

ancient and isolated as Timbuktu;.it is somewhat less

exotic--except for its palm trees--with fewer kazes,
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Tuaregs, and Arabs. We saw no camels. Gao is more up-

to-date, busier, and livelier with its river traffic and

Sahara travelers. But it is still peaceful enough to be

pleasant: donkeys wander the sandy residential streets,

and most men seem to spend their days sitting or squatting

in the shade, reading, playing games, or talking. The

homogeneous banco buildings, all flat-roofed, walled,

and one or two stories tall, are soothing to the eye, as

are the three colors of the city: blue sky, green trees,

brown buildings. The dark-skinned people provide the

contrast. The Songhai are the most numerous group here.

Many women wear black or dark blue robes, and the men

dress in bubus as they do in Timbuktu. Some men wear

tight metal discs on their bare arms just above the

elbows.

Not far from Gao are the irrigated gardens where

Mike worked. Many types of vegetables are grown here:

carrots, fat, juicy tomatoes, onions, beets, turnips,

cabbage, and fluffy heads of lettuce. Low mud ridges

divide the plots, and children carry water in buckets

up from the river or from nearby wells.

One morning Will and I went on a long walk outside

of town. We saw the dune rose on the other side of the

Niger and clumps of palm trees of a variety we hadn't

seem before: the trees divide in two at the trunk. As

we walked back into Gao under the intense noonday sun, I
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was suddenly reminded of.subdivisions in the Arizona

desert: in a flat, barren, uninhabited area, people

were beginning to build mud brick walls and houses and

to mark off dirt streets.

Gao's weather was like Timbuktu's: mornings were

cool, the sky a clear blue; midday was very hot, and I

had to be careful about getting sunburned; nights were

cool or even chilly. While we were there, the moon grew

steadily fuller; when the electricity was off, we could

see to cook outside very well. In the moonlight, the

light-brown sand in the streets looked like clean, newly

fallen snow. The illusion was so beautiful it was hard

to dispel even when walking in thongs. The daytime heat

was not intolerable, though Will's thermometer read ninety-

seven degrees in the shade one afternoon, because it was so

dry. But Mike said the hottest time of the year was be-

tween March and June. Then the daytime temperatures are

up to one hundred fifteen degrees and cool only to the

nineties at night.

Children in Gao liked to yell at us, as they did

in Timbuktu, but usually did not follow along. Women

often spoke loudly to us, saying "Bonjour" or "ca va?" in

almost challenging tones as if someone had dared them

to speak to us. I had the feeling they were giggling into

their scarves after we'd passed. From the men in Gao,

Will picked up a gesture that became a habit which
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continued even as we traveled in Europe. When one man ap-

proaches a group, he greets them and lifts both hands

slightly higher than the waist with the palms out, as if

to show he is unarmed.

We left Gao unexpectedly in a Land Rover. Mike was

going to see about some project in Ansongo, a town on the

highway to Niamey, and had room for us. In Ansongo we

quickly found a bus leaving for Niamey. (The patron was

sitting cross-legged in its shade, barefoot, with some

bills stuck between his first two toes.) Will reserved

seats with the most legroom, least sun, and best view,

and we went to explore the town.

It was market day in Ansongo, and people were every-

where. The town was a smaller version of Gao, and the

people seemed more rustic. Two young men were dressed

nearly identically: sunglasses, voluminous white turbans,

simple gray tunics and trousers, sandals, and Argyle socks.

At the riverside we saw the boats, some with masts.

When we returned from our walk, the bus was ready

to leave--and it wasn't even full. We were amazed at

our luck. In Gao we'd tried to find a way to Niamey for

a week; in Ansongo we had only waited an hour. One of

the passengers was a boy about nine with a shaved head,

large front teeth, and an even larger grin. His father

pointed things out to him along the way. Another young

man reminded us of Muhammed Ali when he was younger. He
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told us that he was part Moroccan and.his family had a

store in Niamey.

The road was the roughest we'd experienced; sometimes

we bounced a foot in the air. The scenery was flat and

empty, occasionally breaking up into rugged black rock

formations. We followed the river most of the time, a

streak of blue banded with green. We saw occasional

camels, fleeing goats as nimble and graceful as deer,

and herds of large, sleek cattle in every possible color

combination; many had beautiful, lyre-shaped horns.

Most of the villages had mud brick compound walls and

houses, but sometimes within the walls were a few kazes.

The straw matting of some kazes was decorated with black

stripes or designs. Huge clay jars, as tall as the

houses, looked surreal in the flat landscape. We couldn't

imagine what there was to store in them.

At the Mali border we had to wait an hour or so.

We met a Japanese backpacker who had arrived without a

visa. He was going from Niamey to Gao and had dis-

covered there was no Malian embassy in the capital of

Niger. The border had kept him overnight and then let

him go on, but he had to wait for a ride.

We came to the first town in Niger, Ayorou, late in

the afternoon. At first the bus stopped outside the town

for a police check, and the driver and another passenger

of authority or importance went off somewhere. Then they
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took us into town. All evening there were various rumors

about when we were leaving Ayorou. We stayed all night,

as Will and I had expected.

The little town is on the Niger, which looked very

pretty reflecting the sunset. Near the river is a large,

modern hotel; all we saw of the rest of town was the

market area where the buses parked: a few restaurants and

tables set up to sell coffee and bread. We met a friendly

German couple, Heidi Kdlbel and Axel Deicke, who were

traveling in their custom-built truck-trailer. They

invited us in for tea; it was very cozy and well-equipped.

They could park and sleep wherever they liked and cook

their own food. (We visited with Heidi and Axel in

Munich just before flying back to the U.S.; they took us

to the airport. The night before we left, they served

pineapple for dessert and made strong Arabic tea in

the service they'd been given in Tunisia, and we recounted

our African travels.)

About 11:00 p.m. we returned to the bus and wrapped

up in our pages. We were comfortable since we each had

a bench to stretch out on, unlike our situations on our

other overnight bus rides.

While we were eating breakfast the next morning

and waiting to leave, we saw several young boys begging

with calabash bowls. We gave them some of our bread,

but other people gave them sugar cubes as well as bread.
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The bus left around 7:30. The road was much better for

the next portion of the journey.

We had hoped to see giraffes near Niamey; we had heard

there were still herds of them near the capital, but we

were disappointed. I was pleased to see a horse with

an elaborate, fringed Tuareg saddle, and Will noted

camels, donkeys, goats, and sheep all drinking together

around a village well. Some of the villages looked beau-

tiful in the sunlight: they had golden thatched fences

and roofs.

In mid-afternoon we arrived at a huge, dusty gare in

Niamey. We took a taxi to the Hotel Chez Moustache, moved

into a room, and, feeling very smug that we'd made the

trip from Gao with so little discomfort, set off to do

errands at the U.S. Embassy, post office, and police sta-

tion. We were happy not only because we had arrived so

painlessly in Niamey: we had also accomplished the re-

warding return trip to Mali. We would see what Niamey

and Niger had to offer, but we secretly felt that we

had already seen the best of West Africa. We began to

think about East Africa.



CHAPTER VII

NIGER AND BENIN

During the next eight days of our trip, Will and I

traveled from the dry Sahel to the steamy Atlantic coast.

Perhaps because we had already accomplished the trip back

to Mali, we became lazy. We were interested in seeing

Zinder, Agadez, and the Air Mountain region in Niger, but

the distances were too far, the transport both infrequent

and rough. We left Niger by the most direct route to

B6nin. In Cotonou we would get a flight to Douala and in

Cameroon complete our West African itinerary.

None of the places we visited during this week per-

suaded us to linger. Both Niamey and Cotonou are inter-

esting (and very different) cities, but neither was

particularly enjoyable. Traveling in Benin was complicated

by the police regulations: travelers had to register with

the police in every town in which they stayed. The heat,

without the relief of the cool desert nights, also dis-

couraged much exploration. We meant to go to Abomey to

see the partially restored palace of the Fon dynasty

kings, but when our plans were thwarted, we gave them up

rather easily. By this time we were accustomed to the

problems of West African travel, but we felt weary of

314
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coping with them. We had heard consistent reports that

East Africa was easier and less expensive for travelers;

we were eager to see for ourselves. Although we knew

Cameroon was a beautiful country, we were inclined to

think of it as a stopover on our way to Kenya. We were

glad we would see at least one Equatorial or Central

African country, however.

The day after we arrived in Niamey, we visited the

National Museum and the market, explored the city, and

decided to leave the next day. The museum, which was

highly recommended by both of our guidebooks, was a bit

disappointing. It was well-planned, but not well-maintained.

The zoo was the most neglected part of the museum. The

hippos looked fairly content in their large pool, but

most of the animals were in small, dirty (and often un-

labeled) cages. Many of the cages were empty. The indoor

and outdoor exhibits of the crafts and dwellings of

Niger's various ethnic groups were good but apparently

at one time had been more extensive with more artisans

demonstrating their skills. I liked the display of

musical instruments where recorded music played the sounds

of each instrument, and we especially enjoyed the model

villages. The thatched-roof, round houses made of straw

matting were large enough to stand in. Pots were hung

around the walls, and there was another small hut inside

for the parents to sleep in. The Tuareg tent was made of
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skins, unlike the straw kazes in Timbuktu. One could not

stand inside. The beds were low platforms, and the floors

were covered with mats and carpets.

The Niamey market adjoins the gare routiere. Here

we looked for the distinctive black-, white-, and red-

striped cotton cloth made in Niger, but we only saw

blanket-sized pieces too large for us to carry. We stopped

to ask at one stand and interrupted a cloth salesman and

marabout who was instructing a Koranic school. Half a

dozen little boys with their wooden slates sat on the

ground around the dignified older man. At this market

we noticed a service we'd never seen before. At stalls

where other goods were being sold, men sat and had their

nails manicured.

Niamey is a city of over one hundred thousand people

which still seems very rural. Only a few major streets

have names. Thick dust accumulates at the roadsides and

takes the place of sidewalks. The few modernmulti-story

buildings are outnumbered and surrounded by one-story

mud brick residences and shops which seem to be crumbling

away. They are roughly finished, though attractively

decorated with half-moons and other patterns cut into the

mud while it is stillwet. Camels plod nonchalantly amid

the automobile traffic on the main streets and across the

John F. Kennedy Bridge; spongy sheets of colorful rubber,

from which the Bata factories have cut the ubiquitous
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thongs pad the camels' saddles and loads. Goats, sheep,

and horses also live in the city. I admired a dappled

gray Arabian tethered outside a house across the busy

street from our hotel. By the Niger River men loaded

slender pinasses with huge pale yellow squash and fat

orange pumpkins. Four men crossed a street weaving among

the traffic; each carried a double-bed mattress on top

of his head. But for all its rusticity, Niamey is not

charming. It is too big, noisy, and dirty. A thick gray

haze filled the sky while we were there, making the city

especially unattractive.

That night we unexpectedly entered Niamey's elite

European community. We decided to go to a French restau-

rant at the Hotel Terminus, which did not sound exclusive

or expensive according to our guidebooks' descriptions.

We found a white tablecloth, soft lights, soft music at-

mosphere, and a very expensive menu, but we lacked the

courage to walk out once we had been seated. I found

most French restaurants unpleasantly intimidating. The

French seem to follow such rigid etiquette when dining.

One is expected to have a first and second course, wine,

and at least coffee, if not dessert and coffee. Even if

one eats salad washed in the local water, one does not

drink tap water; a bottle of Evian or some other brand

is appropriate. I never saw a Frenchman deviate from

the dinner ritual, and though Will and I usually eliminated
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the first course, the dessert and coffee, and the bottled

water and replaced the wine with beer, we always had the

feeling that the waiters (or at the Terminus, the French

patron) were somewhat amused by our lack of savoir faire

when they took our order. We did not enjoy our meal that

evening--the food was good but rather rich and heavy--

and were angry with ourselves for needlessly spending $40.

The following day we left Niamey for Benin, a lengthy

journey involving three vehicle transfers. We arranged

our transport at the are routiere early in the morning

but had time to revisit the museum briefly before leaving.

We rode in the back of a vingt-sept, usually called a

vingt-deux or taxi brousse, to Dosso where we had a two-

hour wait before going on in another vingt-sept. We saw

a camel being loaded while we wandered about the hot gare.

I was more comfortable than Will, crowded in back, but

I was also more aware of the truck's loose steering and

the weak brakes. The landscape I saw through the cracked

windshield was depressingly dull. There are more trees

here than around Niamey, but they were gray and dead-

looking, perhaps because it was the dry season. The

sheep are noteworthy, though. They are dirty black and

very shaggy; from a distance they look like dogs. Con-

versation among the three of us in the cab was negligi-

ble. I shared peanuts with my companions, and the

assistant gave me what seemed to be a glob of clear
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resin. It had no taste but was interesting to eat because

it was so sticky.

At Gaya, the Niger border town, we changed to 
a small

pick-up truck which had two seats in front. Before we

left, I asked the patron of the gare where I could find

a toilet. My request seemed to distress him a little.

(I had hesitated to ask--I usually didn't--because public

toilets outside hotels are rare in Africa. 
Africans are

neither immodest nor self-conscious about body functions:

mothers nurse their babies openly--and 
many women wear

no blouses to begin with- -and both men and women relieve

themselves discreetly in cities and countryside.) 
The

patron was a dignified gentleman in immaculate peach robes

and fez. He warned me that the toilet wasn't clean and

led me to a mud brick house nearby. He spoke to the man

outside who filled a tea kettle with water for washing,

took me through two rooms of the house--the second, cir-

cular room had a thick pillar in the center--to 
a fenced

yard, and handed me the kettle. In the yard was a pit

toilet with a cover on it, not at all dirty, 
and some

guinea fowl scratching about.

At the Niger border we met a group of disheveled

English travelers with a Land Rover 
who warned us about

the police in Benin. They'd been rounded up while camping

on the beach and taken to jail for the night and most of

the following day. Thus we were especially polite to the
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border officials, but they seemed friendly enough. They

greeted us with "Bonsoir, Camarade!" rather than "Bonsoir,

Monsieur!" or "Bonsoir, Madame!" We noticed the posters

of Marx and Lenin: "Le socialisme est notre voix: Marx

et Lenin sont nos guides." (Benin is officially the Rpub-

lique Populaire de Benin.)

It was dark by the time we left the border for Kandi,

and the ride in the cool evening over good roads was

pleasant. The driver conversed with two young men in

French--they all used vous--and with a woman in another

language. At a police check outside Kandi, the officers

told the driver to take us to the campement. There we

found two sleepy young clerks who served us beer (from

Pennsylvania) and explained the poster with the photographs

of government officials. We went to bed listening to the

drone of the government news broadcast.

One clerk took us to the police station in the

morning, and we had a long and cheerful conversation

with the official who was at the checkpoint the night

before. He and another official, after listening to our

travel plans, advised us to take the 10:00 bus to Parakou.

From there we could get the train to Bohicon and then a

taxi to Abomey.

Since we had some time before the bus left, we walked

around Kandi. The houses are mostly mud with thatched

roofs, and lots of the big trees shade the dirt streets.
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We didn't see too many commergants or soft drink stands,

but there was a small market near the bus station. The

bus was an agreeable surprise for us; it was new, clean,

and comfortable with one seat per person.

Unfortunately we arrived in Parakou an hour after

the train had left, and there seemed to be no road trans-

port. Apparently the road is so bad south of Parakou

that no one uses it. We were anxious about the police

and decided to go there first and tell them our plans:

to stay in Parakou that night and go to Abomey the next

day. But the police, at least one disagreeable 
man who

spoke a few words of English, changed our plans. This

man decided our visa expired February 20, the next day,

and that we must go to Cotonou the next day to extend it.

The visa actually read that we must enter the country

by February 20 and was valid for ten days after the date

of entry. But it seemed risky to argue with him, and

we accepted his quieter colleague's suggestion of an

inexpensive hotel.

At the Hotel Canaris we met a Canadian fellow, Terry

Lewycky, with whom Will had spoken briefly in Niamey. His

experience with the Parakou police encouraged us to take

no chances: they had refused to believe his B6ninois visa

was a Beninois visa! Because it had been issued in Niamey,

they insisted it was a Nigerois visa, in spite of the fact

that he also had a visa for Niger. He was taking the
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night train to Cotonou in order to straighten 
out the con-

fusion.

In the morning the hotel owner took us to the police

station in his car to faire les formalit6s. I wondered

how hotel owners and managers felt about this extra duty.

We were glad the Canaris' owner went with us, for we did

not have to speak to the police a second time.

The train left about 9:00. The first class seats

were comfortable, and the car was not too crowded, but

for some reason the air didn't blow in from the window,

and it was very hot. We visited with a pretty young

German woman sitting across from us who was working for

a while in Cotonou. By the end of the day, the fruit peels

and bits of rice were accumulating in the aisle, the bar

was out of Cokes, the babies were crying, and the chickens

cackling. Except for some gray volcanic rock outcroppings

and hills, the scenery was not much diversion: dry,

burned off fields, rather untidy mud brick villages, a

hazy gray sky. There was a good variety of trees, how-

ever: mangoes, baobabs, and some tall ones somewhat like

rubber trees, and as we neared the coast, bananas and

coconut palms.

We settled for the third hotel we looked at in

Cotonou. It wasn't ideally located on the other side

of an inlet from the main part of the city, but it was

clean, cool, and not too expensive. A unique feature
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of this hotel was our private, locked toilet down the hall

from our room. We found we could walk back to the center

of town, though I didn't like crossing the busy bridge

on the narrow pedestrian walkway. We ate at the outdoor

tables at Le Capri restaurant and enjoyed the pizza and

seafood, reasonable prices, and good service.

Each of the next three days in Cotonou was busy.

We quickly concluded that we did not 
like the city much.

As we often found in African capitals, everything we

needed or wanted to do was far away. Walking was not

enjoyable here because of the intense heat and high

humidity. In only a few minutes after leaving our air-

conditioned room, our clothes were damp with perspiration

and our faces dripping. Also, there were no sidewalks,

and shuffling through the sand made us tired 
and our feet

dirty. We disliked taking taxis, however, 
because the

drivers were so consistently rude and dishonest. Many

would refuse to take us anyway, when we offered 
them the

real price in the course of bargaining. Rather than make

a bit of money from us, they'd drive on if they couldn't

cheat us out of a large fare.

But the police here weren't unpleasant, only indif-

ferent. They didn't think our visa had expired and told

us to return for an exit visa the day before our 
flight

to Douala. Outside the police station we met Terry,

whose own visa problems had also proven nonexistent 
in
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Cotonou. We agreed to meet later in the day for a trip

to Ganvie, a city in the middle of a nearby lake.

Will talked to the nurse at the U.S. Embassy, who

diagnosed the peculiar wartlike growth 
on his toe near

the nail as a chigger which lays its eggs under the skin.

She recommended having it cut out at the national clinic.

At the embassy we were surprised to learn 
that the Bninois

government is highly sensitive about 
tourists taking photo-

graphs of unsuitable subjects. People had been arrested

for taking pictures of almost anything; Ganvie was con-

sidered the only really safe place. Will stopped carrying

the camera after we'd visited Ganvie.

We spent about an hour with Terry finding out about

transportation to Ganvie. It turned out to be simple.

We took a shiny new bus to Abomey-Calavi, a small town

near Cotonou, and then walked a short distance 
to the lake.

The tourist office representatives there convinced 
us that

we didn't have time to take a pirogue--we were 
worried

about returning in time to catch a bus--and we paid about

$5 each to ride in their motorized boat. 
A Bninois

and two Frenchmen were along, too. On the lake we saw

fishermen casting large nets in graceful arcs. They

also build circular barriers of sticks to trap the fish.

Some people were sailing boats with sails of brightly

colored cloth.
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We were glad we went to Ganvid, though we were rather

dismayed by how much a tourist attraction 
it was. We

were taken to a souvenir shop, and women and children

asked for cadeaux. I was particularly disappointed in

two adolescent boys who were showing off and yelling

phony-sounding whoops of delight as they paddled beside

the motor boat when we drew near the village. 
The French-

men rewarded this performance by tossing coins to them

and thus insured its perpetuation.

Ganvi6 's wooden houses are all on stilts in 
the rela-

tively shallow lake. The floors are of bamboo poles.

Some houses are painted cheerful combinations of light

blue, red, white, and yellow, and others are weathered

gray. Everyone goes about in pirogues; even small children

can handle them. The paddles are round and look like

small road signs. The atmosphere is relaxed and rather

gay. The B6ninois man from our boat told me the people

settled here originally to escape being taken as slaves

by their enemies. Now the city has over 10,000 inhabi-

tants, and the government wants them to move because 
it's

unhealthy living so near the water, but the residents

don't want to move. This man also told me he was director

of a textile plant. Cotton is grown in Northern Bnin,

fabric made, and clothes manufactured. The two Frenchmen

were discussing with him exporting the clothes to France.
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Terry, Will, and I returned to Abomey-Calavi in time

for our bus back to Cotonou. We noticed that all the goats

in this area looked stunted: their legs were only a little

longer than a dachshund's!

Will and I enjoyed eating breakfast at La Gerbe d'Or,

a patisserie not far from our hotel. The next day we

started early, ate our sweets, and set out for the big

Dan Topka market which was being held that day. We ar-

rived with many of the vendors; people were still carrying

loads on their heads from one place to another, unpacking,

and arranging their displays. I felt as I often did at

African markets: overwhelmed by the sheer quantity of

merchandise. Many sellers must have a very small turnover

each day; how do they make enough money to support them-

selves and their dependents, I wondered. It seemed that

the markets were inefficient. If twenty women sold the

same tableful of cosmetics and soap and each made only a

few dollars or less each day, their labor, of transporting

the items and sitting with them all day, was not being put

to good use. But even if someone could convince nineteen

market women to allow a twentieth woman to have their

business, there wouldn't be nineteen jobs elsewhere in

the city waiting for them, and even if there were enough

jobs, would they be jobs to which the women could bring

their babies and children? Would they be jobs as interest-

ing as sitting in the market and talking to people all day?
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The capitalist nature of African markets--and 
Dan

Topka was no exception--made us wonder 
how deep the con-

version to Marxism or socialism really went 
in Bdnin.

I was surprised by how many Beninois, even old people,

used the "camarade" in addressing one another; the red

banners across the streets proclaimed "Power to the peo-

ple," but we doubted that rhetoric could change the

traditional. exchange of prices between buyer 
and seller.

Dan Topka market was one of the largest we'd 
seen

in Africa. It stretched for blocks in every direction,

mostly uncovered. There were the usual rows of cheap

aluminum pails and pots, looking hot in the sun; the

brilliant plastic bowls and buckets tumbling over one

another, a profusion of blues, purples, greens, and yel-

lows; the fruits, vegetables, and spices; the low little

tables with the careful pyramids of soap bars, cologne

bottles, and toothpaste boxes; the stalls for cloth and

clothing. But this market had a number of items we hadn't

seen before: baskets; crude wood carvings of dolls which

women carry inside their dresses if one of their 
twin

babies dies, and other items of spiritual or medicinal

value; wooden chests; liquor and beer, including American

imports such as Schlitz and Old Milwaukee beer as well

as English and European imports; liquor bottles full of

peanuts or cashews. Resounding throughout the market was
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the high, nasal cry, "De--gla--ce!" from saleswomen wetting

down enormous gourds of an iced, brownish drink.

We left the market's heat and confusion after about

an hour. We intended to go to the beach that day, but

we couldn't find out how to get transport to one out of

town. Terry came by late in the afternoon, and we

walked to the beach not far from the hotel. Only a few

minutes away from the busy highway, we passed what seemed

to be a country village. The frame houses were surrounded

by wooden fences. Small black pigs rolled in the sand

like puppies, and naked toddlers found us interesting

and worth following. Near the village the beach dropped

off abruptly into the ocean. We found a variety of shells

in the coarse beige sand.

That night we ate dinner at Terry's modest hotel.

He was leaving for Lagos, Nigeria, the next day. He

was not enthusiastic about the trip, but he needed a

new passport and was expecting mail; in Lagos was the

nearest Canadian Embassy. Terry had worked for the pro-

vincial government in Winnipeg helping to plan for the

development of tourism. Though a blue jeans-wearing

socialist, he had managed to earn the respect of his

older and more conservative colleagues, a difficult accom-

plishment of which he was quite proud.

Our projects for our last day in Cotonou were to

go to the national health clinic to have Will's chigger
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cut out and to buy some tapis d'Abomey, the attractive

appliques made in Abomey. We were given preferential

treatment in the clinic, which embarrassed me, but we

were glad we didn't have to stand in line. The clinic,

part of a large national hospital, was fairly clean, but

when we were led to the salle d'operation Will nearly

changed his mind. The room opened directly onto the

waiting room; the windows were open, and flies were

circulating. Five operations were going on at once, with

about three people participating in each: a child was

squirming as a doctor lanced a large boil on his chest;

a nurse dressed a sore on a woman's breast; a young man

was removing the bandages from his ear himself; an old

man and young boy endured their surgeries stoically.

Doctors, nurses, and assistants went from one task to

another, sometimes pausing to write notes for the pa-

tients' files. They were dressed in crisp white uniforms

and wiped their hands with alcohol after treating each

patient, and disposable syringes were used for injections,

but these measures did not completely assure us. The

doctor allowed me in a small adjoining room, which

contained dusty, unused equipment and a clogged sink,

and in the operating room itself so I could interpret

for Will. (Several family members accompanied some of

the other patients.) The doctor asked if Will had had

a tetanus vaccination and filled out a card for him.
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He thought the removal of the chigger rather trivial 
and

was amused when Will asked if he could wash his foot. The

nurse washed the appropriate toe and plenty of disinfec-

tant powder was used after the operation, which was not

as painful as we both had feared. Will was supposed to be

checked in a few days, but we did not delay our departure

from Cotonou to return to the clinic. We left the clinic

less than two hours after we'd arrived, the operation cost

only about $3, and everyone had been patient with our

French and very courteous. The sanitary conditions, plus

the suffering of the other patients, had made us squeamish,

but Will's toe healed without any infection.

As we walked back to the hotel from the clinic--

Will's bandaged toe enclosed in a clean sock inside his

sandal--we stopped to look at the tourist vendors' stalls.

Except for the tapis d'Abomey, they had nothing to in-

terest us. But the appliques are unusual. They are made

for tourists now but use traditional designs. The

rather childlike figures of people, animals, and objects

in white, bright blue, red, yellow, green, orange, and

turquoise sewn onto usually black backgrounds 
represent

the kings of Abomey or rather a saying with which the

king was associated. For example, a lion recalls the

motto, "The lion strikes terror into the heart of every-

one." It is this ability of the lion for which the

king wished to be remembered. A buffalo conveys the
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message that "The buffalo in his home is hard to move";

a fish signifies that "The fish who doesn't take the bait

doesn't get caught." Historical scenes, usually of bat-

tles between the Dahomans (red figures) and the Portuguese

(yellow figures), are also depicted. We delightedly bought

two large and two small tapis.

We left early the next morning to catch our plane.

We were determined to avoid the taxis and took a bus 
which

didn't quite go as far as the airport. We had to walk

twenty minutes, and our clothes were soaked with perspira-

tion when we entered the air-conditioned, nearly deserted

waiting room. Before long we were joined by a tall German,

Siegfried Berner. He had tousled blond hair and wore

hiking shorts and boots. As we shared our croissants with

him, he told us he had been on a hunting trip in Northern

Benin with a friend in a Land Rover. They had stayed in

small villages and gone out with the men, who hunted with

bows and arrows. Now he was going to Lagos on our flight

and then back to Germany. Hi's English was good, and we

soon learned why: he had been to Alaska and the Yukon five

times. When it was time to go through customs and the

police check, Siegfried was surprised to find that he

needed an exit visa. Upcountry he had remained ignorant

of the police and their regulations. He did not speak

French so I explained his predicament--he had a connecting

flight in Lagos--to the young official who seemed 
amused
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by Siegfried's confusion but perplexed by his complete

disregard for the formalitds. He finally shrugged and

stamped Siegfried's passport. (We told Siegfried good-

bye when he got off the plane in Lagos, but we called him

the next November when passing through Stuttgart. His

hospitality was warm and generous, and we stayed with

him several days and sold the car we'd been driving around

Europe. Siegfried worked as a city fireman, in his

father's vineyards, and managed the apartment building

he lived in and owned. He'd married since we'd met him

in Africa and with great energy was preparing for another

trip to North America and for the birth of their child.)

We were impressed with Cameroon Airlines: the flight

attendants were pleasant, and they served a huge lunch

between Lagos and Douala. The Douala airport was large,

glassy, modern, and empty. The police checked us effi-

ciently, and the customs officials waved us through their

line. Outside we began the usual haggling with the taxi

drivers. Finally one consented to a reasonable price

and drove us into Douala's warm, quiet, midday streets.



CHAPTER VIII

CAMEROON

When Will and I left Douala's impressive airport, our

destination was the Ethiopian Airlines office. We intended

to arrange our flight to Nairobi and then, if possible,

leave Douala that afternoon to travel in upcountry Cameroon.

We met the ticket agent at the airlines office just as he

was locking the door to go to lunch. But the kind man

stayed and booked our flight for March 6, a few days before

our Kenyan visas would expire, and took us to the gare

routiere in his car. (Later we changed the reservations

in order to take Cameroon Airlines' daytime flight: flying

across the continent was an experience we wanted to see,

and the weekly Ethiopian flight left just after midnight.)

We were not sure where to spend our ten days in

Cameroon. We were certain we didn't want to stay very

long in Douala. From Wolfram, the German traveler we'd

met in Togo, and from Al and Carolyn, we had heard good

reports about the southwest corner of Cameroon, the area

near Mount Cameroon and Victoria. Our guidebooks had

beautiful descriptions of the entire country, but we knew

we would not have time to go very far upcountry since

the farther northeast one went, the worse the roads became.

333
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We made what seemed to be a reasonable route, including

Victoria and several towns with unusual names in the

mountainous region northwest, north, and northeast of

Douala. Cameroon would be the second country we visited

in whose capital we did not stay. Yaounde is smaller

and supposedly lovelier than Douala, the commercial center,

but it was too far east to be added to our intinerary.

(Porto Novo, overshadowed by nearby Cotonou, is the other

capital we missed.)

Cameroon surprised and refreshed us with its mountain

scenery and cool, rainy weather. We enjoyed the small

museums we found upcountry and in Douala; food was good;

prices were reasonable. We were hot and sweaty when we

left Cotonou, weary of travel in West Africa, and ready

to leave. When we left Douala to fly to Nairobi, we felt

both rested and invigorated, and we were sorry we had had

such a short time in Cameroon.

Soon after the Ethiopian Airlines agent had left us

at the Bare, we found a taxi and were on our way to Vic-

toria. A heavy woman sat next to me. I admired the way

she impassively bargained with the salesmen who came around

the car windows. She was friendly, though serious, and

spoke English. She told us her cousin had a hotel in

Victoria, and if we would come with her to her sister's

house, she would find out where the hotel was. She directed

the driver to the simple frame house and invited us in. It
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was attractively decorated inside with dark-stained

paneled walls, bright blue trim, and a fresh white ceiling.

Several nieces and a nephew were home but not her sister.

She sent a couple of the children out for soft drinks

for us, and while we rested, told us about herself. She

had married at eighteen at her husband's insistence, be-

fore she'd had an opportunity to finish her education.

After she had had six children, her husband left her and

took a second wife who was a younger professional woman.

He was advancing in his own career and thought she was

too unsophisticated and uneducated. No divorce was neces-

sary since having more than one wife is legal in Cameroon

and many African countries. Since marrying again, he'd

ignored his first wife and their children. She was trying

to provide for them and send them to school. Fortunately

she had a skill, dressmaking, which she'd studied in

London two years.

After we'd visited for an hour or so, she sent the

nephew with us to her cousin's hotel, the Victoria Guest

House. The rooms were small but very clean, and we chose

one with a balcony and a view of the garden in front.

In Victoria we could see Mount Cameroon--sometimes.

West Africa's highest peak (13,350 feet), a volcanic cone,

was usually wrapped in clouds. Its green, misty neighbors

make a lovely setting for Victoria, a ramshackle mountain

town of frame houses surrounded by an abundance of flowering
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trees and shrubs, palms, and cotton trees. Some plants

are arranged along quiet paths in a botanical garden. 
The

blue Atlantic, breaking over black volcanic boulders, is

an unnecessary beauty in a town so richly endowed. 
Vic-

toria seems not to notice it, but a couple of 
luxurious

hotels and a few private homes overlook the rocky 
shore.

One evening we watched the sun set behind a string of

tiny, velvety green islands from the 
Atlantic Beach Hotel

dining room.

The closest sandy beach to Victoria, accurately named

Mile Six Beach, is a European gathering place, fenced and

maintained by the Cameroonian tourist office, which charges

an entrance fee. We had only wanted to walk, not swim, so

we chose to explore the chunky volcanic rocks outside 
the

fence instead. In the pools of water between the rocks and

in their crevices lived small crabs in borrowed shells 
and

iridescent green, blue, and striped fish.

We had taken a taxi to the beach, but we left too

early to find any taxis or private cars 
going back to

Victoria. We started walking and were surprised when a

small pick-up stopped for us. A very tanned and blond

Frenchman put his dog in the back seat and motioned for

us to get in the front. He was returning to his apartment

adjoining our guest house from his work at the 
construction

site of an oil refinery. He was very friendly and talka-

tive and invited us in for aperitifs. Though he worked
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hard, he loved life in Africa. "In France people are

slaves to their watches," he said. Here he had time

to enjoy himself and go spearfishing. He showed us an

enormous fish in his freezer, but I was more amazed by

the freezer, the first I'd seen in Africa.

That night Will and I ate at the boisterous Bay Hotel

down the hill from the guest house. Everyone was in

Western-style Sunday clothes and drinking great quantities

of beer. We noticed that people were speaking English

or pidgin English and that the bread was in loaves not

baguettes. We remembered that this part of Cameroon had

been mandated to the British after Germany had lost the

colony in World War I. The other four - fifths of Cameroon

had been put under French rule.

After two nights, we left Victoria for Buea in a

dangerously overloaded four-door Toyota taxi. One woman's

belongings completely filled the trunk; our bags rode in

front at my feet. In the back seat were the woman, two

of her small children, Will, another man, and a teen-aged

boy. Another child sat between me and the driver on the

emergency brake lever. The car groaned and rattled, and

the driver was unable to get up much speed, for which we

were relieved since we'd eyed the balding tires and the

rainy weather with some concern before getting in.

Buea was not far away. It is closer to Mount Cameroon,

nearly at its foot, and one cannot see the peak, only a
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smooth green ridge in front of it. All around are other

verdant cloud - bedecked mountains. Beautiful trees grow

in Buea, even some conifers, and plants such as hibiscus,

poinsettias, morning-glories, wisteria, and sunflowers

blossom casually in lawns and by the roads. In the midst

of this natural beauty are rickety frame stores and houses

lining rutted, rocky streets in the center of town; large,

comfortable homes of new concrete, older frame, or painted

corrugated iron set on well-kept grounds; and a cream-

colored, storybook castle.

Taking a picture of this castle nearly involved us

in what a Freetown Peace Corps volunteer would have

called a "critical incident." While Will was focusing

the camera on the turrets and the greenery, a policeman

from the nearby police station shouted for him to stop.

The castle is now a presidential residence, and photo-

graphs are forbidden. We were too far away to see the

sign by the gate. The policeman was sure that Will had

snapped the picture (he hadn't) and walked us to the police

station where he took us to a gray basement room with

military diagrams on the walls. There we talked to a

stern, conscientious young officer who explained the law

to us, told us ignorance of the law was no excuse, and

examined our passports. When he saw all our visas, he

asked about our travels, and we had a more relaxed bit

of conversation before returning to the problem: the
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illegal photograph which Will had supposedly taken. 
The

officer wanted him to take out the roll of film, but

Will showed him that he'd only taken three pictures; he

could expose those three to the light and save the re-

mainder. To this suggestion the officer agreed, and

we left with handshakes and good-byes.

Our hotel in Buea was the Mermoz, named after the

first ship to arrive in Cameroon, the bar waitress told

us. The bar was at one end of the hotel and at the other

was the restaurant, where we ate a rich, spicy pork stew

with plaintains (tasteless) and yams (white, tuberous

roots with the flavor and texture of dry baked potatoes).

In between the bar and the restaurant was a corridor with

eight rooms opening from it. Our room was at the restau-

rant end and had a number of doors and windows, its own

toilet and shower, and a list of rules on the wall: the

water may go off at any time, and therefore guests are

requested to keep the buckets in the bathroom full, but

not to leave the water taps on; lights should be out at

11:00 p.m. Both the lights and the record player in the

bar were turned off promptly at 11:00. We slept well

that night: the bed was comfortable, and instead of

air conditioning, we enjoyed the naturally cool night air

and sleeping under a blanket.

It was cool and lightly misting when we went to the

gare routiere the next morning. Our destination was
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Dschang, but there was no direct transport, and we were

told to go Kumba first. I wouldn't have thought the

old Peugeot station wagon we rode in was capable 
of the

speeds to which the driver pushed it. The driving wasn't

all that made me uneasy: exhaust fumes contaminated the

air that blew in towards our third seat. An old woman

in the middle of the second seat underestimated the force

of the air rushing in the window.. She leaned over to. spit,

but her expectoration was flung back, not at her, but at

the passenger next to her and those behind. 
Everyone was

furious with her, but she only grumbled in surprise 
at the

strength of the wind.

The gare in Kumba was muddy and. filthy, though neatly

organized with signs for the various destinations. The

drivers' assistants here were rude and argumentative,

determined to charge high tariffs for baggage. Still

there was no transport to Dschang, and we settled for a

van going to Nkongsamba. The driver had cassette tapes of

West African and American soul music, which we enjoyed

along with the beautiful scenery. Agriculturally the

country seems rich: we saw well-tended rubber, palm oil,

cocoa, and banana plantations. Behind the fields the

mountains appeared and disappeared in the shifting clouds.

But the people seem very poor. A number of children

have swollen abdomens, and the dwellings are carelessly
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built, usually of boards placed horizontally with shabby

thatch or corrugated iron roofs.

In Nkongsamba we were told that vehicles to Dschang

leave in the mornings, not afternoons. We could have

gone on to a smaller town on the way to Dschang, 
but it

seemed simpler to stay in Nkongsamba. We found a reason-

ably priced hotel, Hotel Le Centre, washed the road 
dust

off, and took a late afternoon stroll through the town.

The mountain air felt dry and refreshing. Nkongsamba

has several churches and schools: its buildings reminded

us of Freetown's. We ate dinner at the Restaurant Central

which was not associated with our hotel, whose rather ele-

gant restaurant featured a $7.50 French menu. This other

Central was a family business with wooden tables and chairs

and posters on the walls. The patron and his shy teen-

aged daughter were very obliging. He cooked me his special

omelet, garnished with peppers, macaroni, and roast beef.

Will had one of the several combination plates listed on

the blackboard menu: riz macaroni which was served with a

spicy, oily sauce. We had noticed that several restaurants

had the blackboard menus and at first glance seemed to

offer many dishes. But reading the list one learned that

there were five foods in various combinations: rice,

beans, macaroni, plantains, and yams. We called these

small eating places somewhat inaccurately "starch restau-

rants" and found that we could eat very cheaply for $1 or
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less per plate. An inexpensive starch restaurant was just

what Dallas needed, we thought. We joked about opening

one with a gare routiere next to it.

Upstairs in our room at Le Central, we made ourselves

comfortable for an evening of reading and writing. From

the ballroom downstairs, whose draped ceiling and mirrored

globe we'd admired earlier, we could hear dance music

plainly: West African and French rock and roll. Later

in the evening, we were startled to hear a series of

tapes or albums by American singers: Jackson Browne,

Linda Ronstadt, and Simon and Garfunkel.

Again we had cool, rainy weather as we started off

in the morning. We took a small red van to Dschang. Like

some other Cameroonian vehicles we'd ridden in, this one

had notices painted inside, admonishing the passengers

in French not to lean out, spit, vomit, or fight.

The journey to Dschang was a short one, about two

and one-half hours, but it was one of the most beautiful

of our trip. The dirt road wound higher and higher into

the mountains. Beyond the luxuriant shrubbery, the

slender cotton and eucalyptus trees, the banana and coffee

plantations, were ridge after ridge of green mountains.

The air was cool and fresh, and even the houses became

more attractive as we climbed higher. The shoddy frame

constructions gave way to solid, mud block buildings with
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thatched or corrugated iron roofs. Some were plastered

and painted.

Dschang's tin-roofed, plastered, creamy yellow

buildings were centered in a small valley with houses

sprinkled halfway up the surrounding hillsides. Some of

these lower hillsides have been cleared and planted 
with

neat fields and stands of eucalyptus trees. Only a street

or two is paved; the rest are rocky red dirt. Banana

trees are everywhere. In all directions are views of

more distant mountain ranges.

We arrived in the middle of market day. Along one

major street were vendors sitting at low 
platforms made

of bamboo poles lashed together. The rest of the salesmen

were in an open grassy field, their goods on the ground.

The people thronging the bright green field made a 
color-

ful sight, but it was a strangely muted gathering: a panto-

mime of a medieval fair.

But the livestock area, on the edge of the market,

was noisy as pigs and goats played tug of war with their

owners. The pigs squealed as if being tortured; the goats

bleated mournfully. Only in Cameroon had we seen these

animals on leads. We'd also noticed Cameroonians trans-

porting pigs, chickens, and goats in baskets. Trying to

get a half-grown, struggling pig into a basket is a dif-

ficult task that is hilarious to watch. While the owner

beats the pig's hindquarters into the container, the pig
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manages to get his front legs free; when all four legs

are inside, the pig pushes his head through a crack.

Once the unfortunate pig or other animal is secured in

the basket, it is carried as any inanimate burden: on

someone's head, in a small pushcart, or tied to a moped

or van.

We walked up the hill behind the market on a path

through a newly planted field. Near the top we had a

fine view of Dschang and the mountains. When we returned

to the city, we ate lunch at a starch restaurant and then

went to a cafe for soft drinks. (Starch restaurants usu-

ally serve only water.) The cafe was on the corner of

two busy streets. From the porch we could watch a parade

of people. Some of them are very small and short. Most

men wear Western clothing, though a short tunic shift,

often of bright stripes or print, is also popular. It

has an unusual middle pocket rather than pockets on each

side. The majority of the women wear Western skirts and

blouses or dresses, some above the knee in length. I was

surprised to see several women wearing small flat pumps

instead of thongs and a number of Mother Hubbard dresses.

Commemorative wax print seems to be in fashion for both

men's and women's clothes. The French president's recent

visit to Cameroon was remembered with a predominantly

blue wax print with oval pictures of the French and
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Cameroonian presidents and a slogan proclaiming 
Franco-

Cameroonian unity.

We returned to our room at the Constellation Hotel

to sleep during the afternoon rain. Earlier in the day we

had washed our clothes in our bathroom sink, enjoying the

luxury of hot water, and had hung them on the balcony

to dry in the sun. Late in the day, when the rain had

turned the streets to puddles and mud, we went out to

buy supplies for dinner from the sidewalk vendors. Sixty

cents bought two avocados, two tomatoes, two bananas,

and a loaf of bread, and we returned to the room to feast

on sandwiches.

The next morning we walked to the other side of

town and saw the administrative center. The government

buildings have cream-colored walls and shingled roofs

with the same wide overhangs as the traditional thatched

roofs. Nearby is an artisan center for wood carving.

The apprentices and their masters use rich, dark wood

for the detailed carvings of large plaques, chests, and

furniture. Thatch-roofed houses, markets, and hunting

scenes are the usual subjects. Will and I liked these

large pieces but had to be satisfied with small 
samples

of the work: two long-toothed combs with carved handles.

At the museum of the Bamilek6 people, a well-kept little

building next to a school, we saw more examples of fine
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carving, as well as drums, masks, and totems. A school-

teacher explained the exhibits to us.

Farther out of the city we came to the Centre Cli-

matique, which we had been told was the other hotel in

Dschang. It is really an elegant resort or sanitarium.

Cottages are placed among flowering plants and closely

mown lawns. At the top of a hill, looking over the cot-

tages, a swimming pool, and a flower garden, is a dining

room with long windows and long white drapes parted to

reveal white-clothed tables set with flowers and

gleaming wine glasses. No one seemed to be staying at the

cottages or eating in the dining room though it was close

to lunchtime. We wandered into the reception office but

apparently didn't look like prospective guests: the two

men working there gave us only the slightest of glances.

Our sieste preceded the rain on this afternoon. Not

until Will had hiked up a ridge outside of town did the

dark balls of clouds mass together to form a black shelf

of rain across the sky. On his way back, he was picked up

by a French schoolteacher and dried out at his apartment

drinking Ricard with him and his Cameroonian girl friend.

After the storm, the clean buildings and trees basked in

a gentle golden light.

When we left Dschang the next morning, I had no

enthusiasm for the day's journey. An overindulgence

in avocado sandwiches had given me a case of diarrhea;
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the cure, Lomotil, had made me nauseated. However, the

ride to Bafoussam was pleasant in spite of my discomfort.

In this area we noticed bamboo rail fences separating

the houses, and we were impressed by the large fields of

bananas, rubber trees, and what we thought were tea bushes.

The Cameroon Development Corporation has continued working

the plantations opened during the Germans' colonial rule.

In Bafoussam we changed vehicles to go to Foumban.

At this gare the baggage disputes were settled in an orderly

manner: with a scale. A certain weight was allowed, but

there was a charge for every kilogram over the limit. Of

course we assumed the scale was fixed or the allowance

unreasonably small because we had to pay extra for our

bags.

On the way to Foumban we left the mountains for more

open country. This small town is set among rolling green

hills, but the trees, including pines, are the same as in

Dschang. Here the weather was cool and dry with a clear

blue sky and majestic white clouds. A teenaged boy

found us at the gare routiere as if he had been instructed

to meet our bus. He very determinedly took charge of us,

and though we resented his forwardness, we appreciated

his information. He told us the price of the expensive

hotel, the Beau Regard, and that the inexpensive hotel

was closed, but we could stay at the Catholic Mission

where he was leading us.
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The priest at the mission was an urbane Frenchman

with a cigarette dangling from his lips, Humphrey Bogart

fashion, and a soft, philosophical voice. When Will ex-

plained that we were tourists, he replied smoothly, "Nous

sommes tous touristes," meaning, we supposed, on earth.

We liked the simple but comfortable room he showed us and

arranged to stay. -(Missions do not charge for their rooms

but usually expect modest donations.)

The boy who had appointed himself our guide was

anxious to take us to the Sultan's Palace Museum which

would soon close for the afternoon. I was annoyed that

he wanted to hurry us until I went inside the small museum

which was full of fascinating objects. The kind old guide

told us a lot about the Bamoun culture. (Unfortunately I

missed some of his explanations. I was still sick and

went outside twice .for air and once to vomit in the street.)

War was very important. The horseback-riding Fulanis were

their usual enemies, and the Bamoun fought with cowhide

shields and lances. The sultans ruled from wooden thrones

with their staffs of office beside them and lion skins be-

fore them; they smoked huge pipes and drank from gourds

decorated with the teeth and jaw bones of their enemies

while their musicians played long, narrow, double bells

with hammers, stringed instruments, and drums. Dance

masks and costumes were very elaborate: there were
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cloth-covered wooden masks in the shapes of animals' heads

and garments entirely covered with feathers.

The present sultan is the eighteenth in his dynasty.

His father, who died in 1931, invented an alphabet for the

Bamoun language and wrote the history of his people.

He also built the wood and brick palace in 1910, which

for some reason fell into ruins but is now being restored.

When we came out of the museum, we were surprised to see

the sultan, a plump, brown-skinned man in white robes,

holding court in front of these ruins. A man stood behind

him lifting an umbrella over him, and several men sat at

a respectful distance. We looked with wonder as the sultan

called to the old guide, who snatched off his cap and ran,

groveling, to hear his ruler's words. After a moment he

returned to us and showed us the palace. It must have been

an attractive building with its arches, brick walls, and

carved wooden doors and balconies. Like the Bamilske,

the Bamoun excel at wood carving. Outside the palace

walls was the outdoor assembly hall, a walkway. Here the

sultan had held council with his ministers, each sitting

on an animal skull according to his rank: the higher the

minister, the larger the skull. The skulls had been

cemented in to make flat surfaces. An elephant's head

became two seats , one from the upper and one from the

lower jaw.
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The French priest told us later that the present sul-

tan holds court every day and because he knows his subjects

well and makes just decisions, his rulings are upheld by

the governor in Bafoussam. The sultan is an open-minded,

tolerant man, a Muslim who goes to mass on Christmas Eve.

He has about eighty children, several of whom have become

very successful: two are ambassadors to China and Egypt

and one is an Islamic professor at a university in Cairo.

On our way back to the mission we saw the large

silver-domed mosque and the drum house. The enormous

log drum is a new one; traditionally such a drum was used

in wartime. The bamboo building has open sides and is

decorated with carved wooden supports. A small boy noticed

us looking around and woke up the old caretaker,who tried

to sell us souvenirs and demanded a donation to the

building.

That evening we went to a starch restaurant called

L'an 2000 and had a two-starch dinner with a tasty sauce.

At this restaurant meat was on the menu. Only forks were

given to the diners, unless one ordered the meat. Then

one of the young schoolboys who worked there came around

with a knife to cut it up. If one ordered coffee, a boy

came to the table with a tray carrying a teapot, a spoon,

instant Nescafe, cocoa powder, sugar, and sweetened con-

densed milk and mixed it according to instructions. We

ate at L'an 2000 several times and once sat across from
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a young man in robes and turban who probably would have

been surprised to know that, except for his dark skin

and clothing, he looked just like a scholarly Jewish friend

of ours from New York.

We stayed in Foumban the next day and found several

more places to visit. While I slept late, Will took a

long walk in the hills to a waterfall. Then we looked in

the shops near the sultan's palace which had some very

large (three feet tall), interesting bronzes of Fulani

horsemen. The horses are rearing and the riders' arms

thrown back, ready with their spears. We passed a row of

artisans' shops on our way to the Museum of Bamoun Art.

The craftsmen called for us to look at their work, but

we waited until we'd seen the museum. A young guide

walked around the museum with us, patiently explaining

the exhibits. The carved wooden plaques and tables depict

sultans' houses, markets, and hunting and war scenes.

The sultans were often shown smoking their long pipes

and drinking from decorated horns, their favorite activi-

ties outside of making war. The guide said the horns

were filled with warmed palm or bamboo wine. "Il est

content," he said, nodding towards a carving of a plump

sultan. Eating was a pleasure, too, and fatness a sign

of wealth; many masks and statues of sultans and nobles

show their drooping jowls. One of the most interesting

carvings was of a genie: he had prominent features, legs,
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and feet but no body. Genies see, hear, walk, etc., ex-

plained our guide, but they don't need to eat.

In another room of the museum was an interior of a

nobleman's house. It was paneled with dark carved wood.

His guests would have sat on the bamboo benches. There

was also a model of the sultan's residence as it looked

at the turn of the century. In front were large public

rooms and behind were the sultan's living quarters. In

a horseshoe around these buildings were the smaller houses

of his many wives. To one side was a house, surrounded

by four little wives' houses, belonging to the first

minister. The sultan also had a minister in each village

of his territory who governed the village but was subor-

dinate to him.

Our guide, who had stayed with us and not paid atten-

tion to other visitors, was also a salesman for the museum.

Partly because we liked the carvings and. partly because

we liked him, we bought a small plaque with some dancers

on it which just fitted into Will's backpack.

We ended the day by climbing to a viewpoint above

the town and watching the sunset.

We left for Douala the following day in the middle

seat of a van. We sat next to two quiet women who did

not speak French; one gave me two snacks: a small bell

pepper and the very bitter, brittle outer shell of a seed.

It rained most of the way to Douala, and the van wasn't
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watertight. Water only dripped in on my side, but the

window wouldn't close on the other, and a prayer mat was

put up to keep out the deluge. The green foliage glistened

in the rain, and the clouds hung heavily over the moun-

tains. Closer to Douala the land flattened, and we saw

fields of pineapples. The rushing mountain streams be-

came wider, smoother rivers. The banks and islands of

the Wouri River near Douala seemed to be covered with a

thick green carpet. The mud brick houses changed in color

from reddish brown to yellowish brown and then were re-

placed by frame houses.. Some houses were marked with

large red Xs and .dates' we wondered if these were condem-

nation notices.

We found a taxi at .Douala's gare routiere between

downpours and went to the hotel Al and Carolyn had recom-

mended. Our room was small but clean and opened onto a

central patio where a gray parrot with a scarlet tail sat

on top of his cage. The parrot very engagingly ate a

palm kernel while Will took his picture.

Douala was quiet that Sunday night. We admired its

paved streets, sidewalks, and street lights on our way

to dinner. We chose our restaurant very quickly when the

rain began seriously again. The restaurant had a club-

like atmosphere with dark wood paneling and leather-lined

chairs. Will ordered grilled shrimp, which reminded us

of our friend Allan Ritchie's facetious question: did one
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get shellfish or people when ordering shrimp in Cameroon?

The country's name is from the Portuguese word for shrimp,

which the early explorers found in the estuary of the

Wouri River. (Allan also liked referring to Ivoriens as

"Ivory Coasters .")

The downstairs disco. at the hotel was as loud as Al

and Carolyn had warned it would be, and we fell asleep

with the bouncy rhythms of Boney M. ("By the Rivers of

Babylon," "Brown Girl in the Ring") and French rock and

roll permeating our walls.

Yet another rainy morning convinced us that the rainy

season had indeed begun. After stopping at a wonderfully

odoriferous patisserie for a bagful of muffins and cookies,

we went to the Cameroon Airlines office to check on our

flight to Nairobi. There we met Terry, who was still

a little dazed by his recent trip across Nigeria. He

had traveled by car with a rather irresponsible Frenchman,

a Swiss fellow who was extremely ill, and an Upper Voltan

who had had to borrow money from the other three to be

allowed into Cameroon. While Terry waited for the French-

man to arrange a flight home for the Swiss and we waited

to talk to an agent, we ate our sweets and listened to his

adventures. Nigeria's infamy was based onreality, Terry

had found. People were unfriendly and aggressive. His

group had had numerous problems with the car: officials

who refused to acknowledge the legitimacy of the ownership
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papers, policemen who fined them for driving 
on the wrong

day because in Lagos drivers. with even 
and odd license

plate numbers trade days, a breakdown, 
an hours-long border

crossing. Terry was glad he'd had the experience but

was even gladder it was over.

When we had finished our business with the airlines,

Will, Terry, and I walked to a coffee stand and made plans

to meet later. Then Will and I picked up our bags and

left them at the hotel desk. Our flight was at 5:00 a.m.,

and we had decided to spend the night at the airport.

We'd asked the clerk to wake us that morning, but he

hadn't, and we didn't want to risk oversleeping again.

We ate lunch at a restaurant Terry. recommended.

A middle-aged, very heavy Cameroonian joined us. He told

us he'd spent twenty years in Paris singing with bands,

and American musicians were always very good to him. He

thought Cameroon owed its present well-being 
to the fact

that it had been colonized by three major "civilizations":

Germany, France, and England.

Terry and the French fellow, Patrice, were staying

at the Foyer des Marins, a German-built rest house for

travelers but especially for sailors. It was a pleasant

place with a swimming pool, a small reading room and

library, and bar. The night watchman, whom they had

somehow befriended when they first arrived, let them

sleep on the floor of the lobby without paying.
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The four of us walked through Douala's quiet residen-

tial streets, first to the French Embassy, where Patrice

wanted to inquire about working in Cameroon, and then to

the museum in the city hall., The museum was small and a

bit dusty, but some of the exhibits were interesting: a

display of Fulani battle dress with saddle and the beau-

tifully illustrated Bamoun manuscripts, the history

written by the sultan Nyoe.

Later,we went to dinner at the same restaurant where

Will and I had eaten lunch. Terry and Patrice patiently

communicated nonverbally with each other, for Terry spoke

little French and Patrice almost no English. (Terry and

the Swiss fellow had spoken Spanish together.) Patrice,

whose lean, handsome face and high cheekbones reminded

me of Mick Jagger, had traveled a long time in West

Africa and had lived a month in the Fulani village near

Mopti, Mali.

After dinner we saw Terry off to Yaound6 at the

train station. He was traveling with even less than he'd

had before: he'd traded his sleeping bag and some of

his clothes, too big since he'd lost weight traveling,

for souvenirs and carried only a duffel bag. He had never

had a camera but always kept a tiny diary, its pages

filled with careful, cramped writing, with his passport

and other valuables. Terry had started to Africa from

Europe without a map or guidebook. He relied on local
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people and other travelers to tell him what to see and had

gotten an Arabic map in Algeria to chart his route. About

a month later, we saw him again in Nairobi and. heard how,

after having the Canadian Embassy write a letter stating

that he was not a mercenary and waiting for days in un-

friendly Bangui, Central African Republic, he'd still

been refused a visa to Zaire. (In June 1980, Terry sent

us a wedding invitation and a letter saying he was "start-

ing a new and different kind of journey.")

We returned to the Foyer with Patrice; there was no

hurry to get to the airport, and the Foyer at least pro-

vided entertainment outdoors: a German version of "The

Hunchback of Notre Dame." Attending was the largest group

of Germans we'd seen in Africa. Although the film was

engrossing, we left at 10:00 before it was over; we were

afraid we wouldn't find a taxi if we waited until later.

We picked up our bags and after a few tries, found a taxi

willing to compromise on the fare to the airport. The

taxi drivers argued that since it was late and there were

few cabs on the streets, we had to pay their expensive

prices; we replied that there were even fewer passengers

so the drivers should accept our offers.

The airport was very quiet and cold. We settled our-

selves in comfortable seats in an empty lounge but were

joined later by a thin, blue-eyed Italian who was also

going to Nairobi. (He was friendly but a loner. Though
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he stayed at our hotel in Nairobi, we hardly spoke to him

again until a couple of months later when we saw him at

the temple in Edfu, Egypt.)

While Will slept, I copied into my journal the names

of Cameroonian vehicles I'd been saving on scraps of

paper: "Amour du Prochaine," "Amour du Prochaine Comme

Toi-Meme, " "Mexicain Boy," "Garcon de Couleur," "Bon

Voyage," "L'unit6 fait de la force," "Tout a Dieu,"

"Grace a Dieu," "Dieu n'oublie personne," "Dieu seul

connait," and "Qui sait l'avenir?" I wrote several let-

ters, including one to Allan Ritchie andSusan Smiley,

whose paragraphs were the germs for these chapters, and

thought about the months we'd spent in West Africa. I

made lists of books I'd read and of favorite and least

favorite places. Mali was the country we'd both loved best,

but we agreed that Cameroon was also a very special place.

It was a pleasure to reflect on our days in Cameroon.

We'd had.few problems; we'd learned a lot; people had

been friendly; the scenery had been exceptionally beauti-

ful and different from any other places we'd seen; the

weather had been a refreshing change, too. I was glad

our West African trip had ended so well.

I was unable to sleep in the airport.. A woman's

voice kept making announcements over the loudspeaker--

a plane must have come in--"Monsieur Duval, s'il vous

plait." The janitors were talking loudly as they swept
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the floors. At 4:15 I took my bag to the bathroom,

startled the cleaning man into leaving, and changed

clothes for the flight to Nairobi. I felt we were be-

ginning a new trip.



CHAPTER IX

CONCLUSION

In West African Travels, Sylvia Boone wrote, "The

promise is that after your trip to Africa you will be

'better."' After four and a half months in West Africa,

I believed I had changed for the better. From Kenya I

wrote a friend that the trip had been one of the most im-

portant experiences of my life. I had grown stronger

physically and mentally. I had had to walk long distances,

endure lengthy uncomfortable rides, go hungry, tolerate

heat and dirt, and travel while sick, but by the time I

left West Africa, I was no longer intimidated by awalk

across town, a ride in the back of a crowded vehicle,

a night without dinner, a hot and dirty hotel room, or

the fear of illness. I might cry and I might complain,

but I knew I would be all right. I did not begin the

trip with that self-confidence. At first I hesitated to

speak French, hated asking questions, avoided bargaining,

felt awkward going into small restaurants or walking

through agres routieres and markets. Gradually my French

improved, I volunteered to seek information, I became

accustomed to bargaining and found it interesting and

'Boone, p. 3.
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occasionally enjoyable, I felt at ease even in remote

villages or crowded cities. Undoubtedly one of the reasons

travel in Kenya, Sudan, Egypt, and even Europe was easier

than travel in West Africa was that Will and I had more

confidence in ourselves, more experiences to help solve

new problems, and more physical endurance.. We regretted

that we hadn't made any African friends--our initial shy-

ness and the difficulty of meeting Africans of .our own

age and interests prevented us--and that we hadn't learned

earlier to ask questions, to find out more about the lives

of the people, the farming, businesses, schools, govern-

ments, plants, and animals. But we were proud of our

accomplishments.

Besides assertiveness and physical stamina, I gained

self-knowledge in West Africa. I learned that my liberal

attitudes could not cope with all the circumstances I

discovered in West Africa. I could not stretch "dif-

ferent strokes for different folks" or "different does not

equal bad" to cover corrupt government officials who grow

richer while the citizenry they are supposed to be serving

suffers, police brutality, female circumcision, or ritual

murders. Even if I could intellectually understand why

Africans decimate the wild animal populations, destroy

natural resources in the course of development schemes,

and often wanted to befriend us to gain something for

themselves, I still did not approve. I was surprised
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to find how much I appreciated my own country and its

democratic institutions. The U.S.--and the rest of the

world--has many of the same problems Africa has: offi-

cials' abuse of power, corruption in all levels of govern-

ment, prejudice. But in the U.S., I thought with a new

feeling of pride, the system is designed to operate

fairly, and there is always someone trying to make the

reality match the ideal. In.Africa, it seemed, people

accept the corrupt reality as inevitable and rather than

try to change it, adapt to it. Equally discouraging

was that many Europeans in Africa have the same attitude.

This resignation is so widespread there is even an acronym

for it: WAWA--West Africa wins again, "a phrase expressing

the intractability of the African situation and the fu-

tility of trying to set it right."2  (Certainly trying to

"set it right" according to Western or Communist models

would be presumptuous as well as futile, but whether tech-

nicians, volunteers, businessmen, etc. from the developed

countries should advise African countries and how much

Africa should emulate the industrial nations are compli-

cated issues Will and I debated but could never resolve.)

Third World realities, made me uncomfortable, angry,

and sad. Knowing the statistics about malnutrition, in-

fant mortality, disease, and education is one thing; it

2Boone, p. 25.
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is quite another to see the adorable babies tied to their

mothers' backs, their heads nodding sleepily with their

mothers' movements, tiny clean feet occasionally poking

through the folds of cloth, while knowing as many as one-

half of them will die before the age of five; the young

men with intelligent faces and strong arms and torsos

hauling themselves about with a pole or on skateboards

or with thongs strapped to their hands and knees, their

crippled, withered legs dangling or dragging behind; the

five- and six-year-old workers carrying trays of food to

sell on their heads, jogging earnestly through crowded

streets and markets on errands, watching one-, two-, or

three-year-old siblings, or tending cooking fires: going

to school is a luxury many will never know. I was uncom-

fortable when I thought of how food and other resources

are wasted in my own country; I was angry when I con-

sidered the economic, political, and even cultural reasons

which probably prevent polio vaccine, for example, from

preventing polio in West Africa; I was sad because of the

seemingly needless suffering and deprivation I saw in

West Africa.

Our cultural shock upon returning to the U.S. from

Africa was tempered by six months of travel in the British

Isles and Eastern and Western Europe. We did not have the

adjustments to make as some Peace Corps workers do who

come home directly from their upcountry posts. Joanne Jones
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had told us she'd had difficulty acclimating to her

parents' large, air-conditioned house. One day the

family's maid had incredulously watched her in the back

yard washing her pagnes with the garden hose in a pail of

water. Another popular Peace Corps story circulating in

West Africa is about a volunteer who went home and had a

barber cut his hair. When the barber told him it cost

$15, he replied, "It's not worth that much; I'll give

you $4."

Though we didn't make any faux pas such as bargaining

for. haircuts, we did feel strange and ill-at-ease back in

our own country again. Our families exclaimed how glad

they were that we were finally safe in the U.S., but we

felt anything but safe. In Boston, crime prevention posters

alerted me to the necessity of holding onto my handbag,

backpack, and two additional bags at all times. I was

nervous when a drunken man yelled at us while we made a

telephone call on a busy street. In New York's Penn Sta-

tion I watched a man.attempt to steal another man's coat.

Europe had a few problems with crime, but in Africa, ex-

cept for the episode in Accra, we'd felt safe, especially

whenever we traveled with older Muslim men; they seemed

to be the spokesmen for morality in many communities.

Violent crimes against strangers were rare in Africa,

and people generally would not hesitate to involve them-

selves if someone were in trouble.
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We probably experienced the closest thing to culture

shock while Christmas shopping in New York. In London,

Rouen, and Munich I had window-shopped with pleasure and

enthusiasm, admiring expensive dishes, shoes, clothing, even

food, but I was still unprepared for Bloomingdale's and

Macy's. We were amazed by what people could and therefore

would buy, and that needs are invented along with the mar-

keting of various items. After several hours of wandering

among crowded displays of sheets printed with penguins tap-

dancing on them, roller disco accessories (gold, purple,

and silver lame elbow and knee pads in the shape of stars

and Mercurial wings), and computer toys (including a small

van called "George" that responded to voice commands), we

felt vaguely disturbed. Something was wrong with such

blatant materialism. Not only were there people in Third

World countries who needed.food, medicine, and education,

but even in the U.S. there was poverty. I was distressed

to see an old shopping bag lady in Penn Station with holes

in her shoes; a young woman whose skin was brown with dirt

and whose face was like a frightened animal's dragged a

filthy blanket around her instead of a coat; a nice-looking,

middle-aged man whose eyes glinted with an unnatural

brightness mumbled importantly to himself.

Americans themselves looked scruffier than I had

remembered. Compared to the affluent, smartly dressed

Mincheners we had just left, the practical Americans in
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jeans, down-filled jackets, and running shoes looked shabby.

Compared to the bright wax prints, the flowing pastel

cotton bubus, and the fancifully embroidered tie-dyed

kaftans the West Africanswore, the Americans' clothes

were drab and boring. After nine months in the U.S, I

still find myself reluctant to buy any new clothes. I

miss the individuality, gracefulness, and brightness of

West African styles.

Another reason I have lost interest in buying clothes

is that I have too many. Of all the boxes of possessions

I unpacked when Will and I returned to Dallas, I was

most shocked by the number containing my clothes. With

chagrin I remembered how I used to buy clothes when I

was depressed or because I wanted compliments on a new

outfit. Not only did I realize when unpacking that by

comparison to most West Africans, I possess an astounding

amount of clothes and other goods, but also that traveling

or living with fewer possessions is more carefree. I am

not willing to reduce the numbers of books, dishes, cooking

utensils, or furniture we own, but perhaps I will be more

cautious about adding to them. Will and I are gradually

becoming comfortable with conspicuous consumption again,

but we occasionally cannot resist telling Americans

it's possible to survive one hundred degree weather

without air conditioning, that Africans sell empty jars
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and plastic bags in markets instead of throwing them away,

and that the average West African could carry allhis posses-

sions with him.

The trip to West Africa gave me strength, confidence,

awareness, and knowledge. I am indeed "better" as Sylvia

Boone had promised, especially because of the store of

memories I now carry with me. These memories, all "per-

fumed and embroidered with the exotic," will enrich the

rest of my life with the beauty of Africa: the smell of

wood smoke, ripening mangoes and guavas, and frying

beignets; the cool touch of sand as fine and smooth as new

snow in the moonlight; the soft sweetness of a ripe banana;

the pungent bitterness of a cold beer when my mouth was

dry and dusty; the beating of rain on tin roofs; the

thudding of mortars and pestles as women prepared food;

the fast West African rhythms bursting from a small wooden

shack; the rising and falling of voices graciously and

formally exchanging greetings; the friendly chattiness

of bartenders and clerks; the itinerant barber setting up

his shop with a chair, a sheet, a pair of scissors, and

a mirror under a tree on a vacant corner; the solemn

handshake with an old Muslim; the toothless smile of

thanks from an old woman as I helped her from a truck; the

night markets softly illuminated with candles and lanterns;

the fringe of palm leaves against a blue sky and brooding
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clouds; the smoke from cooking fires mingling with the

sunset.


